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PURPOSE OF THE EORUM #

The PROjECT,200O FORUM was intended to, be a meeting of professionals

. to Fdentify*futuTecrends in sociology, economics, and education.andto

di'scuss,thesi trends in light of future program purposes and direction off`

agrisultbretand.agribilsiness education. I .

There were three important componedts of the FORUM. First, twelve

noted specialists id th.e'fields of education, agriculture, developmental

psychology, business, sociology, morality, and economics madepresenOhtions

inspired by what they saw as prominent, future changes in their espective

disciplines. Secbndly, a listening panel of selected agricultural educa-

tors frdtacross'lowa and the United States ,probed the specialists on

those Matters that were identified as ilMportant inagriculture and agri-

business.edugation. Thirdly, there were round -table discusdions and

Interactions by all specialists and listening:panelmembers in order to

'place those.identified trends in.perspective tokeach other. ,

This review and analysis of currtnt program pqrpodes of agriculture

and agribusiness education in terms of projected social, ag icultural,

cultural, economic, educational, and occupational changes resulted in a

revised philosophical base, for the foundation of curriculum development ....

'in agriculture and agribusiness education. .

,
.i P

," This FORUM was but one phase of a U. S. Office of Education curri-

culum development project administered through the Department of Agricul-

tural Education, Iowa State University. /

1

FORUM PARTICIPATION - f.

All essions cf this FORUM were open fqr public a ndance, and there

was no confereAce fee. However, all but official FORUM, articipants were

required to absorb their own room and meal costs. Official FORUM partici-

pants included\invAed Speakers, listening,panel, Project 200 staff,

IowaState Agricultural Education Staff,, and the Prbject'2000 Advisory 4o.

ittee. '

PubliC participation in Interaction discussions was limited during

.presentations, but any person was allowed to take an active part id the

large group interaction sessions. .
,

c
.,

, .

Presentations weroof interest to secohdary.and post-secondary

agricultural educators, university personnel in related diSctplines,'and.

state depagment.of public instruction staffs, as well as other peOple

whOould)be involved in the future of agriculture.and agribusiness

edUcation. -
,
.

,

.
.

.. .

. r .

Persons interestedoin attending the FORUM wele aske t complete and

return a, pre-registratIodform, indicatidg those Presen Lions that they .

desired to.hear, and, sessions they wished to attend. *

t
. I
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MO day, FebruarY.25
emorial Union

5

4

PROGRAM
%Project 2000 Forum f

for Agricultural Education in Iowa

4, 4

Afternoon %
Arrival and check-in at the Memorial Union, Iowa State University

i.

6:45 p.m.

8:00 p.m.
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J
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Icawd''State University

40( 4

Agricultural Trends, Issues'

and New Directions/in Iovia.
13:00-8:40 a.m.

0

8:40-9120'

.9:20-9:50

9:60710;10

44

Dr. Harold 'CAtwford,
Agricultural Education Department

Iowa State Universi
Dr:qtlan A. Keller

Project Director
Mr. Worth NaYnes
Forum Secretary

Dr. Alan A. Keller
Project Director

Professor C. E. -Bundy

Chairman, Listening Panel-

.Mr.'Merrill Anderson
Central National Bank
Des Moines, Iowa

J ......, ,., t j, I- 1 r- 1 , I , I i r I ,

Advances and New Directions'` ,Dr. Keith Barrons '.

in Technical Agriculture Dow Chemical Corporation

. %. .. '

Midland, Michigan

Interaction--Listening Penal with abovp speakers

1

Coffee Break
.
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10:10 -10:50

J10:50- 11:301.

6
'or
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p.

N ,
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.
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','12:00-3,:00 p.m. Lunch

1:G0-1:40 p.m.

1:40-2:20
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2:50-3:CO

with above speakers

Rooms 204-208

Session 3

Mr. Tom Archer., Chairman

Iowa State Univyrsity
)

Changing Developmental Needs
of Secondary and Post-Secon-

dary Youth,442-

Changing Patterns of Voca-.
tional and Career Decision-.

Making

InteractionListening Panel
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Session Lo-

Mr. James Athen, Chairman
State pepartment of.Public Instr

3:10-3:50 New Moralities and141h91 A

Reconsideration

3:50-4:30

,

4:30-5:00

3,

Labor Trends and Needs of
Society During ipe Next

Decades

(Dr: Abe& Havighurst. .41 ''

College of Education '

University of Chicago

Dr. ft. . Gelatt
American Institute of esearch

Palo'APto, California'

with above speakers'

uction

Dr. ]caul Holmer
Yale Divinity School
New HaV,en, Connvicut

4,7

Dr. Rupert Evans
Bureau of Educational Research.
University of Illinois
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'6:30 p.m.
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.Group

Group .1
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Session 5

Dr. Harold Crawford, ChaiMan
,Iovh. State. University
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P
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\

. Signifi an Social Trends, Dr. DOuglas Ensminger

' Issues, and New DitectiOns Depar-tment of Sociology,.,

iti America . University of Missouri
_ .

Interaction -- Listening Panel wilph,ahove speakersv.
,

Coffee kreak

t

Session,7

.Dr. Eleanore Kohlmann, Chairman
Iowa State Univerdity -

10:10-10:50 . :,contributions of Agricul-

tural Bulirtess and Industr

*yAate, National, and
World Economies

"trends, Issues, and New

, Directions in Ameritan

'Education

-40: 50-11: 30

11:3G-12:00'
r

S 12:00-1:10 p.m.
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Dr. Harold Haldrow, .

Department of Economicsf
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Dr. Ralph-Tyler-
Sciepce Research Associates
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AGRICULTURAL TRENDS, ISSUES, AND NEW DIRECTIONS IN IOWA

. .' ,J. .Merrill Andersonf

.,
.. .,

I 'approach you this morning with some apprehensions of being the

f4rst one on this program I realize I am not the lead flitter, As I

look over the program I see several very pucstanding people within their

respective fields-who are going to address this seminar. I come here

this morning merely,to present ta you some of my obsermations--not tnat

:I bring you any great wisdom or any answers to the pfob ems that face

Iowa and the nation as far as agriculture orthe future f agriculture

is concerned; I will only atLempto give you some of my. observations.

First, I want to express appreciation to Dr.Kahler and Professor

Bundy and all of the staff who haveput together this most important con-
.

ference. I khow it will Help give direction to the futilre agricultural.

Nwricula and progyamsand help point out how these might be disseminated

tothe young people, of not only our state, but, I hope, the nation.

Agriculture is a very mportant industry today. The importance of, agri-

gulture is, in the'headlines of the press throughout the world. It gains

this recognition because we are the producers of food, and food is now
. _

very important throughout the entire world.'
.

4e4 Firgt, 'I will address the matter of agricultural trends. Trends do

not come rapicWbut gradually creep up on us. The most' important trend

I see today is tIlp growing number-of family operations. We hear a lot

about the family farm, and how it is disappearing from thescene.' I see

the family farm as being extremely important. I see the delblopment now

. *
of what I would like to call either formal or informal development of

the family farm. .

Let me refer tá our own operation (and I may refek to thiS occasion-

ally). We have what I call an ';informal" type of operation, at least

from an organizational standpoint I treat "forlal" as being an operation

that has entered into some type of legal contract, where it is written out

just how .the farm is going to be handled for' the benefit of those who are
4 p

operating it and, more sptcifically, those who are in the family. This

could be afarm tat is incorporated, or it could be a farm that is oper-

ating under a type, of partnership, but at least there is some legal direc-

14
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tion.

-Our operation1/4is made up of myself, my son-in-law and -a nephew. I

irall this a family operation. We have not formally incorporated. We have

not written out anything, particularly as to how this partnership is to

; be operated. I woilld describe it as an informal general par:tnership%
, .

As I'work with' farm fiamilies-Aot only today in the bankinglionpiness,

but also before as the head of an organization ---I find many families 41th

the sons and sons -in -law beginning to specialize. One member of the Pam-

ily is responsible for the agronomy practices, such as fertilizer, insec-

ticides, herbicides, etc. He trains himself and specializes in that area.

He is responsible for providing all the answers, projections.and so forth

A that specific operition,pertaining to crop psoduction. Another member

of the family is responsible for the livestock operation. He attends

meetings, reads,.and feels the responsibilfty to report on new develop-
.

ments and methods of efficient livestock management to other members of the

family.
%

Plen,there is usually the-selUoir,member of the Operation- I fall

into that category. In our operation, they look to me for the financial

structure. I am supposed to have the good rapport with the t!anker. I am

Supposed to be knoedgeable about taxes. I, anf supposed, to take care of

the'bookkeeping. I am supposed to keep the business in the black. We

are having a conference for our.O.peration today because my son-in-law

heading the livestock enterprise feels that weneed a new fairowing facil-
.

ity'and a nursery. I have asked him to,hring me cost projections and':

other details. We are trying to fit these facilities into the operation

and calculate how much of a pay back we might expect: I see this trend,

of joint-managership developing in agriculture similar to what is done in

business.. In other words, three heads may furiction better than one. A
. ,

single'persoucannot be an expert in everything. This .means that the

04,

('''
operation are, and involvesration can expand icad it ilves mOre farms than it did-in

. .

the-liast. When 4 add this up, we still have q- uite apfew -people involved

in farming even thoish it may be under one family operation.
,. ..

, i

Another trend I see developing is ghsincrease in cooperative market-
e" ,

ing. I do pot know. of any subject that'creates more interest, more dis-

cussion, of more inquisitiveness among farmers and'producers than market-

13
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ing concepts. .Yetiit'ib on%,that6s extremely difficult ,to put a handle
,

on: -Almost every-type of marketing has been tried. Yet the yOuthfuln6Ss
I

of the young farmers still feels there has to be another Way., that there

is room for improvement. There are some ?things _that could be added or

some things that sheild be'eliminated as'fat as the present marketing.con=

cepts'are concerned. :Way I would mention a few that.are appearing.

There is not anything really new atout this, but-there aresome new ap-

preaches.

There are some'cattlefgedlot programs now, where farmers have joined.
. .

together and employed a,man is a'specialist in_selling cattle or pur-

chasing feeder cattle: ,He worts, s, for these producers,and, in most cases,

can combine from 12,000.to-20,,000''head of cattle, in a single transaction.

He usually-Charges,a fee of $2 or $3 pei' head, for selling them. This pro-

vides the specialist With an adequate salry, at least to start, with. His

job is to bring to that operation possibly eight or ten potential' buyers.

His job is 'to mainta4n these contacts, whereas theindividual farmer.would

have difficulty maintaiding -that many Contacts and keeping abreast of the

changes going on in the market'.
.

.
.

ers.association. in Iowa is now,working at bring- '. The farmer-grain ,d

ing intosthe marketi

This is not anew c

Vegetables for years,
.

tions are now attempting

re what they call a "grain,marketing $ool."

We have.flhd pooling'of grains, fruits and

has been done on a small scale. The associa-
.-

o set up a large pool where certain 'segments

of their members crop would be marketed at various times of the year to

take advantage of high seasonal prices.

We'haye-other groups who are extremely interested in the exporpemar-
.

ket. There are grasps of. farmers gefting together to pool a very hfel.

quality product--one that they are-proud of. They'are.marketing this

direc,t, through containers that.Can lie loaded pn a ship and deliver

to some'custamerin, Europe, Japan or tp another:. country. We have a m

places in northern Iowa where edible shybeans are produced and these are

loaded into containers with the puritl and. the quality retained, and sent
«

to Japsnfor human consuiption.

1e have'ocher groups who are-attempting to put together small pack-
.

ages of feed' grains to (*seat t6,Europe,ana_delivered directly to a

4

4
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feed mill or livestock-producers in that area. These are some, of the

' ''trends in marketiq. --
.

We have fatm lrganizations that are :actively enggked in'this group

_marketing concept. The entire structure of the NFO is4esigned and built

13

around a. marketing concept--one that is not new, b t one that has been

.'very popdlar in ygars past. For example, when there were shipping associa -,

tions inhe local towns, if I had-ten hogs to sell today I cOuld.pooi'

them with4Gomeone.else's hogs. These would all be loaded in a rail car. .

and shipped to 1.1ica7lo,,Omaha, or Kansas City: The NFO has expanded this

type Sf program. Theyilave 'collection points where they pool the.produc-

tio of their membeip and then sell. They have also moved into smefarm
, % lb

sales. This, I feel, is an extremely important area.
.

(.

I wish that,the answers were as simple to describe as the problems ",
.

in the area of marketing. We 'have been very successful in this coutfly,
. 1

I think. We have amarket system that abso s gverything that is pro-

.
deuced at some price, regardless of quality We have to realize that this

kind .'of marketing system is important to agriculture.
.

A third area concerning trends ithe expanded u'e of computers. At

first this was confined to scientific, financial or industrial types of

projections. ,Today we are discovering that the computers are becoming

feasible,and very prof- i.table for 'evaluation of various agricultural pro-

I

jects and programs. Many of our farming, pr.,acticipstk application rates ,of .

fertilizers, ingecticides, herbicides;'overall concepts of manageient;
.

cash flow; is well as other variables could all be programmed. Your en-

tire farm Operation coUlipbe placed in a computer and.he wesults you

might expect could be predicted. I see the trend of using cemputetized

farm record- keeping and the useof computers in making proSec, tions as to,
.

.
.

Ad

the method of operating or the profitability ofa. particularpraCtice,
. di

as very important to the farmer. ._

Another trend I see today is that farming has now grown up and hap
. (

become a 'business. It is less a way of life for farm operators. As I
N,, ,.

.look back on my boyhood on the would say it was a "way of life."

,We had'to get a lot of .the daily needs.and requirements for our family -

frOm the farm itself. My'mother spent a lot of time cooking, cannin46.A44

preparing food for the winter to carry us through. ,We.worked as a fadily

.46
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udit. It was a "way of life." Today:this is not the case'. There is

still a rapport,, family togetherness, but as far" s the operation is 1/

concerned, It is strictlysa business.

We are also finding that in our communities, particularly when 1

. % .
.

..

close to a city or an urban area, that most'of our farm holies are. occupied.
,

But that dots not mead that they are farmers or farm employees. It means

that 'many people who 'have lied in the-- ty have moved out to ccupy a

. vacant house on a farm. Some of these.holles are not the best,,and*thill

is. creating some probleds in rural combrunities. It enters into tax prob-.

lems and so forth, but at least we still have a community. As you drive
.

-

through. the countryside today; you cannot always determine whether a,ffian'

is a farmer orinot by the fact that he lives in a hoilse on a farm. This

creates a different social.structureand social mix in thell'rural communi-

,ties. This is a trend that.I.think.will continue.

Then, of course, we have...many_people.going.to the country and buying

4that Sere or Ewa of Uooded timber on the back forty of some farm and
$ . 4

building-a fide residence alere4 setting up their own domain. 4.I.thInk
3

this trend also will.-continue..

Another trend I think 'We are going .tot have ihVe'great deal ampe-
'

.

titian for land.. We are going-to have ,continued demand for land fort urban

expansion, recreational uA'inchlatrial growth, airports, and so forth

'which leads us to the top ?c of land use.
is

is a very important suiv-

ject--:one that ye are not making very rapid progress with legislatively

., at the present time in our.state. ,Thel'ederal governient is having some

problems, too. The problem is, wh) isvoing to-control who, and who is

'going to make the decisions lk what level as far as land use Is concerned.,

. Tfiis invkves deny fhings,:such as zoning problems and environmental
i.

questions tbai?co4le along with land development.

Another trend I see, which as a producer and farmer I am Certainly

aware of, is the growing influence of consumers. "Consumerism,' as many,
- * ,

.
. .

, would' call it, applies- to and affects the agricultural industry.j This
* ,

happens in many ways. If you will think back over the laserfive years, .

, onsamerism has certainly affected the agriculturajl industry. Consumers
,..

are alwayg oncerned about-Prices. We have had food boycotts and all .

k , - 4 , ,

''sorts of p tests and movements. Some have ained considerable momentum,
. . . . .

. .
.

18`
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r.while 'others have failed. We--havehad the constant cilmor by consume
/

4
.

41?
Att bring more controls to the agric ral industry.. Their' first reactiot

. ' . iis "do scewthing; pass k regulation; set' up controls on.the.industry," not
/ always recognizing what the read, might ,be. ,Many Imes they approach

, , ,

1

irlthis type of action with the ide"%hat it in going-to 61-king about cheaper
# , .- r .

food. That usually is not the case; and .t usually- ends;up...in a higher.
- _ s.,_,/

cost for food. we as re and producers must, work close with our
. ,

- f". .,712# - lipCongressmen andSenators? our -State Senators, and State kaaresentativesk ,

tie .
1, , ' 1 t r , -.. -' I

' ebecause the consumer does oatnu4b4, us con.4ideribly. I .wo'uld guess na,tiOn----..- ,con
-, . ':, . - ,-

ally that about foup or five.. percent of 'die ,people are producers arfd.ninety-.,
i9. ,1

-five Or ninety -six percept of the people are consuiers:. TheiOdd.aare- .
..,,, ,- . -

'against us. al. taiZes real, know -hcili and, influence' to.kee legislatfon on
.. - . ,

. . ,

ail .even 'keel. , ,, , ;,
4 ,

.
-.... .

. ...

t Along with this,' we, ttave,hed.-many,'isribblepis, relating to ' thxitio:n.'with/ ,
. i

This' is a very hot ,sogject,in Our. State.L'eg:islature., FOr t ose,of you. .
. . . . . ,', ,' i. A f. 10, thisi" from, out -of- state, ,we- are having a-1,Ot of discupsion and cRncern` in- this

,. t.
- _ ... ,- state about proper ty ' taxes. Parrieplatiy; the fhcreasing' ylluatioqs that

0

--- \ ' o
0

1, have been placed -On residential and agrgultiffa 1 pr
,-

ope- r- ty Vitic h will of
.0 J. . .

I .
f

% WI

bring 'considerable increase in taxes 'to -tar farmpi and to the, homeowder
:' , . .-

where a set Tillage is. concerned,. , .. 4,.., . .,.
,

. :.
l WE, have been' and are curie4ily 'tieing confronted with theiroblem ori

. ' ,

imports. The consumer want's I:taps:nes,. ,,The,produ.c.er says, ."We do not need
' -

imports - -it destroys our rda, aet. We will produce for you!" :We haves to.,.
recognize this conflict. , , 'W. I

1 . No. 4. .

We also have this conflict on , ex'ports. The prOd'ucerisaye,."Export
my product so we c,ati 16.1ci up iheprice:and :make it mort profitable. to

w:,

pro,ducg.food.",.qhe consumer Nays he exior I think it is
creating a highet,pcicefor ..me.." Let' get this" thing in balance. Ah a

producer, these are trends that I feel are not gdIng to gb away. They

are probably going to continue to be y ty important influences On the
future of my business as a farmer.

We have the.'idfluence today of the press. Thiq is one' that we need:.
a3siroducers and farrpert, ,to' keep in mind. We have to cooperate with and '
understand Ate people 'writing about us' and some.of thEtetproblems that they

.

encounter.. We have young reporters toda who are excellent.

9
4

.Their train-

4

l
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I

ipg is excellent, toil they

investigatiye procedures ar

words.,ana they use, them eff

_times lack actual. experieh
,

°

getdown to he facts or
,

times can create prpblem

16
4

r.

...

e smart. They have great; talents as far as '

.

concerned. Theyjlave-agreat ability tizyise

crively::: This Is very fine, but they,Arome-'

e, orthey lack lhe knowledge of:being able to

t the other side of the pidture. This.some-

to* us, beCaUSe they have the power, through
,

. widespread circulation tO present their view's, Consumers with little back-
'

in a particular industry depend upo n the Information that tomes

he press', the-radio,'and telev4sion. Quite often the facts are not
k

always what they seem to -be.

If 3* w & an .examPle, gi 4u the followifig. 'We have had.

'grou

from

-a 'great deal

herbicides

ihe &linage

..;,,lout the

few writ

46,004 p

.

discussionon the valtieSief-4nsecticides, pesticides,
,

ther chemicals. The mOsp recent action of this icnd.was,
,

hat might attrue to the poik industry when consumers r ad

facb.that nitrates and nitrites are cancer-causing. :But ery

rs hate said anything about is fact, that you would have to at

,

unds of baton a day to be in clanger, Many consumers are very

concerned. ,I'have' met peOPle in the Des-Moines area who have read these

. articles and then asked me,."Is there,ithis danger?, Should I quit eating

bacon?" This sort of thing can'be vety.damaging to the pork industry. .
.

I don't sde any lessening of this kind .of activity. i think.we 4All,.-
7.have to be ready to meet it throughltur commodity and farm organizations,

through actual experimenf ation , and Ittin,g fa cts fro the universitiesniverslties

and'OUr research facilities'. Then gt it out to the,publii, 'even if we
t

r
,,have to:employ gar own press people to write the articies sothat We'can

Yrilig the factsto the people. . .

Increasing land ,Values are very mach in the newa,today. Sale of. land 'v. ...

is often based on factors other than productivity. ,Many' times land'Ye-
; ,

comes available next to a farmer who.has invested heavily in machinery.
0

He needs additional land because his son or his son -1. -law is tow'

o

joining the operation.' To help justify it to himself, he says, "This is

the Dilly chance in my lifetime that this farm will be available." So he
. . ,

adds it to his spreads We have many inputs that affect die decisions.
.

the'that dome,with the puechase of land, but as'I mptio.ned, quite often the

.,:decision is notyased, n'productivity. You can ,put the pencil to it and
, 4

' on
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'4her

e<

if no way that you can, even with present prices, get this_land
4 . ..

to pay for Uself, let alone bring a decent return to the owner.

Whet is actually happening is that he hal a farm of a certain num- .

er of acres that he'probibly acquired many years ago.et-s_very low

, prier, or just purchased'yithin t he past ten or fifteen years at e.very
. . ,

low price compared
.

with those found today.-.What is happening as far as

land purchasing is concerned is a,dost averaging process. I do not'.

know how long this can cOntinue'ot how manygenerations'can do this. But

,

II *,a man whobought a farm some years Ago at
,
four hundred dollars antacre

, . .

and can buy the adjoining farm today for two thousand chillers an acre, ,

will suposecifY come up with, an average cost for all his land=, The banker
. .

looks at this and says, "You are safe. I cannot'see that you are in any
;It,

trouble.. Goo ahead anti buy
l

ie,. .

. ,. Now the
\
man who did not have a fari to.help pay.the twat thousand

dollars ad acre enters intothiabus.iness of farming ona comp 4tely dtf-
.

ferent scale. If you have four hundred acres to'start with at. 400 pei
',.

.

acre and you buy an eighty, you still have an opportunity td buy another
. -

eighty, and maybe another eighty-before the total cost of the farm is
o

y
. in, the $r200 6 $1400 an acre bracket..

0 I think that oneway this may change is if we have a few more farms
"N.,.....-

offered for sale.' That can cut the demand for land and the pride, too.

There Are very, few farms selling, and ,that makes it difficult to. find a
!

,

.

,
.

4, it : true market value for. ,a;, farm So we are ending LIP with a lot of
1 ,

......--,

pliDLIsity about the millionair farmers.. In fact, we had an articl on .

the l'iont page of our leading newspaper in Iowa telling about these illion...

aires. I guess they-are millioqiires, but_theyhave no cash flowa There
. . ,Aft41.

is no Way they can send us money unless theysell the fArm. Sell the farm

and they are out of firming and the other neighbor has taken over. We

. ,may..find we move into this older group of farmers that when they do

-Pssell o i ,t4xes.will kill them:

Now fJne move into the area of.,agricultuvil issues. I think in the

future agri ture will continue inThe public eye because of consumers'

concern about od production. They ar/cOncerned allout the quality of

the food. they ea They are concerned about vices and expp rts. They

aacertainly con -rued about conservation and. the environment. This will

21 .,
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require greater-emphasis on communications skills for farmers. These ,

.

t

skills can also be dealing, with top management, With bankers,

and in making fa\rm'supplyiecquisitionS for their'operation. They will

need these commun,L cation skills in the field,OE peoductidn and.certainly

in the"field of Marketing; I guess what i anisaying here is wg 'certainly

heed td be aware that tod y the man or the'famiLy out there on the land

'needs to be skilled in ,co unfcation.

The second area of a ricultural issues is the growing public dis-

satisfaction with many th ngs that are happening on the farm. Thi4 win-
.

ter we are hearing a lot bout soil erosion by wind.' There is a little

dust in the air. It is portant,,and it, is something that producers will

certainly, have to'bring wader control. toe will have a great clamor for

legislation to put restr* tions on farmers. think if farmers are able

to communicate they Will take care-of some of these problems before
, $

there is a move toward some kind of regimentation. ..

X

Today, when, most operators are about to build a tonfinenient cattle

or hog operation, they will probably be approachearby someone with a -

petition to stop the construction. The getitiorrhas been signed by fqrty

or fifty people, some they may never have heard of, ftom as far away as
1

. .

fifteen or eighteen miles. We have people who are dedicated now to-.the

idea that we are noCgoing to have this kind ot, thing happen in the om-

munity because of environmental, Odor', and water problems. M6st of. them

are not knowledgeable about anything other than that it is a popular thing

to do to try to stop this kind of'progran; oft construction. The issue is

a growing public dissatisfaction with many-things that the farmer is,try=

ing-to do today.

'Then we have another issue that I think f
A
extteme importance to

the future'of agriculture. That is the Git and ent problem. In other

words, how do you get into the business? And how does someone get out.of

the. business? I -see this becoming more difficult in tl a future_ rather ,

than less difficult. The farmer certainly needs to be familiar with'farm

business, organizational structures mentioned ea rlier, and changing tax

structures.

Another problem issue fpr the Iowa farmer to consider is this:. Are

we heacted for an emphasis on crop production and a reduced emphasis on

42.
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restock production? We have heard a lot abbut this from Afe consuming
.

sector of our country and the world. The World Food Conference geared

for a thorough in -depth discussion of hpw we are going to uSe the food,

pnoduced and how much easier it would be to feed people if we ,Mere not

feeding grains to livestoCk. I do not see any lessening in this argument.

I think continue to plague us-. I thinitithxings us back to

rellity in Iowa. What does this mean?
Y7

I haNie some figures pvided by the Iowa. Development Commission. In

1969, cash farm receipts in Iowa from livestock accounted Yor seventy-five

percent of
t
the total, with crops accounting for twenty-five percent. In'

1974, this ,StrueT ure thanged to where cash receipts from livestock ac-
-

counted for fifty-two percent and the'ckcip receipts counted for fortyT

eight percent. -Part of this change is due to the change inprice. I

think there is a trend to think "why 'be in the livestock business?" Tie

4 have alternatives in Iowa. We havthe resources as far as land is con-

cerned, tolgo heavil1 into cash grain operations.
Al

Another issue is a continued influence on crop 4nd othet. Larmprices

4

I

from
D
yorld crop production and world economic conditions. We need to be !

familiar with 'these. The world is smaller now and we certainly need to

know what is goinglp, agriculturally in other countries.'

Now I would like to discuss some agricultural issues that will con-
, ,

tinde in the future. We have many areas of inflation. The export policy

and. embargoes are also concerns that we have experienced in the last

couple of years, There is a push now for Congress and otter regulatory

agencies in meeting clean air-clean water standards, making decisionson

pesticide regulations, and using funds for agricultural research) I could

spend,cOnsitlerable time on this last one. . There are peoplk who have said

thrat there -is no need for more research in agriculture and the funds
. .

should be spent in other areas. Yet today with the deed for food I think

research unding needs to be increased. .

,
,

New directions in agriculture include an increasing importance of

Jicapital in farm operations. We need to be aware of and understand the/

size of operating expenses, cost of efficient,-sized farms, confinement

livestock operations, and inflated costs of land and farm machinery. I

talked tc4a young man the other day Whose annual interest bill alone was

23
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$45,000. This tales sometreal management skill. He needs help.

_ We need to fully utilize crop res4dues to produce livestock. More
..

emphasis is needed on managgotnt and marketing skills. There is a grow-
.

ing interest in basic marketi informationve -
i

A

;
. We need to question some hing that has'been argued in the press,

*
.

on
I

-media shows, at churches, ,'universities, and Colleges.. That is, should
.

1

th U.S. use food as a bartering tool in internationalaffairs? These

ft`

are areas that the .producer skill be faced with,i4 'the future. Ifs food is

s ort, you knew it is gning,to be a bartering tool. We have been trading

polls in the past. One of the reasons why the farmer is so,involVedis
. 1 .

ot t the U.S. has-had an abilindance .of food surpluses .and the.othAt cowl-
,

ies looked to us for.helpil. Now we are without those surpluses and the i

ther countries have surpluses again: This puts a different light on the

anaggment decisions of our farms today.

AgricultUre is, of course, Iowa's basic industry. I mentioned the

ork industry earlier. More than 76,000 jobs, in Iowa are provided by the

state's pork industry alone.

;.We are going to need,new directions in marketing, as I pointed out.
. .

I think,, these will be evolutionary rather than revolutionary. There re
As

Lot of people trying'to find the revolutionary change in marketing.

t is no\there. It will be an evolutionary change. We are going to

eed a higher-information'level'for farmers. They seekcooperatives-as

solution to marketing and purchasing. Cooperatives are recognizing

hat loyalty without service is a myth and I think cooperatives are be-

ginning to do a great job in meeting the requirements and needs of their

-customers.

In the. area of grain production, the gain industry is going to have

to re-establish its, integrity, asell as provide new services. We are

going to have to take a good .look at our grading standards and our mar-
.

keting systei, pattitularlythOse for exports.

Aslfar as livestock is conderned, we have many new directions in

animal health; marketing, merchandising, promotion, supply And demand,

transportation, government regulations, environmental problems, imports

and exports. All of these will affect the animal industry. I think the

producers are accepting the challenges of change in the livestock industry.
%

24
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The major influences on the future win be what the government is

going to,do to the marketing agencies. All farm orgapiiations will need

to step up their programs to keep pacd with the producer are with the new

image that I see coming in agriculture.

-- Edited by RichardM. Foster

and John Magill
.

,
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GENERACTECHNICAL,TRENDS IN AGR1CVLTURE

Keidb C%,Barrons.

A

Ina nutshell, my book, The Food, in Ygur Future, is an attempt.to

explain to the non-technical, non-agricultUr0. 'segment of the population,

(which after all is most of the pdpulation) why we have abundance, what.
1

the factors are that led to the abundance we have in the United States,

and particularly,' what we will have to do to'continue to have abundance

in the-future.

lets look back a bit. Mos,t of us in this ;born have lived

through a yield revolution: Considering crops as a whole, our average

yields in the United States today are about twice what they were foity

years ago. Corn, of course is.yielding about three times what it did

forty years ago; potatoes three to fOur times as much; and soybean

yields have significantly increased. This is'truly a reolutidn-if you

consider that from the time we had'our first meaningful census,of'agri-

1,
.

culture, until about 1940, decade after decade, the corn yield'rocked

along at. about 28 to 32 bushels per, acre. ',As you know, we have htt 94

,

bushels 'per acre as a national average one year, and'last year the

yield was in the eighties. How.did all thig come about ?

I think there are several factors in out' yield revolution. I have

divided them into five groups-,first:genetic improvement,' or our crop-,

and livestock breeding prograntisecond, superior nutrition, both of

plants and animals; third,'better crop and livestock protection against ' ".'

pests, dis'eases, and other maladies;' fourth, advances

and practices; and fifth, one in which I think we, are

old, controlltd physiology of,both animals and plants.

0

in management skills
-

just at the thresh-
0

Now I suspect

that there are some technical advances, that 'might not fall into one of

these five groups, but I am going to put the ones I am going to stalk

about in them. Now let's look at each' Of'thern.

Breeding and Genetic Improvement In, the old days we had. to rely on

selection of natural variants. Even today some of our important varieties

of apples, for example, have come down through time. Decades ago, some-

body may Wive discovered a seedling that happened to look good, so they

propagated It. .Then we began to learn, particularly lu this century, how

26
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. to,induce mare variation by hybridization. In the last thirty years we

Have 'made treMehdoudiuse ii hybrid vigor by rep tea hybridization to
4 -.'

pan vigor factors from 'each parent. _This A f4e basis of our hybrid
... ),,,r_

corn industry' which is.so important to Iowa: 'et* . ...'.

. .

Now I think we are onthe threshbld of i fiew era in plant breeding.
.

.

?
c

because we see po4sibilites pf many new manipulative techniques to
, .

.

. ,o,

develop hybrids between widely dikergent species. One that you pr ably . 4,
.40, .

.'
have read'about.or had souse experience with is tritical'e, a,hybrid of ''''

. .

.wheat Arid rye.. I think we rare going to have more of this type of hybrid-
)

. .
. A .

4. .- .

ization. Plant breeders are using such terminology as somatic hybridize-
.

. tion; propagation of somatic mutations by cep'culture; propagation of
04

haploid lihes of plants by actually; -ling pollen in a test tube to grow

a small callus and from that a full plant as a shortcut in developinepure

e lines; and theterm'upomixis" which is probably familiar to Dr. Burton

but perhaps not to the rest. of you.

Of course, the.animal'breeders are beginning to thihk, rather Wildly

at timed, about new techniques such as embryo implantat4on. All .theses

things are very highly speciLized. Today's farmer is not going to be-

able to participate in this genetic engiheeing, but he should be aware,
w.

of it. He'sho6tt be aware of the potential that there 'for improved

Varieties, breeds, and hybrids.

Nutrition .-Here;.] think, is an area that the practicing farmer has

got to be knowledgeable about: He haspt to really be a nutritionist.

Whether he is Nrops man Or a livestOck man, he hAs gOt to understand

,s' what factors influence effective aiyesirablenutrition of his crops and.

his livesiOck. If you are a. poultry grower, you can probably be satisfied

knowing that the-technology-is in the'minds and the^banas of the pe9ple

who formulateimpur feed. If y&I are a hog srawer, and particularly A
4%,
l-catte ttower, -that is noCenough, because you'ha/egot to make some an-t ...

-

6,444....the-spo on-tAe=job"decisions on feeding programs. You have got to com-

. 'bine economics 'with good scientificand- tritionallmaalage! If you

are a crops man'you have to Mske'an-the bt decisiond'on-.:the technical

. peeds'for the common elements N,,P,'and K, that.isl the'Optirium levels
. _

that may pay off at giVen crop prides And given fertilizer-i)ricesi,
.

There are many other new aspects of.ntiftion. New teChilplogies are y

, '. v

,. Z 7

I
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on the horizon which I think the farmer orthe future is going to have to

understand if he is going to optimize-his .productivity and his profits.

Minor element deficiencies are going to become more common. ,.We have the

Choice of straight mineral substances of the organic chelated substances.

In yopr neighborfhg state of Nebraska, zinc,deficieftcy in corn is an exc

ample of a minor eiempnt deficiency thathas turnedup. These things

usually shOw up after a few years. of:gaming. Sometimes because of mis-

. management or because of fertilizer practices that have been undertaken.

Another example is the'excess copper that developed' in Florida citrus,
.

which makes it difficult for the citrus trees to utiliie Iron. Thiyad

'44110 to be corrected with an iron chelate. Such things as:coated fertilizers

to ration nitrogen through desirable growth,periods are coming to the fore,

as well as others that you are going to hear more about in the future.
4

One that my cod pady has participated in band, in fact, I am proud to',

say we have been'a leader in it, has been nitrification control. 'It is, -

.

one I think yod.Are gaing tor hear of, in the near future. As you well

knoW, when you apply ammonia fertilizer (which is insoluble in wa ter),

.oit does not leach-readily, and It very quickly nitrifies throlp the asrtion

of bacteria to form nitrates-. As a.-nitrate, it is very leachable. In

conditions of heavy irrigation you alc,iays risk sing some nistrates, which
.

is not only costly in these days 'of high fertilizer pricW es, but also has ,

21r

some's-adverse ecological effects; Ader'condittbns of .heavy rainfall many

pare of the country can possibly lope nitrates. We now have a technique

for re,ducing or'minimizing this loss by inhibiting the growth of the

Nitiosomonas bacteria that convert the atmonia to, nitrite and on to nitrate.

14411414U

. o ' 4

We can then hold theratmbnia there lOng enough for the plant to take it

p. This is in the very early commercial development stage. I think

this All be important in the future, especially.in areas of heavy rain-

fall'andlighter soil, where there, may be loss of. nitrogen. Such losses.

-cause a depression in yields and waste, of fertilizer that you have pale
4 . V

good money for. It aiso has a tendency to increase nitrate levels of

ground and surface watert... .

.
,

- r .
,

.
.

,r

*1110,1
When we come to livestockliutritiOn, if we are satisfied with co

. . .

ventional feeds and do not consider economics seriously, we can work put
. ..

§tandardized programs to follow year after year. But here; too, I think .

II
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r we are goileto have to plug in econemics be se of the ever-changing

costs of productiondtaterials. Particu y in cattle operations, tomor-

row's farmer, if he is smart and if lie is going to make a'propt, is going

to haveto give more consideration to pasture improvement. After all, land

costs (as Mr. Anderson mentioned and as wdall know) have gone up and if

you have bought fencing lately, you know how that has gone, up. We_have

just got to produce more pounds of beef or more pounds of milk from a.

givenpiece of land throughpasture improvement.,
41

,Dr. Burton, your next speaker, is a leader in this field in the

South, particularly in connection with leroved grasys.' Just impioved

grasses alone are not theentire answer. We have to look to the mineral

nutrition of the plant. We have to look at the fertilizeu and liming

necessary to grow the plant. One I am particularly conscious of is the
I.

look we have to give to the competing plants.. The woody plants that are

often non-nutritious, sometimes even joisonods, certainly are 'not vety

palatable. ,Grass and woody plants for the most part,just do not go very

well together. We have got to look at such things and do 'a better job of
.1.

.

improving our pastures.

There are new technologies and.improvementshein developed. An ex-
,

ample is inhibiting the nativek vegetation While you g t the grasslarid

seeded with improved grass mixtures. In the future the cattle farMer of

the laod owner whip Ignores these .technologies just does not halo a very

goody chance at surviAngt

'Then, I think, as 'Mr. Anderson mentioned, we are zoing to have to

give thought to better utiliZatiop of farm products. There is a great-

deal of research going on at the present time, such as caustic treatment

of dtraws and treatments of cellulosic materials. Atter all, the piant

firstsynthesiies sugar and from these building blacks it makes cellulose.

Isn't there a practical way to reverse that chemUal process and again

end up with digestible carbohydrates of sugars from the cellulose? 'Nbw

the ruminant animal does this pretty w411, The bacteria groWing in the

rumen synthesise-certain'enzymes.,.primarily cellulase, which breaks down

the cellulose to sugars. Gan we help the animal? Can, we help the rumen'

bacteria? Caustic treatment of wastes is one approach'.

There is anither regbarch'area in which a number of people ara,working.

.
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I haye a half dozes colleagues in my company who were tellingme just the

other-day aboutsome,progress that is rather fascinating. The story goes

back (to shcrW you how: there is dovetailing and' integration of different

kinds of research) to Na lek, Massachusetts, where the tts. Army for years

has had a project aimed it finding ways to preserve cotton fibers. Being

in the industrial' antimicrobial business, Dow had Supplied them with

preservatives atone time or another for trials. Of course, the trouble

with most preservatives of cotton fibers is that &hen you wash your clothes A

you lose the preservative. BUe in the process of thesestudiesobthey

identified some strains of fungi Which were very very efficient An break
,

ing down cottonaifibers. If these fungi'could break-down. cotton fibers,

they could act similarly On wood fibers orcellulosic fibers.' Sb now

there is considerable research effort going on at producing cellulase

enzyme using one of the fungi. That cellulase enzyme can be used to

actually convert wood, fiber and straw%back to sugar. In fact, I have

seen some small bottles of syrup made from straw and one made from old

newspapers. But we are not interested in that. We can produce sugar for

human cansuMptiop in a more practical way. But I think the ruminant animal /

would 1pe interested, if we could at least partiidlly convert that cellulose

bacieto sugar, or paitially carry it back to'the point where the enzymes

iy the rumen could act more readily on it with gteater digestibility. '

Pest and,Disease Control Livestock protection and crop protection

have become far'more important to us in recent years. We have to go

back_only a little over a hundred, years to the'great Irish potato famine.

Tkz fungus that' causes that late blight on Ipbtatoes (pnytuhtnora infestans)

struck in the.,years 1845 and 1846. In fact, whekn idwas a. kid I actually

knew an elderly lady who.was eight or ten years old when her family man

aged to get across- the Atlantic to escape the famine. I remember her
k

telling some stori s about it. The potato famine was not very long ago

..in terms of h an history.

ntleman in, f'rance, allegedly attempting to protect his grapes- '-
, .4

from the boy§ who Wanted:to steal them, sprayed some copper sulfate (blue,

.vitt) on his vines and discovered that the blight which ordinarily

attacked the leaves of the grapSi did not develop. From that, we 'derived

Bourdeaux mixture, which for many, many decades was the primary fungicide

.
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used to.control the potato blight,and certain other diseases. -

4-
In the 1930's we began to develop aoMe new organic materials to.

help contr ol these diseases--compounds- that derived their fungicidal,

fungistattc.action not from toxic elements like copper, but from a

specific molecular configuration: You have all lived in the day when you

have seen a great many useful andattive-insecticides, herbicides, and

other. pesticides introduced. 'There have been so many it almost makes.

one's head'swim to try to keep up with just what is currently available,

what .the rises of these chemicals are, where.they fit, and how they cat

best be iaed.

We have learned recently that some cies-fee/of materials and-eole

specific Compounds that were introduced without the great amount of pre-

testing that is undertaken today are leaving the market,. Poisibly not

always based on any scientific reason, but because of some on the intri-

cacies of'our food and drug laws. In the future, I see the continuing

introduction,,at a slower pace, I am sure, of materials, bud I
.

think the

ones that are introduced in the future by law will have to receive better

pre-testing for safety. They;are going to be more adequately tested
" 4 w

advance of introduction for utility and for market potential, for die,

very simple economic reason that the cost of doing all, the research for

bringing a new product to market is-eo great, that you just have to be

,a little mertertain thatjt is going to make the grade and that it is

going to have a meaningful place in the marrt:

I suspect we are going to have more specit city. Fox example, one

pesticide that I am familiar with because my company was involved with it

is Pictran.miticide. It is' now 'one of the leading miticides in the world.

It Is very spetific, not just for mites but it can also be used in inte-
.

grated control programs. It'will control or reduce parasitic mites while

actually is not to hard on the perdictious mites. A dosage of one and
.

'a'haleor two ounces per hundred gallons of spray is a very active meter,

ial for patasitic,dfi-es aqd a very inactive material for insects and

even some of the desirable mites, To utilize the specific materials one

has to be a little more knowledgeable. The' users do/pot have to have ell'

the technology at their fingertips but they have to know where to get it,

how to interpret it, and how to use it.

A
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We are certainly having a great deal more edpliapis on ecologically

safe materials, partly bekauSe of thellaw and partly because it Ts just
. .-

plata good business to introdute products that oan stay with iyOu for
- , . . C- ` + 1

seveialyrs and not fall into disrepute because of some previously
. .

,

'-'undetected side effect'.
.

e.

,--

--.

- In toly:boOk'sefer to target fittings pesticides. Tbere has N4,, 0 N , .
1 ,

been tremendous progress made with pesticides. The public does not know ' .....,..

'-,.- - .
t4 about it but "you peopledog Tife book waiwritten for those in 'cities1

--.. ,

who do not know wbat is going on!on farms. For example:iya4k.rubbers for.
'..i

: .

.

.-

licd on cattle. We'ddilit have to
.

spray cattle any more. Or-, the pour-

'on treatment for.cettle grub. We did not have a good control for grubs

ale
until recent years2. but this new scheme of just euriAg the pesticide

on the targetis a rather unique and effective one. The dog flea collar,
2 ,

which you p9Dbably 9se on your pet, is onatarget-hittkg:pesticidal.

treatment` that the public is fatilihriwith.

We,are going to bavemore of these target-hitting t4treatmen;s in

modified-dosage fords. -For example,- the new dosage form for worm control

in sheep and cattle will not be the.,old drench where there was always'the

the dos& syringe injuring 'the throat of ibe animal, but merely;tha

e-- swallowing of a paste. -Just a,little squirt of the paste in the 'throat

and the animal does not spitit out. The animal swallows it-and gets its

medicine that way...
-

We have tremendou4:research underwai,yarticalarlN in the fungi con-

trol area. 'New approaches to diagnosis will enablefarmers to minimize,

. the amount ol.material they have to use and,,the dumber of applications, and to

apply it at the right time. This isOn the horizon, but -it has had some

success and j-ihink it might work in m4or potato-growing areas. By

proper proAramming °if the comguter,a that is data on, temperature, hu midity,

rainfall, spore load, and other factors, we can predict just when the

sprayer/shoujd be cranked up., Should it be todayomorrow? I suspect

every orchardist and everyone having to use large amounts of costly fungi-

&ides has had, the question in mind, "Should I startispraying today for

4)1e-scab or cherry leaf spot or shall 'Await till Aomorrow?"' Spraying

before it is really needed or sprayipg a day lifte i ostly and usually,

not too effective. I suspedt the banana companies, who use tiflions and

..3
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millions of pounds of dithyiocarbanic fungicides for thecycatoka disease
-: ..

(leaf spot), have advanced their diagnosis and their decision-caking Alti.
-, --. ,

jusi..when to spray per* haps a little .further than-anyone else, 'For'gh

. individual farmer, this service is goingicohave to be provided by the

government or somebody else. The farmer has to undersind it in order

to make use of it.
.

,4

Management or Husbandry Practices. I suspect that when you mention

husbandry practices or management practices, most of us hank of the huge

equipment that we have today. -Labor-saving equipment has been a very

important thing to us in our recent economy. I suspect in the fut ure;
-Au

-energy- saving methods are going to be even more relpOrtant. After all,

there is a limit to how big you can make farm equipment; 'I Aspect we

are in many cases, approachingAhe size limit now, dependipg on the size

of farms. But wehave to remember that energy-saving is 104 going to

have' to be a part of our thinking.

Now some progress has, tillagemade in'developing minimum tillage tech-

niques and even some zero-tillage techniques. Tillage techniques are

going to continue to advance.' They do require 'a little more depth of?

technical knowledge than many frmers have had. Again, an individual or

even three members of a team such as Mr. Anderson mentioned, can hardly

have all this technology at their fingertipse The important thing is to -

have.sOme fundamentals, know that there are upOrtunities, know where

sources of information are, know how to get it; have the incentive and"'

'.'the-impetus to go get it, make interpretations aS they apply to one's
,

ownlfarm, and finally move ahead.
j

I think soil conservation technology is going to advance. We ate

certainly not making use of all of the technology that we have on hand.

That igL-true in-all the_areas of technology. 'But from the standpoin of

improved managethent ifia improved husbandry practices, I think we ar

going to have to'maximize our use of soil conservation methods, foi Che

. pu blic's benefit as well( -as the individual.Tarmer's benefit.

Physiology', Control of physiology in livestock and ops is still

on the horizon for the most part. Diethylstilbest (D6) is One you

are familiar with f proving the growth of iiVestock and cattle.

Whether or not this remains with us, because' of the intricacies of our

{
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food and drug law, is n ear. Incidentally, as you.are probably aware,

it has been found thationly in a modest number (say, .ten percent) of the

inimals fed diethylstilbesterol can one identify any DES in the animal and

that is fofind only in tie liver. ft order for a huian *male to,reach her

normal secretion of this type of hormone she would have-to eat about 150

pounds of liver a day. That is, eating only the liver that contained any
. ,

at all! We have many people working on other typei of physiology regula-
. 0

tbrs'with livestock, not only for growth, but for controlling

estrus for batch farrowing. These things are on the horizon, and_the

teal smart livetock grower is.going to be 'familiar enough with tbem that

he can understand the reports that come' out! on new technology and make'

J
,use of them.

4

Plant growth regulators are here in some instances. For example,,

ethrol'is used for increasing the flow of latex in rpbber. Some other

materials have betn developed for increasing the storage of sucrose or

sugar in the sugar-cane stem. There are a lumber of horticultural uses

of growth regulators for our major
,

crops. )ey have not yet become

highly important, but I think they will.

It has been foun&in recent years that some kinds of plants that we

have known as high-yielding (corn and sugar-cane)have a little different
ir

kind of phyiiology than most other plants.. Al plants carry on respiration,

that is, loss of oxidation of carbohydrates, around the clock. Why do they

respire as rapidly-as they do? This happens not only at night but in the

daylight when photosynthesis is going on. If you have photosynthesis gbing

on this fast and respiration this fast, both day'and night, then it is

only the difference that fixes carbon and stores the carbon in someLtOrm

in your plant. There is tremendous work going On right now by plant

breeders looking at possibilities of modifying the-phisiolog;,of some

plants so that they will store carbon,more efficiently. A number of phy-

siologists are lookinirat the possibilityiof specific chemicals modifying

the physiology. of plants by reducing the amount of respiration that goes

on.

I suspect that this will comewto fruition some day and that growiats;

will be able to take advantage4of it. From the standpoint of the state

of Iowa, I suspect that-this technology, if it could work out, could

34
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have tremendous impact on the yield of soybeans.

so.

theini all these things have to be iritegrated We

ha4 a lot of good technology before.1940, but it was applied often in

bite, and pieces. Peihaps somebody had a re4/-high-yielding variety, but

he d3. not fertilize it very well. Or perhaps he nourished his plant

properly, but some disease or some insect took an undue toll. It was

really when we began to Ott all this together as a system that wt began

to make all these tremendous advances-in yields.

Again,- I do not think any one individual,can master the technology

'fie needs. It ,seems to me the real Challenge for education of the future

ro do a sharpeno job of teaching students the fundamentals. We also

need to provide instructionon how to find new inforiation that is avail-

able and how to interpret it. And finally, we heed to teach students how

to plug in the economic considerations that have td tie taken into account

in.deciding, just what information to use, when to use ice, and ho4 to use

it.

is

4.

4

--Edited by 'Richard M. Foster. and

. John Magill
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INTERACTION I: TT. Merrill Anderson and Keith Barrons

Listening Panelist: Could you give us some Illustrations from,your
own eicperience and observations of transfere-of,equity gradually over a
peTiod of time from a fellow who is about ready to think about retiring,
tO a son or another young person or a couple--and some of what happens
sand some,of the pros and, cons this, kind of transfer?

Anderson: I will attempt to. This is not an,exac't science today; INA1-

,

ticularly with inflated, land prices. et us start obevith the tirst

problem--the exit. In Iowa today,' we have a high percentage of farmers
.

who started shortly after WWII and within the next five to ten years '

these men are going be retiring. They have been in this inflated era.

The exit is diffiiult from the standpoint of taxation; that is, the

present taxation that We have, the exemptions and so forth--as far as
.

death and transfers to the widow.. We know the women are livi-P1 longer

thin the men, so there is alpretty good chance that she is going. to end

up paying the taxes and have to make some -disposition of the farm.

.There are people who are now trying to project under our present

inheritanCe law what thircosts are going to be fof this exit - -in the case

of death, fob ample. The cost is enormous" and it .means that some

method of finapc ng must take place--further mortgaging of the land or

some pert of the land has to be Sold in order to make this exit. So

we start with this premise. Now we say that the son pr son -in -law or

two sorts or thresons are trying to move into this operation. We can

have a very disturbing element interjected as to how we make this transi-t

tion. Attorneys,'insurance companies, and congressmen are all addressing

themselves to how Opis could be accomplished.
.

Of course, we are hearing a lotabout deferred taxation programs

whereby the widow would have ten or fifteen years in order to meet this

tax obligation_ that might come out of the earnin of this land so it

could be retained for the family and keep' this y opration moving.

Therelare other systems. There is the matter of incorporation: ,
- .

Chapter S corporation--and many farm families,are moving in that direction.

This means that all the income from the operation has-tobe distribated-

to the shareholders. That is one method:

The regular corporation, some attorneys are saying now, provides a

better system if it is a sizeable operation and part ofithe,profits be

C
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left within the corporation, This means theft that the exit can be made

by using gifts and presenting thga to .each one of the members of the tam-
.

ily over a.period-of yedit. Of course, you can start with.the original

amoint and'then'I think it is three thousand dolla rs each per yeas there-.

after. This,' of course; can be distributed to the sons and daughter's who

/right be in some other occupation and not living in the community, so

thereis,a gradual transition. Those remaining on the farm can begin

to repurchase thege,shares from brothers

or whoever it might be. TO date this is

methods but outright sale to a on ahead

before Dad is ready to retire,'gives the

or sisters or aunts or uncles

about all. There may be other

optime, five or ten years

son a chance to get into the

.business at a loWer price. Ten years later (if we continue inflation)

we'know it may be higher.

Itla not easy and I think presents some real pioblems in the future

as far as exit and entry.into agriculture.

Listening Panelist; I would like to hitchhike there a Little if I might:.
youMade the statement that we are moving into more family farm operations,
both " formal ". and "informal." The word "informal" bothered me a little

,/ bit because from what you just sai you need to have a pretty fOrmal
undeistanding and I think, part arly with the relationships that are
involved, that has to be in writing for clarity. .Could you explain that
word "informal"?.

49

Anderson: "InforMal," I guess, is without any kind of plan--whtre it

grows up like Topsy. I have had many young farmers come to me in the
1.1

past and say, "How'do I get some Understanding with Dad?. I'm out there

in the business. just came back from the university, and I assumed

that DaI--you know, I had good intentions and Dad did, bilt he reajLy

wanted je as a laborer. He hasn't told me yet just when I am going to.

take over, or how I am going to take over. If I am going to stay in this

.oper ation, I want to advahce, put in a farrowing unit or a cattle finish-
.,

ing unit or expand the crop productipn. Avery time I bring up the sub- .

ject (end I'm quoting young farmers, ).
now) Dad says, 'Well, son, you know

you've got a brother down in Illinois and a sister- out fn Colorado and

I've spent about all the money I'm going to, spend on this operation be-

calise I have to justify to them that expenditure. I guess I made it this
P

far and you'll just have to do the best you can.'" That says, informally,

a
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that Dad has to die before the son knows what, his futureis,going to be.

He (the son) says, "If that's my future, I want to get out of, it." That -

upsets me. j

Listening Panelist: Dr. Barrons, we kpowAthet there Is always lag.in

the use of research hut we hear that the. lag is becoming much less now.
How close up do you think larmera are or how can agriculturalists use
the, research that is being developed right now? Has that-lag narrowed

considerably? At -4$

Barrons: 'I suspect it has_and yet you-see some technology not,being

used that is kindof old. Maybe it's natural that we are all more

'"Interested in the brand-new

for a'while. Certg4nly our

be and we have more avenues

things than in some that have been around
g

communications Are better than they used to

of communications. Of course, thelarmers

that have not beep alert to new approaches for the most part-are-phased

out of business. We have many fewer farmers than we had 'thirty or forty

years'ago and the ones that were less inclfned to be alert to new tech-
._

nology, I,think, on the average, have been thos that have sold out or

turned over their operation.
,

Listening Panelist: I also conclude from your remarks as well as Merrill

AndersonN that there is really no place for the generalist any more now-
-that everything is so specialized. This means that we in education circlei
had better be trainAng specialists. Is there no place fot generalists

at all?
4

^

Barrons: It seems to me that in one sense a' farmer has 4r-be a generalist

because there are sa many technologies and so many business aaPpects to .

his job. -The point I tried toOkake is he just cannot be enough of a

sfspecialist to be on top of all the technology that he needs to U He

needs to know enough about it to go get the information when he needs. it.

Now, this is pretty tough. In fact, today's farmer who is making a go

of it is a remarkable guy in my book, because he has to combine business

acumen with a%ility to use so much technology.

Listening Panelist: I would like to direct a question tot: Anderson.

It goes back to the exit-entry prollem. It also goes back to the generalist
versus the specialist, anti it goes back historically to the kind of pro=
gram that we have known in vocational agriculture since its inception.
Ailtat has been that we have ,focused primarily (:)- training the manager-opera.ior.

type.of individual--the person who goes out and assumes the managership of
a business or enterprise whether he is the owner or renter or whatever the

2
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case might be. He makes critical deCisions. If we are in an era where_
it is extremely difficult to enter into farming per se--production
agriculture --as a manager because of capita expense or whatever, what .

do you see in terms of the emphasis that we ould have in a curriculum?
Should we continue to train the manage-operator type of individual?
8houtd we start to look at specialization'in terms of training equip-
ment operators who can handle theotophisticated farm equipment and go
out and become an employee of a business?' Should we train the livestock'
worker who understands the-mechanics of dealing with livestock from

.

the standpoint of manipulating but not making key
,

management decisions,
in terms of huying, marketing...what do you,see here?

J'
,

Anderson:.__ 'I think that a man still needs a general, overall education.

In concept, spocialization will come later.- I ggess maybe we need to,
, ,. b

be looking at the post-secondary--the areapommunity college., the
. .ils

two-year farm op course. Unless he has decided after some type of educa-
.

tion to get a broad picture, then I think his own personal interests and
00

desires may lead into this,specialization. The equipment ope'rator and

so forth ...i£ he has decided at, the sophomore level in high school that

this is his interest, if he is mechanically inclined, he is probably, going

.to fit in the grairmoperation--basically the operation of large eqUipment.

I

Be will be efficient and he hopes that some day he will move'out of that

operator category and into more of. the management category. I cannot

say. just'-how this will ,work. I think it is difficult at a young av to

say to a young man, "You must decide today whether you are-going to be

a livestock man or a xain man or a machine man to fit into this Picture.

We doI think, have a great opportunlky in the agricultural eduCa- a

tion at the high school level,'with the adult farmer

evening program. This has been 4 great method of bringing this specializa-

tion to the men--along with the university field days and so forth. He Ae.

begins to,deveiop his skills in a certain area. Sometimes this will

provide' opportunities. Many farmers today do not hav4-the son there, the

son-in-law is not there, there are 'no sons or sons-in-law. He has to make

this transition (exit) out of farming. L think there are opportunities

for some of,these young men that you are describingjto begin to fit in

and York for this man as an employee. He may start as sort of a general

employee,'but as le-develops and the owner begins to exit, he can assume
vi

more responsibtlity. The new man.Yegins"to come 'into the operation grad-
.

ually. I think if we. can, we should provide him with the educational

.
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;opportunity to get into the area of specialization.
\

I think, again; as 'Vt. Barrons pointed out, we can't know all pf

these things. We will have to know where the sources are. -We are goingc-
,

.

to gel a lot of this specialized help through our Commercial dealers

our Dow chemical products, our salesmen, techniAians, held men, through

%1 e-the cooperatives, our marketing agencies, and so forth. d epen more

and more on these businedses to provide us with a specific specialist.

I can tall on four or five men when go out today --one is in liv:aock

and one ig .in crops and one is in' chemicals and one is in fertilizers

and so forth. I accept from him the inforVion that the presents to me.

Then I become a Specialist after he has spent two or three hours with me "'

on my farm. I am a specialist because I bought hiss pro dnct aid after I
- ,

pdrchased it, theu. I am going to follow hid' instructions.

rt

Listening Panelist: Could either of you gentlemed respond, particularly
you, Meill, since.you are familiar with, the vo-ag program in tha state
of 'Iowa. Most of us are in one-man departments. With all this information,
all these specialists that we are-going to need what do your foresee
the next fifty years as far as the vo.-ag instructor in the state of Iowa?
Are we going to need more men td meet the needs of the-de specialists, or *it

are we still going to have the one-man ag 'depattment? 4
Anderson: t think you will probably have several men in the department. .

None o f ,them maybe the real specialist as you might -think of a special-

ist today. I think t'he specialist will b with ie company, with t

university, or will be in some Area of res arch anal' then we have to figielt
.

out some way of, getting the communications set up main.'
,

Barrons: I don't know that I have anyth g particularly pertinent, ut

thervo-ag .teacher certainly an! t hop to have 401 thls information
.

either. But, agai , you can mellow give
1:c

studellts experience in,tracing

down information that they may need on a given subject, I have very

limited teaching e xperience but I have done considergipe teaching on my

present job yith industrial farmers, with new people, and frankly, .1 an

a little bit appalled sometimes. Sometimes people with4Ph.D.Ps;do not

quite know hoW to get out information - -in their case probably technical

information from technical literatue. It seems to the that across the ''.

board, education has been a little deficient in, this sort of thing. We

have iried, to provide instruction about informationgathering by maybe

to,

4,0
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4

assigning a term paper. If it reads good. to us, 14e give them a good
,

grade withou.t4tokmuch thbught as to the depth or the approach that they
have taken and getting a-tthe information try4heeded. For example, if

,
the cksiestion ird about crop attrition. Say the crop has not' done as well

it might have, Well,. what literature is available on the various
r nor element ficiencies? If it is good. literature with pictures and
so fiarth you c begin to match.up your Symptoms,laith the pictures and:
sources of information from the Universities and so on.', There is no
one set source of Information cin S technical' question or a technical Prot,-

'"--; ';' lem, bu think stUde across the board; whether it is. vo -ag or,, 41.
'college or even graduati

. of how to get to the meat
t dents,_ tped to develi a little more sliNry

of the question or how to get the answer.
41111616

Listening Panelist: Let me elaborate on that jtist a bit. I have often
felt that in 'post of our high school programs we have tried toteach kids
too much. So basically What you ae saying ye can get them tp

evamake 4a wise decision with he. infO th have got, then after we~
-get this far: what do you see for the area schoctleprograms? Are we

4

1.

IN

going to.expand on

Anderson:, I would

fundamentals that
clyrriculinn ii the -
but Ieew it now

Ntsar\._'in-law, At Ole comes into' operation with an .Ag BusinessNisgrellc,
. . _ )

these?

say l'yes
f.

Still a fitir, believer *that* there are
,we still need eo,consider. I am riot familiar with the

schoOls to know eicatly what you are teaching today, -

from tRy standrioint an from ra/sbilk Operation. : Mj :son-

from lows tIte. .94 of the first things we assigned him was a cost
e

analytis:, vfe wanted to Icnow where we
.1.

werStaSting Money, vhere we dan
0 . . 4.4 3 . e

save money;',e6 evaluate the operafion. Well, we think he los, qualified ..

7
,a

for this b,eeause hilhacrconsiderab e accounting here at the Universiti`"-
in the Ag Plbsinessdurrilculirm., think accpuntinglis extremely important

toda where nu staft tehing`this, should be in the vOrfag depart-
ment so that trs Youngnian can-read financial statements, so he, can

it- ' ,:-,
read, a certified public accountarbt's el101nafion of theebusiness. He may qfit

'suddenly become tar dinr ctor of his own cooperative. He is tittowninto '

this and hehA air*to ma e Other decisions besidesides jut his min farm. He

-needs this kind or asi,' fandamerital background. do not kali whether
'we Are teaching this or not. This may,e specialization, =butt I think this
is g to be important in the future.' Au cannot guess when bank are

' /

,-

41.
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going to demand profit and logs statem ents, and bpt-tom-line figures; and
. .

appreciation and depteciation and all- of" theme thin gs. When I see some
of the demands coming into our institution now for, ake for c,apital
..

larger than some:of our retail busines sesthe first thing the directors
ask is, l'Where iss audit On this tan? DoeS he-have,a CPA?" YonAgo

out and talk to a f llo* about this and:the does, not- understand it at all.
He says,. "I of a keeping- system a,rid*, ffot lily expenses and my income

.

and enough tax purposes; but I didn't know.." So I think fundamentals
are still, import We can get hung lip .a little oa the area of speciali-.. , -,
zatiot; I 1 think specialization is,'sOrt of a serf=ectucation anti he will. ''

I ,to g?"'Aftd find * at "the 'night sch
'the ;91eraity,,- field days- and this kit,

the ar'ea community college,
king.

, \

Liatening Panelisii at? percentage`of the beginning farmers would you
say are getting established in firming7titrough their own family, hoite-;
farm basis or help from family? ' . I

A .
N:

t

4.*

. *

Anderson: Well, this is just an observation. -I woU%---Say it would'be
Jo6

a -high percehtege and a.high percentage of t41 . are college graduates.
it

I think Dean Ko mer said some tittiVback'that thirty or forty percent of I-
., .

. _
the ag ''gradua are going back to farming. The economy, the price, the t

1
income possibilities ire all open. .It has been a great attraction.

r
'J'

'- lir i t

I

Listening Pinelip: The publicssort of,reabts to the Capone jh-4 jdent
about like- they do to tffe movie VJaws:h How' do you restore pub i?
confidence in this'?' Dr. Barron, yOumentioneti tiheiabundailce. You, wark
into a-superma'rket. How do you convince the Asople that this' abLdaneke/is in no Small part due to use of pesticides and herbicides? .

,w. .. 4. -
, .

BarrallS : Yell, it is pretty difficult .w Really, 1.0e difficult to reach
' a .' , Aik,

, .--

- the

what fwe ca

gynd T uld like to Out':in, a little-plea for all al us.d
n' to do justt that. fter`a/1, our food system is a very

delicately

tthings that go into carverilip a bag of. -whpat seed
the supermarltet'shelf the negt year. 'I ,think it is

s
Zaranced proposition: Very few ,people. rrecain i.ze, all the

ne 'year' to bi=ead on,'
.

important that they
, do undersik0 --it because, ft4 all, our' faw's nadm,regulat,fon4 are prourt4-...
gated by Congress, the _regulator , and these are in\turn re0oniible for

#
'the people. And who are the p 1 Ninety-,fivse percent bf .them have

% i
,le knowledge of farming. Of course, there is anothet*considerable4

. .
segment 9,f- the. pop

wil
ion that. serve the &Inner in one way /or another .or

/ % -',...
0 `.

6
'0

1

4
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help convert our raw agricultural commodi es to 'food on the shelf. lbt

they really have little understanding of what it takes to, produce the
-

basic foods-. I think we should all do what we can to explain-thin. I.

might mention one book you might like to'read. I thought "of it earlier

when'another'question was asked. It's called Panic in the Pantry by Dr.

Stare of Harvard and gliCbeth Whelan, both very capable, competent

nutritionists. It attempts to bring some sense to all the scare stories

that you read about this material of that material. I read a rather

amusing l4.ttle column the other'day by one of the satirists who vrite

colUmna. Somebody had decided. to apply for a grant from the National

Cahcer Foundation to make a giddy to discover something that did not

cause cancer. The question was, "Well, ;hat ar you goirig to start with?"

He was going tb start with apricot yogurt. 6 apricot yogurtrWell,

there is a factory in YOkoslavia where they, ma a l4 of yollart and ,=

i
the} had apricots in the area so they speclallie in apricot yogur`, and

there were lots of mice in the place and none of them had ever had cancer!

(Laughter) Qidn't say whether .the cat had anything to do with this or_not!
..

Listening,Panellst: BOth speakers alluded to this soil erosion problem.
Is the protflem because farmers do not know? Is it an eduCatIon problem?
Or.is it because they don't care? Is it something that has to be
legislative or does theie have.to be some profit potential pointed out?

1 .
.

.

IBarrons: I would like to defend _the American farmer because particularly
v

inthe Bast and the Southeast we have made some tremendous advances in
the last thirty or forty jars. I spent three years on the staff at

0
Auburn'Oniversity in Alabama. Gosh, the old worn-out eroded cotton-

,

,( corn fields I remember down tert, producing"maybe fifteen or twenty

bushels per acre. Now that is Permanent pasture and pine forests. M. '0-

-Burton can probably tell you more about it; but,we have been here in the

k

fr

.41. 'Great Plains where we have not had the acute erosion problems. Maybe
d

we haVt not been as knowledgeable or as concerned as we should have been.

r really cault:answer,your question but I wanted to, make.that comment

becaust I think'the American farmer really hai done a remaikable job,

ptspecially if you will look at all the windbreaks that have been established
4

.'and.the over 'two million farm ponds that have been built' and the other
-

things that hai( been done for conservation. There is a lotto do yet,

43
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of coulke; but I think this open winter probably brings the/question%

forward. It is a good time to stop and, think about it and decide what

to do and it. ,,
7

Listening Panelist: What about the place of the innovItors aria the early

adopf@rs? Will they be the ones to remain on the farm and the others

just "weed themselves out" thr6ugh the_finanCial end?

Barrons:410I guess there has been a trend in that direction, hasn't there?

Listening Panelist: Well, these adopters and the laggards-,7(as the
sociologists would call these men) there is just no place for them--

,
they just can't make a go of it1

Listening Panelist:,.T have a question for kr. Anderson. You were talking

about specialization within the family - farms. 't waliwoneering'what Your

opinionswere as 'far as large,corporate farming, becauseswiten you talk

about Consumerism it sounds like .that could restrict the family farm due

to legislation and tax structures," maybe pressure on fOo46prices, and
increasing land values. :It Looks, like with. tht exit-entry problem, ,140

might be easier forla'rge corporationa.to buy into some pf,thissexpensive

land. I just wondered if yot see the farge corporations coming into.play

in agricultupe? -
' 1:. = 4 o

.

Anderson: I think there is a. threat of many thArige, but'I think One of

the handiCaPs or problems that the'iarge corporation has at the pfesent

time is trying to employ the kinetofilmanagemelet and effort it takes in

order to actually compete with the:am4yfae.771theY decide to put

ewe capital into landartetheY :get tax benefits eiom thalp tag I Athink

ions prOblem 'Froillilnemanagedent,standpoint
,-

this. could become.a,very

of specialization, I.gusi there are degrles of specialization. Whatsis

more, I think the family adapts and asSigns,responsibilit.y and mayte'that

is what I. should have Raid..he is responsible for certain areas of
?

prodUction on that farm. I,ehink'it tends to- bring him into more of a.

specialiit category. This dig no mean that

so to speak, as topl'iCh herbicidesl.are going

pere aie,goirig tdSkefamily hoard meetings,

lfwith the most efficient, least cast and most

he .4111 riot Ipvesa
.

to be used and goo forth:

so' we are.goitli to come out

effective and this kind of

thing. Hut,he will be researching and bringing tfilsoinfoSmation to the

family thA he thinks is -important. You knoNi "Wellire going to use DES"

or "Welhat going t4useDE§7 Nqw we're..goiltg b use RImensin," or

4411(
something of, kind.na. Re-thinks it will be e tive and the protein

.
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supplement CtOst will be $12 per ton more bu,t- it is going to5e more

efficient and so forth, He will bring those decisions and have great

input. 3 think as you tend to get larger 'in the farming business and

have More volume, then it becomes more needful as,favas an dperation

is concerned.'

ti

-- Edited by Richard K. Foster
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TRENDS, PROBLEMS; AND ISSUES AHEAD IN Wain FOOD PRODUCTION*

Dr. Glenn'Burton
.

-
. I -

Forecasting'the future is not news Man was reading the signi-to\try

to predict the future when the firs't pages of history were written. He

still does. And if he is right often enough, he makes the headlines. If

not, his Credibility as a forecaster very quietly slips away.

Hunger is not new. Hiqtory describes more than one nation in which ,

die people died in a'very short period of time because of-/ famine. Hunger

is not new. Why then should we beso concerned at this time abgut nunger4

and world food production?
. -

I am going to try to answer some ofthose questions in the next few

moments and to helfime do it, lam going to, project some of my notes ontq

''the screen: I. am going to do this becausea couple of myeducator friends

tell me that most of what I know, I learned throdgh my eyes. They tell,

me I can remember about twenty percent of what-I hear and thirty percent

.of what I see: Maybe this will help you to remember what I am going to

be talking about.

Lee and, DeVore, who.spent a,good many years studying this subject,

tell us that man was,a hunter -gatherer ninety-nine percent of the time

--that he has been on earth.. They say he ate well, had a great variety of
41.

foodsand worked less than a Twenty -hour w World population during

this period probably was no mortthan ten millio . Lee and DeVore also

tall ns, asjar as they can ascertain,, there was never any great famine

during this period of time. sJacic Harlan calls this 'Man's Golden Age."
,

Why should we be concerned about this'food problem? Well, it is

primarily'because of the population explosion. It is nbt so much a food

'411 problem as it is a population problem. I have tried to present a picture

of this population explosion on, the abVreviated table that you see here:

Time World Population

Beginning to 1830' 1 billiort

L830 to 1930 2 billion

.1930 to 1960 3 billion 4
1960 to 1975 4 billion

1975 to 1985 5 billion
1985 to 2010 8 billion

*Made in conjunction with a'side presentation

46,-
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It took from the beginiting of time when man appeared on this earth, prob-

ably two million years ago, until -1830 to accumulate the' first billion

peopleCa hundred years to add the second; thirty years to add the third;

and only fifteen years to, get us where we are today with a population of

4 billion. Demographers tell us we will most certainly have five billion

people to feed in just ten more years, by 1985. The say if the population
. .

continues to increase at its present rate that we will have at liest 6 to

4.5 billion by the year 2000, anti it is going to increase to 8 billion

by the year' 2010. 1110

Why this population 'eplos4on all of a sudden? (There /area nunkker

of explanations, and we can find an example of one of these in India. It

is a rather sad paradox, that in India they had a stable population from

1900- to 1920 'because half of the babies died. We'introducad modern medi-

cine in oripr t%,s;;ve the babies and .the population increased 110 million

in just the ten year period from 1961 until 1971. That is half asimany

people as we have in thalinited States.

What about the population growth rate? In the developing countries,

1.t has increased from 2% per year in 1950 to.2.5% in 1970. These are

r

the.hungry nations. In the developed countries; growth rates have

declined to less than one percent per year. The developing nations,

with 70% of the World's people, account for 86% of the world's population

increase. That is where the problem lies.

R. I. Jackson of the Food and AgricultureNrginization of.the United

Natidlip, (FAO) tells us, "In a world organized for the full use of techno-

logy and the propeT,sharing of effort, there would be no danger f running

out of food either this',year Or.)ifecentury." I believe that, but let

me read that sentence again so you thoroughly understand what he said.

"/n a world organized fiat the full use of technology and proper sharing
Air

of effort (we don't have it), there would be no danger of running out of

food in this _year or this century." However, he says, "In the real world '

in which we live, running out of foot is a recurrent danger." That is

the reason we are4concerned, and for very good reason.

.They tell us the folpkbillion people in the

percent more food per person on the average than
.

had twenty years ago. Why our conpern?. Why are

4'7

world today have twenty

the Z.7 billion people

there millions of people

.,
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in the world today 4hO are'hungry and always have been? 'There are a num

ber of reasons. Let's look at some of them. First is the amount-ef

grain weconsum,

Grain. Consumption Per Capita,

;Ow--

Direct Consumption

Indirect Consumption-
(through meat)

USA India

120 lbs 400 lbs

1146 lbs 0 lbs A

Total 1266 lbs 400 lbs

You see by the table that we in'the United States coiisume 1266 pounds of

grain per capita, compared wIth 40d pounds in India. Why? Because we

can enjoy meat and meatproiects. We consume 1146 pounds of grain on
.

the average perperson because we are able to enjoy meat products.

Affluence is contiibutinkgreatly to this world food problem. It
,

commands agricultural resources. It increases the consuMption Of livestock

products. It indirectly competes with grain consumption. It Increases I'
7"

food costs per capita. I was amazed when I traveled'in Japan in 1974

to see acres that had been occupied in ,rice in 1963 lying idle because

Japan has a surplus of Tice. A surplus of-rice because Japan's afflu-
-

.ente.has causedrpeople to quit eating rice and to substitute meat instead.

Malnutritionis largely the result of pqmerty: More than two out of

three people in the world live in countries with-average annual incomes

0
of $200 per person or less. Nationwide poverty is largely the result of

low productivity. If I had time I would like to expand -on some of these

points.

I believe, however, that inflation is causing more hunger and more

malnutrition in the world than lack of fodd pei se,. Let-me explain by

*giving you an' illustration. I was in India last April as a consultant.

While I was there, I spent two days with -an agricultural.missionar. He

told me that just a year agq. the villagers he knew had barely enough to

eat. He'said, "The.cost of food has gone up 50%, while salaries have in

creasedhardly at all." He said, .don't know 'how they are eating, be:

cause I haven't got the nerve to ask hem." IniilatiOn is one'of the. tere

riblWthings in the developing and.-hungry nations of the world.
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;developed natiops can, pot feed the world. About ninety percent

of the world's food is eaten in'the countries where it is produced. I

have underlined the words "can not." I want you to look at them. When

somebody suggests hat the Americas frr could feed, the world if you

would just give him a.chance, tell them they don't know what/they are

talking about. It could not be done. We export' a lot of our rice. lie
could double our rice production and give it all awayand we'd increase

the amount of rice that people consume in the world less than two percent.

We in the United States can not feed the world. Don't let folks tell'you

can.

The,world's grain production in developed..countries and developing

countries warrants,a better study. In 1970 the land area occupied was es-

sentially the same in these two groups of countries. There had been.no

increase, in developed count like ourciwn. The Less. Developed Co/"?tes00IP

(LDC) had increased their acreage by 12%, The average grain yield in ouX

country was 2.1 tons per hectare. The developing countries produced 1.2

tons per hectare. I wish I could explain thp reasons for the difference?,

but L can't because I don't have time.

During the twenty -year period from 1954-73, average yield per hectare

increased 63% in the developed countries and only 32% in the LDCp. Thus,

developed countries such as the U.S. now produce-two-thirds of the world's
.

food. But if we look at the increase in total production for the past

twenty-five years, the LDC's'had worked at it harder than we had- They

had increased their on production by 78%'as compared with 64% for the

devyloped Countries. They are working at the job, and we should give

them credit for their efforts. Total feed=food productiOn from 191k to

1973 in the developing countries expanded 75%. In the developed countries

it expanded only -65 %.- But the significant fact is that food production

per person during tHat same period in the developing.countries increased

only 8%, while in the delieloped countries, it increased 33%. The differ-
%

ence was population growth.

A number of factors affect the food supply; land, seed, fertilizer,

esticides, yield-increasing technology, weather and climate, and-incen-
,

incen-

tives. Jet's look at-those 4 a little greater depth. The atmospheric

scientists tell us that the pregent day climate is much warmer'than the

41'J 4 ,
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average of the past several centuries. They'say a return of the earth to

cooler conditions is a realistic expectation over the long run. They also

say that. advance knowledge, of long-terd future changes of climate is not-
:

yet_arvailable, If the climate gets colder, the problem will be accentuated,

we know. # 406

What about the Green Revolution? 'I want to say to'you at it has

been Oe reason that millionso4--people are alive today who otherwise'

would have starved to death. What is the Green Revolution anyway? Well,

is high - yielding varieties, with the prow amounts and kinds of fer-

tilizer, with improved management, with pesticides to oroteet them, with

irrigation and:Other water control to insure. the crops. When you have

all those inputs together in the right'way, in the right production tpack-
t

age, you can do tremendous thing And they did this in Mexico, when from

1948 until TO, they Aubled the yield ofwheat in tet years and quad- .

rupled the Yields in twenty years.

But the Green. Revolution hasn't,aocomplished what we thought it could

accomplish. Primarily because, by 1569, only 12% of these high-yield

variety farmers were following all the recommendatiOns. I think it is-

safe to say in many, many instances, it was riso`f their fault.

We will talk about that in just a.moment. Let's have a couple of

illustrations of this Green Revolution. 9ith Barrons already referred.

to the remarkable Green Revolution in corn production in the United States.

It started right here in the state of Iowa in 1933. It took you ten years

'finally to get most of your acreage planted in hyrid corn. And then you

had to-do a lot of other thingsNaa well, to finally triple the corn yield

f.or the nation as a whole. Butit is tremendous evidence of what tech-

nblogy can do when put into practice.

. You are looking at pearl, millet, a forage crop in the United States,

but a grain crop occupying some 40 millidn acres outside the United States.

It is planted on land close to the desert, because pearl,millet is a 'Crop

that can produce grain where no other crop canproduce.grain. We have

IN%

been working with pearl millet since 1936. In 1956, we were successful in_

discovering cytoplasmic mass sterility,-making hybrid millet possible., In

1961 we made seed of the inbred lines, that we had developed, that we knew

were outstanding, available to lndiad breeders together with suggestions

,
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on how theymight develop hybrid millet. Two years later, iri°1963, I

was. in India and took the picture that you see here. Ordinary, open-

pollinated millet on the left, and a new hybrid, a cross between our

TQ123A, our male'sterile, and a line developed by the'man you see in
. .7.

the picture. The hybrid had yielded.in later tests, and in that year

as well, twice as much as the'open-pollinated varieties they were growing.
N

1

in Iddia at that time. Add to this the other inputs that can go along
/

'with the,Green Revolution and they were able.to increase yields, in

some cases,as much as ten times. When Iwalts in India-in 1969, the head

of this Indian Millet Improvementarogram told me that hybrid millet was ,

. 4,4

. *responsible for twenty percent of the increased
.

foOd
}
production that was

associated with the Green Revolution in India. This is an indication of

what the Green Revolution can do when it has-a chance.

To produce more food on an acre of land, farmers needia number.o
.

'production materials. They need good seed frem.high-yielding varieties- -

this has been a major bottleneck. They need more fertilizer--a tremendous*

bottleneck in md0 of the world today with high prices for oil, the base
...

for nitrogen fertilizer.. They need water control -- irrigation, flood con-

trol, drainage. They need better cultdral methods. They need pest con-

trol.trol. And they ne them all together at one time in the right propor-'
.

-

tiOns. They ne.ed multiple cropping systems such as we saw in China in the

summer nf 1974. They need more know - how -- better education. .IhiS is'where

you folks dome it t They Aeed.price incentives and financial credit. Gov-
ìv . ,

ernmentS must insure an adequate supply of inputs, seed, fertilizer, pes-

ticides; the things thar'it takes to make the Green Revolution successful,

They must p vide Incentives, and they must provide credit. governments

are people s their own people. Governments must either invest some

Oftheir resources in supplying the inputs for the Green Revolttion or
.

they will waste radilh more of their resources trying to quell Red Revolu-
,

tions.
.

Grass cereals supply 75% of man's energy and over,50% of titan's pro-
,

Mein. But cereals ladle protein and are usually deficient in'-one or more ,

of the essential amino acids. We now know that all the food anstituents

in cereals are under-genetic control. A single gene, op -2, was just

a cutiosity.for many",many years. Yet it doubles lysine and tryp tophan
9 ' ....
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content in corn and makes it almost a halinced ration for people. The

floury-2 gene doubles the amount of lysine and incresses methionine fifty -

percent 'in corn. Hyproly, a gerie discovered in barley from Ethiopia,

confers high protein and high lysine content in barley. ,We could,go on

enumerating these. We are looking for more of them. i '

Here at Iowa State University, 'Ken Frey and'some of his graduate

students have transferred genes by introgression from wild oats to cul-

tivated oats in order to increase yields 25 to A. Now t4t is twice

as much as conventicffial plant breeding was able to increase-oat yields

in the past sixty years. In addition, they have improved grain protein

Aie content-to make it a better food for man; improved straw protein content

so we can feed better quality straw .to-our animals raised grain oil

content 12%; and provided res.ince to five diseases. With this new

method of brepdingethey-have set a pattern that we must follow with every

one of our food crops in the years ahead, if we ate to meet the food needs

of the world.

Just recently the Pniversity'of Nebraska released an amazing new ,

variety of hard red winter wheat called Lancota. It contains ten to

twey percent more protein than the wheats now being grown. It has.high

yield potential, good disease resistance, excellent milling qualitiek,

and excellent baking qualitiet. More signifiCantly71-it could proOuce'

one hundred Million poundt more prateter year in the state.of Nebraska

alone, if the acres now grown in'other.varieties were planted to Lancota

wheat. The world needs more protein C'an you"thill'Of a cheaper or a

more effective way of fncreasing an essential food product in the world? -

I Can't. I hope you read the last of it, _indicating who did it and why.

You-are looking at some People-admiring Lancota wheat for various reasons

and I want to emphasize again that it was cooperative effort between

USDA and_Nebraska. Threemen working together as a team - -and twenty years
o

of hare work that we call research. That is what it will take, but I .,

.

.

(believe it tan be done. ,

.
.

.

,
,-

The hungry nations must plant more acres apd they must produce more

food per acre. There is no other may they can avoid famine. This they

must, somehow, be made to realize. The hungry nations need better food

storage, and better food distribution. That is another.paradox. There

4
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have been famines in some states in India when there were food "luses
.

in other states. ,Famines because there wasno adequate means of distri-...

buting food-from a state of surplus to the state of famine.

When'I was in.Chiva, I was impteSted with the programs that Chairman

Mao Tse-Tung had produced. He4forced his people to study two nights a

week. He placed sloganslbefore them on -big red signs whe'rever they went.

Some of the simplest of those slogans were "Store More Food," and "Store

Food Everywhere." Store food everywhere, and we saw.some of this. The

world needs to do this,.and they Should not expect the U.S. to do it for.-

.them. We. can't. But it IS pretty hard to store food when your production
- r

is barely adequate to feed your pepple. This is one of our problems. The

developed nations must continue to supply food to help avert famine due to

drought, floods, and so forth. Bkit we should supply food only,to the hut-
1

gry when there are acute shortages. And we must do this I think for a
A

a

number of ns. -

It may interestyou.to know. that the U.S. has supplied eighty percent

of all the foodaid that has-been supplied'to developing countries in

recent years. Since 1.924, this has amounted to $25 billion worth of food.

That is a lot of food, but it is a rather smith amount when you consider

the amount of munitions we have given to various nations to blast mankind

into oblivion. Such massive food aid canonly be temporary help. We

should not forget thar-I think it would. be well if we copld all
p
remember

"Am
that we help people most when.we help them help themselves..

I have a missionary friend working in Lima, Per u:. I had a letter
bor .

from him the otheo day'and he was telling me some of the problems he has

been encounterink: -1e said, -"...you know, we have given the people down

here too much. They have become dependent on ds and 'if we don't have.just ;

.

exactly what they need, they are greatly distressed. We have done more
Iv
harm than good with mpch of our giving." And he ended hisltettet with this

question. "How can We help people without hurting them ?" How can we help /-

people without hurting them? "You can give a man a bowl of rice and he

can eat today. Teach him how to grow rice and he can eat the rest ofhis

lifi." Thank the Chinese for that one, too.

Lowering agricultural trade barriers, offers one of the best ways to

enhance world food Security.. We need to do this, eventhough;At may cost
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us a bit of moneyon the way. Our Econotic Research SerIlice and obi- For
, . . . : ,

eign Agriculeural Servide says .the technology to produce.enbugh food for

four billion more people in 25 to 30 Years with present dietsis,not on

the books. I agree. `And for this reason wed must accelerate our avi-
.

;4 cultural research,
. -

1 ,

give you just one example -of something we hlve'donZ in our

laboratory ii he field just recently. It's the kirid of.tiiinAtthat I

think could cOme out,of this kind of -research: We are looking at two

leaves -of pearl millet that Ate identical genetically, except for one

gene that takes the barbs off the leaf on the, left. You can see The barb4

on- the ed&eof the leaf. There are no Lairs there, either., We assumed

when we did this, that we would make that slick-leafed millet more palat-,

able and more acceptable to livestock: And that,was true. When we put-
.

out a cafeteria test, with 18 different varieties replieated 12 times

randomly, then turned a bunch of cows inoand let them eat free choice,

they found the twelve plots of the slick millet here on' the left and
e.

pulled'-the leaves off in just a little bft. They likbd it better. We -

couldphardly believe. how well they'could find those plants. -That's the
,

hairy plant, just like it genetically, except for the hairs on the right;

.Well, this was quite exciting. But we found out some other things

that we didn't expect. We flund that took those barbs_Off 4iat

we ended up with a better cuticle. -A better skin to better protect .the

.1+

leaf. So last summer we did a very simple little experiment. We went
. It"-

.

.,

out and harvested leaves-of a slick plantand a hairy plant. We Put

them in test tubes, filled the test tubes full,of,water and placed' them,
4 ss6 r

in an air-conditioned robin and left them.for 48 hours.- We lost only this,

much water from a slick leaf and lost 'nearly Lice as much from the hairy

leaf. Now what. does, this mean? .An awful lot of the hungry 'people ale .'

living in arid sections of, the world, where water is the number one
,

limiting factor .
r

If this ,development, will incr asedroughttt6ferance and-
.

food production; hand we believe, it will; it ca ,make a tremeudouse

ence in'the kind of food we can produce, how much we cats prUduce and when

we can productit in arid parts of the world. 414:

This is just.opne example ofthe kind of research that must be in-

crease. It is going to take'more research and it is going to take much

54
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'more 'g.i"icUl,rural elldEagion. I' can not overgmphasIze the fat't that 440 ,,
-

rpa hayent gLi the Green RdvOiution sOld4n most of the World,t,pti2

, MariTy becauae wekhave not lad the right kind of .education .to get it done.

I
°And t-Im delihteethat you are4addreSsi t;rselves to that problem here..

e

.. ,In the-last analysis, I. wodit: remind us 'that either man limit popular
, . .

t ion before, it le conceiveld, or famine will limit it.afterwards. And
( .

))

le f.

411 * .

teathingthAttruth,, I bdl ve, ii the greatest challenge,` that faces the

wftld today:

0

t
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SIGNIFICANT SCIENTIPfe TRENDS, ISSUES AND DEVELOETIE 'E,.

AMERICA' AND-THE WORLD
. .

. l. -,
, ..

iiicha el. V. Nevi t e

. If i.

'Yoti ,hould know ahead of time that these art the views of a sc.ien-
, -, ..

tis who his spent moStof his professional: career,. as the chairmin,has. .

* 4

just, said, 'totallyeitside 4:if agriculture. I have spent most of 'ay. time
at a large lie tional Laboratory librformipg and, more recently, directing
basic materials research on metals, ceramics; and liquids, primatily"in

,

the interests of the U.S. AtOmic Energy Commisspn. As I think all of
you know, the U.S. Atomic Eneigy.Commission'y,as dissolved a )0ear go in
January and hat been,,supplanted by -tile U.S. Energy Research and Devel7

opment Administration. We at Argonne, Laboratory Dave a very full range ,

of responsibilities Mr civilian energy opitioris including solar, geothermal,
atiso and fossil, as well as the one, that serves most of our prior objectives

04

. ta

..
under, the AEC, 'nuClear energy. - ...,,Sito.! .,-

de . . .
1It should be obvious to you that this presentation isn;t going to,

. 1 ? 11
'

I

coitrIbute very much in a really direct "way. to charting a future course
. . .t' ,

,

'in education associatedow,ith agriculture. Ih faCt., I'm will Ito accept

the possA11
parochial.
the physical
value here,

;science, as
oratOry IrMvi

ity that you will think ' somf of: my views care r narrow and,

Perhaps they/ ire, cousiqlering I have spent most'of 'my :time' in
,

,_sciences; and not 'in. the 1ifescences." If thereAs any- ; s ,), ).:
it lies in someithoughts about two broad future tNelicis 19.-' .1
they are seen in, large ener4yand research development lab-

,.
. - Ifng many differett, kinds; of scientifi% responsibilities. ,..1.

$ , ,.

I think one of these trends isi largely cultural, therefore, you might
1 -eOnsidar it "non-scientific," while the other titek

ditional and analgitical and, I guess, " scientific
cided ho$ to present this that I could gike yecu_a

d perhaps tra-
as I 4e-

talk on 'some of the herd
Xechnology of jnergy research., I could have told you what Argonne is

. . ... .

doing in' t e _area of solar, geothermal, puclear, and fusion energy. 'But
,... ,

looking C the titleof the topic I' was-to address, I really. felt that the
. i

. .
trends in saehce, the issues that scieric' e faces, are, reallo.t so muchA

do

ZS

pechno 1 o gic a 1 and scientific, per se. I think that a .cbupIe'
%

spdalkers
.14

;--1-
*,

,

a

1
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this morning have already introduced this concept. Marly Of the trends,

in science are forces exterior` to acienCl. I think some of the changes

in the scientiftc, level and in the style,of science, are ,going to result

from' these ,elcterior forces.

I thought I would talk tV you abobt two trends that I can state

fairly easily, but then have a_pptle more diffiAlty defining them in

thei full dimensibns. Here are these trends: Science will be engaged

in an increas ing number of-cultural. enco tere with ither segdients of

ksociety--and these encounters will inf

science. Some People have told me tha

t,the styleand the role of

term "cUliUll encounter"

is kind of a leupllimism, and, having ovine& that myself in trying to%

eduratelotlie public on nuclear power-,- I agreektez-thatIn

.frontaliA"'might-seat e-eimps-be- a better word than cultural encounter,

but I think rchose that for a pu4ose.

The second trend I wadi to talk about is -stated this way: The
,

traditional reductionist analysis approach in science--that is, choosing, -

simple problems and simple models withia small number of controllable
variables (that has-Aen, a tradition in science) --is Co. have to

# , . . -111
. - . , I --.

shar'e, in the future: inn partnershicwith an approach that deals:'with mote
.

- multivariab?e systeths in an integrated way. ' Stated another way, this

tiled-hdnored, ,so-called scientific method probably is not enough. I
. . 4
Vouid ,like ,o develop that for a minute. r

, . , 1111's

Those trends are in.a way-more philorAbphiLal than ihatific and
----4 1

techni4i. The first of thel I stated. was:, Science' will have numerous

cultural encounters and the influence erf these will be profound on the
.

style and the role'ofIscience. I think this is a fairly recenfl trend.

It offers a rather striking contrast to an earlier,, and somewhat' dichot-
-.

.omous ,situation whop science was kind of a community' apart. It was

usually respected, occasionally ieared, but rarely communicated with in

any reel( way and almost never challenged by the rest of society. So9f
. ,

people have said that Western science .bas in recent is been an aloof'.

science. . That it has bean' rather inward- looking and self- contained.

fact, it has recently been observed th,4t, "It IS difficult to

scientific establishment without being its prisoner."

your wafted: a distill statement of . the sc ieliif is laissez

"
1

. the

gUess if

e'

, .r
be a tleimber

5
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fairesthat has been thetradition certaihly in the physical sciences for

fifty years or so,''it is- the following one. "I don't kno,:., how many of you

know about Abraham Flexner. Flexnet wds by training, I,.think, a geneti

'cist. In the 'thirties, he was one of the px.ime movers in establishing

,the Rockefeller FoUndation. He was also an important force in creating.,

the Princeton.Institute for Advanced Studies. When they opened the

416Princeh'itstitute, he gave a talk on scien and dade the following,

statements: "Scientific knowledge develop autonomously. It is Anflu

He said, too, "'Science Itefremmainly

-accident."i Pakentheticall,, let me

ted on the Serendipity Theory=that is,

the discovery of things that are not the object of ,search. jlexner was

essentially saying that science is a serendipitous type of'operation.

By unexpected.discdveries made by

say. that many.peopi4 have enuncia

I like that. -InAact, I know in my own' laboratory that serendipity'.
'L , o-,

does influence a lgot of our findings and our ?, grgs. But`1 also want
: e t% .

to pointout to you what Louis Pasteur once sa t maybe not a direct re
. N

sponse, or'a direci comment on serendipity as such, but to the subject.

Pasteur said very "Chance favors the prepared mind."

Ffexner end4 his PtinCeton talk by saying, "....scientistsshAld
-

be unconcerned with external matters in selecting their problems...and

there is not oitside direction needed in problem selecticim".

Well, midway,I have chosen an extremist vies, almost a caricature

of pure.sciene.,.,I-think theriefias been an attitude of ttkis. sort in the
4° '' . I*,

. scientific community. The esultoillAthis attitude is thAt Western Culture;
. s

as we know it, is ambivalent toward science. There is an admiration Of

acciomplisabents sometimesMixed with awe, as I have said, buC.the public N,

,simply is not stimulated to understand science. scientisku not alwaya,

conside4d to'be stimulating members othe 'intellectual community.

.Parenthetically, let mp seal/hat in earlier times scientists probably

tried harder-to communicate. r would like to just quote for you what was'
4r.

incorporated'in the founding chapter of-the British Royal Society in 1667:

e "We resolve to reject all the amplifications, dig essions, and the like,

alamak in the language of artisanAllbountrymen, d -Merchants, rather

thanin the language of wits and scholars." I don't ow. what your scien

tific And technical literature is,like these days, but if is as full of

5d
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jargon as ours is,.You would belieV'e that that statement ought to appear,
N.

on thy-masthead ,of 'many technical journals. The statement is UM' appli-

cable today.,

Scientists doscommunicate poorly, if at all, with the public. The

mass media- hive not been any, help. *So there is a lied for change, oratt
4

least a lot of people think.there hag been. While Ihave said, this was

a new trend, I 'think there have been'somevscientifIc spokesmen who have

addressed this at least ',five or six years ago. Willie DeBoese, as most

ofyou know, is an articulate and excellent spokesman for the life sciences.

In 1970'he said, -06Ocial.,contraints on the scientific enterprise are in-
!

evitable, because science now impinges, with increasing effectiveness and

sometimes violence, on all astieCts of human life." de.

Mow 'llie DeRoese is a soft scientist. low let me turn to someone
, . 4

_who is more colleagueof.mine--a .hard scientist. This fs.klvin Landberg.,

Alvin Landberg, s'perhaps you ' how is.now the, director for Energy Snip)? .

at Oakridge, Tennessee, and was formerly he laboratory director at Oak- ;

ridge Natiorialiaberatory which -is essentially our sister ;laboratory.,
'

-\

Alvin Landberg said, around 1970, "It is not tenable to base our scienti-

fic judgement entirelyon\internal criteria. SOcfety willenot support

4sciences as enchanting di,hrsions,"

So we might say then, it has taken about half a decade for some of

these early predictions and admohitions to take some kind of public,

political form. I guesg until recently there has beeh a rather skeptical

response from the scientific community at large. In fact, you probibly

haveread comments that sound maybe a little pontifical although they

were made in goodfaith* ',,cientists saying, "...only the specialist
*

has tfie knowledge to decide what. we should be doing. Only the scientist

:himself can choose.",

'Well, things ate changing. I thinksigentista such as myself who, are

associated with nuclear energy, particularly the technology pf nuclear

energy, can describeaome recent. interchanges with public and activist

groups.- They4axe, indeed, better described as,mconfrontations" than as
,

"cultural encounters." '

Whatever we call them,.they have been fractious, painful,,.attemPts as

dialog between what I really ,regard as alien culture groups. They pave

_14
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been trying to communicate with.each-other inwhat I regard as painful

- and unsatisfying ways. Somehow we must improve this. I gu4ss all of

pau are aware of these Confrontations" between the piaeonents and ogpo-,

nent% ofinuclear,power, Ind maybe even taken part in them. The public

press usually stereotypes t.is struggle as being the technica , induStrial.

establishmentNersus "the little people."
.

It is regrettable that that kind of,_adversary siEuation ha% del/eloped.

One of the many reasons for this adversary situation is, in fact, not

necessarily a cultur.41 barrier in.itsell...From ear imes; hearings

dWaling with nuclear energy have Had a kind of-qua udtcial chafac,ter.

Aallat is to say, there .have been hearings and decision boards and appelate

baa.pels-rusbally federally qonsored. These tad a-rather courtrooP con=

.text. fact, these hearings were us ually conducted in a courtroom de-,

corum--and 't la courtroom is an adversary forum.-S0, I.think much of this;

atmosphere.arose in that way, but that-is not all of it., There has also

been the velopment"Of opposition with more comPIRx/rootg. 'I think. .

fi4

5 e of these are Oltural blocks, resultingin a lack ofipptual

t use and confidence.

I wanted totell you about some other events and instit4tional
1....

.ities now taking shape which are .also part of the sam a Erend. One :might'

hope these'events would Ofovide more prpductiveStcrinflu,ential kinds bf:.

.cultural intercourse between scieve and 6t.hr sector§ of %pciety from,
' n 4

. these. nuclear'.. thes encounters I talked- in powtr. One.oftheseisexem-,
. - . 4

plifiea by'the decisions of the U.S.'ilNeLgy_Resparch aid, Developnent Admini-

ation (ERDA.)- and alSo by the National Science-iounaatio6 4nd,tlie*Nat,ionalPns 4

ritutes of Health, to hold 'public hearinegs, throughote-the nation .to get

input and advise on choosing scientific goals and programs'and on Selecting'

research proposAs to impletent these programs. NW. in my judgement,
,

. .

that genuinely is a new apiroach. PlEnful, perhaps; but'a new approach

bringing the public fp. , ....,_.4

'I. - . ;
.

. ERDA, fo;>.Nxample,,commissioned tie National Acadedyf Sciences and

.-

the National. Academy of Engineering to generqte a 4pOit on the 'nuclear)
--> '"

programand the energy prograp in relationship to this-nuclear option.

They. invited the academies to include public hearings;as an aid.in
.

. ,

4
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structuring its study of nuclear energy and its alternatives.. The study,

which involves great deal of work besides these public hearings, is
140.

supposed to be that of nuclear power of alternative energy systems for .

the years 1980 to i010, considering energy demand as wet as energy supply.

The study'is not intended to-promote'particular options. Rather, it'is

stippos'ed to set forth..these options, try,to establish as well as we .can

what thionsequences of the option1Pare,and then define the level of
. . .

certainty we have in these options and in these consequences. The idea
4

is that, in order to get a broad perspective on these comprehensive
. . .

studies, the Acadeliy of ScienceSand the Academy of Engineering, wdrking

though the National Research a...garner this year held five one-
.

day open hearings, to receive he views if informed and concerned pedple
4 f .

regarding the approach and the plan of the study and the energy issues .

it will address,

Polls, Denver, and
a

titios:k of the 'new

kind: ,vary time

TheSe heatlings were held inNew York, Atlan

Sa Francisa. We are told that the firgt

11Hpol cy hy both of these academies is.of the

a study of high public interest is to be un
Ali

by tWacademy, each of those studies is-to inclUde, as an initial

event, these open public heaftngs early.i) the planning stage so that

citizens may have an opportunity to express their views, their comments'

acrd. their concerns.

On Febritary 5, I attended,t public meeting in.Denver, and I am,

going to tell you informaIlly what 1 ,say. First oftall, it was verypooLy

attended and poorly publickzed. The attendance was less thW'this crowd,

perhaps no more than thirty people, half of whOm were giving testimony.

So, in a way, it was'a disappointment as far as public involvement' and

I guess*onecould ask, cynically, '.',,If the public _is all this concerned,

about the nuclearenergy option and the other options, where are they

ta, Minnea

tmplemen--
,

following

der)taken'

today ?" They vere not there. Many of the people who spoke to the subject

of the.poor 'attendance said that the publicity'in the Denver papers had

not, been adequate. The comments that came about were relatively stereo-
,

lt

typed and predictable and provocat e, but they were useful. I might say

cynically, ,you didn't need a ko O m to tell
/

the players. You knew who
.

the erivironTentalists were, you knew who the representatives from the
401

utilieieg were, You,knew who. the university community were, etcetera.

61
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'There were no re), surprises.

It was a very,provocative and, I found, iencouraging discUssion The

Ideas, the quest ions and the thrust were*Prolerly aimed at trying to put

some ideas intothe study, noCsimpi,y exposing one's personal position.
$

What shocked me a little bit was what I found as a very serious lack

of complete information in the hands of people, evehose who felt that

they were informed and involVed. I don't mean that.criti.cally'of them, ''

I really m ean it critically of us in the scientific profession, that our

information media hadleft 5o many questions unanswered in,their minds

when those answers were available and had been for some while.

The National Science Foundation is tryin do something like this
,

also. Perhaps you know about this. The ScienctFoundation has now been

required by,Congressionall mandate to develop what is called a "Scienje

for Citizens" program. Senator Ted Kennedy is 'particularly .asgociated-/-

with this. It has.three urposes. First of all to improve pubic under-
.

standidg of public policy issues. Secondly, to encouragescientists,

engineers and students to,be active in resolving public policy issues.

And thirdly, to enable non - profit, public,interest;groups to acquire

technical ekpertise needed for them to deal with the technological aspects

of public policy issues.
.

There were seven public hearings acro the country"inDecember of

1975, gathering public opinion-on how this Science.fot Citizens"'program.

should be structured. Obvious11, it is part's general

push on the National Science Founddtionto open up thi4decfsion-maktv.

machinery, to a wider public participation. senators Kennedy and Proxmire

and others in Congressiare continuing to press fOr the citizen's right

to voice his °Pinion. .
r.

It probably doesn't surprise any of us that tho Science Foundation

is a little skeptical of all this and its members are saying, in a candid

way,*that they don't know how tb deal with this new constituency. Thei;

constituency has always, been the Scientific community., It has'becom' if

not stereotyPed,t'least structured and organized, Now they are going '

to deal with:a potentially contrary and disaggregated group of people-
-.

the public. 'I think it is inevitable that the public will have more to

say about science as it is done and as itois sponsored,by the various fed-

4 62
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eral agencies.
, 4

The National Institutes of Health has done something comparable to
.;

this. Thisis not a field that I am as closely connected with so I am

going to mention itvjust very briefly. There have been some public'hea4r

ings of the NIH Peer Review System for selecting funded research from

submitted proposals. Public hearings were also used to undertake a major

review of NIH's methods for awarding.research.funds. These heagings have

ti eunleashed comments; recommendations,and criticisms of the effect

iveness of the present federal support system in serving and responding

to socieEal.needs, as well as maintaining,scientific quality.

Quite obvidusly, these actions have not com e fromtutthin 'science.

I think it is proper to: say these actions have been stimulated by public

and; political pressures. But I Aaqo think we 'should consider they are

some, manifestation of the desire on the part of the scientific community

and the sponsors of science to developip better rapport with other soci

etal elements, The role and style, of science in etiC future will undoubt

edly be influenced.

If is likely that in time, new elements of scientific effort will

. develop as kind of a bri
4
dging function to.other.parts of our society. In

fact, these National Science Fo idation hearings have brought out several
4

recommendations that I sure will be considered further. _d;le, recommenda

tion has been the crea of a Journal of Public. Interest Science. Another

recommendation has bken the formation of regional science centers to iden

tify sciencerelated issues and provide informdtion on them: I think the

thrutt here was nc,),..a bunch of "Gee whiz"type museums, but genuine infor-T

mation centers Where a member of117/5ublic, with.a little homework on

his part, can come in and get straight answers to scientific problems as

be foiesees them, or get straight answers tb technic41, social, economic

4 problems as they are viewed through the eyes of the scientific profession,.

Another idea has been the formation of%what could be called a national

A register of scientists, emulating the legal-community, where a group of

scientists Would be willing to voluntarily serve as consultants to public

bodies in scientific issues and technical issues hdiing scientific content.
6

The idea of this new journal, The Journ41 of Public Interest Science,
.

is.compelling 1?ut difficult to.describe. I don't know how to describe such

U .3
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a journal. I guess, instead, I would say two things it is nat.. I think

it 14 not Scientific American. Tome,, Scientific American is a splendid

journal for more or less simplified statements of scientific problems and

and scientific findings. But I would see The .Journal of. Public Interest

Science as it is recommended and considered by the Science Foundation to

be one having some different purposes. First, itslipurpose is to generate

public understanding of scientific facts and laws. Secondly, to present

some content of digested,scientific knoWledi, for practicer purposes. (,1

gue I could say, parenthetically, that the physical sciences could learn

a great deal from the agriculture community ;in this, context.) 'And, thirdly,

that journal, I think, should be some kind of an evaluationof scietifit

consequences, tha4 consequendes on human life and on'social institu-
. .

tions.

Another thing I would say it,is not is
.
the joUrnal you may be familiar

with called The Ecologist. Nov, The Ecologist is the Other extreme and if

my prejudices bang out) so be It. This journal is essentially -anti- science.

Provocative, useful, bur genuinely anti-science. It is a journal in its. .
, . 4

second year of publication by Edward,Goldsmith. It has proposed, somewhat

tongue-inr.cheek,'the following: First, that the present industrin com-

plex kt:the civilized world should be,.on a program basis, dismantled;

secondly, that scientific agriculture should be abandoned; and thirdly,

that we ought to return to some kind of Arcadian'culture, that is to say,

the "path. to perfect bliss" concept. It is fun to read and?I think it

is important to read, but I don't think that is the kind of'journal that

would communicate to the public on scientific Issues, either.

Whether the science as we now know it will be 'diluted or enricheeby

these new elements I just mentioned is sure to be debated. Many-scientists',
4a

my friends and my respected colleagues, Ore not in any sense unwilling or .

a aid to talk to the public. They just'don't know hoW. MoTreover, I

ink perhap they feel.some selfishness that it is too hard to learn tind

it really,is not going to,be helpful to their scientific careers. So

there may be some element of dilution but,/I think it may be an important

one.

:Let me turn verybriefly to this second trend that mentioned to you

I. thouOt science was going to have to. learn. Thaf is, treat complex,

64
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multivariable problems as kind of a complement to this traditional scien-

', tific,approach. In away, this trend is related to this first one. Sci-

ence's inability, or unwillingness, to deal with compleZity has,inhibite'd

its intercourse with other partsof our culture. I guess researchers in

the agricultural sciences may find this trend statement' naive. As I

understand it, agricultural scientists have dealt with problems with

many variables not under uniform control and have found statistical meth- A,

odsand models to cope with-such experimental situations,

I think in contrast, the physical acibntist that I,must identify

with, who has ,been doing bench-top research and sometimes qargemachine

research, luxuriated in his ability to tontrol'a much smaller number of

variables with muchmorpcertainty., Now, in a sense, that is what the

physcial scientist has had for his,life-style. He is...pow in my labora-

tory dealing with energy problems which are very difficult to treat in

that term. So I guess what we really have-here is a trend away from

probably one of the most sacred and time-honored`perceptions of science --

the "scientific method."

Now where did the scientific method originate? I don't know except

that you'can.go back 4 long time and find the seeds of that Statelieitt.

For example, Ian] going to quiote you Roger.pacon in the 17th,century.

"Whereas in the past the proceeding has been to fly at once front the par-
.

y. ticulars to, the most general.Proposition, my plan is to proceed regularly

and gradually from ate axiom to the next; so that the most general are,

not reached until, the lastfor when you come to them, they lie at the

heart of things." In other"words, treat it in simple little pieces,. (vie
,

at atime* That is the Vey the physical" scientists have doiie. What I

h just read; too, is a distilled essence of the,dgductiveimpericism.

It dictates the selection of simple problem statements, simple models,

Simple experiments, with sma] number of variables, and 'I maintain that

much of science today is not done in that ttaditioea form.

The physical scientists in my field cannot simpli the problem,

they can not simply adopt to p small number of variables that can he .

weighed and measured and Tinted.' Infact,.the number of variables,is

very large and not all of net are known with the Same certainty.

The other thing that the t ition:al approach has always done is to

t

a
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neutralize the observer. The observer in the old traditional approach .

never showed up. He was always out of the picture. He was only paying
.

attention to the outer world. Much'of science these days, and I am

.including the physical sciences as' well as the life sciences, must put

the observer back in the process,

tet me tell you the situation as we see it in a large energy-related .

labpratory. Our.people are now involved in research dealing with energy

in its technological, economic, environmental and social options and

trade-offs. They are experiencing some difficulty from thecompartien-

talizatpn that has arisen from that old approach of the Scientific meth-

od. What the physical sciences have called the "real world" has not.

been the total of common experience at all, but just those aspects that'
al"P`

lent themselves to factual observation and general statements. My view,

is that it. hasNiad, at.least in part, a stultifying effect on science.

We find in energy research and development that everything is related to.
. ,

everything else. 'A complex model describint the total interplay of .

energy, materials and human needs is the only one that is valid, and it .

Ar

is the only one that is sufficiently comprehensive for energy-related

science. Sub - systems of this model will be the essential matrices that
-we 'use in formulatideour scieretific expression./

41
Fortunately, science cap tap technology for some help here, demon-

strating once again that information flows in both ways, from the basic

--esearcliKo the application of t1at research andlback. Basic science

and applied science communicate well and information does not just flow

from fundamental to applied. It comes back the other way. r am'talking

primarily about the discipline of systems analysts:m.9W

.As .you probably know, this began essentially ift the term "operations
-

.analysitoperations research" about the time -of `WWII and it has now be-

come a rather exact discipline: With the essentiel.partner, the high

speed digitai-computer, it permits the scientist,to-deal,"with confidence

if not enthusiasm, with problems and models of'higb'comPlexity. Only an

advere.attitude on fhe part of the scientist himself can:slow thir trend.

What is the approach of the systems analyst?' I am going to read to

you the script from the systems analysis approach. It is by no means com-.

4, plete; but it goes somethingas follows: '".., kaystems analyst accepts-
_
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a. complex problem. He doesn't remove variables, except those bethinks

are second or` third -order of importance." In the vernacular, if that par-

ticular part of the model is so insensitiverthat you can go out and ask

the janitor for the number, and take it, then you may as well know it.'
,

-

Dontt ignore it' as a variable, simplwbecauae it is too complicated. You

try carefully, systematically, with some trial a n d-error; to find tbe.

variables that are the essential ones and then ignore the unessential

Variables. You take that, and generate whatamounts to a best-:guess model,
011

almost always nowadays a ceimpper model.. -You break that computer iodel

downinto eces'that you can "get some kind of analytical hold on and ",

fully testis some.experimental way. You go back to the lab or the field '

and make tests on these. components of the model-and try to sharpen them.'

You try to put it all back together as a model, run itothrOugh the_com-
I

puter, and you make some predictions. It tellsyou then where some ery.

critical bench -mark experiments should be made. 'These w ld b

costly experiments. But you don't make those expemenfts at random. You

let thelcomputer model'tell you what is the best one. You make that ex-

periment that validates or invalidates the model. You then go'back and ,

Alter that model and start all over. So it is interrelationships of the

model and a series of experiments_AYat constitutes, Whaa I believe, an

important adjunct to:the.o/d scientific method. After a while, that ap-

proach becomes one where the computer, model and the experimentation are
,J

almost_" indivisible. In fact, it is an intvlocking syatein and 'a very

powerful one that the systems analyst' is pow bequeathing back to the basiic

scientist,, and he is going to have to use 447. It shouLd be said paren-

thetically that we do-not know how to deal'with one kind of variable, and

I don't know when we'will. Those are the rather more subjective ones,

that deal with'opinxons and personal values, and valve of parts of society.

None of the modes that we uee, for example, to develop an integrated

solar energy syStem rea know how to treat thiipe. We can trea.t.some of

the, economics, but we can,t treat these human values.
A

1--
Let me as1104.question in conclusion. IDo I think that these two trendi ,

.

that I justenuileratel fur you, if they are valid and f they are enduring, _

. I

are going to generate evolutioaar3A or,revOlutionary changes in sciedce? :

I don't think there is any clear answer. -One thing I can say is this:



r
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k
Revolutton,usually exists flom internal crises rather than from:external

forges. I do not see the scientific ,community entirely complacent, but

heithet do I see it right now crisisoriented. Therefore, simplistically.,

we might expect thai there
\
might be evolution in the scientiAlic community.

but Albt revolution. :Such an, evoiUtion, if it does oifur, would occur at

some kind of a measured ode where the "Scientific community and Science

-as a body would retain the validated and traditiowl scientific foun

tions that it has spent centuries putting together, while at the sate

time developing more productive interactions with other elements of our

culture and hopefully Ong more'vehturesome in its treatment of ;1111hireal

world's problems. '

7-Edited by Rienerd M. Foster
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(r---INTgRACTIONJI: GleiinlBurton atO Michaej NeVitt 1. ,

.

1

li'
_,

oo

All Liotening Panelist: Dr.-Burton, I would fotyou,VO share with us
,', .some,Of your observatiOns in terms of-wh#4rVou consider to be same of

the most effecti.ve means of limiting population in the underdeveloped
countriei. -

,
i

.), 4
. - , ,

. , ,

,

..

Burton: 'We'll, this ,, is ratheropteresting to.kna7i and I doubt if very
,,w ..

nation-wiae birth-contr Program. °They pul incentives into it UhiCh4many of you do kndw, t India Was the irst country to atioduce a,,,.., -. -,

' ,. ' ' -"3 1

,

t- ,., Ze
.

included, among other things; actually paying people to be sterile,. It-.
.:

never ,really caugtt on very much for .several reasong. OneUtidlese ts

that it is,"Istill econddlically sound to h ve more childun. As long as'
,

, .

. ..

there is an economic advantage-:ip havingjchildret for,pour people, they
.,,...

*.
. . -

'are arobably going Wcontinue tio. have thiet, unless yOu can have the
, 1. ,

, .4 Skind of control -ihatig they have in China.
1 '

China.today is,doing egremarkable pi) ofirntrolling ,its.population,
e ...

lor about two or threereasonsi.- One ia that Chairman Mao has:said that

you can have two children, .lout you had better.not have more than three. 4

Another is the benefit doc

particular production teat4

administersis the. one-who administers tpe birth contjol information and teaches t -
) .

. , ,a

4/using the pill a great deal. iShels alsO a midwife; She kno s all about , ,

4,1. 4 ..,,, t. . ,., '...C.
- wkatv going on for ever} he of the Men who can-bear childreb. Of

--,
. ..-. ..

'ourse this is' elayed on .up 'd down t e line. .Traditi has much
...4 ,05 do with this. 1

,
,

. -, ,...---

I
vo

1 .

Another illustration- -just a bilk fne. We have friend's India
.

I ' t I

who were.in'Georgia Ain we were We 'Visited them in,1963.. atify had one
.

1'(.- 61 their'servants--a tan-servantwho had a wife o was not well He,'
.. . . .

I

. had three children. He was a celeeivelyIyoung 7ma . She convinced
.

1 * ..J

_he shoUld :he sterilized. He Wal. His 41e" dd. A would 'like to marry
4

, the iltealth nurse, that.is assigned to.a

e Morks with that production team. Fh -

v

again bit he can't because a ydung woman' will not tarry him.Uftless he can
. 4

vet 0 ildren,' This is one of the htrd parts.
1.

. You haVe,the tradition in much of tit world, for example, that there
, .

must,te males child. We were old in China that the pill' did not work.

.there in-thexural areas where they still. believe they1must have,a male
,

, child -- until they have that male child. 0Then it works. 'There are a num-

j.

p
bo
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bet of factors,-t
' -

are lust:we, ofj them. r

' Li tenin Panel
.

.

Along that line, I ad the opportuqtysto Fork with
' some people i eria and Nigeria last year, bu' especially in Liberia.
'I 10 ked wit some of these people who could, uncle 4 at we were

- tal4ki out, and so I asked them, "Why hate eigh ldien?" one lady
came ba k, and said, "Ef you kriew that four'to five o six of 'your.

childre Woulddie before age five, You would have eight children also."
,Do 'you h any action to he life2hope philosophy? 4

, .
Burton; What do you mea y the life-hope Philosophy? r

. '

*

I.
,

.,

1

Llstenins Panelist: Well, that the United States should forget trying '

It
tocfeed the developing countries 'or actually do-much to the system because
the more you fed: them the More they are go pi to breed and the more

.

people there are, the more they are'going'tetget. .-

,

,.

Burton: As.I indicated earlier, the United; Sthtes cOuld not feed the

rest of the world if they wanted to, and ir410 by Conviction that we
4,

ought not to
4

otry t:- -4 It is rather interesting, I think, that most of our
. .

,
exporting at normal times is goingpo natidns like the USSR that are

using that export primarily to provi4 the nimal food that go albng
.,

with anAinireased'affluence. I dohink that we need to be in a positidh. '

. ,
whenever we.can to try to avert famine in the

,
wor141 for humanitarian and

, s. '

other reasons. Many of the developing .couhtrigs have indicated, as I -,'

.

4 I ..'

underrstand it, that .they realty do nOt want to ovntinue a.,"give,.give,

give" program. Again, _for he very.reason thrt their Leaders-realize this

cankurt the country more than it can. help it. Part of the reason is.
r ,

41

you increase the' numbers'of people who are not- able tq taiipare of
.

.,

.

ttrelves."
.. Al

, - .
,

`Listening Panelist: Dr. Nevitt, you made a pretty good poi t about the''
problem of scientists communicating with other segments of cjety allid

theiconfrontations yod are running into._ It seems to me th re is a ,

me , very closelopariallel with_agriculture because agriculture ha got thd
problem of,the use of pesticides Vhd so forth.',4hat do you see in the
educational training Orogram jr ture Scientists so they can deal with

.,
this communication problem? Illr _ , ''

0

Nevitt: f,think some of-, these things, are,,Sn place already, bus. late,

'wand maybe 'yet not adequate, I have observed recently'tfuse indeeing
-,,

with graduate students, that all of them, (ftot because_they were told

0 but because they felt it was essential)have begun to develop as, part
.

of pcieir minor program a much stronger base in jle humanities, especially

' .
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in various c ultural. courses. In inquiring why, I think_they articulated .
li 1 . 1 4.- -./ A

inimany different ways some of these thoughts - -that they had already
.

a .
.

.

seen what a tight and somewhat noncommunicative community they were about

to_joinInd they thought it essential that they begin to speak outward,

as opposedto inward. That is part of it, really, to make them .mord
.4- .. ,.

:articulete. I think the. scientific community itself has been quite" in-
..', ..

.0articulate, and
A

qas I said, other cultural segments just do not find them

'inteirestih t talk to. -'

Burton: I would'like to add to that. something you 111d, merely by .

emphasis. That is that we- are going to have to leirn to speak the lahguagle

of the commaman. This applies to our education igherevef it may be.

. ) .
Licstening, Panelist: Dr.- Burton, you have the statement here, "We help

people most when we help them' help Aemselves:" Now; are the peOple's . .

etra\clitions. going to stand in the way df teaching them tcelelp themselves?

If so, about 'how long will it taketo overcome the traditions? I am

' i'talking'about\methods of fertilization in some, of the backward countries,
countries that ire using huinan wastes. .How long is it going to be to :

, get them to Oangd.their opinion to 'yes, we can use commerical fertilizer"?

. ,

. . ,

pc e the information we canauton: We can provide infion and provide the incentive.
-. 4.

. ..
.

..

. ''''T thinikwe will-be amazed at how quickly the peasant tamer will adopt

. , dew practice. when ril in India in 1:961,' tie millet breederb were

,Ayiling me that' the millet farmers would never grow the hybrid millets,,

becatiSe, among ot her things, thiy were goingoecot.;ve to pay a dollar 'a ...
,r.

o 6
x

pound for `the seed and that was just clear out 9f reasiOn. But when the

governmenot prdvidel an incentive price, and, pic011ded the fertilizer, and.
I

,fl , ,'

the. oher7things thaboVere.necessary and the fafmer could increase his

lYieldSeveral'fo,Ildo thsre was '-no: question. They simply could not supply
.,, . 4.

enough aeetle ,It caught oneryolas0-- And I think this has)een tlbe.

-inamany places. First of all, I lust
-

say. that we 'cannot takeoure expertise
ilk

a and apply it directly around the world: ;We have, learned 'this Wherever

,
we 4o; I' hope. .out we'can modify; I think, and I hale had the feeling

-
.

'r that it.wouldte,a waste of my timetogo to any one country and work %

.

for a great length of ,tinge as a consultant:. I think my input, .ifott is

any good (and 1' think a treat4numbler,of people fee/ the same way) will

:le to go and look at theproblem and suggest,an then to get their ownli
,

., . .

people to get bug and cruy,..to solve prop]. ms.
, ... ..

f
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,Listening'PanelAI: ,I think k-I could:alive with you for.. you, tot isn't-
, ...

. there agreat peed., dnd this is, Ote of the implications that I have
drawn from yorle:remArke., that need to be gaining more people In
agriculturar circles to wOrkwtthrpe4le in the...deveroping Countrieaat'
thei7i' level--not to imidosp oi.i practice on them'? Or is it the' other way'
arouncli- Do we` just need' to send a.specialist here and there?

. . .
, , .

, -
.

.

1
G

Burton: Well, Vhere it g tremendous need foi agricultural' edUCaton

. , .
.

within these countries. 7rhere is no questpn.that the goo&American
.

68

teacher cgri go tO TiMbuctoo and he can. get a job down there. `tut the'
. .

-tretheildous danger is-,t t he would doh job.sbsgompletely, ignoring .
I

. I # f

. the,nativp teacher, who should be learning how:to dd-t-t,mi.hat when he.
. . . ,

, .

leaves, it will fall flat. He'has either got; to commit himself to

447spending

LiStenin
.systems
that is

the restir his lifedow there or.;..

g Panelist:, Why can't this;be incorporated
for those people doing that -wok? 'WhY;can'
the. way* th are supposed to far:a-ion?

..

Burton: 14iope.,t ey tah,.but I thinkitt is' going to take a U lbtile .

different kind of training-than many people have. One 'of.-tity Very best
. . \

I

4

into their` educatiopal
t'we train people that

ts.

friekds is-Roy. BlaZei! who is an txcellent research 'worker. Some of

. you know him, I am sure. He spent,g couple of year,down in Chile, and r

he did A tremello41-job getting those people organized td do some forage.
. ..- .

research. 144111:R0Y-is a tremendous organizer and a tremendous pusher
A . .

and. he hadthis going. But Roy did noNAnt to spend the test of his life.

there, so he came back.. My understanding was that it pretty well fell

'flat. He did not have people there to'go ahead and keep that thing ..

moving. They depended on him? and when,he was not there theipb did -not
. . ..:

get stone. TES.iswhat we have to be ve0Ncdreful of.
-,.

. .

Nevitt:
,

We have
,

found Almost the same thing in the Nuclear-Energy Commis
.

. .- .t *
.. .

. .
.

Listening 1Fanelist:
.Dr. Nevitt, regarding. the general pabllicAs it con-

cerns bot our businets and ours, TOyou, Aink the general public is
damned abdtit being informed? .

.
. 4

*.c"
-

Nevitt! I'must tell you when I..oht at that meettng in Denver and looked'
'

but aria ela04tirty people and d'ecided that ha'ff A them w6re peopleMithere
, 4 ' ,

V5 ,give testimony,.L'had some, questlonlign Armind% Yet, I ti-iink. they do,
...,* . ,

I.do not think it is.valid to say this is, 1 "politicalissue being generated
. , /

. N '

with..in the Congress Without real pubic tmpetus. I
4
clo nv.berlieve that. , ill.

.e.
. ....

.

.., ,

' A
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.. 'a

r think that it is hArder for the publie fo'articulate it and I ihink

."public'; is a bad and'almost misleading tend.. It is a very disaggregated
1.

;group of opinions we dek with. I think they do want to be 'informed.

They may not even be able. to express it that way, but i am corkineed

they do wannvto be informed; and the Absence of that i$formation ('for a
P

long time nImost a deprivation of information on their Toil) has made

them adversaries,",

lks.

A.

.. ,4.-
Listening Panelist: Well update them again._

proceoses,gould beexplained simply enough so
stand thenat . , 1

. -

,
a

1 ,o. .
Y 't

Nevitt: 'Yes. .Fe hage got to. teach the public to read in the first place.,
. -

If they have not -learned it by the Elmo th4Y get toytyour ag classes, you
.

.

. ,

will do well to take time to teach them how to lead. Those,o us who .,

write,boos need- t6 decide what they can read and understand and describe
. . ,

'our'work in that same kind of langUage.
.. .

.

Listining.4neliot: YOU.. 'saythe public must also have. a better understand:-

..% ing of the basic sciences,-thodgh, as we 'go into 'reading. I ti4nk so,

Elul 'most' Of thesesci6ntific things'do not have, dibedeteribed in these
. =great long words. 'I think you have said that very well,-,Dr. Neliitt. .

a ' .

___ At
- Nevitt:-., Therbtabeik.vexy sizzlii de !bed, if w4' will juc work at it.,
v

, .

.
. ,

.0.. .

. lAsteaing Panelist: Mr; Burton,.do,you feel that mayhe some ofthe prob.-
lem is that` underdeveloped cou9tries just do -not haie:the proper priorities?

placeI, have heard a. place likeIndia,will spend'millfons of dollars' on the 'tom
bomb; which you'knpw they need like a hole in thehepd. I was talking to

. 'Merlin Grote, pregiddht of the Iowa $:?ybead Association, this faI4. He, ..

said if they would spend. this moneyOn food ax for'the development of ,
-education to produce *ore food, that they Could'piovide the ecoathic

, incentive that they rellly. need. He feels the world as.ii'now is could
proNide.allthe food we need if we have'the economic lnlentives. 4" 1

.
, .

.:.:

Burton: Thfi is no doubt true' today. I Willa atree one hundred percent.
.., .

,

.
, '',%. A t

On the other hand, I would Amply 'emphasize that India is merely doing
. .

what the UnitadStates and the rest of the'cOltintries- are doing -= spending
g

, .- ,

boat of our resources on machines .to try to kill people` s6ehdigg
-,
our

I ,

moneyon pasta !,future worlcfs. Ifwe.,do not do soMething'obout.the

4

a
-

Some of.theL complex
that even I could under-

1

food issue, if we do not supply.these inputs, we .will'he spending more-
,

o'f pur resources trying:to quell red (Comiunist) revolution.. I do not
.

think I can'emphasize this too much. I do ncl think people.are going to

r

.s%

1

1
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, .

..- die of faminte, just peacefully, any. longer. AP
. .

" itistel'ing POtlist: Dr.',., Buitoci, we refine ois grains to a high extent
in this country. We take wheat and tioe grind it docin=and so on.. Does
this create a need to increase production `of grants? Do we lose a lot?
Do we have to. use a lot more acres to raise the grain to make the
bread, so to. speak?

f ,
--- 1

.

.
Burton: Well, refining in the Unitedj;Stateb does not result in direct '

I-. . . .
less because the milling-la-products. go to feed livestock. There is

a. 1.

a'big loss, howeve if you Want to look at it asrge Borgstrom does ; ..416,

.in Michigan State, 3,1ekample. I wonder 'if any of you have heard

.George ,Borgstrom 'a story.. .If. you htven't, you ought to listen td it,
. ,just beciuse-it is a fascinating approach.' }e says we should alt look

1.

v,
at feeditng the world on a basiPief protein, rather than on the basisof
calorfei.. . If Age do this, he says, Sze are currently .producing enough

.

Protein to feed .19 people.. Enough piotein to feed. 15 billion
people goes through.the animals,,,., Now niirep.had a chance after I he
him make this Speech to get him in a corner and, ask him, what was he
going to prOpose: tilt we just eliminate 111 these steaks that I enjo

ard.

Y.
/10',heating, and these eggs tatI want for breakfast? I hope he is not ,

projetting that., But, in effect, what he has said- is that we could feed/.
19 billion people in the worlds right now, if the production of -the protein-

.
that we make, that we can growwith our crops, if we were to eliminate
all animal'and havp e,verybOdy eating the same kinds of diets.

'Prom the Chinese, tie saw a diet of rice with-enough soybean proteins
lito balance that and maybe f few vegetables they'couId grow' on the side...
The thing that sort of shakes /you up wiith that,. is %the pets in .th United
States consume enough protein to_ feed one hundred-millios. people. Now,

, .

wYen 4ou refine this wheat, or whatever, the cereal may be, we are dozing

t lholp..t8 get something that we, like, to' eat better_ than the 'rough prodnct,
. .

SO to speak. It is, again'c nit of ouwffluence. This is, harppenidg
, Al

around 'the world. When India becomes able kinancially'it is goinii ib

demand abetter diet. This is one of the reasomf we are having tionble
trying to catch up with population increase s'o far a's foOd production'As*

- .

A
"

\.....:concerned, More and mor people all the time are.demailling some Of Fhes.
meat products which we enjoy. I hopeoi do not live to see the day when

. . ' 41

we' cannot hive them. I hope further that my grandchildren can have..some
. N.

.

f . . . 0 . . ' ./
. % i'

I
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Of them. I think w can do a lot in that direction, as was suggested

I think by Keith Barron's, by improving our pastures and depending on

our ruminants, to help supply some of this food. There' is an awful lot'

of land in 'this world that wi\sl not" produce grain, bu; will produce
.

some feed 'for livestock. 'The only way that man- can get anything out of

at is _,to run .his goats over the desert to get something that the goat ---

.
I.

can,eak and concentrate it so he-, in turn, can live4410 it. But when

we start-feeding grain'to livestbck, patticulaily to the ruminanx, I
,

think we are, in a sense, trying to do something to eliminate a surplus

thaf,we Rave had inithe'past 'in the United States. We may not have too

mush in the future, if the world:market develops as.we think it will,

ist: Both of you have indicated that there is a need fa
Ytesearch. This is costly and it is time-cOnstiming, bu
ould- call it an inves ou ent e future. Do you Nave tr
fying this serendipity pproach--finding things by chance and no

real ptomise of productive results for twenty years?

suppose

Aevitt: Basic research, even in-the p sperous post - Sputnik dliys, has

alwa's bean funding-limited, and maybe i should be in fact. We have
a

trouble getting enough fdnds fox basic research. Frankly, in a National

Laboratpry where we try to put together basic and applied. programs., '

we ,stilk-depend on serendipity. But in a sense, we are trying to genet-.

a te;:,A climaee in the 'laboratory where dialog between- basic and applied

people=--each with his own respontibillties but in close communicationnw
-

learn earh' fn. the game Where :41ie,prOblems are. In fact, serendipity still '
4 Alf

is appropriate for us, but I idess we' are not a totally serenlipitous 4
h

environment. We to" separate this serendipity very strongly by Ikai±hg

these applied' and basic missione4covendi whole lot of scientiki areas.

'Burton: 'I would like to add to thin statement that Aactically all of

.0-,' my xesearch career has beef). involved in a comh4nation4of basic and .
A

appl i00' research:

supplementing
the,

pearl miIret,,Iyak

whO ipotted - it .in

I think his it the beSt kind of ,research--one kind

other. 'the 1,4

endipitous.

the field. taw

st example' I gave
0
you, the slick-leafed

It 'opcurred as a mutant. . The young. man
414

it simply, as a cdriousity. I did not 0

stop
1101.th

that. could see i as a potential means of increasing the
,

intake of "this, which. might_ like, it better. If I could get more
1,

good into 'the, animal, it ,might lain faster. And it was not until we

-
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a
ponduCted an actual test in a controlled grazing study that we discovered

the animals did not do as-well.on it as we had expected them to. We

'finally dug into the thing and found out it was because the cuticle was

more. intact and the bacteria. in the rumen that should get through the

,' cuticle to digest the'forage simply could not get,throughit as well, and

the feedstuff stayed longer,in-the rumen. Then it occurred to me about

a-year'ago that I should make this thing better able to ;tend drought.

So We ran this simple little test with the test tubes, arid it is the

obvious 'thing in India and' one or two other places where_ it is being

Checked out for drought resistance.
.

The singl'e gene is very easily con-

trolledtrolled genetically. Now if this will increase the-effici y of water

pee, as I believe if will, and we have to test it because we never know

ltil we have actually tested this ou- t, this could be a tremendous thing

in terms of increasing the food in the arid section of the world: 1-

want to repeat again...now a major part of the food problem in ,the worle

is in this,arid section, in What we think of as the tropics and demi-

tropics,

Listening Panelist: Dr. Nevitt, you did not talk about it, but 'just

what is some of the work beiAg dbhe in-the area of solar energy and what
implications will this have, oh agriculture in the future? ,Are we going

(110 have power for our machinery? In, other words, energy instead of
fossil fuels?- Or are we going to have some means of propelling our

.machiheryor what? .

Nevitt: Let me say, I do not know in any kind cINuantitative way what

/. part cf"our eneAftnoWadays woes into the agricultural sector. It is

a pretty high one. 'It seems to me. that solar energy, in many ways,

offers a rather unique set of
4
conditions and possible solutions to some

adicultUral prohlems. First of all, we are'invo;lied in the laboratory

in some rather unique types of solar collectors, which will ?end. them-

'serves_particularly well to a disaggregated approach. where a solar

collecting system canebe placed onefarmAs or in lotalized areas al opposed

to large central generating stations, and they are both solar - electric

and sofarLthefmal. Solai-electrit meaning direct conVerion,.and solarT

therW it seems tome, properly apIdied,coulT.go in,gmuch of the-agri-
:

. cultural processing and circumvent the use of what Is now a fairly ineffi-

cient,system of either using petroleum 6r sing electricity. The other

R
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thing, and I guess Profenor Havighurst will'deal with this,_is.t6 turn

this arouhdr-the use of living systems themselvesas solar collectors

directly by biomass approach, or being rather selective about cultivating

the types of photosynthetic materials in growing plants and making rather,

Bore specialized use of those pliotosynthetics.' I think solar energy is

a nkther unique approach. It is rather capital-intensive, so I do not
-, -

agree With anyone thinking that solar is an _obvious near-terdNpolution.

It-is a very important. part of the Total energy systei we will have by

the'end of the centur?, but because it is capital- intensive, because of

the fact that in this part of the world one almost alwayS has to have
416

.

other redundant energy systemsconversely, some rather expensive storage

systems--it isinof going to supplant other forms of energy rapidly. But

to repeat, I think the agricultural segment is olswhere solar energy Will

have an early impact.

Burton: Let'me just add one interesting observation that I have had on

this--of very-minuftly using solar energy, in a sense, and,yet in a

very significant way. When we were in China, I saw a solar-cooker--a

simple reflector that would reflect sunlight onto the base of a'pan. We

were told that they .could put three pounds of rice in this and put it out

in the sun and they could cook'it in forty'minutes. Well, I came back

convinced that this was something they needed in Pakistan and India and

have developed a sitnple little model of this that can be made for just

a few cents 1f you an fir an empty gallon mayonnaise jar which they

cannot find in India. But, you know, forty percent of the people in
..

India cook their meals' 'with cow dung. They ought to be using it for fertil-

zer. They do not have any other fuel. They have all kinds of sunshine

and if ther.could use th4'solarcooker-to cook their meal` and use that

coy dung to fertilize their crbps, they would produce a 16t more with it.'

One of_the members of our team, Professor Kuhn, from the University

of Chicago, who,haslelways lived in the city, looked-at this solar-cookery

and laid, "Aw, that's just a gimmick." And they said'they had made a good

manythousand of these in China. I said, "limit wait a minute. If you had

to climb that mountain that wp this morning and rake uit One needles

as thole kids were doing, an hen,carry.it back home to cook your rice,

2

this would be a great invention." Well, he hadn"t thought of it that way.

7 1 4
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He guessed it would be.

We are doing some research at the University eorgia trying to

find'out what kindlbf biomass we would have ,to produ' in order to suppl

electricity for a city the Size of Athens, which is thirty thousand people

It has been estimated that we could pep up the production of some of our

hybrid trees a little better than we are now able to do. We would have-
4

to have fifty square miles occupied by these' trees to produce enough

elec4ical energy bar supply the needs of a city of thirty thousand. It

will be awfully expensive electricity if we have to io it that way. I

would like to ask you jpeyittYa question--I Have spent a lot of time

looking at this, energy thing and it seems to me that we must learn td

capture the energy from fusion and then get permission to use it. It

peel to me that the dangers associated with this are going to be tremen-
.

dous. Unless we can do this, I cannot see down the'road several hundred

years' where- there is much hope for us. o

Nevitt: I do dot see any other properly called limitless energy source

excen. fusion. We are arriving on the use of fusion energy today. We

are in a rather strange position. We have spent twenty years in the

llabtory with fusion, essentially with the single thought of containing

this material called hot plasma, generating the right temperatures, and

uncovering--tiqleafter time--unexpected negative serendipity, finding

unexpected problems that were associated with getting the right confine-

, went and the right temperature'. About seven years ago, the Soviets .with

a relatively simple system broke the whole world out of a bad syndrome

in terms of-the stabilities of these plasmas, As a result, we have

been. -in almost a euphoria for the past three or four.years,of expecting

that we will'.demonstratetechnical feasibility of.this containment within

five.years. Now, that is just the.laboratory demonstration of essentiall

a proper energy balance-- name]y that you are not putting in a whole lot
.

more energy than you are getting out.- Beyond that thed is a very major
4

engineering undertaking, of mind-boggling proportions, to make this into

a central generating'station: But at least the optimism in regar

'this feasibility4isat.a point where the Energy Research and Development

Administration is beginning to put substantial subs of money intq the
.

technology. That is to say, to start planning how to transfer that con-

73'
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cept'into an operating syStem.I do not see that becoming in (:!ur lifetime,

and I almost question in dur children's lifetime, an important source of

energy. I think we are committed and stuck for at least one hundred and

fifty or two hundred years to a co4bination of fossil and fisSio energy.

Burton: I think the world needs to realize just how fortunate w are 'to

be able to enjoy what we can because of fossil fuels and fossil energy.

We do not appreciate this at 41--we are wasting it and throwing it

away. And I wonder sometimes if too hundred years from now, g.peo.ple

will not look back on this as an age of great affluence because of energy.

If you convert kilowatt hours to servants and take the number of kilowatt

hours that the average home has in it, you see that you have thirty-two*

servants. I reminae* my wife of this the other day and she said, "Itd

,like to swap a good many of them for one with a pair of hands0'

Listening Panelist: This is giving some strength then, to what they
would call "alien culture groups" to nuclear energy and.the present
demands' for energy: What is the future then df our present nuclear

energy? For example, right here in this state we are considering one
right neat Des Moines. All this clamor! Do we have to learnto ive
with less energy or are we'going to be able to depend on nucl-. energy?

Nevitt: We are defihttely going to have to learn to ive with less

energy. That is going to happen rather soon, because the number 'of

nuclear plants for which construction permits have bed granted Sind the

ones that have been licensed to operate is down by something like fifty

percent from what we would have anticipated and projected, five years
4

ago. Now the utilities told us ( _1 think with good statistics--they
%

found in 1970), to'be able to be using advantageously all the'generating

aciti.shrel have just said is not going td be in place. There is

no ' uestion that we are going to hf 'living with a lesser amount of

electrical energy. 'At least less than we- once projected:

Listening Panelist: As a pub pc, why can't we develop a conftdAnce? -The
vice-president alluded yesteeaay to the fact that ilk eighteen years there
has notbeen a serious accideht.

Burton: Again the restrictions are 4imost entirely public pressure. It

. is public pressure and lack 01 public understanding.

Nexitt: You4do not generate-)t rapidly. I will have to say that for A

number of years the latotic Energy ComMIssion took kind of a paternalistic

,
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point of view. Atomic energy was born under a cleSsified context. It

merged from the classification as far as peaceful applicatiorrs were 'con-

cerned, about 1955. Butnon etheless, from the beginningthe ,AEC did not

perceive the need to communicate with the public. ; And I think tOvpublic

reaction wasp the same, but .not bedatise there have been anwdemonstrabIe.

problems associated with th e safety of nuclear power Plants .

4 4

Listening. Panelist: What about t1e engineers who ere resigning froth

their jobs?
, .

Nevitt: I know one of them--I know him. And I have not talked to him

but I am convinced I should. I want to know myself, because these are

. three very able people. The one I know is'not.a "kook.". He is not a'

person whoSe judgement you can dismiss. I guess I will just have to

beg the question. I do not know what. was involved. He is talking about

those three engineerS from the General Electric Corporation at San Jose.

Listening Panelist: Dr. Burton, should we be incorporating in the

curriculum in the schodl (high school level 4riebltaral'programs)
teaFhing about, rural food needs and agriculture.facts?' Should this be
a part of our school system?

Burton: i would say "ye's," by all means. .Ever ody needs to be aware

of this problem.

Listening Panelist: Do )ou know in any of the schools that you are

associated with whether it is being done'?

.Burton: \I can't answer that. am afraid .that partzof the time when it

;ff

is done, it is done with the Wrong kind 'of information..
.

A

Listening Pdhelist: I think it is difficult to have us, as. teachers in-.

'a school system; discuss palm oil, when they have nevir..seen a palm wee.

'41P

Burton: . Thu doc't have to it 'that way.
lob

'Li ening Panelist: It would help. make it relevant.
.,

: Second Li4teping,Panelist: ;4e ae.talkfng about agricuituralfeducatitm '
,

in two different,perspectikres.'

r

I think we are talking about it from a
-

social cont,exiikversus a vocational context attd I think that it is impor-

vent that we delineate that weioprle going one wayAl the other way or

114th. I think it-is something has an implication with regardto
our programatic concerns, our ad9 nisfrative support,, and.so on. Hitch-

ing on to hat you said there, Dr,- Burton,, everybod i$hould know about

it. I nil* that is a' part of ou'r total educatioTie picture and may e

mot just a part of the agrietatura/ education pidtu
. , /

4

fr
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Burton: Wall, that is tie` jor part, but I would certaOly'hate to

teach a course in a: culture when it la_ag credit. Sot? of 'these stu-
- ,.. .

dents might become sote of the peo4e whobreally make.a difference in
-,-

the, world. / would - like'to charge yOu with a challenge, andhat would
.,.

)
, .

be that those 'of you who are l'oc ago teachers
,

search for" fie-Aichie

GrItfin'io your crowd -Tliee might be some kids who 11 not even want

to .go to college. That is the way I 'Was. And it was the superintendent
] ,

r.

who kept 'after-me for a 'fall year before I finally decided to go to
; .

i , , colltae and I am now thankful thdlhe 'd-id.

Nevitt:
4

I just want to add that I
.
do see in this' new agency--the Energy

''..i Research and-Development AdminiStration--a full reaPiza don ,of phis lack

'.publJc understanding and maybe an eleventh -hour late commitment to.-
.

.turn this around. It will be hard".

4

J
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AGRAILTURE Al, YOUTH IN THE YEAR 2000:

DEVELOArNTALNEEDS or SECONDARY AND POST-SECONDARY YOUTH

Robert J. Havighurst
p

4

%

First, I want to simply remind you of the ordiniryidevelopmental. 9
tasks of adorescent$ and young adults that we speak ofNthat is, the,

. .. - .

teaks that young people muse achieve in order to go on growing up to
be satisfactory and competent peopre. I have !shortened -the, orthodox
list than is in my, book., Developmental Tasks in Education, because I
wanted,to focus on certain oneg. Since the title of my assignment is
secondary and .post7secandary outho I have taken roughly- a ten-yeaf
period, from fourteen to twe five years of age. I am going tobe
just about as muconcerned with the post-secondary youth ag with sec-.. .

'ondary-aged youth.
pretty heavily irrvo
this morning, with

10at. thessecondary.

',suspect that thisproject is gping to get itself
lved tdI thes.challnges that we have heard
the curriculum at the post-secondary levels-as ,well
The ordinar,y .tasks of'development 'that we have--the

main ones I at going to talk about - =I will go o*erfvery quick/y.
41-I.need to M .'maker an important poi and I am glad to' seP I have an,
au4ience here. This morning there were only two Women hete and what jI

,am going-to complain a Itittle about is that-this project seems to lie
concentrated Very heavily on males,' and anybody whok-nows anything about

-a

the next twenty-five years knows there is going to be enormous change
iii respect to women in the occupational 'field. Mr. Anderson gave me a
very good lead. this morning.- It is perfectly clear that .he has a faMily .

-farm with a millionkIlars in assets. It is he woman who is.going to
'have to take care of. the bookkeeping and so on. The1re is no reason the ,

%, should not do'a much- better job than a man. She can deal with the banker,

.
, . get a nian ift' that job, as he probably would not be very good atlandling. .

.. .... . ,

--,
the finance; of the family farm: , it

. ,
Well, first, relating to age-mates of the same sex. I . a

-

she can deal with the accounts and so on. 'There is.no .use of trying to'

"spendmuch time on that at thlt adult age-level. It is clear that as 'young
'pecipre grow up _tlKougil atiolesc'encethey learn how to behave as an adulf

V

z
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with other people their otsn age. If they. are. choosing a teem captain,.

. ten-ye AS-oldt will still choose their best friends as a captain, but,,,*.., .

eikhteen-year-olas do not db that., They choose the best man or woman as
.

the captain. -
.

. .

r V r r
'

- Relating to age -mites of, the appOsite sex. 'Clearly we are in the.- ...-\.

.

e c'

middle. of a major revolution.. with respect' to relations between the, sexed, .

.

%

'

', starting at this early ege level. One is developing a philosophy
.

of
. )' . '-

life,%an idealglogy., It ie, quite,clearjtba t Itround seventeen' or eighteft,..... 9

IP w 40 7 ' / , vl ,../

y
o

oung people pre 'most intave7v iled in exploring values a, working out a .

s .

set of values that they cian live with: .iEkic Erickson calls gist an _
.

...

idealology-,,a consistent 'set of NalAs. ' .,

0 '

Related to , that is choosing and preparing for jgn occupation.
-

.

. ,
Erickson' ir(quiteightly, I think) Ambinds the devtlopment of an ideakologyi t . , .

.sand thechdtpsing and preparing for 4n occupation as the achievement of .-

identity. The.achlievement or identity, is his major psytho-soptal task,,

f ',youth. it is- really, a comkinationof fOrming one's own philosophy,
k* '' . ,

of fe and orking it pit thouh one's. Ch is of an occupation that,
. , .

j

conilkais of achieving on Axlentity in our, kind society.

T)en I:have tite task; of the pdst-gecondary peprioci. these tasks

go beyond the age. of twenty-five. of coulee. They Include: getting
--*. .,- 4,.

married, hakrink and rearing ciaildren, becOming a homemaker, and getting
--,

,

z
well.-staited in,a career.; What I helve done is to put these to two columns.-

- . o .4. .

One' is'-labeled6lat" and oda p'labeked "female." I want to -call ycpur

- alttenoi to the fact-It-hat these%tasks are, and have been for. the Past
0.

.ten years, -in" the process of being redefdped by theaftves. -
. r ,

Gefting married. ointil recently, .the notion was that alleitrls'i.__ . . .

were concerned only, with gettingt r r i ed . They chose the right college '

.

.'d get the right map, and so on:- 'We.know that the median age of marriage

r

hall" been raised fOr girls: about .a half year ,far the 1sst- t,en yeirs and
. o 0, t,-

it had gOnetp a half yeat in the preceding ten years. airig are gOt-
-..---.

r.: ; ring married later., Iri general; it is not so clear_ to young women now,
lb .

'especially younkVaten i.,1)O nish high school and go to college, that
.. ,,.

. Ahfir first aim is: to get frieti. 'Thetr7first ait may be something e se,

'and ,marriage mai be adjusIrd. to ,other plans.

Then, haying' and rearing children, bf course, .is more and more a

-

11.

_,IP 'kr , -- .
I

7

..%
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matter of choice with the many means of-contraception now avail;abgteo It
. .

4

,the femal "e!s to`make a choicebut. the husband has

`in this, tow. - .
,

.

, .

. Becoming a homemaker? I have put a queaSion mark there because mbre
16

and,more we are finding that men are taking part-in homemaking activities
.

to give the wife.a-chance for occupational development also. More and

more,.young men ate regarding it as part of their,job to diaper the child,

do some babysitting, and a certain amount of housework. Of course, with

all the machinery we have to do housework now. it is not so difficult''
A

anyway. '''.
.

I Getting well-started in a career. This
II.IN

used to be the job, of the
a .

. ,
.

young man. He finished high school and went right to work, or he went ,

os
.

illto* college and then went right to work, qg he went into graduate work:, '

11

1#4

11

I 4

4 VTheaim was to move right into a career.
Ndw, the contrast of Male .4d. #

female that wae-sechatacteistic of our male-dominatedasociety has

obviously lost most its c urse; or contrast: This is not just a'
-

mos of

. . t

)

matter of the National Organization for WoMen. I find that in Chicago "and-
,

_

elsewhere. As'a batter of fact, my own wife joined some'of these't4ings.
. ,

,.;

WoMen have asAh right as anyone to chb6se how their.time, their'

life Style, or their family is, going to be organized and so pu. It is

perfectly clear, if you will just,look at the' data an wojen in the labor
-6

force, that you are going to find most women Cn the'labur fokcd are
it a 7 ,

4 :. .

thirty-five ,years of age or older. The average woman has her last child

at.the age of.t0ent-five moor Nand It is usually a smaller family. By the

age of thirty-five she can
'
easily leave, be away from home for hours'a ''

day On 'a job. Theiiata makes it perfectly clear' that women have moved
. 4

'into the%ldkr force in enormously large numbers, which, incidentely,
.

,t,

..--,

makes it a little more .dif t fqr males to find.jobs at a" time when\''

Oil
,

the labor -force does nit need everyb dy. Part of the unemployment rate r,

--.
. ..

.

.. . ...
of males at eke

0
preatent time is rely ed to the fact that women have

,
mOved'into the labor force since in enormous numbers.

_.., ,t

S e have then 'tie problem for a young coupfb, if they'decide to 4.

,
it I , , _ .

. get'marni- , to decide to some extent when they are going to have childrei,
.

._k
and how many they are going to :cave. They say we are heade a r4 egtace-

*

mentiirth level only in this country. We are below the re ment level

8.fl

-
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4

at the present time. The fertiaity ratio is below 2.1 children per

woman of child-bea4n4 age. -It wasittry high right after the war and

tyt gate us the,"baby boom." Then .it dropped after 1961 and it is
Or' A

below replacemen t level now. The.general presumption is that in two or,

three years it wilklrobably be up to the xeplacemAt level. It will

probably'stay-right there from here on, because the. American social ideal-
..

ology and practice will.be to m aintain population at replacement level

plus whatever "immigration we permit. '.114rIbuch
.1114.

then for that.

"Let me say here that before this project goes'along very far,

:there is going to be an annex,with'respect to, women in agricultural,

careers andworden in rural communities and so on. What' kind of education

should they have in high school?
0 .,

Well, now I want to move to the arta of demography. -First, let me

say justla word aboUtehe next fifty years with respect to the proportion

of young people aged fifteen to twenty-four in relation to the proportion

aged twenty-siiiito sixty-four,iro are the ones Making up the main body

p

4- _ _

- ' of the labor force,. In 1950 the proportion was .29. That was tip right

. time to break into the labor force if you were'a young person 'bause of
. , *

*.the low ratio.' Let us saY'that it *stayed at .29 until 1960. Thg,baby
iv. ok.

.

boom gtarted in 1954 and went to 1961:% and for those seven-straight years,
i

we had more than four , milliontirths peip.year. Before 'that we had been

havking)0 45 3.5 million births per gear, and we are back down to 3.1

- millidn again now. So the'ratio of,younger people to older people in the
1

,J

labor market jumped up to ,'.41 which means that anyoneoh .
Ome into this

. ,

I

4.46

age period Of fifteen eD Itwenty-four years in_ 1970 wasAtist at the w'rong
.

,.

time. to gets into the labor force without a lot of competition,'

. In 1980, it wilt be almost, theisame. This decalAeis in the middle
'

of the'r4eal cr Sis,fir unemploymenebfyoUth. Then it will drop back down,

assyming(as.I id) 4 fertility ratio of 2.1 .for women, which is replace-
_

:mtnt only, plus' 400,000 immigrants a year, which i$ what Oe have had for

some time. We-Wrill droj down to.a ratio of .12-for 1990.anP200d. ,It

will be down .28 in 2025 when we will' have a stationary population.

aSo the question is critical'in terms of a,*sheer demographics problem. in

thee ten years we are in right now until about 1985._
de ,

,

My own guess is that aSsoon as We get the currenlolection out of

. 40 \\.1

4

411k.* 1% Al

I.

I
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the, way, we ill probably have a niti4nal service corps for young peOple

who will be aid about $2000 year fot useful services. It will run .

'until suc me as the enormously high unemployment rateof young people

is Over,,o ,bich 111 be alaybe 1985. That unemployment rate, whiChlis

eight percent for the total group, is about twenty percent for-young,

people agelraixteen to twenty years. Another twenty percent may be

hidden.bpcause these young people do not ,even bothers to'registeesince

Xy. do not tpoinkthey-can get jobs. In a big city like eticago, we

have about ilyty percent unemployment of'youth aged soixteen eo twenty.

It is a very serious problem. A lot of the crime we hear about is'focuse4

,... 'in thai age grOup,and it is primarily- because they have nothing else ,

to do and do not have any resources to work with unless theymug some-

e

bd4 or kill somppody.or something similar;

".'gOw let me move quickl ove to Table 1 which is the. twelve-year-

old population. I deltberat took the twelve -}Year -olds in 1960 and 1970

because they will.be seventeen-year-olds this year (1976). I am interested
it-

here in the rural and the urban distribution. You willl see that.the

twelve- year -old population in 1960 was 3..5 pAlion alCin 1970 was 4.2 411='
4

lion, because we were right in the middle of,. that baby boom peribd. So

We had 4.f million twelve -year -olds, in 1930 and we -have about that many

'"

.5

spvanteenYear-olds this year.' ) :i - r

.

Looking at t'6.division between, urban and rural popUlOtIonsfsixtY-
: ,.

six percent were urban in 1960 andseventyLone percent were Urban in 1 .

.19701 I.Them
..

I distributed the rural, population betwein the small towns of
' , : ,

'1000 to 2500 and the towns of less t* 1000 aptfams. We see the
,

great+
too- ,., , .,

.
. t . . ..

bulk. of tht young ruralpeople are in the village and in the Open country.,
.

, ,
.

. .If. you willi just look at the 1970 percettages, threepeucent of the youth -'

- _
.

...

t
,(b;th .8e2ces) ofere.in the '1000 to 2500 population and twenty -six ,percent

0
,

) in
.

towns of 'ass than 7.000 or on the'iatm, so 'it is a teaviiyi'ut.;1 grOup..- ,
.

'Those whb are rural are rural. .They Are no in towns of populationS
fr

, .
greater than 1000. Although theanumbet has iecreased in the last ten

,.
yearse (from thirty-four percent to twenty-nine percent) it still is a

,...
,_ . . 01 , ,,

largelpopulation lroup. The boys and grrls in this group are about equal
.i 0

.

,

. I

-
in nusOxer. l't . . "

lb-en you will'.see e occupations irt TAle 2.' I ha taken the occur.,

.. . ,, -

.

1 ,. ,I a

A 8t)
11/4

N._.
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pational census for 197D. Whalid have here'iSi first the total male

-populat'ionsixteen xeaisopf agt and over in the l rce. kit was

47.6 Million.) Then I have 'divided iyinto age, group's of Sixteen'

to seventeen years, eig4een to n neteen\years, talent- to twenfY-four years;.

and twenty -five to twentyznine vga s, as'Wtill as the median age. Undei

that I have listed farm occupations. TheitwO roups ,ard farmers and

managers on the onhand,rand laborers and foremen or the other. .Here-we

have the paid andunpaild,laborer§ because farm workers are registered
,

in

the census very-often as fanfily workers, but unpaid. So, what we have

here if we look at. the ages sixteen mseventgent.:1,223i000 in the male

labor force; 4500 are farmers or farm managers and 8,000 are laborers

and foremen. Most of these were beingpaid.- M okring up to the eighteen to

'nineteen -yearailld age group, we have Aloo farmers and farm managers and

70,000 laborers and foremen. We find that the paid and unpaid, family

workers are them. Then we move_ up to the twenty tO twenfy-four-year-old

age group,, and here we begin to get a si- zable numbei of farmers and farm

'managers. 46,000 are farmers and farm managers and 1004006 are laborers

, and foremen.' When we move up. to enty-five and twenty-nineyear-olAs,

1/we find an even higher,,number (76,0 0) of the age group are farmers and
.

ikarMManagers'and-lessthan that oremeNand laborers.

In othey wards, the fellow does get hold of,the fatherisifarm

or who becomei an 9Kper or tanager, does so by -the ,the age of meaty-We

to twenty-nine. The portion of unpaid family workers in this'group is ...

very small. 'Notice the median ages of these grouP. 4I will not spend

time' on them, but you can look at' the percen'tageh I will rgiOnd us

th farm occupations in 19.70 made up 4.5% of the male labor force. Fdr

e'twenty-five to twenty-ntne,year-old age group it was 7.6%. Whether

tit is a.projection.Ofphe future we do not know. eine could wonder

with-that.few of the males in the labor force workinr ,4t'farm occupations

.

in 1970.
.

.. i-

Now just a Couple of 4114utes bn this next one. ;I confess that I

proba64 have made some errors here but somebody'com Iorrect it later
,on. "do not ihinklt is worth ?ur time here. I looked at the enrollment.

.-,..,

°

41
in federally-aided vocational classesjn the Digest 41Mucational "StatisM1

'. .. .

.
.

,

: tics., They have changed the4Migeswn us
ir

Wince 1950'(1.196,0 and I do not
. - *J

O

1 '

11:444
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qUite Ainderstand them', so r may not be accurate here,. In any case, here

is the total enrollMent in grades seven_to twelve in publicitschools. At

the top of the table, enrollment in 1948 kids almost seven million. In
... .- 1,

1970 it was 171/2 million= -more than doubled. This is a reflection of

the#baby boom, of course. In 1973 and 1974 (the latest we,have figures
roil,

for), enrollment was 18.4' milliOn. Now, in vocational agriculture
L

h'secondary fedeally-aided vocational ctaSses)- we had 373,111b in 194 and
r

1949. This went up to 508,,000 in 1960 a'na 'tiler' apparently dropped in 1470

te 370000. '.But' heie is "a. problem with thE meaning'of that. There is

a footnote that says somephin$ 'I do not quite understand so. I would not '..

*

guarantee-that there-has been a reduction 'in tV enrollment in vocational
I.

. .r.
. . ../ . 1

agriculture. It does look, as. though tHerte mayhave been. Does anybody -
,

.... . . ,
,

*know, offhand whether therl has been a 'reduction nationwide? All right,

then+ home economics (whicii is both urbanl and 4ral) *was .800,000. Thls
. .. .

.

'is ,vocational home,economics, which, is federa1.,y aided.. It has gond up

percentages,with theilpopulation increasey Looking at the percentages, the enollmenlig*
t

currently is 14.6% of the total enrollment at the present time, 'the highest"

Irlatoow

it has ever been. This is including'both urban and city schools. Remem-

Jer that this is hi school olevel, ot University.

Vocational trade and- inAustrial education, which wbuld be more ult. n-
04

e

ized was 5.4% in 1948 find i949. it, seems to. have ,been reduced, also.
-

>,4
Jdon!t quite, understand it, 4outdo not 'want to' -spend 'any more time on that!.

If youWanctot spend 'some time °wit in the'discussion, all tight?
Now I am going to move' over into another topic. I an glad you had."

i .1'4
these.uestions tOr Dr. Nekri0; because he helped lay the roundWork for

what I ain:goilagto talk 'about here. I will fitst state quite flatly
I .

that it seems to me" f114t the nature of our 6ociety.--7
4

the social, ,the civde,
. . .- ... 3 V ' t

and the' econorec--Ais'going tb depend, on _our .energy,, the cost 'of. energY
,,

!J

%end the availability of energy ip the next twent-five years. And even

mordso, anybody- who 'Is concernedalooui a -habitable planet fpr their grand-=

chiihiern ought to be doing something! abodt it right TAY* tc:). assure that
. .

energy 13ill'be..ava4jakle winhOut yoyl eceib-ary,expense. inv Vie yer ZO 59 0

This, is a straight at Of facts tha t I wish'more Ampritan4"Would begin

to worry about.. What has haiPpenk is that in thg twentieth century, 'the 'Mg

l , J '

i,Western world'bUilt its technology; its industsy, its society, on cheap '4%
, , ,

- : , -

IS1r. r.,.

411,

So
.;

k

A

.
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.
petroleum--black stufr.th.at hubbled'olit oft the earth. I bet you'

Could' buy 'oil -for' a dollar a barrel for a long time'. Iowa -not until,
,

).
two years ago that oil really became ,less than cheap, when e,price

was dOubled because of_ the OPEC-countries., ,All of a sudden, people

began to realize,'that for 'one ,man -hour, the money ,that the ordinary

8.5

,s .

person could earn in an hour's work, e could drivefive hundred nines.
'( *

Nowhis car, up until 1973._ N w he rt drive about .250 mil-es per man-,

hour of work because,of the increased-cost of gasoline. The'cost or .
. .-. -.,

energy per unit of gasoline -has doubled. I suppo'se itnyone 'could predict. ..

that it will double again in`the next twenty-five yeals. - 'It will at.

least double again. Then it will all be gone, except for *." small, hard--
, .

.

to7get-at reserve. -It will be much re expensive,find we will certainly
... . ,

be relying thuch less on' oil. - p. .
e ..' .

Now if you will, 1vok at this oil altd coal reserve table. I 'am is
'i

.
.

fascinated by this. This was created by a goveinmede commissicm on -.11.,
, . 2--..

Population Orolitli in the 'American Future.' It 'is volume, three of their
, / . . .

work. This is called "Population, Resour es, and the Environment." %t

_was published inn la72. (I think it, wa-s peo eb1y put to bed in,1971'.)

It is 'fascinating to. see that they did not mentlon `sOlareffergy .as;'a
. ..

possible sOu' rce for energy. Theae were the best people We h'ad in the

,field of errergir, IT' you will lust look, qtricklf at the top of the 'table, ,-,,
.

.. ,

...
'we'have oil and coal reserves (based on-the Aiest44,avaiiiehleaata on the

, -

reserves as of abodt 1968, or 1969) and, th d norgputed the future years
. t

of production at the 19.72 rate of consum ion. 'Then, they assumed a
. .

. growth of more than Rive percent a :year in our country, for. this century.
. q 1 .

s. , ., ,This vas a conservative assUmptioniv .-. . -
4, r_

. . --.4 at ,
, 6 9

. What we see here is amap divided into variOus.ar,eas of ,the world. ,. .

If the energy was consumed where itwas produced, you would have ,an

interesting variation. North Aineriv (Canada and. the U.S.A.) would have

.twelvgyears left at the 1972rateh; Western Europe, eighty years, they

.do not have very much; %but ,they- were not rising' very much, you see);* Japan, -/
only four years; and Chilita, one hundred five, years left? China had only N.

2.9% of the World's resern, °bat it was not using much oil in that Year:

ff

- 4
yyou take tre whole world consumption rate, then; Lt would 1;ait,'thirty-

\ seven years "t'the'1972 - rate. ,* But if you have a growth in use of,~iive
I,8.9

f'
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,

.
. ., .

. .. 1.percent a year, then it will lakt only twenty-one years. Twenty-one

years from I972puts us in. 199?. At that time there will not f.e,any'.. ,
;

,k. 4-

'more _oil. Of course, there, will be a. spell amount of petroleum reserv=e
, . 4,being' discovered, but not a5-Much from heie on-out.

The amount. of coal -r se es i7 much "larger. A the 1972 consump- ,

tion rate for, the world, It would last 1725 tears. However, they made'

a very conservative est maim of a growth of only two percent annually
in :the use of coal. Thy y still thought at ,tha,, t ime that it was oil
that would be used pri rily.' To get some notion of what an expo nential
curve is, cre-means, just look at this. This .s an expone4ia1' curve- -
increasing two percenteach year. That 1725 years of use at ,the 1972
rate will be gon in 180 years if we just increase the consumption of
coal at two per *tilt a. year. So the coal would be gorte/n the year '2150.
Of coarse, itris true that the earth may cool -off,''butthet 'will' take
eons. My o

ourselv
n notion is that it -would be a good thing if people like

-dad be coneernQ-for about the next, Tturitrea -years
6 %

Then we could_say we were leaving it to our. successor's. I would like
to feel that the seventh generation of my .family would still'be-able
to; live on,

./
a habitable planet,. After that,' i sort' of .hose

'Now, eta us loole?at the energy consumption of the U.S
World. Hei-e we have ehe potential energy figtire's for .1968;

'iriteres t !

.A. and the
consumption.,

and -the,assumed consumption in 1980 and 2000. ,What wehave'h.fre is.
ft

entY-rone .percent ',of thec'ons4,tmedtenergy' in 1.968 In
'this country; fprty- ree percent camek from oil;. thirtyL-one percent

coal prarliding

. .... ._ ,from ¶atural gas (which is, of cOtitr.se, largely fossil -fue"13,;, thirty-
'eight .eight pere*nt came from hydroelectrIc power, and nuclear energy contri-

butedbuted 0.2%. Those are measured:' in BritBritish rThermaUnitS in quadrillions
62.4 quadrillion Britidsh Thermal UnitsHwlidh we's tbirty-three pencent
of the world's consumption of energy. We had: six fpertent of the world's:
populatIon and thirty' -three percent' of the world's consumption; that year.
The test of' tht world consumed the other sixty -seven percent'A They
consumed just about twice as much as the ttnited-.States quad-

rillio'n British Thermal. Units.'
The rest of it. is projectro'n', Our =proportiot would gc) doWf to

. . ..,
twenty -eight percent becaust e the 7 re .st of the.wofld .11 'moving up in demand. %.

S
.'

,
.

,. .
.. .

1 ....
e

:.
.
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now. But see the change. Coal would 'go down Some,, oil.would-go down

some, natural gas would go down some, and-the only gain would be the

pfoduction of nuclear energy. So what they axe relying on would.be

nuclear energy to make up for the decrease in the othes.: By the
d4

year 2000,'11.8% of our energy would come from coal, 31.4% from oil

.1
(and I'am sure they have.revis4d that by this time),' 24.8 % -from natural

gaps, 2.9% from hydroelectric power; and.27.1% from nuolear'sources.

In-effectthe experts on energy prciduAtApn-and eonstaption who'
A

g t together with the government in 1970 were sayingethatwe have l'''

to ove 410 to having twenty -seven percent of our energy consumption
- .

coming from nuclear sources. No we just heard Dr. Neiritt tell us he.
y

doubted
/

that. He said that fusion energy is not likely

,

to be any ,

, .

a

.

.

more ththan hoped-for on the drawing boards and not commercially-avail-
..

,

able for another twenty-five years; at least. So
,

fusion energy can

be 'Put to work. 14 bat 'is happening here is the University of Chicago,: ,

r ,

or at least the Argonne National laboratory, and the Rdssians are
, ..,'

collaborating on creating an Anormously highilagnet field which can

compress these light elements--the protons and the ntrons7-and -

create almost the same temperature as the sun. If ` drive them

. . .
. .,

together-and treat them so they will collide
a-

and c mbine to form
I M .

helium'vhich is a 'safe, enough el.ement), they will give put particles -

of mass in terms ofenergy. This is the great hope we have, because

iq depepds on essentially heavy hydrogen and deuterium,.which the

oceans have a lot of. 'Presumablyit would cost money to ket it out

4
of there. But, it is fission which the nuclear rs are now using

_ .

that people are concerned about.
A,

.,.'
Now. I want to spehd' the rest'of my time on this matter of i

, . .

, *
solar enetgy..We need desperately to lin more ,about the financing.

energy:
.

and costs, eof available solar nergy: Argonne now has twenty to twenty -

five percent of its resoueces going into research on solar energy.. .

.

TheY are Also working. to get the sulphur Oue-of low-grade coal',.so'
1°

.
.

ithat we,can'use the, coal from stern IllinoisSithout>pOisoning the

atmosphere too much, as well as financing solitr erieigy research.

We have a fascinating parabolic rirror arrangement for collecting
-

.

1.
...

.
... \\

I' '
. .
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solar energy. "Professor Winston, a physicist, started by, collecting

the light from distant stars with his parabolic'collector. It turns out

-,that a parabolic 'mirror will take the incoming radiation

any angle and focus it on thesame place so-thSt you can

or light from

collect the 'light

from the distant stars from all over the heavens with'this kind of

collector. Thus, they are able to study the nature of distant stars hy,

collecting the light. Why notta it with the sun? Recently Winston got .

the idea, and'the laboratory is
\ow

working.tO try to
to
develop thig4arabolic

_

collector so that you dR not have to keep moving it around as the sun goes-
-.

up and down. Apparently, you can jilst'set it and it will collect the rays

.of the sun whgever the sun is in the sky, focus the heat, sand you can

use it to boil water and have a Little steam-electric generator or use

that heat any way you wane to., One of the main problems that,Argonne will

, Ile working on is .how much will that cost per thermal, unit be,%to turn that
. .

energy from the sun into, for example, electrical energy? It-moulid have

to have-some kind of` intermediate, like a steam generator, and they will

that-would cost. One of my colpagues

gy machines We have now that c n be puf

se and so"on) actually will produceelec
,.. -

twice what Consolidated EtisonlOges.

be working to find out how much

toldme that the best solar ener

's,n a house top (and heat theku
trical energy at a cost of only

in Chicago.` I wonder if he is righ

c4ita costs into consideration.

with duCeear,energy also and -they are

them safe. In any case, tur real.problem here is to try a variety'a.
.

ways of collecting solar energy and find out what it costs to turn-
.

1

that energy into useful available,electricity.
s -

Now I am at.kindof a turning point. 'Mesarovic is an -engineeltat.

Case in western Missouri. Pestel is an engineer at the University.of
1 '4

Hanover,in Germany; ,This is the second study they have roil and this one
.

that. . Well, it'does not take

nurse, capital costs are expAlvet
. ,

ing Ito be moreso, I guess, to keep.

isto-be.tken more seriously than the,firse.' They have, divided the world
411

-into'ten.arpiS and"haVeComputed the.osts of covering the Sahara Desert

IcatdaboUthAlf the'

They have not

estimably) is usg

,by.Wire or

,(or the Mdjave) With solar-collectoes. They'conte" /

. ( -energy needed in the worldCOuTd.be-provided this

computed the cost evetly, ut what we-would 'do ther

.enoughwater.to generate elqtricity, thew either se

0

7
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we may nqp have energy- farm all' ov.or the Middle Mest:where pcciple are
t

gr ow,ing jktings to sell. for energy rather ,than, to sellfor foOd. . It is
t

* clearly a economiE quetion. How much wouldit cost? The big problip .
vhere for ral youth is: wil1 agriculture, tam tp energy production as

well as foodt.prodhcon? ... .,. . -

I wou Ai suppose far the next twenty7five'-yeds our' voeatIonal ag
. 4. ,,., -1 . ,

itiptructova are going 1-13 ha;e to leap these things. There is no reason
,,

. .

that a high school youngster. 'cannot...learn a tot of this. Dr. Bu4on put

4 't 1 at very ckiarlyr this morning. The 'niverSitite in ag will pe going more

k

, 9 3 1-,...
.

I A

s i

8§

..,.s. :

L
, 1

,
electrolyze wax,pr and getlity ogeti right away, then skirl) tke,hydrogen(

4
. .

around in tanks. ., , ,
Food is 'the other eoncern`...photosynthesis, actually. , To some ex tent,

(
; learned something on that from Dr. Burton's talk thismorning. I was.

thinking of Pimental's 'study a, ''FftCornell's ag school. iey c-asef y
. -

studied one acre of corn. They turfed everything into energy Units..
the cost of cult4vating, the cost of fertilizing, the coat of drying, 'ands
tie human labor, and so on. It produced -abo ut eighty-five bushels Of

co`n to' the acre and then they computed 'the energy .in tbe-cor'n. 'What they.
I

got was three units of energy in tlis,crop'for every one unit,of,ene'rgy.'
, J

they put in. Where did the other two units ,come from? Of Odurse; from - .
. ..the sun.. The corn had captured the 'solar energy.

.
TblihOd 'not compute

, -

a' cost , el.vent, eXcept in terms of the energy you put in. Well, this
,-- . . 1

begins to _make us wondtr whether we should simply turn corn .nto aleohol ,
.

to run oar' automobiles-
1

instead-of fo't our coCktails-. How mu h. would that ' 1

.. .'
coat? The ether thing, of course, is .to usd the green'corn or the whole

. a . ,

variety o 'certain cane--brp5dleaf or green paterialto perhaps grow
two or th4e crops a' year, and ferment that for gas7--that IA, Pier/methane.

,._..,
. , , ...

So there are ,two wayA for using the 'sun - -using the energy directly, or
turning it into .a fuel through the use of plants: ...

4- . t
Our big' problem is to find out what it will cost when we get the

teohnologidIveloped, Maybe we e)its-..ttii- d` a broadleaf green material,
, , _ . . se

that will producrmore\stalk.--we a ;fitkt.intere,sted in the grain in that
. . t

.
case. , And maybtwe can b ed

. cornftWyguld.'have a higher carbohydrate
coneent--.- we do not care abo t- the'tirotein,in that case. o our question,

.

, 1
1

here is- -Eand this is, fiery im or for agriculture,. you. s ).whether

.

°S.
tt
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and more into the technology of tliings. 'Then there will be women

becoming 1:nvolved..no,-reason we can't have women'asyocational edu ators.

I understand you haveone graduating here this year., How many women"

do you have as Freshmen? Ten or twelve? The number of women in engiraeering

schools has gone up enormously.; of course, from a small base, but sig-.
1:?

nificantly in the fast ten or -fifteen years. 'This 'wilt affect the
4 ,

social Studies becaUsethis is -a divic probiem. ,Vecaticnaa agriciorre

ift the smaTi,cOmmunitfes will be training a good many students going into
o

theproduceion bf enetgy as well as for ptoducing foOctand being empldyed

in the service( jobs--that is, keeping thPmachinery going and doing.the

bookkeeping and so on. It would seem to me not an idle dream that the
, o'i

curriculum for the next twen'ty-five years is going to revolve largely

4round.e.nergy and the use of energy, the conservation of energy, the,

est of energy, and ttie production.of energy. This would be particularly
_

in the areas where it can be produted. Whether photosynthesis is a major
osorsolution or ether it will'have to be solar collectors on housetops or

4r1
the deserts that will be used instea just remains to be seen.,

--"Edited by Richard N. Foster

I
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CHANGING PATTERNS IN .VOCATIONAL AND CARER DECISION RAKING

K. B. Gelatt ,

.4 .s7.

,
,..

We've been toll that the purpose of the project is to take ,a look at
. 1 ,

the purposes, goals and objectives of agricultural. education. in Iowa; to .

reassess them and to take a look at their future; to Lib some revisionist
these philogophical principles that would direct the goals and objectives
of education 'in this s'tate for the next number of years: *M1 cominionts are o'

. .
. .

going to be' aimed at somewha t philosophical questions the listening panel 4".
may want to. consider in relationship to career choice and career"egision-.

%

making and the choices that they mould have in providing some of this in
their curriculum. Iprobakly don't ,need to:saST so, but I have some 14.ases

_obviously, in this area and if they don' t coms.,but ,try to :indicate,
thaties wego- along. Crawcord IndiCated last night that the.theme in
your departmAt here.is "This We Belieie"--trying to take.a look at and

.

establish' the-belieryou_have about education, particularly agricultural
education. I believe that's going to be the theme of %ay pregentation--,'
to take a look at What you believe and'have this be the basis of your
decisions about the kind of curriculum* that yb;u would develop. I'm going.

to vary somewhat frOm my outline,. If you have, some questions, you, ca

refer me back to its c,';,

I'm going to make fOtir ponts, oi- cover four areas here, t firy
being to take a look at the dangers of tlite very thing we're doingthe,
dangersbf predictihg ant-fprecastingtaling a loot.at tie future/ We've'
already teen told humans have been doing this from the first of recorded'

.history. I think it's worth lookinVat some of th'e dangers of doing this.
Secondly, to look -at the importance of doing that...the imp rtancei.of

Ilkooking ahead into the future in terts of our decisions tod y. And fhird, t .

I'm gcring to suggeSt a couple of philosophical choices .1 see the.4parrel
.. .

,bas; in wrestling 4'ith what they belieVebefore 'they make their decisions.
Finally, I'll talk itbdut.- some current factors and trAds in career deoi-

t . .

sion-making that you mould consider. It seems very siMpleray job is .to
N..

job il to lisieri toi me. And I hoprvI finish mY. Job .

) ,
talk to you, (and y
before you do!

a*
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Let's begin 14 taking a look' at the dangers. It's-cle'aI I think;

. that the future isn't what .it used,to be. There's a metaphor that's inter-
*I w

.

esting. to suggest Olatmankind or wotharllild has been likened to the pas-
.

sengers-on a. bus passing t4mough life. Where-the seats of Ihis..bu.S,are
.

all turned backwagd,'so that the passengers can, only see where't4y've
. ,

,

been -not where they're going. :Sometime later, Marshall McKuen.uged a

similar metaphor talking about the ree view mirror. Syadroilid4lts haye-.--

' 'where we had a,fixation of the rear view
4
mirror and we're paYing'attenti"

,... .

.. 6 I- 0
..

i dnly 41111there we've come from, andndtwhere we're going. This is suggest-
, '

J
ing, if the future is changing a rapidly as we k.ks told, that. ;he exneV,-
. ., .

.

,ence we have lay very well be. a handicap to us in looking and in project-

ing towards the future. t

.11.
a.- ,,,

is

, -..

Margaret Mead used a nice analogy to the weration gap talked'abdut. ,

' some yearis ago andsuggested this was like the gap that the early Lmm grants

experienced when they'firstoame totthis country. When the chi

the immigrants were born here, they knew about livinglinthis count

Whereas the adults had to .learn about:it,.

I
There's'a problem

1
overcoming looking a.t.-th future, that is,,over-..1,

coming` our handicap of seeing it as some kind of Axtension of the past.
e..,

. .

Even apparently our God.Almighty. had troublewith this. One of my favor-
.'

ite quotations is one tht suggests that if,God/haa known what schools

were goingto be like: he would have made children differently. So the
, :

trouble with taking a look ahead and making s me d40iSions today about
.

what we ought to e,prepn ring people for in. he fuuxe has.tlis danger..
41

.

0,
It's highlighted est, I think, by the cartoon of Oe'Stone7Age ctoUple..

sitting outside` their, cave one day. The man is laboribusly.tdbbifig-two
....-

sticks together. 'Eventually a spatk or two appears and'stbkg comes tirit But
. ,

...

4
,

.

4 ..-

ft
his .nagging wife% sitting next -to him, says, "Why don'tyou invent some- \
, .

thin useful? Like a dinos1 aurtrap?"
,

. .

...'
f

,

.

0'
0

This is rela'ted-to'the serendipity we talked abouChefore. There is
\'. NA

The danger of.evenlmissing some of thesiren4ity because we fail to.

4`

v.
it when we are hAndicapPed by our past. I'm,'6-elb95Ang this.lssurdo

,_ #
, ,. ,,,,. -- .

. experience as a haPicap because it's .very relevant; IolET3e you'll, see in ,
1

a minute; to learning about Mow to make wise decisions. It°s%glso a 'prob-
i-1

...' lem when you think about adults.trYihkto make decisions about whg.t youth
-_R- .. ( :

--- . '
N .
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V'
ought.to learn whenaduits in some way have this handicap and the youth do,

164t. .,. \I.._
,

,

.
11 . -

4

.

Let's then look At the importnce of looking'at the future, recogniz-

ing that it may havsome of these dangers. I like the notiqn of a --tcien-
... -..

tise being a prisoner of science. -Sometimes we have to think of ourselves '
.

t i

.
hs d,prisoher of our itspaaence. The:futureiis a part of every single

4
decision. You think about dedision-making. I hope to show you that'

I.

a.,each deision you mpke, each ction.xou take,' is somehow la prediCtion of,
. _1 .

k

whit you think,about the future--an outoome,to reach.

.
For example,ff'you think about the decisions thatvAl in'Wonder- .

.

land' was making as she went through her trip...the one time. she came to a'

Rork in the road apohidn't know,which ;.Ty to go, so she asked the Cheshire
.

cat, "Which Way should I go from hereV! The cat said, Nell,
..,

that °depends
. \

on where you want' to go." Alice said, "It doesnit really magrter. I don't
,

care muchs" So the' dat said, Nell, . then it doesn't make any difference.

which way, you go." 'It seems to me that goal-setting, that is looking ahead.
so

and deciding where we want to go, it one of the g atest lessons we can

teach. It's been,suggested-Ahatlearning how to-se Oals i one of tie

greatest needs of,mankind.

Setting goals is nothing more, than taking a look at the future and

deciding what you,want. The next step is dediding how to:achieve thepe

goals. It's Like predicting and creating a future. -So I gee that the

taking a loc4k at the future is wrapped upAn decision-making and one of ,

the'Important roles education can play is teaching us how to set goals.

Let me just give an example from'Clecision-makirtg theory. not

ending to teach decision-making here but this will, illustrate the pOint.

It's said that there are four basic information repirements of a good

decision. The four basic' requirements are these; first, decision makers

should know all the possible alternatives there are from which to choode;

ible outcomes of each ofsecond, he or she should know what are the

-tliese4essible alternatives; third, what are the probabilities of these

outcomes or how likely are they to occur; and fourth,,what are the desir-
.

abilities to me of eacheof these outcomes. If you'll notice, it's curious

to me that.three out of the four basic_ information requirements'of a good

decision hds to do with the future. 'That is, it's looking ahead"to the

.
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4outcome oi a chOiCe I might take.

The problem in education is for educators to deCide what We-'r,@ going

_to teach to our yrth. Will we teach a process of deciding or,teacirsome.

,specific decisions to, be made; particularly terms of'ca4er choice? I

It
live right near Charles Schulz, aq author of one of the most famous.psy-

1 chological or philosophical pieces of literature there is--"Peanuts," and

I'm reminded of an ihteresting interlude betT4en Charlie' Brown and Linus-

one day after a particularly hard time in the second grade. Charlie4 as

you know, is often discouraged.' This time he, says; "Life- is just too mubh--
7

for me. J've been confused aince the day I Was born'. I think the trouble

is we're thrown into life too fagt. We'renot really prepared." Linus

iookedat him and said, 'What do you want, Charlie? A chance to Warm up

_first?" rthink in a way there's.a point there, Perhaps we've been ex-
,

pecting people to learn how to make choices by living and by,makinl those

choices. In almost no other important area of skill development do we

leave this to chance.'

It's been only recently that the notion of giving people a chanc& to.

learn.how to make decisions and practice.iQ schools has been-developed.

As .you miet have :guessed, this 'Ts a field I'm very ionterested'in and I

have devoted some, of my recent professional life to the development of

icurricaum helping ptudenta learn how to make decisions. The problem you

face right away is if you're going to teach students how to makilideci-

sions, which theory of career choice do yOu use? What I'm going to sug-

,tf, course., is one based on a very. rational approach to-choice which

has to do with selecting your objectives and choosing actions to-meet -

them. This may not be very salable to the yowt4,of the futute.

Let me' go to the third point,-Sndtalk about some philosophical,

choices that I see tile panel facing in 'terms of what to teach in regard

.
to career decision-making. First, let's look and see how people really

chooqe their careers: There are a lot of theories, alot of speculation,

but what really happens? I'm 'going to use a self-report or0a person

named Hobart Foot ; -his own analysis of career del,Vopment. This comes.

from Stud Terkel:s book Working., He says, "I'm from Alabama, my wife

and kids are HOosiers. I was gonna work a few yiars and buy me a new'
-

car and head back south. Well, I met the wife now and that,kinda changed

f

.t
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my plans. Itight've been working in some.small
6/

might have ,gone to Detroit Where I worked before

Kalamazoo where -I workedbefore, else I wig

theres, just grubbing off a fart mewhere. Yo

woulda did; IRA' can't plah-tdo ar in advance,

'factory down south or I

or I might have gone to

ta Stuck;011 farm some-

never know what you

'cause there's' always N
;astumblin' block." Now,- you ee there in Mr. Foote, no careful match-

,

ing of !bilities and interest with job iharacteristicS, no attempt to

implement the self-concept, tnd no'sniauential deVeraOment through pro-
.

ressive developmental stases. ,His perception of careerddecision-

making far different om the purists who devised them.' Faced with
/ .

envitonmenta cir sta es beyond his control he starts Out saving
,

for one t g-:waqar- and en4s up"payieg for something else--a wife

and kids. Hobart Fo te\probab/y didn't take any cdurselip Career
)

. . ,

0
decision-taking, probably never had a course in career education. The.

interesting ques on is: Would it have wade any diffgrence if he had?'

I see two jor questions facing the listening panel in terms of

career decisi n-making. The fitSt -one is, can we teach the youth today

to be indep ndent,-autonomous decision-makers Can we teach them and,
.

t think of career choice, giVe them skillg to be,autonogous,' if you ju

career recision- makers? ina'the second question is, do we want to? If

/ want to narrow it down ust to career choice or Co Iowa, you.kmght

tki k, about the boy born'On.the fart in Iowa; with ,his fali4ily here. We've

-ard -about family famint and molting into a career this way. What kind

independence ihd what kind f/ sk

terms orgiving him the'broadv'free
. /

reer choice'ii fortudinous-, 4cciden

beyond which we "ave little control

ills would we give this person, in
t

range of career choice? How'wuch'ca-

tel.', or created 14, the circumstances.

Hbw much .,pf it can we give to the

'In'dividual who has control' over his own destiny, so'to speak.

NQw, if you, day "ne to either Of those questions; ihe
. .

4 ,difficult options ,also, I believe. Then you need tO ons

should teach the students What to decide, that'i , provide th-u some infoi-: .

. .

mation to have the make .the, kinds of career choices you would like to see
.

them make. And_of course we caci do this. We' used to call it usocializa-
.

'tion.": Education has been known to transmit the culture to its "youth. .

ou have some

.wfether you

We want to indoctrinate the 'youth into the values, into the choices; that
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we 'dank would be appropriate fOr'society and for,them... ads would all

be done in the good interest Of. society and the individuals, I'mLpure,

Another .choice is, should we influence"car choice in this state

or in ,this natlbn through-more indirect methods tattier than teaching?

Pergaps t is a more powerful wayto'have students' turn into' the,ad'lts

we thi*nk th y should turn into, to have mote broad social impact.

heard t s morning terms like -1`incentives." When you want people of India

to do something that's to their own benefit,'you provide incentives tosee

thatthey this. We do it in the United States. Wehave scholarships,

we have s 1.016-nds, even advertising promotions to help t.e youth see the

right kitids of choices that they should be making, whether'itis in

culture careers or somethingelse. If, 'foreXample, we are not the cap-.

iains of our ships, or we are the' victims' of the conditions of society, it

seems to me that we heed to decide the Kinds of values that'We are going

to teach the students or the influence we would make on society t6 seer

that students make those kinds of decisions.
.

On the other hand; if you say "yes"itto both of the previous questions,
. die

,that is, that you believe individuals should and can learn to iptTeasa the

control they have over their scan lives and make theit decisions, andthat
Ig., ,

you believe public education should play a part'in that, then you would

to set about to deSign a curriculum that would teach the of

independence A powerful autonomous-decision-making. This, of course", is

what I'happen7to believe in. I believe it's a similar suggestion, too,'
1 ,

than Dr:,BurtOn gave uetarlier today warn he,said, "We help pe.:40. most

,
when wit help them help themselyes,° -Prom6ding studenillwith skills to

;make their own decisions is like helping them to heh thepselves rather

than providing them with.the information and the values to make thekind

.of,choices we think they..shouf- d.make. I believe it's no longer a question

of--"Cari we.teach the.youth of todartO think for themselves?" The ques-

tion. agaih-is "Do we want to?

I don't hay& any proof that any kind of curriculum will, in fact,
.

incte,Tke .eVersons!s control or result in a more satisfying outcome. There

is,'bficourse, the'rising debate insociety over free will versus determin-

ism. S. F. Skinner indicates in bit book 'that we are thtvictims of the
k,

society. We revolt against that, and yet many, people, feel that we are'not

00,
4 / 5.
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in the posit n of being autonomous. And then there is the growing notion

that people not only in some ways want autonomy, but they fear it a th

same time. Walter Kaufmann coined the phrase "decidophobia" to.suggett

that many of our youth and-adults today suffer from the fear of making,
I .

P ! turn'those decisions that afe
6

so fateful td'us and would Like to turn over tale

decision-making.to someone else.
40.

Let the stggest.a,
.

few(current tren4s,that I see de eloping fAr you

consider when you're thinking about, the possibility of career decisi.

maki4g in your econdary and post-seconiary school curriculum. Cho*

. a care/ tod different, it has ever been Ahd will

probabObecomeInore difficult as time go.es on. Fire5t'of i

this notion of futuie shock that I've already alluded to 'and ,youlve heard

many times. In the past, there were the Comfortable, e y reasons for

- 'making choices. It was through revelation, or the Scri tures. "God tol

me to behave this way or to make this choice. This was tradition, ever

body does it this way. It's the right'thing to do. Or it'was because
'

.1 my experience. I will do this because my experience tells me. any of

those reasons are all but gone, anso there is increasing uncomfortabl

ness and fear. Also with the future changing like it is, the outcomes of
,

our decisions, are such moire ukcertain. We'll learn in a few moments that

un4rtainty Is one of the key problemA in decision-making an 'uncertain y
t

seems to be increasing.

There is a growing movement that I alluded to earlier, of youth an

others away from rationality to the adoption of some of the Eastern phi,

sophical pOints.of view. The teachings, of the Tao or of Zen Wuggest

intuition 4'e more ilal than some, of the rest of 'us might 'think, that y6

'make your choices on the feeling ef.how'you feel about, this, or you let
1,

things happen because what.happehs seems to be right. So the rptionalf

approach of setting goals and abjectfves, looking for alternatives to
i.,

. .

a'hieve".thise and picking the.best-onesis not thought of very highly bly
_ AP. I

t e philosophiCal paints of view. .

The,:secOnd problem that makescareer ,decision- making more'difficu/t
,/

toda is the pluralistic val4s'of society. There are many, many acc6ptabie,

.,

values. You'll see in a moment, that, one of the prob (with decision-
,

making is being very clear about these values :, With o many from which to
. .1

,101
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choose; it's-more difficiliz. to be clear about your values. 'Ws also more

'likely that a decision will force some values into, conflict. The single

most diffieult,problem with decision-making is when ode or more values con-

flict and.you have to take a chdice. In the university, you nay decjde,

"I believe this and I believe this and I believe this." That'01 fine, but '

some deisions are going tb requIre you to say, "Which do you believe.most?"

Some of'these beliefs pr values are goinito came into cOnflifet with each

'other when a choice is made. Thts.is when decision-making becomes difficult,

and we're having more of these kinds of value Conflicts to deal wifh.

We talk aplot in education about values clarification, but how about

'value construction? Are we willing to teach people procedures to 'construc.t

some new values? It's certainly the opposite coin from indoctrihation, if

we think of the idea as helping p eople learn to take' a look at many values,

perhaps choosing some new values for themselves, as a trulyautonomous

person would. Th4t's quite a Afferent kind of educationthan that of

passing the values of one generationlo.the next. Values in conflict is

dne of the most serious problems in dtcision-Making. I was ,very interested

in Dr.'7Ne s comment that-we really'don't know a great deal about bow
.

to deal with the subjective variables when you're in a systems approach.

This is why p onal-decision-making hits very ew Strat4gibs or paradigms:.

The third'pr,3blem facing so, 1ety in the future is that we have, a great

deal more information to deal. with. I want to talk about that'just.a

moment because that's Mentioned' mhey times. There's'a condition in

called "perfect infOrMation". That is' when a decision-
t

maker knows everything there is to know About'that particular choice:
. -

Obviously, il almost never 'exists in personal choice- making. However: a

decisAon-maker.iS often float' in'c'ontrblof the information he or she gets.

Even if you' had a choice od What.informatioh.you could- have in order to

make'a decision, most ofu' :are not trained o make. tat kind of a choice,

I think.. the Tole of inflPkation is a-crucia oneand.there's'a lot to' be

said about it in the prest t and the future. .It's been said that when

publie.education started, or at.lehst some years ego, this society was

information-poor anti bxper ence-rich. And, therefore, the goal of public

education was to provide vi arious,experiences and present inIformation to

the students.

.
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The suggestion, is that,nOw the youth coming .to out sc1ools face the
' .

situationTof being fterienc-poor,and information-rich. The -trouble is,

we're still teaching as if the students'were inforation-poor. It's not

hard,to recognize that students coming to your clasirooms havetheen bom-

barded from the day they were'born with all kinds of *inforldiation. If,

knowledge has 'been daibling at the rate we hear-it is, then,dur.society

is,certainly full,of knowledvge. _

Maybe one ofkthe problems of education, then, has to do more with

teaching us how to handle, to choose, and to select information. This was

suggested also earlier.....If we just, talk about technology in agridulture,
1

is it posSible to teach'people all there is to.know about the techndlogy

of agriculture? One of'the lessons we might be providing is skills in

selecting and utilizing.information. In an information-rich society, you

should haves- systed hat is receiver-controlled, that is, information-'

giving, 'rather than source-controlled,. Public schools very often provide,
4
source-controlled information., We'provide information to our students

that we choose. Maybe what we need to do is to help-students learn how to

'select the kind of information they want and they need. This is a diffi- ,

cult process for education,; quite diffrent from providing information

that sae choose, .

Ouicliky, let me suggest some of the_ ssues that I've perhaps just

l'touched-on in the outline that you may want to ask more about. JObviously,,

they axe the computer, data-processing, and the rapidity of processing-
\

information. These ate going to bg tremendous factors in even how people

choose. You can now put information into a computer, and.predict future.
0
outcomes, or .predict likelihood 'of success. The probled again remains

that the deciSion-maker needs to clarify the desirability of these out- -

comes for ,himsel(f or herself. . And that's 'what the, panel is doings Thera

are many techniques developed now for forecasting the future, some very

sophisticated ones. It's been suggested that One new role for school'

counselors might 'be to Jelp decision-makers look at and foreCast several'
#

plausible future. scenarios and to pick the one that they want to work

with and 'make.theit -decisions.accordingly. This js a different kind of

role for a school counselor than we are used to seeing.
.

Something hasn't been said at this conference yet that we should say
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something abut -thewOrk eithic. The quesiion must be raised whether this
t

country could su port it any longer or whdther it even exists. I read*
.

, . .

. .

just recently that there is pefhalis a growing C6ange from the four-letter
...

-word "work" ,ethic to the six-letter word "growth" ethic. And it may be.

r

that the youth of today selecting careers ot work (to take,d broad sense)*
) t

might be doin it ore in terms of their own personal groWth than in terms.
% .1

,

of work prbduction r economic terms, t
"

Y think there' also. going to be increasing Concern-as far ascon-

sumer -awarenesp/agal st individual and group, testing, oneOf the major

tools o; career guid nce and decision- making, and the harm brought aBout

by testing. That wil ,probably continue 6:1. be chal,ienged.

Another trend to onsider is the role of leistire, education for lei-

sure, and of course, i is relationship with work. Leisure is now thought

of as the recibrocati. fo work. It may t;e something quite different for

t,

the people of the futur
\-04/

The role of id forma ion and values, as well as the problem of.uncer-

tainty ift,decigion-makin are ke factors that ,could be and should be in-

cluded in a curriculum de igned
t
to help students learn .hOw to held .them-

selves as they grow-older.

Let me finish with something I think will illustrate the intricacies ,

-.of values and decision-making and the problems of accurate information ,1

'making career choices. Again", it hat to do with Charlie Brown and Linus.

One Saturday, Charlie Brown asked Linus that one question that very little

boy gets asked, and every little girl Will from now on, I guess, Charlie

,asks, "What do you want to be when you grow up',.Linkis?" ILinu§ says, "Well,

I'd like to make a lot,of money', but I'd hate to be a'snob. 'I've given,

this a lot of thought." ,"So what have'you decided?" Charlie asks.' 4nus

says, "So, I've decided to be a very rich and famous person who doesn't

really :yare abbtit'Money and'who'is very humble. But he still makes a lot

elf' money and'i. v6 :tut" is very humble and rich and famous." This,
1

J1':'2

I think illustrates one '13T the greatest problems in career decision-making,
.

that is, conflict of.valuesop You may know very well whether you want to
-:.

be richer famous,Tbr which one you want to, be most, but ,a lot. of times
s

we don't how. -
, . . .

. ..

Lihus.pes on, undauftted by all this. He's decided to pursue a career
0.4

in the cattle business. So Charlie asks,- "And just how do yod intend to
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gef'started in the
I'll., write to the
par Mien giyed awa

you're -entitleci to

a

'4-

cattle business',.Linu4" Aid Linus e , I think.
Secretary of Agriculture and see if the AgifcurttiAe Del
Ycows. I'm Apt sure, but I think if\you b,e).ong to 4z4-1
all you. wants7 ,He Says; "I tealize I- have a' lot to-

0.
1

l;,yarn." Charlie says, "Yes; I _think you have." 'A lithe later, Linus has !;"

narrowed dewn s career choice,- Now he says,. I ve decided now to become
. .

a Polled Hereford.rancher." He says, "Look, here's a picture of a bull
that sold over fo'nr . thousand-dollars. Isnft that ,teirifi eI could
become rich and I wpulp't hav4 to .sell. ,veiy many of theTfi, 'either." He,

,

says, "Just look ,ata.this. Think h?w much, money. I make, only sold'
as little as ne bull' a day."

g Thank you.

J-

I

I

.

L.Edited by RiChard M. Foster.
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IN)TrFRACTION'III,: H. i: Gelatt,and Robert J.*HaVi.gliv:rse,

110c
Listening Panelist: Youcommented about us being experience-poor' Would
yot elabbrate on that and teltl how -We can overcome being expOrienCe-pdof?,

Gelvt: That has been aproblem inoaree,r chpice. ' A lot of career educe--
,

tion programs are designed to do,that--trips to.factories to'give some

bind
of filsthand experiences of OccupatiOns,'let uasay. sii in 4e .

past people grew up watching ;heir father,intis occupation% That was

e t a limited range of experienCe. Career edudation prdgrams design movies,
9

and vicatious experienCeS to give stpdepts a chabceto experience a number
,11

of careers. In our own school district wehave a fairly elaborate program

we Call "exploratOry exPerienCe program" where we have some seven to
,

nine hundred students who, are out every semester, experiencing an oecupation
.,

with aqmebody els"*--on a research post, in ,sense. is one wa. to in-,

, t

crease the opportunity a person has to, experienc Whaf7a career is like

that you do not' get from just growing-up experi epces.AIhere is .a'g;Owiimt-

concern
'

or a develoPmenfal'trerid, thatrpeoplelsometimes get careers in
',. . ..

.

. -ofganizations,rather than,in categories in industries. ler example, you
. 0 . .

1 §/- 11 o

belong to corporation or organization and may change careers.within hat,
,

. %
. .

I

But, haw do Noujet young people get experienced in kno4in whet the in act

of an-organizationis like upon a person's life, rife -style and career.,.
.

.. 1.
development? Because'oxganizations do become Very powerfull\ and a person's

life-stYle%does become adopted or related to the Verticular Organizaffom
J .

they belong to. They might .start out as An offife boy and move up intc:5 .

various different quite unrelated careers but within the same organization.
...

Listening Panelist: Dr. Havighurst, I would like for you tocemment on
this. What are the implications:6i the high unemployment of youth? For ,

the prdgram of education,that we s be.carrying on...in terms of the

kind of program, the extent in terms of ars, and so,forth, \
- 0

)

Havphurst: 'As I illicatedit-seems to me that our society, our federal

government, is going, to be under tremendous pressure to find something

useful' that young pq4ple can do, dot will be useful for society 'and will

be a-Taturing experience -for them. This will bea part of the bill that we

will pay, because we,will.get services that we otherwise 'would not\have.

So n asense owe have to sdy that our national standard of living'mi ht

go tip with a national service corps, butnevetheless the taxpayer

%
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have to pay for it. NowiDr. Tyler and' I and others have been working

.._ ,

pretty hard on,wha. £ wecall service learning or action learning. ::We all'
know there is a' whole range of #kinds of exper.ience that
get 0 interns and' in County lo4ernment, et's say,,, and
assistants in.a 'child -rare' cerituf or in an old people's

young people can
as workers or
home. There are

a "'umber of school systems th,At have programs in high .schbol.including
. -.§

agriculturalcredi.t. Portlaid, Oregon, for example, will give one-fOurth,
of raduate credit for off-campus-learning. I thin'k we -might get into 'this

pre ty heavily.: Most Of this now, is done ,without payand is just regarded\
as d es irakl e education for young people. I 4do not want tcr§tedl pt.
Tylar's thunder. I an sure he is going to .get into the objectives of
education for youth in the quorum on Youth Transikn to Addlthood

Listening Panelist: Etend than to a pro
combined program of employment.

c.
`Havighurst: Even withbut paid' employment

of education with a

we need this. kind of realistic
eXperience that so many of ,u's''got with summey jobs-Or parpTtime job. , . , .

,

,
They, are an important part of the education 04 ,young' people--contact
with people,of other ages. The problem with people going to college is,

i . .. .it tents to be age-segregated now, as well as to'isome extenit, crass- ,..1
.., . , . f S

segregated. Young .people' now need a variety Of experiences with people d',
-. ...

,of other ages -- especially those' of ther cultural§ grotips,., and so on that
#

yon and'''. probably 'got and were pa d ,for.
b.

Gelatt: There are a couple of tdrnis,,too, 'that might address themselves_\
.to thatthe btoad.ning of our notion of what work is--away from the

1/

production and paid, as,well .,is the,broadeningof what our notion bf-
./education, is. There 'is A lot of this in evidence; in,th'at we ad longer

have to think of
,
edUcation'asthose many hour sitting in 'the classroom

.with instruction:. We enhancethe value of 1 arning e xperiences arid' we,
. toat use4nhance e value' of doing be,calla uwarti 1 to. do g things t

overcomer this. ,

.

Listening Panelist:. It' appears to me ,that a we do this in education's '

advisory work, ewperiences along with an, educational program without. pay,
we malt be accentuating .ohe unemploydient problem of youth".

Havighurst:: It
info the labor

f

.4. ,
is very dmportant'to haye a ,piograin Oaf does rkot cut.

- . 1 ,s, o :.

forc.e and It can be doat. It has been -4.kry, etrefttlity
,? 4

:...
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9 analyzed in 4etera,contareiti:e'SV.,Some.two or' `three years ago, we had-
-

'people go i,p -a-rid handlei this pro1?).em--large social agencies and .elviC.
.' . . . i..

;J.
, .,:, , e .'... .., .. -

agenc7les. - They .p.sitedyeltat 4.0d ',,of Thi.stance'ean yott-- use tht ts ,yoit, 4. ." i.
cannot realty justily"'inItekans of yOur budget?'' arca SO Son. We found *.

..... .4 . ,

41
about four millioh work experience slots available. civer.a, period of

A
.

.five ye9rs,- this would cover about twenty,,milli,on, peeple In effect,
one in live young people could haVe beta put to work who would. not ,-

. . ...... Ike
have cut in on empaoyment. -They would not cut .in oil employment' ,services. .,
that -We- would like to havebut can not, pay for now. /.

. / . .. .

j
0

4 Listening Panelist: Wall,
,.

how do you justify giVing them -experience
. .. j.n, services that they cannot make a living with?

.

..,..
.

.
HaVighurat: I' do

.

not justify\sit :This is- a necessity. ..t suppose

necessiety justifies it. If you 'will telrme how you can. expand.- the
. .,labor force' to c over the twenty, percent of ,anenkployea youttpeople

. . ...- .
°.-th'Ider cv.4ehtt}7... ,',.?.-1-

.. ., .
,i. . ... . Is ''''Listening Panelist:: (Jokingly) I' atn the listeneri You a.1=e :mhe eXperti
(Laughter) You are not supPosed-to a4k. thev'questioffs!- (Mote latigh,t4),.. . . . ' .It, .-

Havisburst: \For -the next ten years, ',I-.do not '.01ink we:can -becau,se. of,
3t.

,_
'' . 4, .

that fotty percent rUe--fo.rty 9 rcent-or the population betWeeh fifteen-
. °

, and twenty-four, twenty-tive and- ixty-four `and -psiy balf of ,,that number,,
, .

going qut of it eV ery yeai. I n e ec,t, you s.ee,, :you hav,two' people '
.trying to break into ttw 10or force for every ,ope retiring.. Alte _: J'
1985,4this trend will reverse. I wish ;I could see an alternaiVe, Of

, 'I
e e ,.. awe .1

7. . ...,

course, if we had',a war or something, that would tAkecate of it. .*

7 , . . --.

Listenin4 P anelist: Tflete is an txfsfrtionin the health care 57eld-1-: . '
.

,,a Iot..,of unpaid intern /easre--whereas in other' fields there is. not`. :-I-,
'guess 'it getspnto an assumption of -c-hange in gage 'and hour 3.,41sis which.

;itis very difficult ;2 do. Or'- is it an assumptlon'of 'cooperation ftom-..
the cortimunity? .1: - .

o '.;. , k
.

Havighurst: Weft actually, with tlits analysis:ye had,before, about a '
. # :::

mill4on of them were in rchild care,'*.dPeople's llpH114'mes', and so On I will
'

1 I .

, .
' - agive you an example., In' the case of Portland, the 'state park aboitt,tyelity

. ,.., ..,

miles Outside of. Portland, 0regon, Sas been taken over by the school sys-
tem to build a set.of trails,, a little cookot area,. anti then some cabins.

I P, - , f 04 , t, s,.
e ,

4-c
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The kids do.t4t now:. Junior high' kids built that.', It is'a service to

the whole
A
Community and one.way of showing that this can be donet.:It looks

-ing enious. ChiCago is full of things that `ought io'be done just to keep

place a li.ttle cleaner. Every big city is full of thegthings. Even 4'

h
,s'
tough-we have a better garbagedisposal'system,thanNeWyork has, We still

, .

coulddo something abdut phe.beaphes andthe alleya and s So it Is
.

clear-'that one 'could not expand youth's services at jobs a( .!
'.. r

the piesent time; After 1985 that rate should go .down v Ty rapidly:.: to

the end, I age hoping we could learn some ways of Ice'lpineybung people get

41.

a varietyoT,experiences th'atwoukd'be maturing._ But probably in, ten years,
si.1

But

We have reason to epeciothe economy could be paid for soille of .these' things.
A 6

A 1

, o Ai. . ,

Listening Paneliso_ The-big_problem there is.that:it is the teacher who`
'Fk _gel.s. the most exp'd:rience. It 'is not the kids. I think. that is true lots

of times. 'The teacher is the one'wN learns .the most. _

..4 ._ , ,....
4

-

. ...1

a

0

,

liavighurst: ,The iuperintendent of the tons township'high schoal we have

studied and.twentto Fortlandand spent a week therb and 'fn Minneapolis":

and looked at a0Variety of situSilons there. .IedmIt we learned .something. "
There is every evidence-that theXc young peaple--7boys and girla7.L.-were

learning a'gaod.deal in.'4..nprokbertof,Catholic pant hialmrschool;s in Minneapolis:

v.Thy Sisi'e here were well-organized. They have-wcoursehich.they call

Civic Ethrv, and the children have to take that course. Then they are,

perthitted.to volunteer in a:ptieti of areas and most. of them do N;olunteer,e

but they have to' evaluate their experience4.. Those evaluations; are rather

carefully gone overtby the teacher. As you might expect in a" Catholic

schoolr.it is considerablymare,:drganized and in a sense, more authopatarian,

but these yotngsters really have a NrMalized maturing expetienerthat

they would not4et if they merely-et4tied social ethicb in a classrootti.

Lit'enAlg.l'anelEgt: Can an educational prOgram be held. actountable for the
0 occupatiogal choices and-career.choices that are macle available?` ,

4 "
Gelatt: Can an educational program be held.accountable- Fot the success

rate, .yot mean? '.1e11," I am, gaini4o dodge that a little, but only to

suggest to you my point:of view about learning and evaluating the,success

of learning de4ision- making. One way you can think about a good decision
.

is on the basis s outcome:, DiaI get a good job some place on the

basis of the_process..you used In dolt this? If you are Teaching stodents

.
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to help themselves and how to learn to think for themselVes and ho:so be

independent, I would want to be held accountable for that--moreso than =-

would for, say, the
1

number of peOpl% who achieved °jobs in a par4cular
.

' engineering job.in 'agriculture. Well, many peoplewill'not agree with that

because of the problems of management Wobjectives. ,If you are aiming to

have yOur graduates be most successful in the outside world and are going'

.
to be held accountable.for that,; I might choose both my graduatea--my .

,

recruits--and thy program design aimed at'that outcome, which might be quite

.contrary to helping them to becoMe wise independent autonomous people to

;help themselves. And you get into that trap. We dikaatudy_at AIR for

the Army on ROTC. They were concerned about the commitments to Army of

ROTC recruits. It was-interesting 1 think becausewe found a rotLof things,

as a study would;" -a-b-Out theAind'Of ..:hr Army, k

who were committed to the Army. A philosophical question going thr ugh

;,.14.. my mind Uould be, if the Army wanted_to have more people'committed more,

they cotad,t-of course, pick those people more likely to be committed. But

,what the study-found was, I gupss, one di the surprising things, As impor-

tant as some of Ole demographic data about the people (the recruits) was
r -

their values and at,pitudes. So another thing you do is either -pick those
.v

Teople Kith those values and attitudes, 'or be sure you'traip them. while
'II '

they are there to be a committed ()Ulcer, anci think when you are aiming

toward thbaOliends of objectives and outcomes; you ml pt have quite a

different program. So I think, in a way, my answer would be "no" unless

that is what we believe most. If this panel: decides what we believe most

in agricultural education here in Iowa is to have good Affaduates for die

'most successful occupation, then 1 would probably want to be held account-N\

able for that, but I do not think I would like that as 4 goal.

. .

-

Listening Panelist: If you were going to give parepts of students a
choice,4tether they would want their students or their children to be gdod -.

citizens or to be proficient.in some occupation, which would the parents

choose? Then if you were going-to give the same ttlIk' to the students, which
.

would they choose? .

Gelatt: r IX you had a choice between being a
4 #

ficient in an occupation ?, donsidering'these

do not know, If you are asking me what data

good citizen and leing pra-

incomphtiSle, I guess... I

we have, I do not know that

we.have data like this. Obviously, those often are two goals of education

#1. 110
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that have come out. One' of the problems, of course, 'is what is a good

citizen? You have quite ifferent opinion sometimes between the student,

and the parent, and the teacher on that, I do' not know %that I Would be.

able to choose_between those or make a guess as to which parents or

students would choose.,
o 1,

Listen ing Panelist: You-made a comment on letting the-dtudents have a
choice, I believe, §omewhere, on wH.41 they were going to do. I wondered

?

did you mean during school time or career choice?
4

4

:

Gelatt: No,'thig'has come out here today, also., The notion of consumer

both in'science and the decisions about. nuclear power, agiiculture, -food,

etc. Thpre is a growing movement, that' the student of education and the

'consumer of foods are gaining more and more_,ontrol over the -power of

decisionslihat affect them. We were lamenting this .morning that many.of

the consumers do not have the information that the scientists have about

it in order to make 'such decisionA. I think-that is a problem. It is

true also for students. We hafe a strange phenomenonin education almost

whereye expect students'to l6011'how to make de disionlby being told what
. ./

to do. And so. we are constantly having to-emake that balance. When do .

."'you turn over decision-making power to students? At what point? Out in

t California andillit other places here, it is-not a question of that any more.

'They marched orithe,administration building and took it away. More of

this will occur'if you do not develop some means of involvinthe students

in the'decision-making process.
,

Listening Panelist: I would like*6 hitchhike on that a_ little bit. I think

we have heard all morning and afternoon. that -we should be emphasizing
helping.students learn to make decisions, to learn where to find' information,
where to get it, rather than the emphasis being on the technical' subject
matter; Evidently pie have been emphasizing the past too much--the technic4
materials and not these other viewpoints. 1411a.t will happen.if the school.,
systems would convert this?, W411 we still come along with strong technical
subject matter if we get teachers 'to start,itedching. on the basis of making
management decisions? Selection of Materials and this thing and jyAt

disregard thei( techilicai materials? '
.

Second Listeningjanelist: I think the emphasis I hear is the promoting

of what
.
we call the problem-solving-method of teaching, where you look

at the situation, you see what problems need to be solved; you seg possi-
,bilities, you gather the information, you use the technical information, ,

Practical information, whatever you can get, and help the students go right
at the `seat so they can put it into practice id their occupational experi-
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ence program. And if. they do tat they learn how to think,, they learn
how to solve problems and'ithey will, help to make-decisions yin terms .of
Career choices.- I could not agree anymore. I hope that wag what you
said! ,

'Gelatt: It Is what we said. The trouble is, I do not think anything new
' -

has been said in education fioefifty or a' hundred. years. The main purpose_

ought to be to teackAstudents.how to learn how to learn.In a sense, we
are saying this: Here is the-proliktem worth emphasizing. (We are note

disregarding technical -education.) .1 will show ignorance of your

field, but if you'will ally me to use Linus again.. Say you are going to
teach Linus how to be a goodattle- raiser, and you, teach'him all the
technology''-the;e is. in that sense, you have at least two problems. 0,ne

.is that you are predic.ting.agaiii in'the future, that when this person'
finishes school, he is Thdeed going to continue in the cattle-raising
business and therefore is going to use ,S11 this technology that he has
learned. Secondly, you,Are going to assume that that technology is still
relevant-- if you ,are 'just teaching this, person .the knowledge that -exists:
at that time. Firsi of Ralf he may change careers a number of time s*. Or

you are going to requir people to take career decisions fairly early,
. . ,

arlier than they seem td be doing now, to be speializing. And then you

are 'going to have to a at that knowledge rema,ins at leaskt somewhht,

relevant to him in his e.or his occupation, neither one of which
may be true.

t

Listening Panelist: I,,I,, ate a question for Dr. ,Haighurst with r'gards to
the unemployment situation that we have. with youth. With regard to the
population of unemployed youth, what do we know about the characteristics
of this unemployed population?' Are there any common ,characteristiN that
they''Share,? Do they have lack of skills? Is that why they cannet be
employed? Or is it's motivational. Ottor? 'Or is it an attitudi factor?
In other words, T think that has deflnite implications for the kind of prob-
lem or the concern that 'we are addressing here.. And secondly, i -I pay.-
hitchhike on that question with another point, if it should be ski s,
or if it should be attitude or it should bemotivation and the w we get
at that -is-we-provide them, an expetiential .base type of education here
they,go out and do a service- oriented 'type of experience which gets 'their
heads screwed on right and they say, "Fine, I am ready to_ go to work," .

and the first questip is, "Well, wpaf can you do?" They say, "Nothing,..
but I have a good attitude," where, are we? ,

. $ i : . .'
Havighpest: YOu undoubtedly know that the beSt Study of youth in the labor

._ , - ,

force is the Pounds itudyiat Ohio State. Pounds and his group atoOhio Scat()
c .-
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have given us support now since'1966, following a national sample of young
. .

people, who at-that time were fifteen or sixteen. "'They wire' interviewed

every six monthsCor so, They also followed a group of middle-aged women

and middle-aged men, andgot three or four studies through the school of

humarr.resources at Ohio Stare. It is olear here (remembering this is an

abnorutal situation) that the person with the best motivation end skills

is not. likely to experience any difficulty in getting a job. ut suppose

she wanits to become a teacher. So he tells her to stay on and get a,.
1.

Master' degree an"3 that sort of thing. Clearly, at the presentvtime,

'thdm4in thing is skin color. If you are black, you have twice as gppd a

atie of being neemploYed at thepiesent time, all .other things being.

equal.' And it is urban-big city where a lot of unemployment is. Apparen 1

in the smaller communities, there is enough.work. I wonder what it

Listceain Pahelih: 'I cannot quote "the exact' figures, but I think you are

going to find the unemploymentrate of y1 thhigher in.some poverty-
stricken,rural areas than yOu"will find nthe'big c{ty.

Havighurst: Well, I would agt4on that. Appalachia is one...I was thinking

of more like here in Iowa. I dpubt th4t,the unemployment rate of youth is
4

very high in towns under 10,000. In Appalachia,. they usually just eke but,.

ti a subsistence livig or they go to the big cities as they have been for -.

fifteen years. There is no question after about the age. fifteen for about

the last fifteen or twenty years, you. have an enormous migratinit of.young
\s

people' out of Appalachia into the cities. But you do not see this in Iowa%

Missouri and Illinois, where there are more opportunities.

Listening Panelist: It that is reversing now. Secause-they are unemployed

in the cities, it is, costing more to lave, so, if theyare-unemproyed they

might as well'go back home and live at a cheaper rate.

Havighurst: Do you have some data on young people going back home?

Listening Panelist.: Yes, back to the Appalachia area, because the cost of

living is less there.
r

Havighurst: Could very well be true, if there is good relief. If you could

getany relief in Appalachia. That becomes the question then.

.Listening Panelist: Ithave one more question in relption'to,somethini that
Dr. Celatt commented on already in relation to the readiness ofyouteKvio

make a meaningful occupational choice. Many of our programs today/prepare

. 113
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stAnts through exploratoty programs to make better decisions.' At what..
level does it seem to you we sto&exploring and start moving into the

_ -

specialized skill-training? . /

Gelatt: I am sure that is-going to vary on location, the' student, and

type of,areer and occupation: As you can ,tell, I am reluctant tb suggest'

a iti iig ly specialized.vocational dducational program for a person preparing
.

,,

for a life in. the future that we are licking at. We have already mentioned
,

that we do not know that those careers are going to be needing those kinds ,-

of skills. I stppose,. certainly at tir'e--un/iveraity level, there is a time

for some kind of sptcialized education. How much specialiZed education,are
,.

.

we'calling for?

. .
, .

.
.

Listening Panelist: Can you b that up with data? The reason I ask is 4

becAlise I have_readf_same.artic s rerentlyand.I CID not.Aknow how factually e-...

. , pound these drticles are,about thenoncommiftment of college students to a

iparticular career. They are, there because there are no jobs. They are

... there because in many places ip the nation, it is still the thing to do--
.,, to go to school. They'arethere,.but as' far as a firm career choice, they
,... . '4, have-not mad' One:. .
.. .

:,,,'

.

-

.
Gelatt: Well, we atg talkingAaboutN

a Specialized school--a vocational
,

school. for one thing, A persnn in that has already made- some.-
,,

, A . tr.-, A..
List&ning Panelist: Oh, post-secondary, 'you mean?'

.

.

Gelatt: Yes. 'A

of

i 4
1

Listening Panelist: Oka I am,

'
.

y, y. ,I
l

''Gelatt: But Aso, that is an interesting, point. One of the reasons for. .
.

seating collie education used to..be increased employment earning powers,

which is not holding yp.as much now. We either need to get different reasons
. .

. , .

for pet:49.1e continuing on to scApol, orthere may be a *change in the goals
. . 1 .

.
. .

of some
,

of t1 uth-in relation to, work or meaningful experiences after

Yr3school. Whethe economics, that'is, high salary, will continue to be the
.

powerful incentive isinotknown. I do not, know if we halie any,data to
. .

support that, but it is certainly wbrth speculating that there may .be

. -.
.

other:factors as incentives choice than high incomes.
. .

Listening Panelist: 0iir'''own institution has this follow-up of a project ,

snow I haV been meaning to.bring up. The report was on a group of fifteen-,

.

sixteen-, and seventeen-etr-oldsin the 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th grades .
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in 1960. They were origirially studied in high school and are now 'in

tbeir 'thirties. YOUng people do get their first job, general/y that ", ,

is' highly specialized e*cegt in graOhY, typewriting, barbering, or

cookie (that. is, .as a chef, or something). The area :of..young adult Is .

'educatiOn did not b:peciaplize. uiptil he, wars twenty or enty-five-- enty-

',' five or thirty or thir,ty-'seNn years of age. lie sta ed in an un pecialL

ized opportunity, got stuck' 4bere with atenogra. hei
.

,°Vpokiceepers and
. people wholhld speciali(ed program, in the ,hig sobool or in the community

' -college: 4 th. ik 'that is relevant to *S7opr%questio4 d.' Speciaiiiat'on.

usually developed' later in continuing education or the person ,7 t back to

-7\.,\ '., the qommuniti college oOthg;iplace. to, get'' this trailing. .

, .
A, '

, . , r k .
'

1

GgiAtt: ,-1 i.think 'therg a ems, far the term ?spect4li-zStion," nd, is .

-, . . '4 A

spela!a.ti:op.fynonomousr: with isurneyman-type of4prdduftion: B caUse- , , :1 s ,
. , ..4

, . -. .
-

using that same Pipe of thinking, :41e;ii I find At diffict4 to ggest-
, . .

. wh, in the state of 06iTo , at '0.s.''St, those who' havelcational ucaeiOn
. ,

. 0

.....
who-o, on to .twe labor imarket have .tkhigHer erillilloyment 'rateor 'a lower .

,..

t : ,uneteploym ent -rate than' who didnt)t4.gO ,that route. t' fl-1,4 t lb me that
, is, , . , /

.. . ,.. . ' /b .
e some effect

1 ,
skillsrrentry leill sk/lls-4.11av Or e influence,' o kidi

. I. : .. :

.getting jobs. .. I
t

I

&

=

4.
*

' . ''.. . .
4. 4.1 . . . 4,. , 0 ,

,4iStening, Panel iqt: . The Syttemb. Develd*ent CorpoTAtictn, In a study out in.
-'." Cliforniav found that the great advantage of occupdtiorks0: programs was the

. .
connectionwi'th empadyets--it. is latowing sopeVody. they found that very, _

. . 'rarely anybOdy under. twenty-pneev,er ,got a jOtt. 9I' am on tHeGovernor's .

. ComMittee. for Youth Unemp ritent. We found that the sample' of epployers

that we interVIewed ,sa IA - :1p1 ,:wouldn ' t ,emplAy anybody under twenty-oute,-

and this we can jdstify because there are 'so many older people unemployed,
Thy only 'young -people werealfy employ are -those who have a connectibn. .

.,- A friend of mine ,1:7111 dal]. Up and say$ ,tCan yOu 'help my 'son? He hds
decided to drop-out-11-intP somethi5g.' .14e can d9 dial bqi wg cannot ..

employ young peoge: gehevally, 1;'ebalise,pe-tarles who employ other people, v

will not employ anybody' under` tFenty=ae at lieast?" ,

,

'
..

k .. -

Gelatt; YOu have ra.i.sed some ea.l. good. q e;tions. k wish we could continue, .

..!,. . .

,
trut, they" have nue on' schedule, .too .

.

i'llilirnAts group back to the, r1,

chairman. t *.
.=

1
#

..
. .,

,:-

Dr.. Ciawf)rd; Inreference to a question raised by Dr. HavighurSt in his

/ speech, I have th6 up:-to-date figures on the vo-ag enrollment for some of

iou. For 1970 -71, . that should be 560',00ic For .1913-44; it should be' AP

I

659,000. 4 ,

( i
,

--E4ited by Richard M. Foster
. ,
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EW MORALITIES NIP OLD:,"A RECONSIPRRATION
'41 _

Dr. Xaml'HOlmer e

speak pith a littleArssidence and shyness to a group like

all of take it all OfyOU know what you'are doing. l keep

tng to decide that from day to day! I have learned a certain

'boldness so I shall exercise that, for the next' forty minutes. T ;

.want to talk about the newmp ralities and theaold, becauseit strikes

me that we are-in the middle of a'period on moral 'questions that
/

is deeply confusing and prodUCes a certain amount of skepticism '

among the learned,as well-as among the ignorant. And it seems to

me also, tat the contribution of the group of learned peopler

that-is, of the intelligentsra that some of you have been praising,.

so much today (I have been in the racket long enough to think that

it not an unmitigated game)7-can take a culture fifty years to

get out of.. I feel this way about some of these moral issues, also.

So.I Sm sorry 'if I'strike a sour-note, but I tell yquthis is One

,c1f.the things ?hat' will be obvious eflough..

Nov, let me divide My remarks into several kinds, First,

want ,to* make some general remarks about the moral fasuesandsthen,

'

aay .something abodi the ,new morality; or new moralities and "copse-

'quences thereof. 'And secondly, something abeilt what ,I am going to

caLl euphemistically ,the ola\moralities. I have lived and you have,
t - r

:too, I Oke it, through a period when every stripling in the'univer-%

sity felt himself morally qualified to speak in grandiose'terms,

abdut the war4'about ecology, about the future of mankind, about

this, that, -.and the other thing.
We have lived ih a time when we have had a new morality cr ted,

.or a'new moral spirit created, in our presence. A new 'spirt that '

has created what one might call a widespread "moral iconsci usness. ft

It looks as if large numbers of persons. have been morally sensitized.'

I take it as &Sign of being morel, that one learnA to intend and

-
,

' refer to everything with somewhat Wewounded d conscience. 1pvqed
. ,

.that kind of quazi-moral consciousness created for us in these last,
.

N

11 e
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fifteen.years or so when there has been a range of poverty issues

(suggested to us, `when people have'been critical of the use of.power

Of various sots, and when the questionsofdistributed justice
,

.have been-widely ,raiSed. By distributed Justice, L mean people

concerned about how-we are going to dispense medical,caref eduCa-
,

tional opportunities, love, sex; money) and food.

An ,easy kind of moralism'has developed, partly in consequence

of vulgarization, and partly also in consequence of a popular peda-

gogy. 'A kind of "pop" culture; too,Thascreatedy notion that one

of ehe easyowilys to become a Moral persowis to vote right and beComp

a liberal Democrat, I guess. ItA.Pas.if the easy way now, as against,

old morality, is to b ecome cognizant of aLt these quazi4-moralactors
r

that are supposed to 'permeate our society. And that kind of,...cognir

zance, most peopl get byjust the thin veneer of talktthat is

e
floated aver our society. Relative to that also, has beet a wide-

spread enthusiasm for teaching everybody who and what If

he is a part of a minority, then that will help him gain his self-
. I

identity. If he is this and he is that, then whatever group or part

he telongSto then is also:a sign of WIsiMoraliv,.and' he now speaks

.7 the.interest ofthat group. In consequence of that, we hive had

interest gioups spe2king like mad on every public Jaime we-have-ha d..

0

.`

It is'not educated., bdt simply agabby,group on any subject you want,

to mention, that Are supposedly-Articulating their' interests. The

pop culture has been so ich in easy assimilatiOn of all this oral

notion that anybody who toes that is credited almost in advanck with

being moral

Now if

situation,

, *Nam y, tha

ocliIity

and policy

for usually

policy for

the world.

And having

,

.

ly serious and morally sensitive and morally ear st, etcetera.
*me ..

you ask me what amounts to the new morality in that kind of

thenv4that would bring me to my 'next =major Assertion.

t the new morality that goes with that is a widespread

to think that being moral is a matter of adopting a policy

considerations--for groups, for.nations, for professions,

large constituencies. But in any case, adopting a

some large constituency perfectly,for the U.S.A. if not

It look's like the way in which you now become moral.
...-

a defensible public policy of whatever sort (,preferably

)

r.
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the sort that: is going to,,,be for the good of mankind and right rather

than wrong)-gets to be a kind of popular moral posture into which

people move\without,cliisis or ,personal turmoil.

If one can believe Socrates or Aristbtle'in t e ancient-world,
.

they thought the young could never be--should not b --taught morality,

because morality Was so personally experimentive. But in our day,'

morality is positiyely cheap. You get it by'exposure and Sort-of

Ileakry breathing; this tendency to be preoccupied with questions of

public poliFy,and nothing less than,a general critical attitude

toward everything:'and our high sensitivity and suspicion toward

,everybody and anybody who is.in authority. That, I say, has come

every cheaply and very quickly and has come to large numbet s of.
A

people.
f

,It is a surprising thing to me that that also passes as being

moral. I take It there is a somewhat deep cause for that: I So

not wish to discuss the pgychology ofContemporafY generbtions...
,P

do you want me to kind of sum that up? I think there are deep
, ,

etiological factors that permit that. I think they are iwofold.

Since the creation of our positive .coneeption of -government legis-

lation in what one might call, broadly speaking, theVestern liberal

tradition--where one thinks about regislagon as an aid to the .

public good-7-you get a highly' institutionalized si'tuation'. It

begina.to look as though the goverrftent is, as John Stewart Mills

says, that governient and legislatioll Ave to aim finally at the

wretched social arrangements, whatever they may be. Their actions

are usually thought to be a moral credit to them.

And you know, as I do, that most r ous people have not

been Able to resist them either. .S4cal ed liberal churches'of

.1-

.

various kinds are usually populated by ministers (if not laity,
.

. .
,

surely ministers) who love to turn religion into a stimulus chat
,

, .

Will also aim at all these vandable'and wretched 'social arrangetenti.'

So we get a clergy that has a leap,hungry look like Ian Cayher,

'-who have an eagle eye for current'affairs and.a stri nt vpice'who

expostulatepublicly on'Sunday about local evils tha could be.

ImOlded. So with most people, if they become morally sensitive and
-",
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ik,- morally responsible is always, td be Where the - action is.

I' have had to speak a yeat or two ago to a group of clergyien,

.all who left their parishes becausOthere was not any action there..

They went to Washington where the actiohAs. .There were,several

hundred working for bureaus and outfits in Washington, I am sure,

because theyare convinced that legislatibn is the way to get things

.done and getting things done is the'neW way.now to be religious, tb

be moral, and to be,respon
4

sible. I think that is a kind of travesty,

of course.) upon .the religious life. "It is 'understandable and it

is one in' hich pee have slipped And they slip into'it with

alacrity. ,

_
There is another factor that is also'ddep and it is one that

I want to note in conjunction with many things hat have been said

.

- here tglgay--and that is that in the last century or tUo, not onty
e

,x . .

.legislation and goz.Lernment power have been used to change the

wretched sbcia3,f arrangements; but we have-developed the notion

that the life of learning--and especially, the apcumulaftlon of some-

thing called science itself--can harm us
Co'with not only disintegrated.

.apprellengion of things but also with a capacity to change all sorts

of things. t

Learning is not only contemplative, but itis also activistic

and should be an instrument'for productivity. When you get that,

I think you get a new picture of what learning does. Learning along

'with legislation tends to create a sense of restlesgftess among

learned or quasi-learned people. It looks as:.if'learning itself

is.not socially complete unlesa you know what.to do with.i5POIt
.
as if learning is not'something to be treasured fist in and of

itself. You have got to do something with it that will make it

right and good. And once mora.we are plunged into the notion that ic

we must have policies if we are-to regulate with order the learning

. itself. And soAalso we Iptist have policy end it looks like moral

policy in ordervto'make legislation responsible and efficacious:

I allude to the fact then--which is by this time, blatant,

If not obvious--that the creation of something that one mightcall

a nlw morality is this morality or this moral temper in which the

1' 1 9
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creating
I

an ,..sustaining of .an ,interest augmented in the,dktectibn
\

of a policy looks like, the heart end .substance of being moral.
.

And it ig not just, onebgroup thatsays that,. but it is,all kinds
-

of groups and all .kinds of maple and 'all kinds of circumstances:

In fact; that ig g'v'eagy to come by that most people have not

attained that with effort, an4 they have'dnot concluded that in
.

virtue Hof intellectual toil -or anything eV-In resembling what one

might4all moral understanding. Instead it iS a kind of socio-

cultulal posture; into which people slip without reflection. It

seems /odd to me that the,morAl tradition which has been so Inera-

0

spectiivethe' life 'of morallearAing as we have it from Aristotle

to Socrates and down through the liveg of many great geniuses,

as it continues in aurPW11 time-has hot been focused-on the odd-'.
.

.ness of that and the ease with which Many peop).e accommodate them-

selves to that state of affairs. ,

Now let me say something'abouf-rfte consequences of that new
A

morality: That new morality of course has crew ed a great rumpus

and a format which makes criticism easy and plau ble.e It unleashes

countless critical demeanor. But beydnd that it seems, too, t4ere-

is something a little more momentous. If yol'begin to take seriously

the interest of the'educani (whoever they are), the interest of this

group and that--special interest groups--ryoubegin to consult all of

them and you now think the formulation.of the' moral policy is going

to be done 1557 gaining a kind of consensus of all the interest groups.

"- If that is the way your morality is going to come about, as I think

most people believe, the difficulty, it seems' to, me, is that getting

a consensus of the interest groups isofantastically difficult. And

the odd thing about that is that this new way of thinking about'

morality- -that is, if Morality consists in defining a policy all

anything that either legislation or learning can command (learning,

whether it is scientificIearning and All the sorts of things we have

been learning about today, or whether it is legislative possibilities,

whatever they are) is not only di) you have widestad disagreement,

so that you Achieve a new kind of skepticim, but deeper than that,

,.you begin to settle for.a picture of human life that is terribly average.

e
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Well, maybe you do not think it is that average. _Bat it is the kind.
. ,:_.

,.

_.

of life in which' goals and aims of human life 4etthisto be, th like
- --.!.

, .

the resolution,ofpovertythe achievement of Whatevev.you are look-
.

40.
''ing for, lustice'or sOcioety and ecological factors and so on and

7 ,

,so on. You might get all that. ' ..

Now the difficulty with that is, and-tete is the moral point, ,,,
t . .

..,,,,,.,

in the'middle of a widespread social consensus like:thati*to sort
....

: .0% .4.
.=:',

-.0f6t5ugh our colleges and universities'An which legislation and educa-
_,A-,.

tion look as if they ..wiere leaped now in the formation of supposedly

(
. ...

new socially responsible policies, we also developed one of the most
V ' ,

striking instances in modern science of our'iontter-Culture. _People

who were dropping out of alethat, NOt only dropping out of the

crudities of capitalism, theinanitiesjef governmental policies of

which they disapproved, but also diopping out.of a whole society

in which legislation and; fOr that matter, most so-called scientific

endeavdr when it is housed ethically., Dropping out of a conflict in

which that kind of mediocre picture of human happiness simply was

not enough.

I take it that for a lot'of people, if the achievement of "/ .

morality is simply going to lie in policy questions and policy ac ieve-
,

ment, that what you can do by the way of legislation and What yo can

do by way.of the application of the best' of hUman.learping='-scienee or

what have you--is hardly enough for'human beings. Human beings are

also happiness- oriented. Eyery,human being wants happiness. The ngted

fortappiness is so deep and so profound that it does-not even need
1

justification. We cannot conceive of a life that is not interested in

human hapviiness. You find a life that either.110 the promise of

happiness or is radically unhappy 'and we feel that that life .really is
....

not human. _Aut the question I take it is, what is the character of

that happiness?

When you begin to settle, as we have, in the modern new morality,

1

for that happiness to be achieved by a kind of sociat legislation on

One side and'by educani and professors and maybe literati,,too, but

anyway you settle for what they can do with their crafts whStever they

are and those crats, either cognitive or legislative, are productive
,
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of a'stfikingly mediocre mode of life, as it never -produces sainthood,
,

t s .

,-

neverproduces moral hervism,,never produces extravagant individuality.
..,.

It prodlices all kinds of things and may alleviate Osverty, but the
e

,

alleviation of poverty is not the sauce as being happy. ,It may not
.

even be a fundamental conditioq -for at4least all the forms of human

happineis and- some of the,deepest forms.
,

4

I,am not saying thatthat:has been the moral tradition that has

said that 46, the point of the humanistic tradition" that centuries long

that continues' that humanistic tradition. that is not even culturally'.

indebted;, that mekes, for example, the .pages. of Aristotle's Ethics as 'we

appropriate Ito a twentieth-century reader as it was to a'person in. ,

Athens three, hundred gears before the time of Christ. So I suggest

to you now, 'in that, kid of

is; that whenever you start

and whenever:y(5d get -a kiwi

situation what wediscover all ovet again

to program. the human situation and plan it

of working
1

conSensus.like yefu have nowadays

'', in this pop-society of'uurs, this somewhat kind of` synthetic social '

conflict in-which we are all living and*dominated by the educated and

the legislator,'and start to fit youtboral life into that ayld think

'that your morality is goini'0to fje^ simply one more, addition to therengines.

of the society or that your moralpty.p tjus going to be a policy

statement as to how engines of society atexoing to work, strikes

)

e
,

A
. .

me that we are settling f much too little: Peopre.are'not thatP*ialA4,... .

.

I have met the fact t means the 4d moralities -stot to loom up'
,..

.

again. The ldmoralities have always said't, samething, else, and by old.
. .. .

mogfities I meanthe'moralities Of Spinoza', of the Christian .and Jewish
;

..

traditions, the moralities of Aristotle and SOcrates and Plato; the. ,..

.,

moralitits of Samuel Johnson, the moralities of, the great 'novelists, '
Tolstoy and Dostoevsla, the morality of thedarge range of thoughtful

and' deep people. But that kind of morality does not always lead to a

clear-cut consensus; but tend's to bow out. something like'thid. The

big task of morality is na to ch000sepolicies and policy statements

but the. big task of morality is to cultivate people. Cultivate people

who could cope with a huge,range.of circumstances.

picture of the old morality does not produce a social, policy.
s

that could be eunjugated aro all the grand; eloquent detail, but

422
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rather to create.-. people. People maybe who would, be virtuous. People
, .

. . .
- who would be courageous `in a wide range of circumstances. :Who would/

1 0be jut in an ad hdc way, Just'even withbut principle. Who would be
.

temperatein the middle of temptation. Who would be kind. Who would

be resolute. -=Afro would ,be courageous. And eventually Who would b'e.-

so at peaCe and sp content t 't one might even dare" to'cail 014_ .

happy. If mightbe hippy ev Din the middle of 'injustices that they

. might, have to face, and demands do* are overwhelming and suffering
that is well-nigh.tiribearable:

. The notion ,that morality consists in relieving all' suffering
seems to me 'is one of the illusions of the twenilitth century, -that .

we,could even begin to know enouglt, to tackle and relieve all the
agonies of mankind,. It seems to me .one of the reasons we have so'
many people who now think that the popular morality of the sixties.

.IP

a nd the popular morality in fact of the liberally- educated group of
the .last fifty to One hundred years., that that is sort of a matter of

. A 'i' 4._..
sucking air and, an optimism that, if yoti are not prepared for- the'

,

- breakdown' of that Ind morally armed .so that you could_ lives in a, con-. M. ,
ee:" which will not eventually be suchuch grandeur and social. '

Alt

..completert ss% If you are not then, you, do not begin to, know what
'moral cultivation Ves.

I am a 'little unhappy therefore with the easy identification that
sometimes takes place. . We get this of legislation

.

or we get a%IrSoverlap of legisl ive conlkideration, particularly 'nowa- ,-
. ,

days,. pictures of sciences and al that science is going to be able to )...

.,
do for ti§,0 and then, as one of tile' speakers said today, put that

. . .

togethert with all these interests of all these groups, and it- looks
' .', * , . .

lig a if " yoti have gdt to slave ,a systems orientation computer mentality.
'feating el.tytttTng in: Well.p.-I wonder if 'there does not Ila'yq to be
roo;Ut ,try legislators and /or, top .scientists wh.o'lanipi tcl, be so...
achingly-

There used to be a kind .ot tratio'n in which the' Old morality '1
hal .-pful , -

,, .

was not- identified, with scierfce and. legislation.- It was identified
. ..

with the deep pargonal culture and also with humanistic tradition..,
. .

A humanist .tradition which the aim of fillf humanities, as.Ltake it, "4"i, . i. -.. ....,/ .- ,

, - ,
, A
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in the past, in the liberal education, including-the sciences was

something like this-that the aim of. the sciences of the humanities

was really aimed to make a"Person continually capable of wdnder, have'
..

a ,zellt for lie* a feel far marvels, an adventure, a kind of intensity

of the imagination, a capacity for admiration. That was a picture
A. .

Of how a persdnwould.beif he were liberally 'educated.

If the alai' of morality makes any sense, ttie old morality strike6

IllE as continuing that. -In fact, liberal education should make ne
. -

wondrous -- capable of things I have tentioned,but a morality would.
2

.....;

also makeone capable of -oyercoming fickleness, of overcominghis'

0/4sense of being ill-at-ease, his cruelty, his, inability to cope, an

instead would make him' (as I hav,e already suggested) resolute,, just;

temperate, kind. ,

.,..

wo
4. 4

I uld b'e amiss if I did,not also say one thing in virtue of, a'
., .

close, pergonkl enthusiasm as well as a professional commitment.

Name1y, it'striiesme'that the, religious tradition (of which'I stand

as a kind of representativftself is malformed when ft.is made

simply'one more instrument of American *culture, which simply torY. ' w---'

the creation of therights and the so-called correct social policy.

It. is not MalformedeAl.the religious tradition., along iith.the moral

oftradition, along with humanistic learning, none of these'are malformed

2.--."-±-f-they\tgnd to aiM and creafe a Capacitated and an enabled human being'
.

9 whoseomori.ality would be evinced by the fact that in the middle of
.

r I
nonsense, sophistry and plain old= - fashioned "bull" that he would

have a feel for integrity., that he' might. love something good rather

I4441,
than Somethingorexi3editious and to deal.with "bad." And that he would

be the kind of person, finally, that you coulebank on. ,
4. In short, that would mean the upshot of the new morality is they

I
want you to become a character. Obviously, we still need quality,

but it strikes me, that Aristotle had It correct, that ethics pr$duced

character and at questions' of policy were, finally, matters of

_ - r
politics.

,

#

, --Edited by Richard M. Foster 0
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1.216 TRENDS AND NEEDS OF SOCIETY NG THE NEXT DECADE

Ruper vans

'You will note that there has been a change. in the batting order.

originally was scheduled for fourth out of eight today. Fourth- in the

batting order normally 'is the clean-up spot and they put the person on

last who is-regarded as being a weak hitter:. I hope you won't regard

that as prophetic! Being lastits nice, in spite of facing the task of

trying to keep you on the panel intecoAted and continuing

this barrage today. It is interesting to see hoW some of
. .

same data and arl'ive at,considerAly different emphases.

benefit of having heard sorpeof the rest of you. I won't

same data bdse as the speaker whd,immediately preceded me

but you will find I have drawn on the same basis that several of .the

to listen after

us can take the

I have the

draw on the

TPaul Holmer),

other speakers have used.

Really; ty talk today ough to be called something like "Leplications.

"1,....fpr Agricultural Education of Ch ges in the Labor Force."\ I may be a

bit moreedirective than some of the preceding speakers. This will give

you a chance to react both negatively and positively to some of the things

I at'suggesting"for agiicultural education for the next few years.,

I want to talk primarily about two things.it deems to me we haveseen

as being'verities.lorothe past hundred and fifty years and they are things

I think are ho lOnget true. One-of these is that we have almost continuous-

ly had a surplus of youth, in the labor force. I-_ think that will no, longer

be true, and I will try to tell you why I think so. It has also been a

'erity for the pasthundred and fifty years that the best thing you can

doih.reorganizing work is to replace labor with machlnes. Or to put it

more pointedly, in terms of what I am going td he talking about, we have

seen it as desirable to replacehuthan power with fosdil power. I

think that, as with the farmer, S no longer true or soon, will be no longer

true.

Now vocational education is'concerned with preparing people for work
. 5

in such a way that work is possible, meaningful, and satisfying to the in-
.

dividual. We use, Is,partialguides to"the structure of vocational educa71

tion, some labor force statistics which are aggtegations .of dita whiehlhave

4.,
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bebn collected f41rom.indiViduals. Then we add these data together in ways

in which the aipect:of individualtsm disappears. I still think these data

are impo4ant for-individuals. I want fb talk about some of the ways-in

which these data indic'fla directions to move in vocational. education.

It has often been.ected that vocational education is more directly

and immediately related ,to the supply of trained workers than it is to the

demand for such workers. Some people have even gone so far as to spy that

vocational education should be directly tied to the current demand for

trained workers, even though vocational, education has no control ovSr that

demand.. Now, the assertion, that vocational educaiioh'has no COntrol over

y

the demand' fdr

ample - -if there are no

no demand for persons

or to buy and'operate

effect On labor force

workers is an over-simplification. Just as an ex-
,

trained tractor thechanics, there certainly will be

trained to.manufacture tractors, or to sell tractors,

tractors. So vocational education does have some

demand, especially"in a negative sense. That is,

the absence of vocational education can ,depress the opportunity for a

wide variety ofwork. If you don't believe this is true, then you haven't

examined developing countries

depress the demand for a wide

t.

where you see that this absence does indeed

variety of types of work. But today I ,don't

want toitafk about- demand. I want to talk about one part of the labor

force -- supply.

Now, supply, of labor has both a qulntitative and a qualitative side.

Vocational edu cation has as a p- rimary goal, to increase the quality of the

la5Or force supply.- And ,you folks; I know, have paid attention to

'.So I am not going to talk about that today. But what I do want to

about 'it the 'quantity of workers--and I wantito talk about it even

that.

talk

though

vocational education doesn't have any control.over it, because I think thg

fact that some changes in the quantity of workeis will have'an enormous

effect upon t = inds'of vocational education we canand.should provide.

This cluant y of workers in the labor force is of prime importance to

1 educators, employers and eventually to consu1ers.

Very often we' 4ave.had great revolutions in the
lity .

occurred as a result of rapid changes in labor force

pointed out, that the world population is exploding.

work place that have

supply. br. Burton,

Some peoples in the

world havev.for a wide varietyof reasons, done-something about the explo-,
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sion of birth rates. Most devIlibped countries have cut biith rues sharpz...

ly. Obviously this increases the amount of food that the people in these

.developed countries have available to consume. But, if carried far enough,

cuts in the birth rate inevitably decrease the amount that those people

can produce, particularlyif these people don't have the energy to replace

the manpower which is no longer available because the birth rate was cut

'sharply. Now remember that'for the last hundred and fifty years, developed

countries have deliberately moved to substitute machines for'people.

Machines that, for all practical purposes, subsist on fossil power.' If

you don't have that fossil power to replace people at work, then you'hays

to do something about it. . 4
Indidentally, Iwould love to test the hypothesis, that the'rice farms

in Japan are lying idle because of the shortage of workers-who arg willing

to work at a wage that is determined', in the long run, by the world price

of rice: And I would also like to test the hypothesis that it is the

opportunity to earn higher wages elsewhere and the shortage of young, work-

ers and farm land, which sells in Japes for as much as'0,000 an acre,

that many` be doing more to idle rice farms in Japan than the shift Aosbuy-
. 4 4'

ing beef at the current .Japapese price of twelve gol4ars per pnund., I

will talk a bit about Japan again because it is an interesting case.

Now, decreases in the birth rate also mean fewer youth .to educate.'

A

We see thrt"bvery day as elementary schbols_are being shut down all over
.

. .

the country. Elementary school teacbets,are'-unem dyed. The.next to be
'1

affected will clearly be;the high school. Inyitably, this is going to.
... .

mean high schdoi closings and consolidations, and fewer jobs for high
. ,

p

school teachers. 1974 was the peak year for high school enrollments. From.

naw on to the bate 1980's high school enrollmentswill go downhill. It is
$

interesting that in the midst of this, we have a shortage of ag teachers.

won't go into all the reasons that .1 know for that shortage (and I don't-

know'all of them), but I'm darned sure that-one of the reasons.for/it is

what has'been s0.11Q the "cobweb effect." That, incidentally, 'is one of

the things that bothers me most about career educAtion...and you know I

am a supporter of career educations One'of the things that bothers.me
t

Leemost about career education is that as we'get and convey better fnformation
,

better opportunities in the labor force, we cfate marked changed in
'..,,
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the labor force. Whenever it becomes part of.&-pommon wisdothat there
:

. .

is a sultIns of engineers, we dry lap the supply of engineers.and thus: ,.

create a shortage of `engineers., A surplus turns into a shortage because
.

.

k ortiC.onveying df information that this shortage.has,oceurred or is
. , . .

1 ft. fL

likelyto occur. Tfid more efficient we become with career educatio
.

and

tranamIrting to%people the shortoges .11d.surpluses that no
.

, the
,

''.
1

.

more we :till participate in-thanging those shortages to surpluses and .

, .. , .

surpluses to shOrtages7,but that il, another story. .

. .

. .

This creation of teacher surpluses in fieldsother ,than agricultural
.

f , .011i.

education has realty begun to worry teachers. They see-the changed birth
.

.

- .

.. rates, they see the existing unemployment of teachers-, and we find in,a
.. .

.number of states a very interesting movement gn the part of the teacher
4

organizations to lobbyJagainstfundsjor teachers' colleges,'in an attempt,

..",

to slow flown the flow of new teachers who lirill compete for the,job4 that .

n

. .
.

o longer exist. We also see the/interesting competition between univer-

sities, technidal institutes, and community colleges for funds and for
.

students becausemore.for-one of. these types of post-secondary institutions

means less for another. YoU folks are very well aware of this. But, as

vocational, teachers, we hive:to be,sWare of another kind pf effect of '

.

changed birth sates: Thatjs, another kind in addition td the teacher

,
shortages that have been created, and will be created increasingly.

We need to be concerned about the effects of changed birth Vate's On
. .

the labor market'. -7FOrtore than forty years,)this country has had the'
4 .--

-highesCpte'of youthunemployment of any industrialized nation. Since

1960 particularly, this rate has gone up- sharply, until the current rate

is almost twenty percent, As Dr..Havighurst pointed out; And as he also

pointed out when somebody asked.hit!Oquestion aboUt who is particularly

disadvantaged,--for young, black, female' workers, the current unemployment
f

4
rate is over forty percent. By anyone's standards; these rates are intol-

erable. ,But on the other hand, blessed if I cp.Yt come.tO any of con- -
. f

clusion that that itis a wonder they,aren't'higher.

Youthbetween the ages of.18.and 21 have the highest rates of unemploy-.

went among those seeking full -time wc4k. In lAt there were less than 10

million youth between the ages of 16 and '2 ?. In 1978 this groupvill peak
.

s

and therewill then be 16.6.miliOn people in this age range. Assuming

12&
A
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'that the twenty .percentunemployMent rate continues to hold in 1978-
'

for this age-group, then we will have 3.3 million unemployed. , But if
. .

we.have created no new jobs tor youth between 1960 and today', thd7yout'h
20 t

unemployment rate would be far over fifty+percent. SoMehow whave

adjusted rearably.well to having six million more Ibuth aged 18'to 21

in 1975 as compared with .1960.. During this Same period ,we bave.also
N$

created millions of jobs ich haVe been filled by woMen'whb would in

. the past have stayed at home an emained outside thelpbor force. So,

the accomplishments in terms of job creation in the fifteen -ye period

"have been 'enormous: f 1

But what about the future? By 1987 the.pbpulation aged; 18 to 21 will

drop to less than fourteen million,. This means not ohly f4Wer students in

high school and in the posb-gecondary schools between now and 1984- but it

also means four. million less 18 to 21-year-olds seeking'jobs in the .

mid-1980's than are seeking them now. As Dr. Havighursttiyointe out,
.4

this is a drop from about four million new workers to three million every

year A million a year that we will no, longer have loqking for paid
.A.

employment. Even if we do 'not create any more jabs during the next ten

. years, we are going to be faced for the first time in,this.century, and

maybe even for a hundred and fifty years, with a shortage of youth in the

labor force. Ndw what does this meamfor vocational educators2

One way of assessing this problem is to'look at Some of4kherther

'countries that have gone through something similar to this. Japan and
4

Germany are perhaps our best examples of countries that have been,facing'

shortages of young workers. Both had low birth rates'after WWII.' Both

had rapid e xpansion of employment during the 1960's. Both have had extreme

shortages of young workers. Now they took two very different attacks in

coping with this problem. Germany imported young workerf from southern

Europe. Japan chose deliberateloy not to import any young 'workers. -They

wanted a homogeneous culture and were willing to go to just about any

lengths to.maintain to' the length of denying the existence of some

a

subcultures within Japan.
1

Both Germany and Japan found that many task eily done by young

workers were no longer being done. In Japan today,-a young Worker is .

known universally as a "golden egg." Ask limy Japanese what'"golde egg"

12j
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means, and he can immediately tell.You.

-70

rr-

4r
A "golden egg" is a valuable,

desirable commodity for any community or employer:, The attitude of

Japanese society toward yoUth has changed markedly, and I suspect the

attitudes of yoUth a!out their An worth have chdngedras well. Youth

in Japan are optimistic and sure of themeelveq.

Similarly, German youth are self-assured. They know if employment

declines, youth from southern Europe will besent home and German you

will still be needed by society.
-

. 'Bath Sapan and Germany h4ve expanded vocational education rapidly.'

When youth are scarce, one cannot afford to have them unproductive.

What will happen here as we face shbrtages of young workers during

. 4

the 1980's? The most likely possibility is.th.;t. we will do as the

Germags hive done, and import young workers frOnii Latin America. Ifeso,

we will need vocational instructors who are competent in Spanish, Creole,

Portuguese, Punchin these languages and in the Latin 'cultures that go

with them.

It is remotely possible that we will, follow a distinctly different

model and use olderkTomen to fill the jobs formerly held by yiluth. If

. the youth shortage had occurred ten yearplago, this would have been the
. e 1

most likely scenario. But women's consciousness has changed this. Older

women will.ost likely be competing with mep of ,their own age foi. the

choicer jobs; instead of competing with their sons and daughters, for menial

jobs as has been_, the case ever since the end of WWII.

.Regardless of whether.we follow the German or the.Japanese model or

develop- a model of our own, we are likely to see a confident U.S-: youth

labor force disdaining low-paid.mepial work and seeking vocational Skills,
4,

which will lead to higher paid prdduction andservice jobs. Regardless

of which of 'these scenarios we follow,. industry will demanU effective

vocational educationfor handicapped and disadvantaged youthand will be.

happy to employ theta.. Vo'Cational education for young adults and ,retraining
-

for older adults will also receive high priqrity.

While we are talking about-this age group of roughly 25 to 39, this

is a group tliat ag teachers'arerpertainly concerned about. What abut.

4 this age group of 25 to 39 which in the past has been a bulwark of the

4

American.prOduc and stability? Well, one reason these people have

,1

e ,
100
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been producti in the past is that they have, d low unemployment.,

This goilia s iking contrast to the high unempl ent of'youth. People

fin this gerange have had'relatiyely low unemployment by our standards,

but le s look at bhe of.the reasons why iy-haa had loW unemployment.

One (reason it has had low unemployment is because there has been virtually

no expansion in.this age group. Let's look.at the ten-year period that
.

spans the 19501s, and).* the people in the fifteen-yeer age group between.
4 e

25 and 39. During the 1950's, this,'-age group expanded by 500;000 people. -

During the 196es it expanded by 700,000 people.. During the 1970's, it

u1.11.1 expand by 15 million people.% Let me repeat...500,000 increase in

.., that age range 4pring the 1950's, 70 0,000:increase in the 1960's and

fifteen million increase in the 1970's. That,,of cOurse, is because of

. this baby, bulge mo'ing on through into the age range 25 to 39. It looks

to me what we are saying, is that there are plenty'of people who are goin"
to want'to be-young farmers, but.ihere are,not going to be near enough

fal'ffis to go around.
41!

Now back tq the group that I'm most concerned about--yOUth. VoCational

educators will havi jobs in spite of the definite decline in secondary

school enrollments andthe probable decline.in post- secondary sihooyenroIl-

meats. Now we know it is going to happen in ,the secondary schools, because

almost everybody goes to secondary school. We'don't know for sure whpt

Will happen in post-secondary schools because roughly only half of the

people go to post-secondary schools and it is conceivable that a& the size

of the group goes-down, t e rate of attendance might iv!, up. So We don't know

for sure, but the chanc e-enrollments are going to go down in post-

secondary-schools, Ob.

I am predicting that vocat ional educatarewill continue to have jobs

In spite of this, but It meail that'the accountability of vocational educa-
,

toraeis likely to increase. If employer's badly need' all of'your graduates

and your dropouts, you will'be concerned about how'well you teach all 4our

students-Lnot just the cream,of the crop. Ag teachers in those, high

schools which are already too small, can eXpectld relief from presiures

to fire teacher- s and consolidate schools .t.o adjust to dwindling enrollments.

Thejoonest that relief can cometo the high schools is 1990, and it may

not come then if family size continues to shrink.`

131. 1.
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Area, secondary, andpost-secondarY schools appear to be:the only D

solution to provide necessary economies of pcale. This, in turn, means

tWat the day of the one-teacher ag department is nearly gone. It is

already well on its way out, and this will be, replaced brag teacher

specialization and a need ,tlearn,how to compete with - -and I emphasize

that--how to compete with, as well as Cooperate With; teachers fred

other vocational fiends. As you go into larger operations where they

have several different. vocational programs, ag teachers-have to learn
4

to compete in a way in which they didn t,haVe to compete in'the,ons

teacher ag departments.'

Now, t.have to qualAp all this by pointing out that we will.have-

an."echo effect." he echo effect will change this picture of youth

shortages temporarily. The echo effect comes from the birtI of children

to the products of our"baby boom. School population may go baclup, even

if these people only Rave 2.1 kids per family. If they have only one per

family, then there may beno echo. 'Many predictions are that-the bitth

rate will stay at about the same level so we will have an echo effect

and a tempor y incr4se,.then, in young workers about the year 2000.

hope we `will ve made substantial plans for thilfritical period from

1985 to 20d0. Because this is the period when I think. we are sure to

have a shortage of young workers.

I hope we will also begin to make plans' for the period after the year

2000, when We may be beginning to reverse this process of using energy to

replace workers and begin to replace energy by employing more workers. I

Have difficulty with this scenario but I just can't escape the likelihood

that it will occur, so I hope we begin to make plans for that. Regardless

of which of these scenarios comes through, it seems clear to me that we

will have plenty to do in vocational education.for as long as we can see- -

an d I know I'm not going to be around here to47:eeheyeind that!

--Edited by Richard:M. Foster

I
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INTERACTIOt IV: 'Pala HolmfrAnd Rupert Evans

Listening Panelist; Dr.-Holmew look down the road a ways and tell us
what-kinds Ofshange oe5acOns.tment,39u see in the morality in the future.

Halmer: Well, I am not very good, at predicting anythinA(but'it is

interesting- that that people talk about is this religious interest among

/contemporary s.tudents. It is correlative alio to an Interest in the

issues of the older morality -- namely, problems of character. I have done

quite a bit of 'work with some of the dropouts because ,northaxn New Eng-

land is full of these little communities. Ihere,have been a surprising
.

number of drolooufi 'from the Yale-Harvard 6cene, pot the least of which
, ,

are the faculty children from the somewhat high pressure community they

livein. It the Yale community, I am afraid, the sons and daughters of

the Yale professors are virtually the ethos. They are almoSt forced to-

think that they Would be moral failures if they did not get into Amherst,

Williams, Harvard or Yale. There is no orientation toward the community

, college or towards a state university enthusiasm. The consequence being,

(I believe it is a consequence), that a large number-of our faculty

families are deeply splintered families. It is not unusual at all to go

toa faculty gathering and hav the faculty compare notes on their kids

who are major dropouts.

Well, in consequence, I have been involved witi some of teem and been

to some of the communities in'the Green Mountains and in the White Maintains.'

It is extraordinary to find that,in this kftd of articulate grip who have

dropped out, that they also are now concerned. They are far more compatible

with an r ethical religious orientation. They may mot be actively,

religious, but they are far more compatible with the ethos of tha t than

they a4e with this kind of gung-ho contemporary mode of ihinking--that

the highest morality consists of using the fruits of culture and the

authority of the legislature for making a_new life for us. In fact,

they are not convinced any longer oy. the compatibility between a social

use of learning and .legsration, and individual accomplishment.

There is a real deep breach; but that is a breach that was. celebrated.

That is the way learned people thought for twenty centuries. It is only _in

the'past century and a half that people have thought thitt you could have

both social development and indiviaual development 'simultaneously. -In

133
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ages past, pedloole arways thought that individual achieVement meant you
t

had to do it grit your teeth, do it in,tpe presence of social agencies

and forces..pround you. I want to put it more boldly.than that even.

It is almost as'if people have for centuries thought the onlyLway you

could have individual accomplishment wa* by suffering, and not by

just self-development, which is kind of thelmodern ethos,: So, I do

not know what to make-of that. I do not know how to allesolve all.-those

questions, but I am just amazed that this enthusiasm grows -Land not

just dMOngpeople who are incapable but among people who are capable.

In one way it d4pl_plot -surprise me, because it fs like a return to tra-

dition for which the last Century and a half has just been an exception.

Listening Panelist: Dr. Holmery-I think it iS quite apparent' in the
past few years that the schoolf have li)een asked to do more and -more that
used to be the role of the institutional church, or of the stroking family
unit. The question I-would like to raise with you is What, if any,
role does education have in shaping or sustaining morality traits in
youth today?

H8lmer: W.1, that' is a complicated busin s. 1-mentioned to you the

fact that the humanitieS were once taught altogether differently than

they ar& now. Scientific temper (by scientific, I mean scientific in

the following manner, namely meaning something like the Germans Would

when they talk abbut Wiesenschaft, or 'thighly organized way of studying

the humanities) is something completely different. There is,not mdch
/.

difference between the way people, for example, teach E nglish literature
*1.

and the way chemistry is taught. They are taught...well, English teache'rs

, will also do statistical studies'and they,do word counts and they do all

sorts of things.. What h1 happened, therefore, in our modern 1 ning

41.
context, is that the humanistic eduction no longer aims at creating taste.

Instead, it produces knowledge in people, so that if a peuon takes

English literature, he has knowledge as a consequence. Hence is the fun ,

,.0"

of Wiesenschaft - -the knowledge, rather than our trying t e content with

a person who is tasteful. 'I think that is partly due to e "notion* that

we could have a single and common pedagogy no matter what the subject "

. matter.
-401'

Now if you' ask about moral questions, moral- -the eliciting of moral'

stature, the eliciting of a- sort of religious composition of thrPerson,

13 .4
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these things are also taught that' way. Ttlat, I think, is producingra

kind of querUlousness on certain learnd people who are doing this now.

People are wondering whether'that has ben right, to do it that way. I

am ndt sure of how that is going to go.

) At my own university wher* we,are eiamining that-queStisn;-I
'

_know whether it Is going to end up iii just another curriculum committee f%

or not, but' suspect so. Anyway, the query fs,a serious one, and Yale

thirty years ago had a,study some of yop probably know about it) that

had a great deal to do with reforMulation of a liberal alts curriculum.

# I

Yale had a.rather magnificent study Whe wiaraiain was an attempt to L.

stem the business,of turning all literaw.and artistic cultivation into

just aggrand,izement of cnowledge--making.it just incremental knowleere.

But, you see,o.le have produced generations of academic types, all who

think that no matter what you do, all you do fs.sling knowledge. And

'you fill empty noggins. You stuff 'em. Whether you do it with Englis

-literature or chemistry,- you just stuff noggins. ,Then that harms that

whole picture ofiwhat the humanities are supposed to dd to people. You

see, It is m uch easier to teach, for exampf.e, in a mode univtrstiy

"musicology" than it is to- teach "music." Mien the poor people who sit

r .around and . "do" music appreciation.they are always thought by
,e
the rest

of the crowd to be a bunch of dumb-dumbs"who just breathe heavily. .Cd-X

they are not the real people. 'The real people are the ones wifo do
.

. :studies, -pile up cognitive debris, so 'it speak. An d we are up against

a popular mentality that courses through theuniVersity. It is never
, .

. .
.

quite articulated, but t moves that way.
Ak.

Now, you mentioned about the-thurches. It is the popular thi5,00110
.

say ciologically among the- sociologists, that the American churehes

7 I . -

boughin on the American way of life. But recently, theaggresive,
!

.......,

obvious.kind of churchdom has also moved in large numbers to being sort

of- mildly'reVolutionary--sortof politely critical. They look as if

they are projecting some kind of ideal policy for the world. You get

all this kind offalk which certainly has nothing to do with historical

tradition. Thetvhurch is'supposed tO create community and so on. ,I
...t ..., _

think that'is"being criticized not in virtue of'an orthodoxy, but just
. . .

simply exogediCal.competencies oh the religious tradition itself, a
,

.. .
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whether the Biblical or the literature surrounding the religion is

starting to make pegplip suspiciois of that. But popular,religion goes

pn that way...the lack of learning in religion...the suspiciou.',..theke
s

is alf..lays a gap between thbse two.
. .

-Listening,Panelist: I would like .tor pr. Evan§ to expand on the statement,.
he made that vocational educators would have lob's in Oite'of the decline

AO.in secondary schdol enrorlments. How do you account for 'the fact thvt
accountabilityof vocational educators is likely to inciease,..therefore
the statement that the teachers need: to be concerned abourt how lrell you
teach all of your students', not just-the cream of the crop'?' The implica-

ition s that" we are' not doing as well as we ought to be doing. '

Evans: Well, in spite of the injUnction earlier today to be wary about

past experience, the best experience that canctkaw is he experience
. .

in Japan and Germany, where they faced a shortage of young workers which
11

I think is remarkably like what we will be facing. Now' Ili those countries

.the emphasis.on vocational education has gdne.up 'sharply..,There has;been )7

457:

.a movement of the labor force activities out to the'ministry of labor and

. into the ministry of education. Ne.of the" reasons for ft has.beek

111.

employers. Busipessmen, industrial leaders, as well as som union leaders ,

.

have' insisted that, the schools have much more of an obllat n now to
s '

provide trained workers, and this is true even if the 'e is a surplus of
.

.

young *porkers.; And I think this is a perfectly uasonable kind'of.atti,tude.
.

to have. If you have a. shortage of young workers, then,you need to make
AIS *.

theft as productive as they &an be Y do thi4.tArough any inejga'peglOible,
111.

'''1. . , .

.i. .

.

including apprenticeships,'subsidizati of tralgavig in the,gig_establish-
, ,'r

,

ments.wherethey have en6ugh'economy s ale to handle this. Also4through'
fs4

, , ..

provision, of public voca tonal schools.wher4k,you eto notkhave the necessary
%

,. s ..'

economies of scale in bu essoo inSfistry. -0.The Accountability is there
L. f 'ff NI

because the employers say, "took, it used to be turned'olit. some

graduates, we
.

could pick and choose among them. 1 if you had sole failure,
. .

if you had some pedple you didn't reach, it didn't matter- -too much, we '\,_...

would just discard them. If yOu,have a shdrtageof peoples, of them .

count."

NOw I have to qualify thisa little bit. Japan has'a.particular

problem with handicapped workers that goes back to, their morality,'but

other than that, the emphasis,in*Germany and in Japan is' On bringing

rat 3 t
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everybody up to the point where they axe produ8tive. They see vocational
* . ,

t

education.,,Ibothin the-sch2ols and in the place of work, as being the
- k

principle means for doing this. *Mu ean
41,

no-longer afford to have your
. ,

failures inr'vocational education. Ithinkwe'havp had-some. I know we

will always have some. ,What I am' saying 'is. I think we will have more

push'to ao mething about it.- .". . .

..;#. , .

Lfstenink P list: Will they really be as interested as you indikate in
k

,

insisting on thtitgI.for the handicapped?. Will there:really be vo-ag

programs for them? ,' ,

4. ,..

.,

.- 'Evans: , Well, I am ng we will haye-na other choice,. -But beyond that,

. 41t;

41

.

1
.

. s-
.1,,,

there soMe.good in s about,the new morality in spite of I14%4`
,

.g Ivo,
interprdeour previous peaker to have said. ,It was perfectl.i all right

* '0416
u .for Aristotle to forget'about the, Slaves.' He didn't need to pay any atten-

tion to th ?m. They did. not exist. I.t has been perfectly all right for
. .

us, to forget about ,the 400,000, at currently ate in Department ef Cabot-. .14

administet red,sheitered workshops: s. Four hubdved,thousand people, in just
0 .

-that one group of workshAps--sheltered workshops. . itihas been all'right f7"
.

for us to forget abOut those/061151e. "Now I think it is part of the new*

morality; and a fairly deiirake'part--though,gOodness, dons 't ask me to
.

.4 debdte thp since Ti can't cope with him (HoImerX! (Laughter)' `I think it,

'iairt desiTable part of this to say tee peo0e4tannoI be shunted aside--

releANeId. by an intelligentsia that is concerned pr4mariPy
- . - .

. ,,,
......i Plit

,

about itbelf.- i

. . '',.

ListeninkBaneltst: Dr.¶vana,_ in' the short. run, -do youXecorend a

Youth COI); like D. HerighursE mentioned? - 0 1 "

7 .., i. 5,

. Evans: .Yes, I Illo indeed. And'It is well underway ,in a number of ,
4

-4...,
...

. 44

ommunities. We.are goingjo seekgreater pressIke foy it, eeriainiSz

MIP;
,

thro'ugh 9 es bepending, of course, somewhat on the state Of the
ILk

a .

economy, b t there are jus.too doggone zany young prple,/ Utikpite

-
.of the rate at whj.ch we have treated jobs...pate.jObs. Wejlav to,

. 40°
do something for is short-term perla.

^ .

.Listening Panel, : ,Will this be iitentive or vdluntary?..1 -_-,-

t
_Evans:..I think it-will be voluntaziy-, but the incentives will be there,
r- .

. .

in ,one sense, fit is not voluntary. $Right now, the pubic sc ols n

13 '1
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.

quite a number ,of places a re\doing this. As Dr.-Havighurst-indicated,-'

there are some private schools that are dging first-rate.
4 4

. .
- jr,

i . Listening Panelist: Is this Under the authority iirthe'State Department
. of Education?'! It will be ,very interesting to see ho-w it goes.. Federal .,
.money goew tot e State Youth:Autbority and. the State Department of

4Education.
.

,

-

. Evans! -It, is getg to'look remarkably 114ke theCCC, except that I do
4-

not thinit is goingik. to be managed
.

by the Labor bepartaent.
.

.

Listening Pan et: Well, will the,area
the

)

rulels on this?
',

Evans: Tes, I thiik di- by Willit'We'h
_ .

'of place under the BETA oiganizatieis.
;

:

community colleges ever change.

4

lready'Seen this'in a number k,

re tftComprehen;ive EmRlor t-.

and Training Act, earns-,over money4to local Planned sponsors and to state
.

.agencies controlled by the governor. They, in_turn, are sub-co.ntracting

numbercomMunity colleges and .technical' instituees to run

training programs of this Sort. And wt are-goingNciSee moretof'this.
ti

Listening Patelist:-.Do the takpayets supeol-t teaching of 'young adult
perons in

i
a riCulture, Dr. EVgnel-

i

,

A

.

4

I

Evang: I rult know. This is a crazy thing about our educational syste'' . .

.-

. 1
.

;which I have

cular have bee 4i- diec ted by their communities to pay no. atitpion toy0

, .........,,

bes4 able to understand-. Seclindary schools in parti-' Y

VW .,
A

, a7, tt 1

. 4. L '..anybody:over twenty-one Unless th4t kind of education pays its own way.

i haves never been able t'i) understand wh' tails is true. In' ane sendp,-

P_ . -- .
. ,

, society is, going,tb pay for some ofothia. You can look-at:theprecerit

. bolik that W4lard,Wirtz has-dome out°'wl.th. I am :sorry .I do,not remember
'1 '. ig i

,-. lift c
th alfe titTE, but Ir'has*"The.Eoundless "Resource" An Lt. It is a . '

..* 1 , .

p 19 5 publication, Millard rfrew heavily on the European experience, where

, they fdle they had to do SoMkhing about the edu atl.pf nf.adults.,, Willard
.

,

. , . ,,t .

took this .experienct as t one step further th'ii Mid be_lhas two very
(

interesting proposals Tn there which ,I ,think hav a very good chance of
4 . . .

. .

t being acted, as we be in Co recognize that 1,re.,haveto cope with ekis

y

fifteen millionnew people in the age group of tiNnty-five to thirty-nipe.

'His proposals are verysimpl of thei iis that anybody who has
I , *

dropped oul df school, prior to high school graduation is entitled, A
.

a

t
.

I

AO
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matter of right, to frde public' education at any time during 'his life.'

In order to make that achievable, thetrLuld bean income supplement

paid. fot -putt -of unemploymeniinsyrance funds, because it takes people

off unemployment. So if you,dropped out at the end of your sophomore

year in high school, you are entitled to two years of post-secondary

education or even secondary education at some time later in your life.

,In Addition to this, the second proposal is that everybody has One year

of education coming at some year In life--the time to be chosen by this

individual. Essentially, it is a voucher systpm that.says anadult can

go back4to any kind of educational situation, and the design is to use

this in getting a person 641k unemploYment in particular and to prepare

people for changes in careers.
. %/N .

tenin Panelist: Is'this freeducetii3n similar to the open university?

i
'E)ans: Oh, the ol5en

fl
univers,ity? Well, no, is-not. 'The commtnity

colleges and universities blithe city of New Yo have had free tuition,

but that is very different fr.= saying toan adult, "We'll let you go

, .0. back. to school with seventy -five percent of your income paid fora year,

in addit.on to having free tuition." This is very different. I do not

know whether svielky-five percent will hold up. That is a pretty sfiff

.
e , lsidy, particularly if it is somebody who has .teen earning thirty thousa

dollars a:year%
0.

N -'Listenin Panelist: A spree of the-income would be unemployment tax?

1r
gvans:'That-is correct. On the grounds that it would reduce unemployment

payments.

Listening Yanelist: There would have to be a ceiling on that.

Evans: Well, almost certainlythere will be a ceiling on it.

Listenini Panelist:.'Dr. Holmer;' in your presentation I did not hear the
word "relevant" or "instant gratificatio These are two terms that I
assumed .w9u-td be in the vocabulary of the new morality% is this an

oversight, ck am I...? . ,

Holmer: 4n, oversight, yes, but not one I want to remedy! (Laughter)

Astening Panelist: 'Dr. Holmer, I have a feeling,thal! both husband and

Al
wife wor*inc oes something to the old and maybe the new mpralitiea of
the entire f ilye Do you have any feelings 'on that? ,

...,
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Holfiken:% How is that? /

.

Listening Panelist: I.know it changes the life style of the enti
c

family.amily.

Are we going to- run into some problems,,Jtentually with this type of arrange-
ment? Are e already'runnitg into problems with this type,q,f arraftgement?

-
Y

lkiimer: Well, a range of things seems pertinent here. First, let me

1

remark in response to what Mr. Evans was saying. Say one is opposed to -

-----
... 4 +

, I

what 410e New Morality accomplishes. I would have. thought that intellectually

it would have made more sense to call the issues of contemporary life that
s

I raised, instead of raising they in this moral ethos with all this

pathos around it. Even, foritxample, all this criticism of the Viet Nam

war always beidg made in Moral terms struck me as being sometimes'morally,
,

N

irresponsible. That does not mean that Iwas sutges,titg it was wrong to

, be ag3inst enough legislating on the morality, of that or the rightness

or wrongness of that. I would "sa, that on a lot.of'iosues 'qe-Canliocide

(ani I hope we decide them), on behalf of the 400,600 that.you mentioned.

The fact that to assume easily tt----;;t7:ehis is to acquire moral Stature by
- . .

4
sort of voting right, striklikme

,
46 tieing a,cheapeting of the whole

'

picture of moraI,ity,as wefi as Cheapening.thewftle picture of what it

is to be religiously responsible,. , .

%
c,.. NOw, whether'br not contemporary famiy life thsapens that too,_ by

,

such' .

the home not providing the cOttgx.t' in whikconsiderations might ever

be-moot--that mightlge,6 ,I ao. not know. The old moraleraditiort=-It does
..

.

- , , ...

nbt make much diffeeenc :any,more who
.

k.you ta .atiout; you take gr,eatjiguress.

like John. Stewart.Mit :i9, the nineteeh century who was kind of the hero
,

of liberal Democraeie trAdit uionor Emanel Kant in the eighteenth century,
. ..

.

all down through the ages, I,think people jhought that becoming morally
.

sehsitive took years of your life and that' you would never get that way -.

, ., a-
by anything short of theiiiiklish of cOnspience'and a self-examination.

. , ,,,

I do not think alipp that meant kat you were just going,tobliddulgent.

,

.

It just meant CII,I4 14 you were going to became a moral person,it required 7 .ilt, .... - .

a process of sett-perfection that would never end once.you'saw that.. Now

-whether a modern home allows that or even suggests it,q01 just do not know.

It seems tome'that it depends on so many, lubtlPfactors., The capacities

of h n persons tot concern themselves ,4n tgt7directignI without the

'application as Wordsworth said , Ma gross and 4ent stimulus," is rather

v

4.
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remarkably, too. Parents sometimes are like the stars;.40y can shine

but they cannot command. And people are just wonderful. They are

really individual. They are not predictable and they are 'not condition-
.,

abfe and that is why there is such an adventure,i being a person. I

. suppose moral,cultUre just keips that advetturesomeness apparent and

gives it a, literary Context.

Listening' Panelist: Dr. Evans, I am 'not sure-I h rd and I welted to

haye you clarify about career education. I.khought eard you say, the

more we participate in career education, the more lity 11 create shortages
. .

of an occupation. Diou say that or did I hear it ong? If you

said it, .would you amplify it a little bit? .,
.....---

ilPv
...

,

Evans: \dell, I danot think I said'Sxactay that, But I was talking
or .

. about what some labor economists I
have begun to all the "cobweb effect."

This says that as'we create information about shortages or surpluses

in the/current/and ip the projected labor market we will draw in all

part of the cobweb a number of rdlated jobs in which there may not be

any shortages and surpluges, and that asitTe persuade people (as we

ire more and more effective An persuading people) they ought to avoids

fields in which_there are surpluses, we will create shortages in those

very same fields. lks we persuade people that they Should go into areas
,

in which there are shortages, then we, will create surpluses in those

groups of occupations. So it is this aspect of career education that

bothers me. 10, simply do not have the mechanisms for predicting labor

market shortages and surpluses beyond very few months with.any accuracy.

But-we do have a.mechanism for creating shortages and surpluses through

providing information to people on the basis that this is fact. But

we create them in the opposite direction than we are predicting them.

Is that clear?

Listening Panelist: That then is still ouridecision--the kind bf infor-

mation you spoke of in agriculture as far as job market is concerned?

.

Evans: It eveu'blessed occupation going. A friend of mine-at the

sity of Illinois (well, formerly from the University of Illinois --

I

-

w sh he were'still there) has done a beautiful job of predicting what-1

the effects will be'on em ployment in each of a,variety,of industries.

Un

Now he is working on each of a variety of occupations by changes in

141
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government policy. If.the goveripent makes a decision that it is-going

to invostfieavily in health, how will t is affect a wide range of occu-
.

Rations? Weil, tt will. send some down in emplbyment, it will s d some

up. He has done a good 'job of predicting-what the effect of that &I/ern-
,

ment policy will be. But who in the World can predicr-what government

policyswill be? We .have a lot of retrospective information on this

The Labor Department is as skillful as anybody in the world at predictdn'g
,

'*shortages and surpluses, trends in occupations. .They publish this infor-

mation, hence it can be
/
checked to see whether or not those predictions.

4
in the past have been accurate. Predictions have bees little better.

than chance: What I am saying is, if.those predictions are little better,,

than chnce, anillif we persuade people that those predictions are accurate;

then we will turn it around so that.they Will be negatively'correlated

with what will actually happep.

Listening Panelist: Dr. Holmer,.I would like to narrow it down to my
situation here. I am a teacher educator here at Iowa State University
andI work with young teachers_who are going to go out into the field
and teach. What morals and values should I be ,stressing with those teacherp
in preparing them to go out and work with young people?

Holmer: Well, I would think that on cannot avoid the fact that all

kinds of people are now catapulted by,their professions (whether it is
4`

teaching or this, that, and the other thing) into situations in which

they have to be responsible for decisions. And sensitizing to the moral-

like components that surround us and the moral potential of these decisions

is part of the effect of the New Morality_ that certainly is commendable.

Now we stiffer uncer that, becausejt produces a. little disorder in our

Planning, discussing, and so on; because it means so many people now want

to discuss everything. But secondly, I think that would be taken very

seriously that there is that. component. But to'do'all that at the expense

of a tradition that is as noble as the Ten,Commandments and as long-stand-

ting'as the work§ of"Aristecle and Plato...you see, there is nothing cul-,

tural. You mentioned slavery of Aristotle, but Aristotle's. ethics is not

'vitiated by the fact that our lyblic policy regarding slavery is now

different than it was. What often happens-is ,a kind Of "chronological

-snobbery" grows up in matters of morals, as if the old morals is passe--

14 . /
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just the way, supposidly,ahold scientific hypothesis is paisg. But

that is not the case. Morality does not change the 'way a/6pothesis does.

'Therefore, when human beings who are going to be in positions of dis-

cussing are talking on issues that do involve policies, it strikes me

that ,we have no better assurance that their decisions will. be rightas

against wrong than the creation in them of moral capacities. That is, '

all the moral decisions as to which, policy is right. You end up in a

,hassle. You still have ta trutt people, and people have to be trust-

worthy. -The-way 01101e become trustworthy is by being made moral--

people' with character. And'tkat is not just a question of being -

fashioned, that is jusi a question of being sensible. I find it is

reprehensible we are so victimized by argot and half-digested notions

as if, for example, every moral view was simply a cultuNal by-product.

There is Lust a silly relativity of,morals as if morals were simply a

matter of self-assertion'and notions like that. ,There is very little

substance to that. However, popular views are sustained. They float

through our society in an almost totally uncriticized- fashion, the

consequence being that all these policy decisions look like they are

now the high morality and all the other concern about equality etatively

distinct and ordered Personal life loOks as if it is fuddy-duddy. Well,

that is wrong;

4

4,7

-- Edited by Richard M. Foster
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ECONOMIC)TRENDS;ISUES,AND:NEW DIRECTIONS I1 AMERICA

'Dennis R. Starleaf

There are four topics which I want to just touch on this. Morning,

and I'll letvu. know in advance what they are. The first one is infla-

tion and the inflatiOn outl(dk for the next ten to fifteen years in the
. .

United States. The second one has to do with' unemployment. The third,/
,

involves what we can look for in-therate of growth of the econOmy-oiler
.

. .
.

the next decade and a half or so. And the fourth one has to do with the

role of-the Federargovernment in the U:S. economy...not only the Federal

government as an absorbeifof the output of the economy, but alsb govern-

ment regulation of private produ0cets. .

So to begin with, Jwant to talk about inflation. I always feel -

more comfortable if I start by defining inflation, whin f will'do at

the risk of insulting yourladucation. Inflation is a protracted and
... ,

sizeable increase in the general overall price level. Stated different-

ly, it is a decline in the real purchasing power of the monetary 'unit.

In the United States,'a course, the monetary unit is the U.S. dollar.

So when we have inflation the real purchasing power, the command over

goods and services, of the U.S. dollar 'declineq. 6. .-
*

One measures inflation with price indeces. 'There are literally .

hundreds of indeces for the U.S. economy.' They differ from one another

''' with respect to the commodities w h are covered and also with respect

411rto
t
the weight which is applied to e various commodities included in

. .

the index, The most popular price index of the U.S. economy, I think,

is the Consumer Price Index. Its full name is Consumer Price Index'for

Urban Wage and Clerical Workers. It is sometimes called the-"co'st of

living" index, but that is a misnomer. It is trot a cost-of-living index,
. .

because it does not measure what it costs to live. What it measures is

the ,relative costs of.-certain "market basket" of goods and services
.

which tend to be purchased by urban wage and clerical workers. And that

market basket, the price index that we are currently using, is based on,,

a market basket which was decided upon many years ago, in the early 1960's.e
I have here a chart shOwinfr,the Consumes Price Index in the United

States ", bates back to about 1910 or so)-1 up to early in 1975. I do not want

P.
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4
to g intogreat ,lengths in

edescribingit, but we have all the' items from

the Consumer Price Index in the upper panel and in the lower one here we

khave the food componpnt. The verliTtal axis there measures the value of

this Consumer Price Index at various points in time. But that index is

a logarithmic scale, so the slope kthe line on each chartshows-the

/
rate of increase in the index.

What / want to point out is, first of all, if you will look drt.the

period Which entobpasses the late '50's to thedmiddle 1960's, the rate

Of increase in the price index is relativeliwdest. Indeed, from the _

period from about 1958 or so until 1964 or 1965, thejndex went up about

orie or one and a half 'percent per year, which is just about the extent to

which that index is biased upward. That is; the people who build these

indeces will typically argue thaeif you had no real infla'tioh in the

United States,. the Consume' Price Index would still go up by one to one

and 'a half percent per y011Vin large part because it dbes not completely

capture quality changes' in the merchandise it covers.',But then in tb4

late 1960's the index began to rise more rapidly and then in recent years

it has risen even more rapidly.

One could not only talk about the Consumer Price Index; he could

talk about the Wholesale Price Index,'Which is another popular index of

.

the general price level in the United States. I' will give youa quick

glance at that. Again you tee that in the late 1950's and the eatlY-

to mid-1960's, the overall Wholesale Price.Index was practically stable.

Then it began to rise in the late 1960's and el .en more rapidly in the

1970's.

Of:-course, there hive been other periods OfInflation.inthe United
4'

States. ',These are typically associated with war_time. Forexample, you

see the rather rapid increase in the Wholesale Price Index during both
-

.

WWII and 4ile immediate period following WWII. Indeed, the nice thing
1

about the Wholesale-Trice Index is,ou can run this thing way back in

time.. Let me give you 4 quick glance at the Wholeslle Price Index way .

....
.

back to 1800, almost to the inception ot the Republic. You will notice

that there are lots of ptaks here, lots of rapid increases in price 14%ek,

and- almost every one of those cases corresponds to a war. Here of course,

is the Civil War, there 1A WWI, the Wae of 1812 is in there, and the War.

with Mexico and so on. And after wars, typically, you fiid the price

14J
I
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level going,back down:- For example, there was a terrific rate of

deflation in the United States from the end of the Civil War until about

1900. -This followed WWII. as well. What is really different about WWII."

m§itthat,imailediately afterward, we had the period of greatest price .

stability in'the United States that we have ,ever had. The pricevel

did not fall after WWII which Was the'customary situation the United

States.

Now, just a few words'about. who gains from inflation and who loses.

Contraryto popular belief, not everyone lees from inflation. Typically,

what happens during an inflation it that real income is redistributed.

It is redistributed from those whose incomes are fixed in dollar terms

to those whose incomes are variable. 'Think of the output of the economy

as a big pie and that one sectitn of that pie has been going to people

14hose incovs are fix`' d interms of dollars. When you have inflation,

the'real value of the dollar goes down, leaving more of the pSe left over

for}pople who h#ve variable incomes.,

Inflation also tends to redistrib ute real wealth. That is, it tends

to redistribute real wealth from people. who are net creditors to people

who are net debtors. For example, let us sil*ose that I borrow a hundred

dollars at six percent interest to be repaid in one year. $o I borrow

a hundred dollars today and I am goirig, repay a hundred and six dollars

(that is, the principle plus interest) one year from now. Suppose that

a year from now, the rate of inflation is ten pertent. At the end of the

year I repay my loan (a hundred and six dollars) but it is really only

ninety-six do;lars, in terms of the purchasing power of the dollars that

borrowed. I, in that case, .am the debtor. I have borrowed money.

When I go to repay.it, I pay it with dollars that are worth less that

the dollars I borrowed. So I tend to gain and the lender tends to

lose. Similarly, in a-more down-to-earth example, if you have a mortgage

on your home, with eight percent interest or s.x percentinterest, infla-

tton is helping you, because every year you are paying your mortgage loan

With dollars that are worth less in real purchasing power than the

dollars which you borrowed.

Now, let's talk a little bit about the causes of inflation. There .

e special events which can affect the rate of inflation over relatively

14 6
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Short periods of time, but the fundamental cause is excessiely stimu-

lating monetary policies. What do we mean by monetary policies? Well,.

by monetary policies we mean control over the'money stock. The board of

\governor of the Federal Reserve System controls the tate of increase in

the mone supply in the United Statei. Incidentally, I was not a governor

of the ederal Reserve Board, as indicated in my introduction, but I was

a v siting professor with them for one year. If they make the money

sup ly,grow too rapidly, you tend to get inflation. Fiscal policy refers

to the taxation and the expenditures of the federal government. A stimu-

lating fiscal policy, rather simply-put, is a big Increase in government
4

'expenditures, relative to tax receipts--vice-versa for a depressing

monetary policy.

Let us talk a little bit about recent inflation in the United es.

Again, I will go back to my original diagram. During the perio

roughly 1%58 to 1964, as I mentioned, we had essentially the absence of

inflation in the United States. Then in the late 1960's, inflation began

to rise. We began to move into a period of inflation which continued to

increase almost wiihout stopping throughout the 1960's. Why? Well, the

Toot cause was an excessively stimulatipg monqary and fiscal policy

which came about n conjunction with the rapid buildup of the Viet Nam

war. By 1965, the U.S. economy was pretty much operating, at capacity.

Now capacity, is a difficult concept, It is easy to talk about capacity,

but it is bestisseen by looking out the sides of one's eyes rather than

directly. Looking at it directly tends to be elusive. But nevertheless,
11.

it makes sense to say'that the U.S. economy was aperating.pretty.close to

capacity n about 1965. Then you had this huge increase in government

expenditure , in the form of government purchases of goods and services- `

in connection with the Viet Nam war. This tended to add to aggregate

demands'and to make the total demand for goods and services dam the U.S.

economy grow more rapidly than our capacity to produce goods and services.

The inevitable result was inflation.

It would not have had to have been inflation. What could have

accompanied that big increase in government purchases would have been

an increase in tax rates, which would have taken aggre e demand essen-

tially away from the private economy and'reallOcated it towards the federal

14
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government.. What actually happened-wv that we had this big increase in
.

. .

government expenditures without the accompanying,increase iret tax /
. -,..

receipts. At the same time,' the Federal, Reserve began increasing the

money supply at a relatively rapid rate. Let me give you a clearer

idea of this. The most-common definition of the U,g.'money sdppT, is

the "total amount of currency in deposits in the hands of the

public." This is a chart showing the money supply back lo:about 1910.

During the period from the late 1940's to the\mid-1960'1, the rate of

increase in the U.S. money stocit was relatively gradual.. That was a key

reason we had a low rate of .inflation during that per {'od. Then in the

late P60:s and the early '70's, the rate of increase in the money supply

was much more ra pid, caused, again, by an excessively stimulating mone-

tary and fiscal Policy.

So the period of inflation that we have experienced over the past ten

years began essentially with the build-up of the Viet Nam war; When

' Nixon came into office in 1969, it,was clear that the lies. economy already

had an inflation problem. Sollis policy solution to'the problem was

to try to bring about a less stimulating monetary andifiscal policy.

seat policy inevitably resulted in the 196971970 recession. However,

this did tend to slow down the rate of inflation in the United States.

Once you build up inflationarymomentum, and you.get that momentum rolling,

tt does not come to an liamediate stop when you pyll off the underlwing

cause. It coasts on. And this is.what we had during the 1969-1970

recession and then off into 1971 as"' ell.

By mid-1971, the rate of recessi/n was coming down in the United.

States, but it was not coming down fast enough for the administration,

which was looking dowil the-road a year oeso toward the next election.

So we had'the Wageand price freeze in August of 1971. As you know, this

was followed. by a series of softer wage and price controls over the next
0

ye5r or so. What was very troublesome dUring this period, particularly$,

A, with the benefit of hindsight, was that the wage and price controls
'

masked the inflationary forees within the economy. Both monetary and

fiscal policy became very stimulating in 1972. It was crear when the

controls came off, like in 1973, that there would be some catch-up in the

rate of inflation and there would be a quick increase in price levels. '

,40
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It was not just,because of the relaxation in the wage and price controls,

but it was also due to bad crops throughout the world 1972'and 1973,

The RuSsian wheat deal was one aspect of these bad'crops. So.in 1973 we

had a virtual explosion in farm prices.

Let me give you a quick glance at that on this chart. Here is a._

little better blow-up.of the price indeces in the past few years. This

'one happens to be the. Wholesale, Price Index. Yodi cat see a huge, increase

in 'farm products and,in,processed foods and feed during 1973:\ In con-
,

frast to that,' industrial commodities made that quick upward jump" in -

early 1973'and then "flattened out." Mo0st.economists were eArtecting that.

the rate Of inflation would decline in 1974 add, boy, were they surpilsed!
P. e

The first,major'rpson for their surprise was, the formation of. the

OPEC Cartel in late 1973 and early 1974. Not that the 014C organization,

had not existed before, but it_had never really operated as a monopoly

previous that. In large part, the force that triggered'it was the

Arab-Isra i Wai in late 1971. This pulled the OPEC countries togethei-

and got them, operating aka thorough monopoly.

As a result, of course, we had a quaarupli f the pricepf oil over

a very short .period of That had arivenormou im n the U.S2'

economy. When you increase the price of oil, what you get is an increase

in-the price indeces of 1974. Ina crude sense, roughly fifty percent was

due to the, formation of the OPEC oil-cartel, but it had a mu ch more pro-

nounced effect on the economy than that. 4
mp

What it did was toalter whht had previoqsty been desirable mix of

input& in4the,Rroduction ofloOds and 'Services in the U.S. All of a

sudden a majoenergy souxce was more expensive, relative to other inputs,

thanit had been before. And it not only then caused alrapid increase, in
.s.

. the price level, but it also triggered °a recession at the same time-' -a

Situation which is notvery common. We had the recessiw'a decline in-
.

real output in the United Sta , in the fourth,quarter of 1973, when they

- oil embargo began to have its to th. This decline in output continued;

until. the first quarter of 1975, the longest period of decline in real

output;in the U.S. economy since the end or.WWII...a very, very severe

Situation.

In,the last year or so, it is cleat that the rate of inflation has

J. 4
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been declining and plat shows up very proftuncedly in the behavior of the

Wholdaale.PriCe Index. Less clearly, but nevertheless there, is its

effect on the Consumer.BriceIndex.

'Nowthe-outloOk for the near future!.. there are lots of people who

tend to ldbk at the behavior Of the price indeces in the United SeAes

over the last couple-pi years, and to project slailar conditions with,

very little modification, over the next' decade. .I think tpat.isa real

mistake, If I h&l fb_1;et, it would be that the rate of inflation in the

United States is going to -be in the neighborhood of two,gr_thres percent,_

on the average, over the.next decade or` decade and a, half. thelhajOr kedge

on that bet is that we do not becomdrinvolved in'a major military oonf]4ct.

If we become involved in a major military &nflict, fist1N71 and monetary
cie

policy are going to become excessively stimulating and we are .going to get

a rapid rate of= inflation. If this does' not happen, it 'seems to me there

is every indication that monetary authorities are going to act in a more
0

responsible fashion than theyhav in the recent decade or so. And if

fiscal policy remains only moaeratelywstimulating, then I see no.reason
-

k to expect the average rate of inflation to be higher than three percent

or so -6er the next 10 to 15 years.

Well, let me switch over for a bit tntilking/afout'unemployMent.

'Again, let us first talk a8out thedefinition. What do we mean When we_ -

oar
are talking about the uneTployment rate? Well, what weAare talking?abbut

is the percent of the labor force which is unemployed. Now, what is the *4

labor force? The labor force is all people who are working plus all'Tho Se

over sixteen years of age whd are. actively seeking work.- So we -are
.

talking about the number of people Who.dre actively seeking work divided

by the total number.working, pllisthos'ealo Ire actively seeking work.

Of course, you can an unemployment rate for selected groups
. 4 -

.'within the-economy. For example, yesterday
.

a couple of ehp speakers

referred to the unemployment rate
.

befor people between 18 and'2I yers of

age., -7\ / ,
, , .
. - .-.

'You

, .

. . . ,

would never expect to see the unemployment rateatzero in the
-..

.

United States,' Why? Because during any period of 'time, people iritgoing
dr

.

to take some time to find a job. i't' imay.be a m atter of days or weeks pr

months; In the meantime,, they are unemployed. You also have people who

-
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5 . .

are re-entering` irie,,:labo force after aniabsenee for one.reason dIP,.
'An° thor. If. it is a woman", it may be Mikdropped -out of 'the labor torte,

raise'ohildrerr. If it is a maleor, indeed, it could be a woman, too--
y may have dropped out of' thei.:lagorce because of illness, bad health

. ur something like that. . They. are counted.as unemployed- as they try to get.
.back.in the.4abor orce, because it-takes them"a while to find,'^job:

4

.ID ; 11-4ny toa; in, a'. ethic economy like that of the,'United States, you
get relatively r es of growth in some industries and some business

,

anies and firms are dy Dying firms are laying
.1), 6 , , ..

'takes them 'a while, to re- locate in4Phe growtheindus-.
.. . ' Allr

. ..
who quit jogs' folE one reason or another,. Sometimes-. .,
Inns the crry. In the fifties and sikties there

tIon from the.Miclwest to the-West c'oast. Peop would

tsuit their jobs in:Chicago or iti-Ded Moines and would move to the os. .,

A. .. , .
Ahgeles. area.. When they got to Lo's'Ageles,,dthey dld not immediately find .

, . -. ,110,.,.. 4,
a. job. Ift the meantime, they were counted as unemployed.

firms while o ther c
ofVlbrkers,. and -it
tries.

, 4 YOC.1 et ,people
they want to move ac
was a regular inik.r.a ,

1

What we'would really like to see is data, not only DA the number of
.7

. IV
people wholire looking for jobs, but\-tile number of job vacancies. It

a ....I

I

40,

would bje nice
"r.
time when the

,State*-, there
vacancies,

of those. that, ltif you loolc at it.'clireotly it tends to be a, little elusive.
.

It would e very nice if we had such data, because yd& see), if, yoti,.

W0- could compare those two figures, because at theipresent
uitemployinhittfate i§ well over seven percent in.tite United
are a lot or job vacanctes._ thi not have goOd data on

t,
partly because` the,notion of the job vacancy is again one;fjobs

'diseovered that at.a particular period+ of time the ;numbet of, unemployed
-

.p eo p 1,e was 'just abotit the same as the number of job° vacancies,, then you

would riot wantd usemonetary and ,fiscal polity to try to get the unemproy-
) . .

,.. semerit rate down. What you would want io louldbe ta use more micro; or. . ,I ,, ' 4

,
k

..
direct, measures to try to get the jobs and people thrther... Nod at the

0. 4 ipresent .! time suspect t at there are more .unemployedpeople
.

. -

.

1, jah 'Vacancies% -: ..,
1;

. Many' years ag ecopomists us

. leynreitt rats was four p
..fookieli,46; jobs as there

qgb e 1,.

$

,r;

$ t

an there are

I . ..
d- the ruli of thumb that when the

V -
ene, lat there were about as caany people

.03.,;vacaneiess. I suatiect that that may no

1:51 -(
S
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'longer bel'the case. I suspect that,that figure lity/be, ore in the

.neighborhood of five or five and i.half percent. ndeep maybecit never

was as low as four per'ent, because in that period of very great price'
,

stability in the Unite& Statesfrom 1958 to 1964, the unemgloNMe4 rate

venaged 5.8%, which is a lot higher than fair perceht.

g °

/

As many people-mentioned yesterday; the number oyoung people Who
T i

lit make up the latr farce
A
is now larger than:it was a few years -ago. Now '.

... P

,

(. .young people tendit6 be peolike"who move from .job to job mov,e'readily than ,

. .
the older ones. Indeed, theitypIcal 'member of the labor force tft.the,

g.

United States keeps a job for only two or tyee*yearsthat Ls, roughly. 4
1 '..

v .
one-third to fifty peuent'qf the people in the United.St4teschang ,

.. .

joba everytyear. NOt, in a way, thatifiguretould'be someWhat misleading;

because that Aso includes ;killed lOorers like carpenters who switch,
.

Alp from one contractor to another. But ih.gives you some indication, never- .

thelessi of the enormous rate of 4ofkturnover.

Theie's a tendenCy for the publik:Whtn theyobearimemploympnt -.,.

figures to think, liyGod, that's those same people*that.were unemployed
p

- /ten year'S au) -'-qr at least last year%" But'that is not, likely_ tO'h the"'

case. There-is a Bitig.turnovers7a1,77144e unemfoloyed; P le go Into .,

.
.

. .

unemployment and they drop out of it Whefi they fitd a jo
i. ' -

-z,

.

It seems tp me that it is very unlikely-that the,unemployment rate
/ a A '''',p

is going 'to be any. less then five_perc'e.0.for the' next decade or decade, . -

I

and a'half. The'reason saylihat'is that it seems.with the-current ..4.-

1'

1,6

, `

Inakeup df the raba? force and the say, the labor force is going 6' be for , . . ..

0. .111

the.next ten to fifteen years,lots
.

of 'young "rople,will*be lookingior.

iferent experiences. It is \refry, natural.for a young person npt to want 000,-
. - ,

,

- to take the fir t jpb he gets.with'the ideaisf taklng it for life. They .
,

. , ,. ------, ,
...

..Tant,i, get d ferent experiences. They want to out what, ofher joss
'" ;

.

are llirke, so' hey tend to move froi job-rto-lob relatively quickly,'. ,
., ',,i

.

. particularly if they-do.,not,havefamilyresponsibilitia.:"My guess fs
, ,..

, ,

' .- that if eve a policy program of using :our Monetary and'fiscal,toqls
A

'

to g .the junemploymeilt rate below five percent for any appreciable time '

' -, , ' -,-.. g

'

"in the nex fifteelryears, we are'going to have.an dnaccOrfily high ate ;.,,`
, 1

l e ,' ''' at ' ' a ,. '

..$
of inflati it'the United States. SO if monetary and -riedal'pe.iicy has

a,
.

.c ' . . .1 4. . -

a. commitmen , which I think' II going . to .be the .case, to tryilig to hold they ,'' jr.
. ; Ao ;--- Lc. ,,

s. / .1 0 , '
. , /

.. *. :e ,..

,
f 4,
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rate of inflation'Ln the neighborhood of two or three'percent, then I

think you ate going to see-the unemployment rats averaging 5.5% for the

next fifteen.years.
. .

Now,, let me switch a bit to talking about economic growth. What
.

are we talking about when.'we are talking about growth? We are talking :

,

about the growth and the cAppity.of the economy to produce goods and

services. 11ofmally the capacity of the U.S. economy to produce good's and
, .

services
,

goes vp year by year. Why? Well, "b eca. se we have growth in

thelabor force. The labor force nol only in numbers but it also
.

grows in qmility. In addition to yOu get grolhin the. capital

stock. *hai do we mean by capita, goods? We mean machinery at strut-

- s:,.turOs 'which are useful)to produce other iwzis and services. Capital

sbcAktYpically goio.up year by year. Then you get increases in the

availability ot natural resources. It may seema little surprising, but
_ .

it nevertheless is tree. Year after year the.amount of available natural

op. rdSoUrcea that goes into the produCtion of:goods-and services in the. U:S.

-goes up. It has been going up *for a period of-time. Many people feel-

itwill not go in the future, at least as rapidly asat has'in the

,fast. And then,Jinally, yOthave-technologital change.':::'

. _Fot all these reasons, the capacity of the economy tends td rise,

-
,

,

'Hihtorically, thecapacity cif the U,S. economy has gone upsomewhere in
.

,
.1. .1 thetnefihborhood,of three tOfodt-parcent a Yearlhall the way back to the

100's o; so. that is not terriblyrrapa'compaal Agosome other
-,, i _,

cokilitries, but it fs pretty impressive over.the long haul because it

means that Our ability to.prOdpce,goods and services, doubles every six-
. . i

teen to eighteen years. ,
, *.

that.nitural resouroe$,and particularly energy, will not,be as rfacIpl
\

'
4vallable over the next,10 Co 15'kears as-they-have been in'thehlpot-t0o#

s

'-''
..-i -

distant `past. For thoseyeasonsithink the rate of growth of the.Arat
. , , . .5

-4"- cityrof this eConoty'to produce gobs and hervices wille less. I would . .

1 1 ,

IL
^

. .1

.
. i .

I do not think that tIte capacity of 1.1e U S. economy to produce
f

goods.andservices will grSW as rapidly over the next decade'or decade
. .

and a half as it has in,the,past. I do not be lieve ft will beeause,lirst
.

of all, the labor fdrce is 'not going to be growing quite as rapidly, but'
.

.
.

4 ,

more important than thatand, it seems to me a goad argument for us--ia .

.1.5 3' ""---
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guess in the neighborhood of 2.5% per -year would be the predicted growth

1.5.0

in capacity.

Now ;' lee 4-witch a bit, and talk. about the role of federal

government in the U.S.'economy. ,I passeilegut a set of tables in which

the first table ihows the gross national product of the.United States

economy for a numlier of selectedyears,measured in 1972 prices. what

islfsas national product? "It is a measure of the total output of goods

and services oC.the.U.S. econoWy Ster a's e.span of time-Lin fhitcase, .

over the span-ofia"year. So, Sif,youme sur!this outpu4.al-eoods and ser-
vices in 1972 prices, as shown here with this table, in 1955 We produced

almost $655 biliton worth of g8ods and.services. By the middle_1970''s

our total ,output had come close to doubling what we had ;back in'1955. `Now

Athere are a couple of things I think are of,interest here. First, this 1.

table gives you sof idea of the seVerity'of the recession which we have

just left, when you see the decline of theigross*nationaI product from

1973 to 1975.was about four percent -- really quite large. But I am not

really so interested O'that_as I am Ln tafking about the role oT the

federal government: it you will look over on the right iand side of

iyal? table under "Gownment.Purchases7 you will notice that'federal.'

government pUrO4ases.are down ip rv*1 terms to about Where they were in
.

the early 19.60'. There ha's been.a tremendous pullback in the amount of
. .

,goods and services absothe4 by the federal government, as well as the

,'amount of our current -pro on absorbed 3 the federal.government. Of

- 4 .

4 ! .. I.,
courses state and lbcal governmest purchases gave been rising. °

YQU et this same-impression if you look at Table 2, whiCh.'shows
. .

.
t.'the paecentage of major r-coMponents in the total gross natibnalIrodUct.,

.'"
Notice that federar.grovernment purchases' are now in the eighborhood of

eighpercent of,our total output. This 'is the smallest amount they have
.

; .

been since the and of WWII.,iiiZhere'has been a_tremendous pUllback.in' ,
-,

government purchaset. If yJnook under federal government purchaset
, Ak

/
4

in. the late 1950's, it was absorbing-more than thIrteAn percent of the.
No

total output pf-the U.S. economy. As'late as the mid7 to late-1960's;

'N.....i.sLijas in the neighborhoold if twee ,percent or so.---- In contrast to
.

that, government purchasing Is down to about eight percent now.,

I an sure this must seem surprising, becape we always hear all this

154
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talk about the increase .in governmental expenditures You s e, expendi-
7*,

.
. ,

tu es includes pUichases, but it also includes a lot of.iteM you might

.
payments

. . .,

call transfer-items. Welfare are transfer it When the.

.
.

-..

federal'government'serips a Social Security check to sbigeonei the federal',
*

4
goverhment is not buyin1 g_anything, it is not absbing any, output frog

.

44e,economy. it is simply' transferring tax receipts to the.private...-

, .

economy. 'EsSentialiy, it'is returning command over goods and services

to the primate economl.0
,

-(

.
. -4.

Table .3, gives you an indication of the difference between federal
A

government purchases and total expendi-t4res.' Now this is in ,current

dollars for the year 1974,*not 1972'prices. All these, items here.under

"purchases" are really transfer payments. They ayipayments by the fed-.
Al

eral,gov rnment,in some-cans, to the stateAknO local governments, but

for the mos part, backfto the private economy. It is returning to.the

private econo 'command Over go 'and-services, rather-than-die govern-

.. men4 absotbidg it. Whathas happened ..sthat the amount of transfer

, payments haw risen in the pa'st few,years. At "thesame, time, government

putchases have been going down relative to our total output, so the

total federal government' expenditures are now in the nelghborhoold of

.23% of the gross national product.

My point with. this table is simple. The federal government is

playing A much more important; role than it has in the past _in influencing
. ..

the distribution of private incomes in the United States: So, espentially.,

what -the 'federal government. is doing is taxing away from some people In

the United States and returning the !natty to the private economy or
, .

transferring it to oth6rs'to -affect the distrib'utipn of income. This

. has been the"big increase-in governmeht,activity from an expenditore

. point of view. It is not 'that the federal OVernment takeS command-over*point
.

mo re goods and erxices. 'Quite totheAbontrary it.is simply changing

1-1the'distributi of private incomes.: 2 doubt if the level of federal

governdent influence upon'thedistributidn of incomes,in,the Uhited States
4'

is going,to go up. More and more people are going tohaVe their incomes

significantly filfluenced by the transfer paymvts from' the'federal govern-

went. Some sort of a national health program would be another example.

Now let-us talk a little bit about direct federal government impact

1 5 0 ;
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t ''' : .

on regulation of private business 'in the 'united States. The Ford admini -,

stration has been'talking'about trying to relax the -amonnf of federal
r

. government coptrol over private business in 'the Unified States, And par1,-
.

0°14

e

A.

ticulfrly trying to ge rid ofgovernment regulations which now seem very,
A

clearly not to have therli'errect-of protecting competition,

1
b t rather to .

protect competitors from-competitibn. For,example, much o the federal'
.

regulation of the transportation industry is of that type., The,federal

.....

. ,
1.

government essentially puts minimum prices-Qhich truckers can charge to'
, . 6

haul goods in an effort TO hol down'theatount o mpetition amog -

truckers and hold up the price Of transportgtioh ic . 'Railroads are

A 'heavily regulated,,,of 'course, and. the Ford admitiistration hgs come out
.a

and asked that this kind of activity bescut back. Airlines are also'
.. ,

. heav4 fegulated. . . ..
- .

.

,

'..

-I
: I do4pot think de-regulation is going to'happen,.to be honest,

.

because _these individual industries have g lot to lose,
.

by those federal'
-.

. governor t regulations being relaIed. ,The restrOf/ushave got something

Altpo gal rom it--but the Ilin.is, each of Us is going to "gain aomfelative:

ly small. amount compared kith the loss.of thep4ople invo1vednd they e
..

,

e

are going to. have much more incentive to' beat on:.the doofe'.of theirl: ....
. . . 40,

. Congressmen and prevent de- regulation. ., . ... -
,_

. 4
-

\
A - 7 ( s 1 .

,

Thete have also been proposals which came out of the Nixon-admini,

steation to increase the amount of comp'etAion among commercial banks '

and savings and loan associations and other Yinanciab%ihtermedlaryceS. -Sgme
,

of this /s 'already taking place, eitetr dc-not,,tAink we are goitlgttohave,

good deal of ttiis. I just do nit believethardo4ret; iiSgoing 'td.
" '1., co - 0.

) let sairings and loan alsotigtions have. ail the power 'that commercial
. . .. .

banks now have. The bankers, can make a good case to the Congreskmenv,

.6f course, and the rest of us are unlikely tb do' that, S61 do not think.

it is likely to happen; I do not Plok for-any .big decreases .fn the amount
, .

. of government reguAitio. If anythihg, it seems' tolle tiCi it. is going
,_ ,

to increase IN the futhre. _
_..

I o
--Edited by Richard M. Foster

.
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SOCIAL TRENDS, ISSUES, AND,NEW DIRECTIONSIN AMERICA AND THE WORLD

-

Douglas Ensminger

1

. - ,.

I,want to join the previoui speakers in expressing m9 apprecJation

'for,the opportunity tp be. included in this very significant seminar and

° to con ratulate this institutioniti having organized it. So that you

'will n t think I am fudging oh my title here; my Instructions in writing
4

were that my topic be "Social Trends, Issues, and New Directions in
....

- America and the World,",sd if,I later on begin' to deal with same of the
. .

'topics in relationship to the world, don't assume that I have overstepped
. ----- .

my bodnds! ..-

, . f

0 At this particular point, you obably are beginning to raise theA,
4 question "and now what?" I remember when the first of the five Ensminger

-
.

. .

children was-about threeLyeais old, she was very active in the period of

Wanting
.

an answer 46%11 questions--and not taking'any single answer at .r

facq Value. There was one occasion in particular, when she and I were
. . )

in a period of- my trying to answer her lueltions, and I thought I had

given,a.definitive answer.% She look at mend said, "'...Daddy, and

thenewhat?".So i suspect you areibegining to wonder, "and then what?"

I am going to make my presentation first in dealing with the question
.

of social values and then may* on to institutions in general, than the

family as an institution, religious,institutions,"educational;institetions:
. k'. . t
and the final section on issues having signficance and implied new direc-

c''

4

t

tions for America and the world.' Some of you may have received an earlier

' draft ofd my paper., I hope that the later draft will-be available because

I have de significant changes on the section .relating to religion and the

cAcch.

Social, Values What I am gping to:do is gd through these with not
4 '

s

ft
too muchRlaboiation beeauseI have spent a,great deal of time trying to

(bring these down to concise statements that, hopefully, communicate the es-
.

senoe of what I an trying to sh e with you.

, ---First, the present genematl Of young people is less concerned about.

success measated in economic terms. They,are ;loving toward more humanistic

values, expressing concern for oegers and,seeking a.simpler way oilife.

157
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1.
I would recommend that any of you who have. questions on this; orwant more

insights into 4;-get the book published in the late 'sixties by zohn D.

Rockefeller III, titled The Second Amencankevolution. 'This ,is a little

_book, reallydedicated to the young people who ere going through theper-

iod of turmoil the tidrsixfies. He says the ung people at that point

were. in search of new values, and that the revoluulan is a revolution in

search of more humanistic values, while'still not.giving up all thetmater-

ialistic

- --There is a,..tiend .toward earlier retirement, *carter hours, and,±Increased -

emphasis on leisure time. I am going to return to the section of the aged

severer-times later, but right now the trend ti want to emphasze is That. we

are, as.a society; giving greater.value to refture. L happened to come

out (:), the Depression perlbd when leisure wgs a sin, and I have had a

great amount of diff uliy.accepting leisure..' But I cap tell-you, it/

hasn't worried my five hildren a bit!
Or

- --The U.S isloving toward more conservativ e thought.. I. think we are

going to seft_more of that as the political camptigns 1roceed. This question

of moving toward more conservative thought is going.tohave great implica-
* '

tions on many things so far as the future is concerned.' BoEh.leaders and

the general public"are expressing coric4rn about the dangogs of technology

and increasingly question whether or not 1 technology, when applied,

)
e,

1411 be in the best interest-of society. r Spea.ker yesterday had much
°

to say on that issue.' A

--4conomic pressures will subside, resulting in' slower pate ands greater

value on leisure. (Another indication of increasing values on

---The trend toward q class society in the U.S. will conttnue,..
between the intellectuals and the blue - collar workers.'

leisure.)

especially

*past, we

have prided ourselves on being,free of a class society. But Ithink the

evidence, is quite clear, and there will be other things that I will pre-

seat later on this trend.

ouv traditional value of people based on performance is to plcevail,

people. need to have evidence they will be rewarded on the basisyf perform-

once and not because they are members of either an elite group or minority

group.

-- -With respect to the aged, our sense of values is wrong.- We move people

I
11-

p
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from full employment to social security with half the income.

- -Increasingly, our values and cultural responses to what we believe and

will accept are being shaped by the media. I think those of you Who are

wrestling with the question of education here today, need to take lery.
-

serious account of this--in terms of the fact that the media is performing

many of the functions with respect to gur responses to cultural values

and that education is not playing the role that it did in the past.

- ---The moral fiber of America continues to degenerate, indicating institu-

tional and individual weaknesses.

'L--An important value issue facing America is that of' free choice Versus

social control-. ale would like to believe that we are,fting to have increas-

ing opportunities for:free choice, but I think that is.going to change.

OA example of this is the ener4y.crisis where more and more deci-
,

signs be made without our having an opportunity to participate.

The la e corporations haviAg control over massive. Wealth lack social

lf
concern an are motivated almoet exclusively by mosAary values. I think

this is a very great concern in terms of American society.

- -- Attitudes of discouragement, disenchantmqpC, and-lack of trust in America

are widespread. There is a general needfdr respect of property and the

rights of others. Since haviNk prepared this paper, the Ensminger's house

has been burglarized. So I am a little more sensitive to the fact that we

no, longer have the pr

'Ihstitutions in General

that we once thoughte had.

- -Institutions in general are self-centered, self- serving, and lack the

capacity for.individuals to participatein change. I think this is a

very significant trend.

---Institutions lack ths.capacity4to take a long term look. Their interest
.

is )ere and now ih the preservation of their present tatus. I think, thiS

4, institution, 'Iowa State University, and what is going on here today, is a /

noticeable exception, aktoI would emphasize - -it is an exception. '

- -- Whereas in the 'sixties young people rebelled against institutions and
,.' tip,

establishments, they are today working for change within the institutional.
,..r.

establishments and structures.

- --Distrust for bigness, be it government, corporation, institutigns',.dni71

versities or area-widehigher,educatioh systems, is wide4read throughout ,

1 1

4

14446...
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the United Stattes.

--Institutions today do not envision Tos ve roles for women. Ask a

woman--they will tell you so.

- -- Institutions provide no meaningliVway for .people iff.retirement to

express themselves up to the time of theii death.

---And finally, none of the institutions' today know how to deal with

the question of death.

The Family as an Institution .

---.442rld pressures for a more equitable sharing of the world's resources
. .

...

and,the,increasing cost of energy will compel families to accept a less'

materialistic and lower level pf,living. .The emphasis hereis thee-thee

pressure will be to force the dhanges and that they art not likely to
.

. *

take place in aIpery signficant way on a voluntary .basis, but thi4 is ,

r /

going to take place.

--Moral's will continue to be defined by iety out'Of crisis, with less

emphasis on the institution of marriage for anctioning sel, relations.

- - -The family as an insfitution..will be under in stress as men, and
4

women seek equal status and roles. This will be most pronounced in pro-

fessionally oriented menand women.. I had a long talk with a DeSh of a

medicta:school end he says that so far as the medical profession is Con-

cerned,-he sees both.husbands and wives in the medical field as a great

source of stress ian the family.
.

.

.---Folloufingtan increased sharing of controls within'thefamily and as -the
)

)

.",

Toles of women become more dominant, the family will be under increasing ,

1

pressure to meet the emotional needs of the members of.'cthe family.
Jr'

---While the family as a value-oriented .institutioh'has been drefting,'it
oo.

is still the basic institution concerned with instilling and'preserving

'values. I.

-In the traditional American family, women played the key'role in trans-

...Ad/

,
. tting values. With women now seeking competing roles with men, value

responsibility within thel'amily will increasingly be shared by, both the

:men and .'the Women.
.

Educational institutions

1-7-Higher ed4cation is losing its power base. All public442titutions,know

that. ,One ,of the things that is hippening,is that 'the ixqititel leaders.L. iiit
.

..... . ,
! ,

_ .

* _
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and the taxpayers today are very vague in terms of what is the mission of

an institution of higher learning.

- -Higher education will, in the future, give higher priority to minorities

and the aged.

---As financial pressures heighten2 public-supported higher education will

shift f,rom'of)resent emphasis on accessibility and a right to all students,

to discrimination in terms of those.who can meet entrance requirements and

profit from higher education. I think this has tremendous implications

and- I know in institution after institution, they say they do not like to

.face this, bot they feel they have no choice. This will snot only adversely

affect the upward climb'orthe economic and social ladder, but it will

also add to the trendof the U.S. becoming an increasingly class society.

- --In higher education, the need will intensify to pr Pare students intellec-

tually and for them to apply their intellect in economic, social, cultural,

and political pursuits. I think this has,tremendous implications for the

question you are-searching for right now-,-in tetras of vocational education

and preparing people to'meet life situations and find their way through

the problems. Because of the 6ompfexities of the'prOblems ahead, there

- will bgreater need for broad-based liberal arts education in cion4rast to

narrow vocational and technical education. The danger is that education is

being equated with jobs rather than with helping students find.a larger

measure of self-fulfillment.

---When thinking about education for women students, it will be wise to ,

t

visualize those who seek equality of roles with men likely moving through

-two, three, or more employment paths, or career paths.,.
4

the U.S., inStititions of higher learning, could if they had national

policies in support, contribute significantly to reducing the unemployment

by lengthenink-the time spent in a university. the alteinative could be

public works progrips.

---The universities lack the built-in institutiopelsmechaniams to think

differently about the future than they did. in the.pa ; therefore, they

,continue to perceive their roles in the future as being a continuation of

the past. And, again* I think this institution and this seminar 1s an
-4(

exception.

---Higher education Will be le

i

rigid in defining it's role to Serve a
I
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narrow age group and will offer more non-traditional programs for adults

and the aged.

- - -And finally, I think the U:S. appears to be drifting at.sea, lacking

goals and-priorities for education.

Religious Institutions

- -Religion and the church, as an institution, are here to stay.

- --Since the churches have hiptorically functioned as being supportive of

our American way of life, it logically follows as Athericg becomes more

conservative, So will the church. The recent growth in church memtership

in the U.S. is from the conservative denomination's. This is supported

by facts.
..

b

---The -Church has lost its dominance in value formation., But faith in. -ff

educational institutions to take over value formation roles has also

declined, Thgre is an increasing trend of adults who are now turning ,

to the church for help in prepafing them for parehthood:

- --The disenchantment of youth with religion ag expressed in the 'sixties,..

has subsided. 'According to a. Gallup Poll in 1975, nationwide church-going :

remained it the same level as thefour previouslears with forty percent

of adults attending church or synagogue in a- given week. As many' young

adults 18-29,years prd'as olider people participated in religious activities

other than church seOvices..during-the test week.
t

- --Traditionally, the church's role has been to besupportiveof the

AmericlOK way of life and cultural valuei. This will contin e and the

(

church will increasingly seek, opportunities to serve as a prophet on

'social'issues and ills The church willtend to identify the American way

of rife with the Kingdom of God. .101.

---.Campu4 ministries have fllen on hard times, largely. because campus

ministers were iftvolved.with student yprisings during the 'sixties.' The
. .

present generation of students sees theCampds ministry, as spiritually

bankrupt. . ..
.

. . . .

---The church will play at increasingly unique. international role, supported
. .

.

.

,. by A minority who will speak out and involme the_church in intwational
-.,

. commitments.
,

- --While the trend in church membership in relation to the totalpopukation

0 rikely to continue, there is strong evidence. to suggest a trend toward

1.62
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increasing commitment of members to religion and the church, with implica-
.

tions,of a more influential role for the church in the futufe.

Issues Having Significance and Implied New Directions

for America and the World

- --Given the western outlopk, whickis inward and void of understanding of

the long, history of our. development as a majof industrial nation, the

people in the U.S. have little understanding of the interdependence of b.s.

indugtrialization, agricultural development and America's high materialistic

level of living with the `mineral resources of the world.
. -

- --Here i one'very significant one for you in the field of education-- .

%
American' riculfural institutions are very self-centered and not\tpned

. ,

to world issues. American agriculture lacks a unified and effective power

base to participate in formulating national agricultural policies with

world issues.

- --Needed in America is a broadening and deepening of understanding of the

role world trade can have in improving the ,edon y of, the Developing Coun-

tries', and the interdependence'of the state-of the .S.'s economy and that

of the Developing Countries throughout the .world.

- -=Whereas in the past the U.S: has been a high consuming society, in the

future, we will need to move moLA..ioward saving, both in monetary and In .

materialistic elements of living. We, will move away fro6 being a "throw-
,

away" society to a recycling society.

-7-Whereas today the people in the, U.S; tend to assume science and, technology

can solve all problems, 'in the future we will come to understand that the

problems of both the U.S: aid the worl44.44l become increasingly complex

and we will be 'a mixture of'social, economic and political forces. %
---A major social Issue of the future,is.to initiate a .change -in the role

of technology. Our preentorientafion-is thht man s'er'ies technology,;
t,

while what is need'd.s,fOr technology:to? serve'man.
4

Because of.the grdg complexities of the` problems, ma]or.decisions

fading. institutions and government be management decisions.' Individuals
0,

will have fewer and fewer options for free thOices.
.

---The big isaue:Will be how to become acctistomed to making complex decisions
t ' I

in a changing'world which will-increasingly be infitiertc.ed by social, econo=

mic, and political variables.'

4:":".7.,
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- --Thp Americanjubl.ic is generally indifferent to both national and inter:-

national issues. People'b basiC concern today is for self, not'for humanity.
. ..

- --The unwillingness of economic classes., both within thel,U.5.-and the

-world, to Work together, to improve the quality .of life fo;410,11 seems.,

11Icely to persist in the future.
;

- --On the world scene,-pte risk Al be ever present to resolvq, the world

problems .through the exlosion'of the atomic bolts. Restraint, com romise,

441and sharing of resourcesmust,-' through the U.N,, be pressed as alt atiyes,
. . . ,

. to the Bomb. .

..-

- --The media-, which pikes emphasis on'usensatIonalism" as headl stories,

'is contributing to the public's inadequate understanding of complex issues
.

and problems.
'.

---The growth in wealth and political power of 21tge.corporations has

contributed to the increasing movement toward a controlled society.
.

---As the U.S. moves toward zero population growth, we can anticipate f,g--

reaching institutional, as well as economic, social, and political tmplica-.
o !2'

tions.

---It wpuld.seem inevitable that socialization will continue both utithin .,

the U.S. and the world; and that government will be looked to for providing,

more,'not fewer, services. t t
. ,

---,Through the application of intermediate technology, and labor-intensity,

we will see ilw families improving their qui?,ity of'life on emaller.
1.*',.

N
acreages than we now tnink of as being possible. 4 illk

.. ..',

.w
=--A population trend having far-reaching tmplications ig the. marked growth

.

0
. in the number of .older persons and the declining birth rate. On the basis

ofCurrent estimates of length of life expec:ta ncy and a birth rate that is
_ ..

barely at replacement level, the median age of the population is expected
, '. , '

.

to increase by six years to 34.8 over the next decade. The population Aged
. ..-

75 and over wilj. grow 21/2 times.faster-tham the rate of the population as a
.....

whole. By 1990, the dependency ratio of the number of workers per retired.

person will drop Horn 4.6 to 3..5. Tfie shift in .age structure almost certain-
.. c

'yly will require reexamination of retirement age policies. .retirement

--,In general, social programs both in the U.S. and the Developing Countries

are today evaluated, an the basis of 'economic viability.. ManTneeded,social
1.

.

programs should be- accepted as requiring subsidies, simply 5:4: the'c6ontribu-
. .
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Zion they_ make to ;improving tte quality of
4. '

--=Thitrena toward concentration of poillation in urban areag aNthe

f.ringeareas,of metropolitan cities will.continue both in theU,S. and

-throughout the world~ The crtsis of the cities is likely to, continue u
. ,

-

the political and.-ecological.boundaries become coterminous,

-7,-WOmen areOnefof each naliion's best and Anderzused TeSourCes., "Becau

'ef.the.cultural ces that have.laced women in '

roles, it,will'Eake a long time for society'to accept competing roles with
..,

men And for women'to achieve significant new opportunities' for productive
. 4,

Ie .

roles. .-. . -

.

---Race relations inikh U.S. ,will continue to improve. Economic oppor-

tunity,' mtte than anyother.sinsle factor, will contribute to
. !--

- . 6 .

. , ,

malt of rape relations. Our4abjectIve, must be to wort toward
,..-- . , 4, .

ingly open society., ,

Alcoholism is 'a major s:pcidi problem iniPerici" The're.is
.

< ^
acceptance o,drinifng at:all age ;Fels. .-

. . .

---The continued use and abu6e of drugs 'for both young people
,

-is an intense social:pr em in fhp U.S. 0,
. --

.'---America s,early and er isttnt commifmeht to work4ethics is cila ing fn. .,

th.A increasing value is being placed on work being self,satIsfyin And in
..

ll --'
*-4

1
. b"

4 -

.
. Aire being an increping quest for leisure. Butowork continues to be la '

-....
. ,---, c .

hiN value in' America In getting a .. .h4e
-.. -.-

. t)

.,---Throughout American hist ry, many traditionaiisms given way to
sr 1 . .. . -

the'lmppve-:

an increas-

and adults

4 national programs and lalager resur aced to a'Ssert themselves. One suck
. p .

'. .
.

t

'traditionalism which is again as ting itself is "return to 'the people" /s
Y

the fight and the responsibility to ianage programs which -Atrectly impinge..
....-

,. . - ,. 4.

on their daily lives.
,

4 -AAA wrldwiCte issue,:prevaienPin America,- is the complex contradiction-.
. .

,in value; relateclAo the abJdance and persistence
%

of .poverty. .

. ,
.

. ,

i ,, 4

few significant social changes come about only through'crisis --
t

vio3 ce will Continue to be an integral part of the pTocess.of black-

'whit's minority-accommodations and integration of
,

schools and,housing.
4 1' _.

- r-PrZssures 0.11,mnunt in lith the U.S. 'and throughout the world to'

support equality of opportunity and higher-qualityrof
.

life fors,a11°.

- - -The .S. faces t period'of conflidting social desires, lower expectations,

It

7

.
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'and/economic

" --There is todd

an imbala..

.1
.0

'

ation.bytksp Who:control4md* wealth..

at levelZ%.14.gpveinment--national, state, and.:locaPt-

7_tween,what.the people & rkpect Lheir government and what

t e people can and will .pay for the demanded.se

r the Developing Countries, ..as well as Amer , Atiflatp.n.addd to.
,

the burden othe poor and increases the percentage of people who live-in
' . A

,poverty. This procesjtll breeddiscontemt ana lead to politicW1 turmoil
N

and violence'.
' a

---We have heard,a lot about energy, but water is likely to be Amerltats
..

.

Iv 'major problem for domestic; industrial, andagricultural use. ,Water can

'be expected to create major environtentA`nnd political issues in,the future.
.,

14-Given the trend 'of cOntinued.pOpuLation mobilitY:thereWill be a con-
: .

.

Iinuous.weakness of community iden 1-41tifica with neighbors, problems, ..%
,-i -

.. 4

and 4ssuep of the area of residence.
.

- -The U.S.,farm 4fopulation i411 level off at about 3 to 4 million: but
.----

sr

.,
with increased.stratifietatioti.

---:Commercialjarmers.will be between one and two percerit of the U1S4-popu-
A
.

latio4,-
$

The commercial farmer will be Without a power base and will he a
. .. -- .-; .

.** uniquesocial phenomenon. . R. f
, c

---The world's popuratfOn-food-energy crisis brings -to the forefront the ,

...-
. ..

.

lowbconcern we have for eople in diStressor I would .,just simply say if
1.

.

-.1$ havecany one concern about America.todayr it would be how easy it would.
..

be for us to. accept mass starvation of 'People as being normal.' ...
. 'Ir.

, -
. . .

, T
1-r-The U.S. is no different from the.Develdpilig'Count whenit comes to: :

4
-those who control mass wealth peOpetdating.class stru

1p..
..

. c , .

V -

- -Institutions throughout the U.S, Are not adequateryb volving uhe people
. *.

- in ihe forMulation of poliCies for sharing rood with the world's needy .1A

4 t ' 1. 4

and for4th4 world's resources 4g -be more with the worn
,

.
.'.. 0%. . ,

community. : .
.-

12 I

- --On a worldwide basis., A talk of-Improving the.quality 6C
.

life.. But

Naations are committing more and .more 046theit budget4--fof arms. The nations

that are massing great political profits'from"the'saLe.oe wiesourcesare no 0
.

b

investing their .new wealth in arms and will iricreAingly exetteconorol over

the world:.i.

-4-Out of -frustration about such issues as'the growing population, how. to
0 ..., ..'

; '.
.

. . '

r
k
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1

t

feed the Uorld's hungry and the by-spassed people,-bhe,kmerican people largir

S.
. ,

,P
.

doncluding'they Can do nothing, and therefore accepting the world's ills
. 1 .

.

'with art attitude of indifference:

--+Thep.s. is now in'the Post -industrial era, with about
one-third'of the

-peOPI:e employed in the manufacturing indostries. . .
-4

' Mk

--4aare.rapidly becoming a service-oriented society. A Alkvice=Oriented
r

socie"ty means 'more, not less, government intervention. With a service-
,- .

ortiented satiety there will be mire and more confrontation between special'

, 1

interest groups, such as occurred between the labZIPunions and agrlculture
,

over the sale and loading of'wheat to Russia.

---On a mAdwide basisp we can bxPecr deepening tensiofis betWeen 'the-"hpAre"
..

.
. .

and "have-not" nations..' . ogb .

4

---For the U.S. to be effeCtive in foreign affairs; it is essential, that

.

the American people have a sense. of participation through their elected ,

,1representaAsces informulatiollof U.S. foreign policy. "Of equal impOrtance

.

P.i.7ill be for theAmerican people to understand tbe"-ationale behind
.

foreign policies of the fOreign governments throughout the world.',

4 ,----And-,. finally, if the world community is to succeed in providing c.t he ,'

-
.-

conditions to improyes"the quality of life fox all the people, the U.S.:
.i. , .. .

to
\t

:- ,should join changing priorities frOm expenditures for arms to expendi-

, tuxes to eradicate world Poverty. World poverty must be accepted as a1

social 4sease, and

the world community

le have n er had .'a more significant opportunity for agriculture'' to

come to ti,te forefront ,in playing the'dominanttole for world peace_than-we

.

ts eradication must be'aCiled in much the same way. _

joided in wiping out'smaiipox.
.

,

.4 1,
.

,

,
.haVe aA'the moment. If had the intelligence (and we have it, but do we ..4

C .: t
.1'have the will?) we would begin,to think pdffitively tbout bartering food

,.

Co
O 4 for disarmament, and using the moneyikaaved fr'Om armament o eradicate

'
k .

.

. .

.

poverty and move, to the quest for peace.
..'

.... '

Tank you.

-
. Edited by Richard M. Foster
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I. INTERACTION 1.7"14 Dougla's..Ensminger andiliennis Starleaf
,

. %. . . . % _

Listening PatI-dist: lht. Ensminger, I have two questions for
Of f11, do yoid doubt the value of job :experience programs in
chird,Ls needs for the' future% 14,t Sounded somewhat like that when, you
talked Of- education being broader*baged%

1 .

, 1 0 , ,',

Ensminger: 'MatiVof you are going- td have to add this on to it, hut, it
. ,

teems .to gLe that in the kind of society x.7 are moving into; first and ,

I. ,

foremost-an i/O.vidual 'has to have the capacity to unde'rtianalkit, adjust

to it;- and work withicsit. And with6ut a, brOad=fiased education,
I P, .

wills have, tTustiations.
.

you. First
meeting a

1, \
List1

eniRg Paneligt: Ond more question, what 'do you,perceive,as, the rdle

pducaticin in, Ar.creasing the mural f fiber ...of the nation' of . the child;

or do you think ttlis is the. church's rolei

I

you

.

.

Ensminger:- Well, I think that'ine of the tbifigs thlt education needs to'

_ do is -to help ,pe to understand Ffiat the issues a're., I'w4j1d think' on

.
1

7. 4
some of. diese 'things* we Are talkj.ng llout herethe whole ,qUeslion of %

' 1 .
,

..
7 the wold populatidn-food-dnergy,crisis-Twe need to statnat the high .

...11 _
, school. 'I had an, experience a %ear 'ago dealing with a class down at the

University of Missouri of about a ,flundted and sixtyafive students in a r
jh

basic course on einVironmental studied. This was after the U.N. Population
.

Conference ltd the U.N. Food Conference, I asked how many _could, te,11

me. one thingthat had come out of the:hrld Population 'Conference .and I ;

got one hand. ,I asked how many could tell me what came out of the World

Food Conference, and I get three hands, Now how can people go out as

citizens beiiig so totally uninformed of the world community in which we

are nor.!, compelled to live? It is no lopg"er debatable hethe'r we are

going to join the world community. We,,are, a memher o (the world communi
I a.

.

Listening Panelist:' Dr. Ensminger, you mentioned' the pf tice of finding

work. tha - self-satisfying ,- yet Dr.-.. Tyler said that pcop change jobs:

every two o three years. Apparently twe ara(getting some bad information

*somewhere.

I think maybe etch time they move _into is jog' the* do '

hope that it will,bek more Self-'satisfling rewerd4i. 'It' .a'ricit just
1 7'

"quits ". It. is aisa lay*-offs, and things, of-that nature. What, tends to.
i /

happen id that people, particularly in theirearly'Years, ten* to move '.

. A r 4'1.

more readily, Leta on when they get4addled with a family'
.. ..

iFfrom job to job

)

16d

I
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....
they tend to get locked in on a job. '

'',

Listeniag. Panelist: ,I have a couple of quesenn .for you. What are the

best sources of recommending information fbr,the farmers-Lon farm popula-

tion, business markets their ownoperations, that sort\ of thixg?
v

.:. Starleaf:NOn markets? ,f presume the farm managMedt specialist with the
p

extensibn%seivice would be. the place for 'a-farmerl to go. But then, of
. a

course; there,are All sorts of services -which were pointed out. yesterdays
4 I.

from the Itaridus suppliers of.:farepkodtCts or machinery which would; give :

infarmaton-7nat just technical information, but information on markets.'

We regularly have outlet adpferences here at Iowa State on grain prices.

- . .

S.

Listening patliist: Row do jobs provided by the government affect the
demand for farm products ?, 'T mean mak.e-idbik jobs,as compared to the,
demand for farm prOducts if it comes on welfare?

,Starleaf: I V() not,think.there is really much difference. The income

:elasticity of the demand foOcrOd is .not very high. That is, as one's/
income es up. the Purchase bf..foA goes up,as well, but notby the seine

percentage.. I dp not think 'that you' re going to notice much difference
.

-

between the income that people receive from working' and the income that
.

. ----,'- 'people receive frpm welfare: 'I think they spend abodt the
0°
same amount

_
, , - ,-- -tirc-_,.. -4

y on fabd, regardless; Te-efetik-rm k_ : that much difference;
, . .. I

, e .

Ligtening,Panedist: Dr. Ensminger, you made a statelnent that the commer-

cial farmer *ill be without a power base. fail to understand that.

I-can see that they will be fewer in numbers,,however with-a greater

appreciation in-tp need for foodand fiber,'even'though the-number is
fewer. Wouldn't they still hdve.apower base?.

Ensminter: My point. would, be that, they are going to have to ace this
,

.

-40.-
,

. /. .

`.'and Create. a new power ba'se. The Chambers of CommenlkliAn be Vtrit

effective*alliesofor the American farmerCthe,Leaine.of Women Voters, in
.

' terals of the groups that Fealiy, understand what is' invd14isdkin- our having,

;
,

.-pelicies suiRortive,of'maximizing productipn with the farmer.haVing con-
.

.. . _

,ficionce of reasonable profits.' ,

fe

.
. ,

, *
,

. , . . s

r

"Ustening Panelist: HopeftIlly,'we ace moving in 'that di4ction and get lb

that powerbase without the numbers. . -., '" - ,

. , ",
.

i Ensmingert Bight. lalk.to the faTmeri throughout the United. States As I

have, and they increasingly say, with 91M. numberi going down, A do not
..

, .- e

4I

I

A
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. s.,* . ,

have the ,Same voice; the political voice, in Washington, thatwe used to ,-1%,

, .

i .,
.

, .

..7 have. Thy ts what ,I amtalking about. ;,

-
4.- .

.
.

,.
...1 ,

..

. .

Listening Panelist: I haire a question %heist for Mr. Ensmin er and for Mr.
Starleaf. Mr. Ensminger, I heard youosay. that there is a reatenneed for J

broad- based' liberal arts education,. cather,than narrow vocational and
technical education. WOLd you mind reversing the adjectives? Put "broad"
on vocational and technical educat n and "narrow" on liberal arts and

*

' then comment on them?

. Ensminger: You ean that.there is a need for.b0p4ased vocational

education...?

listening Panelist: Rather thaniparrow-based liberal arts. Woulq you

4

comment on that? .
fa

4

14 A 5 1 5

Ensmipger: My point is this. Ihe kind of ociety, economy and world'
t . .Assue's, that are' ahead" of us are mare complex and are going to.get more

complex. If thk people moVing'out with areas of respongibility are

Zoing to act intelligently in this, th$ need an education that develops

. a mind more than their skiU.s. Now there are large numbers of.people

who move out where_the. skills are important. But it seems to me that

there is a danger today,that' jobs are being-equated'with an education.

N4 I do not think we are in an "either-o'" , I would never want ,tb.ger
is

into'that kind of a predicament.

-
Listening-Panelist: ....so it is the adjectives rather the/I the nouns?
Can I finish my question for Dr. Starteaf now? You told us about fiscal-
and-monetary remunerations which are the professional choice of Mr".
Greenspan and his associates...

#

Starleg: Yes, monetarypollicy and even fical.policy.

.Listening Panelist: But they employthese as a'ploy which has not
,.Torlted very well.

S4Arfeaf: I_suppOse ytu cotld say that.
.. t

- .,. . ... ;,-

. ,.. .

, ., Listening Panelist:"
.

Actually,I was boiftng you wouldsay sdtwhing.about
'thesEmployment.Act of '46 which is their authorization to do this!:. rn .

is .effect, that EniPloymeht Act and their authorisation to engage in these
things is a policy withoUt equivalence. It reily,means that they sAil-.1.,

I

assume that labor, as Adam Smith as44mes, is merely a group' of ends; -

>..-

k qualitative dimension% at all. Wheieas our employme4 policies Inrthe .

. Department of.Labor a/d HEW are essentially programs without pol.icies.',

.
:Do you think it'would be a good ides for Mr. 1)urns and Mr.,Matthews in
,OEW'to talk about these amongst each other? Or shotld.they go 4ofk ie,

..

1.

lor

I
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their separate Waysone dealing
,not,connecting "rt together?
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with program, another with policy, and

Starleaf: Well,_4ndoubtedly there

',not want to come put and say;

is some communitation and I would
.

there should niet be any communication."

But df seems to me that the micro-kinds of policies. which are the appro-

prd.ate things forIEW.anU for the

,somewhat different than the macro

to da with the macio policies is

some soreof a track through time

demaltd? Well, 4on have all these

,,,,objeatives in controlling aggiega

Act 1946-. Usually, if you are

talk ab t

110

4 3

..A

1444..

mace ec000mic poliCies, you start out wit Employment

Labor Department and so on, ate really

policies. Whu are really trying.

to control aggregatedemand4 to follow

Why 00 you want to control aggregate

different objectives, and oqe of the

to demand'has to do with the Employment
,

writing a text
41111P

book, and you are }ping

ct of 1946. But I:do k when the' Board of Governors si around
.....

.the
.

table' and talk about monetary polidy, they are thinking about the

Employment Act of '46. They.are oinking about unemployment in part, but
. 1i

-
jNey are. thinking about price stabililty and balance of payments and pre -.

servatiop of the federal Reserve and all sorts ofthings like that. What,

/ ,

has happenedwhen you say monetary and fiscal policies have not worked
is

very wall, they certainly have brought \down aggregate demand very well.

It is jut that they.have not brought about the'decline in the rate of
. .

inflation as fast as many peApl. b thought it would come down. liow Vt.::

tht b,neit isilinasight,':ou,can look back and say, "For crying out laud,
,

it-took.us six or seven years to, it up there. Why 10 you expect lir .

#: ..- .

bring, it to .an edd in a year or so?" 44.

,

Listening Panelist: Is it true thalkit brought down aggregate-demand?

Starleaf: Well,,sure, this is tie recesseion that we have had.

Listening Panelist: You mean, energy pric,es-haven't had much

Starleaf: Oh, )ure, the energy prices have had an effect. But-yoU
,

could have o set the energy crtsis by giving the economy a stimulu, with,

mficetaiy and &Cal policy. But you' the money Simply had been

growitg at aboitteight percent and then the rate of increase in the money
-

stock las cut hack.to around four percent. 'You see. that its quite a,
.

to do with

13

1
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wrench to the economy. In addition to that, you have had this pulloback

,of federal government purChases., But clearly, monetary and 'fiscal

policy could have been used to offset that impact. I do not mean to

imply, that I think you can fine-tune the economy with, monetary and

fiscal policy. I used tp think that, but I do_not think that any more.

Listening Panelist.: I guess I am 'still confused as to'how we are going
to ire poverty and make pe8'ple happier in their jobs cif We do not have
emphasis on providing them with skills to--I come backoto thisarea
again--the dissertation that you had about vocational education Versus
iibetarbroad-based arts and sciences...

Ensminger: I want to leave that for Dr. Tyler and see what he says when

he comes on! I would just simply say that first and for host, I think

'' for'the people who, nerd to move into certain areas of the labor market,

they need co. be trained:in skills. But if we give up the emphasis on

broad -based education in our universities, then we are going to be turn-

ing out people who'are simply incompetent to deal with the world's issues

that they are going to be confronted with.

Listening Panelist: I thi4 someone said, though, that if someone wants.
to move the world, first of all he has got to move himself.. I guess
that is the-base d. am movAing from. rf they are not going-to move them-
selves, I do not see.hovAthey are going to solve the world's problems.

Ensminger:- This I recognize you are going to get great debate-on. An
. -

it is not an either-or.situation.
`*..,

Listening Panelist:- I feel that one of the biggest problems we have in
the "school right.noW is the management yot. Some' of this

comes about because of laCk of faith. But you commented that the role
of.thi.fataily will be chanpng,laill be less materialistic, the level of
living will be changed. PolssiN.y this has inference that there will be
fewsr cars for youth, I don't know. With the chiinging family emphasis
and'sdi forth, do you think they will haVe sode'carry-over as far as the
freedom of youth within; school.Systems, and what effect will that have?

%Jr'

Ensm'inger: Well, I think thereis $1read.y considerable evidere that,

parents and the colbunity are 14ving,some major second thoughts about'

"all the freedoth that they felt the students should have in school and .

- . ,

how little control orgdiscipline or direction the teaching or adminfstra-

tite staff,shouldthave. This, it seemt to me', id50riging right now.

In our society, I think that we have 6 recognize that great changes

onry come out of crisis. And we would l .ke to belve Otherwise. Now
.
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you takethe'world scene. ,I left India deeply believing ..that before

India'would politically be able to solve its food problem, or its popu-

lation prOblem (you know they are interrelated), it would require a

Major crisis, maybe'of the dimension of 'several million people dying qf

,starvation before, you would have the pOlitical muscle to bring;,about

?the changes.
.

Listening' Panelist: So you think we are not going to hav>thelooseness
within. our school system?

. Ensminger: I d6 not think so.

'.1

Listening Panelist: Dr. Starleaf,do you think that cheap food will be
a national policy?

Starleaf: I am not sure it is a national poli y. Clearly, politicians

are going,, to be concerned abOut'the price of food. There is just no
s - \

doubt about it--just as they are about the price of energy or anything

else. Suppose that there is a;real, bad harvest throughout the world next
, . .

year and the price of grain starts doubling in the United States. 11,

I will just bet you d011ars
_
to doughnuts,no matter what ,PreSident is

4 *
in there, he is going to

,

control exports. Because he knows damn well that

(this is particularly, of course, next year- -the election will be behind

us) if the election ii coming up close he is just going to have to respond.

IAnd if he doesn',i, the Congress is going to'do it. Because the Congress

is going_to be facing an election down the road.

Listening Panelist: Due to the economics, and I refer to Dudley Bell,

when. we ha4e peak7emploment of our capacity or ProduCtion, any incree
in money incomes is going to produce inflation Isn't it true?--,Nt leadt;-
many economists say it is- -that we produce inflation even in periods
when you, do not have Lull pr)Iduaion and that, therefore, itis no donger
profitable to count all inflation as demand inflationl

.Starleaf: Okay. This-is an'argument for cost-push inflation. A very

common type arguRent. It seems to me thatthere is a major weakness in

tote argument for cost -push inflation because the argument impliesthat

it is always to the interest of the Leiner firm with monopoly power to

'raise its price and dhat'is not true. Thai is:ndt true, because, for

exam ple, litimrse--Genszalli 'was the only seller of automobiles, the

only domestic' producer. uppoie they raise the price of ..automobiles to

A

"
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.11 hundred thOugand dollars apieee. They would not'sell very many auto-
..

mobiles, and they would not make very much prof There is a profit

,' trdxnizing pric4andonce you have found that pro -maximizing price,

then you are maximizing your profit. If ypu raise tlhieprice, your profits

go down. NoW this is not to say A if the demand You face shifts or

that ybur cost fate shifts that you might want to change the price. -

Now how about unions? Labor unions possess monopoly power. I do

no *know what.a4aRbor,unionmaximizes, but I know damn well that they do

not maximize the wage of their workers, of their employees, or their

members, I should ay., Thai is, theydo ndt maximize the hourly 'wage

because if theydid they would ask for a hundred thousand dollars an hour.

And if they got it they would not have any employment. I know damn\well

Neydo not have a firm market. I am not sure they ever did. The

percentage of people who belong to labor unions is lower now than it was

fifteen years'ago. I do not see any evidence that there is more monopoly

-power in the business community in the United States. I do not think

the automobile 4ndustry is any more concentrated. Indeed, we have

more competition from imports now than we have ever had before.

qklistening Panelist: ,Well, there are many economists who would disagree.

Searleaf: I know there are, and I do not gay that there are no cost-
.

push elements involved. But I do not think that 'you,can have a cost-push

'inflation which is not in some way ratified by monetary and fiscal policy.

Now I am not saying that there are not'any-eostlugh thinlf involved here,

and it, doea not tyke just monopoly power. I mean if you have a rate of

inflation of five percent and it goes on year after year at five percent

and people begin to expect it, that rate of inflation is reflected in the

contracts - -the contracts that extend over time. When the underlying cause

of inflation is backed off, it is not'going to come to an end like that,

because it is built into t14- contract. But I do not see any big structural

change in. the economy in terms of more monopoly power from what'it was
.,

ten years ago. I <1.0 see a.big change in fiscal and monetary po Iy. It
eF

seems to me that that is the most likely explanation for the difference in

the perforMance in the rate of inflation.

'

N
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Listening Panelist: Dr, Ensmidger, I am still a little confused about
all this, from the standpoint that ourreligion is getting more conser-
vative. We have these moralistic prOblems. What are we going to do
with the poverty-stricken and the people who heed help? Just, where are
we going to start? Are we going to back our religion, and try t4 solve
these problems? What do you feel ?'

Ensminer: Well, I think thatone thing' I am concerned abou , in terms

of'how you really begin to move this thing, is that the instifutions ,

are basically serf-centered andfelf-perving. It is very difficult in

this country today to find organizations and institutions that have'a

concern about humanity.in general.

Listening Panelist: You are including the church askan institution,
aren't you?

Ensminger: If this trend toward a smaller church membership but a

mote dedicated membership does_in fact prevail, the church can move to

a position of greater influence in the future. Coming back to education,

I strongly believe that we need to get people When they come out of the

educ*ational institutions, insteadof condoning goVernment, to ace up to

the fact that I am the government. 'In a democracy, I am t gqvernment.
,

Any individual cahave great influence over change in an institution

or beyond if 'they are prepared to take a stand.

get themselveg'educhted, and then build a power

Thed you can have, great influence over change.

developed here thatwe cannot do anything about

my great concern. tr

First get the facts,

base
I
from whic& to work.

But there is a complacency

these things and this

Listening Panelist: I would agree in a sense with your statement that
there =mete a much broader - based educatfdE. But I want to ask you this.
re the typical liberal arts dependents really concerned with developing

graduate students rather than w!th having' students confront the significant'

policy issues that their discipline would verify?

Ensminger: On this' one, l/ould join you in saying that we heed the,lib'eral

arts curriculum to be severely overhauled. But this does not change my

basic concern in terms of people going out of educationk institutions

,having a mind competent to understhnd, to deal with. I would join you 'on

the curriculum and the ori4sitation of the liberal arts schools. .

.

lor. Bundy, Gentlemen, I hate to stop this questioning period, because we

withat least four men up here with questions unanswered,,tUt we will have

an opportunity this afternoon in that two-hour session. Thank you:

I.

-- Edited by Richard M. Foster
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF AGRICULTURAL BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIES TO STATE,

NATIONAL, AND WORLD ECONOMICS

Harold Haicrow
,

The general themee the presentation is that forty the optimum

development of the economy in this country, thenew directions in
.

education must work toward greater rural-Urban interaction and under:-

This involves a more complete grasp of the total* inter-
.,

dependence_among the sectors of agriculture and between agriculture

and other industries. The task is to more completely understand how

local and state issues integrate with growth and'prosperity in our

nation and th'e world.

. To put this into bur immediate context: it means that we need

both a broad understanding aid education, with an emphasis on under-,
.

standing the total economy. We also need skilled education in pro-
\

kessions-ank vocations, and these must be increasingly effective as our

,economy becomes, increasingly skilled and uses' higher levels of
.

capital and equipment of all kinds. So this aces a task on all of

us to be more efficient as educators-, both in terms of our general

understandingsof the economy and of vocations in this economy.

outline this morning is a rattier simple one because I must first.

'of all\'give emphasis to the agricultural Wsiness_andindustry sector of .

_agriculture and relate something about it ab it applies to agriculturaa

..
6e4q1opment. Then .I must place thikn sotemkind of a policy Per%pec-

. . 6
. tive--what will happen in the future? And what are our aPtions in* ,

policy? Then, third, what are the implications of this growtb'in agri-
v. -.

culwral businAess and industry fbr. our profession of agricultural educa

,
,

_ ,

- :

If,we look back on what has.hapapned over the lest fifty,Or fifty:-
( . ,

/
,..

five years, we are all aware that we have had a. consideiable increase
A

in production in this country in terms of food add agriculture. And
, ,

.

we generally measure this as an increase of-about two and a half'timts4OF 0,

14 since the early 1920's. Now th s two And a half Ices Incr4se in out- \

,

'put didltot'occur because of increasing apansiOn k5f our cultivatei .

1 7
4.1

N a
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I 1
s %let , . *.

r . 4. . ....
as

or` A . . ...) `. .

- acreage., The fact A 'opr ,cultivated acreage has declined slightly or .

c k

' held almost steady depending on how you measure it. It-has not occurred
.- . , i

1,
.

beca of increas ng numbers gi p,eopblegoing into farming or into the
,

e, total sector of agriculture. Fo'r that matter, as weltntow7 the population
.

.. . in agrloulture has declined considerably,' and the total- emplOyme t in
t . , 1- the;-broad sectOr of,agriculture. has also, on balanceLdeclin depend-

. ing on ho W, we 'define employment In this area. But the, total fold sector
,

_.has expanded output two and a half times. What is behind t is? That
. . ..,

4 our first question. 4'cI, , .

. It hat been said- that the basic resource' that we have i agriculture
. ..

has been greatly upgraded by our system of land-grant colleges. and Our
. . -

entire system of education in this area. I believe this is the most, hat-
ft :. .. ,

damental resource with which sae are dealing, because ails resource has
1

.
_

made it possible to adcpt 'othk innovations that,are highly productive

in o American setting. The innovations of which* We speak are largely
- .

- of three kinds. One is they power machinery evolition which-has occurred
since the 1920's; a decind is the etoi-ution that-has occured 'in terms.)

. 6 f. f er til izer, and the use of fertifizera ill this country;-and a third
J

is the evolution that has occurred in the area, of peaticides. -I-want
-_, I

. . \'. .

-Ito how jut a few little background _graphs and tables, just td-place
those thingS' in a `perspep.t4,14g.,(. Bave' Williams has some papers that -We

.

,ran off and to which you may wish to,refer. 'I pass them out only for
... *4

/ ,.... can'venience in reference: 41 '''Pl.
. k

.
S.The first parer that you ,have in.yqur handiis the little graph that

4 1 _

I drew with- my own handg, and consequently, it id not a very good oi
. --

.But it will' be4--mUch prettier .whet? it isliklished! It is a record of_ .4,,.. . . . . I

the agriculttital trends of trade and produCti9n 'since about 1910..1 On
, ..

.
this graph, I have related the-index of agricultural output to the, par- ".

(....., .. .
,

sty ratio two years eviler. As you know, the paseity, ratios is the index.

of all agricultural prices divided, by the. index of-prices paid hy farmers
,for,,all inputsinterest, ryes, wages,-and so on. We put. the parity
.

iratio two years earlier because we .generally concede there is about a
.

. .
two::-year"lag i the, agricultural output which results frcim the. parity

.vellio

,
. ratio. So lo'o ng on: ttur graph, ,we have what I call "cluster A" (tip

-. .

'her in 'the left- nd.'co,rner) which is the prime, output or. production
At

fr

.,
)
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i .

from 1912 to 192 . It ;seen as a period of . rather

4

sloilprowth. .

.
,

Then milKturn to "civet& B" ( .which is' the little nebula 1u4 to
_

the lower tart of "A" and 'to the right) frOm 1923 th'o'ugh 1930

shows the effect of the' shif t frOM horsed tó- tractor power the *United

States. Yon notice that St had relatively small impact pn the total

production.

"Cluster .C'.' (which is again to, the left and below) 'reflects the
=

mixed .influence of ?severe drought from 1933 through 1936 and the crop

° contrel programs under the Roosevelt New Depl. , But it _also shows tbe

most important jump in productivity from 1937' to 1941,- resulting from

fertilizer, hybrid corns and, further mechanization. So up-Until World

, War II what we had ,is what economists- always looked upon as the farm

problem," which was- the de ning prices' for fart products, rather sao

-growth in supp but an even slower growth in demand.

"Cluster D siliows the futp in' production associated with the

cancelling of acreage:a1lignents, iransitlonal increase in Commercial

fertilizer, and the favorable prices and prite guarantees of, Worild War II

and the post-war years. And, contrary, to popular ltpreSsion, productivity
vit "OP

did notinCrase much during the war from 1942 to 19461 even though prices 41.

.

-were'favorable. Farmers enjoyed
. 4
a few years of gooc.weather andfavorable

I r

,
,

. .

prices but, 'except for. the release of acieage, from crop!'control in 1942
!

and the grdigth in fertilizer usage, very _few new innovations were aVa
. ._

Ale.' .The year 1948 tight be regarded as the first time. that Po#t=war

technology _became avail4le, although the production potential did not

appear in full ferceuntilabout 1952.

.From then

"cldster E" on

While r ative

tiOns entering

0'

on (as we see in one of the clusters that I have carled
. .

the diagram) a new plateau in production was esta.blphed,
AR la.

prices -dropped due to the combined force of the inuOva-,
...

. .

agriculture -- fertilizer and new phticides, especially.

"Cluster F", shows the effects of the advancing produc'tivity ofAle
.

.

imore.complete system of innovations preSsing down hard against the L'arity
,

ratio '(including government payments) averaged arote the lower levelIs
, .

of the 1920's and 193Ws. I-believe that the farm prOgrams

-

.
this_pra

.
..,...

did, not faillr-they were simply overcome by the marks bf new innovations
. , ,

that proved attractive producers //.

o

ti

.
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1 "Cluster Gi" whiehIkovers most of the 1970's, shows only a, relatively..
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7

ak

4

short uwrd movement in far'm prices as lagged against output. II44spite

!' of the great'increages inood demand from 1972 on,, the increases sin
. ,

prices o&farm inputs were sufficient to offset the effects, of higher

farm and food prodAtt prices. What we .have then is a record ofprpauc=

tivity stretching back over about'sixty years" related to.the innovations

that came sinta agriculture ank as these innovations were put'into use

Ar the,intei.ligZpce of ,,The people who .were operating in agriculture.. We -

, AP, .
, .,

-- look upon$Mheee innovacdcins that came largely frbm Wiltside the farm sec-7-,
..

m
ter as somettthat'was added to 'the. resources that we- had -in agriedls--

., .

. _

.

ture and el,ueatiop
3

and other--sertices; .
'

, .
: '

: ,Befote :we leave this ,series bf graphs), or ipircles of 'cluster, ,I -

. IL i . e4 4 1116

wish'sio refer to 'one or .two thugs that are of-Iiiimmediate ,interest to us:

. .
..

tonnotice on the table which follows: this littli graph, we have listed*. _

.
..

.the parity:raqo by year:0 For 1975'1 have listed a peaty ratio of .91,
!,; ,

.
.,,

whiEW' is actuall the parity ratio, of 1973 (it's 1475 laigifig tWo Years).
-..,

e 'haveheard' 4. greax ded1 about ,inglSt o n tilig particular period -, '.
..,

. ,: .
/

e iii asloolc. at pis, .the contribution th e was a commodity inflation ::,.k..

4 .

. in agriculture. ,

"mom
. I V

' . I want to allude for Sust:a emt to thejirst speaker this Tito.-
. - . .1. . . ,. . w ..

ing, speaking' about Inflaition. ,As we/ lobk at it iu our studies from
. e..

1

.

the Natipn41 Burau and elsewhere, we had. essentially 'a demand -pull
.

- inflation Iro4gabout' 1905 and 1496k.to'about'1969. It .was created- by an
. i

. .
A ii%crease.in goveriament spending associated with the Viet Nam war, azd an

. , . , )p, ,. A .

4110
expansion in'the money-crealit- system which Was ilk matched by an indrease

% t .

'in -Ntput of goOdOnd services. ' So' in the clissical econgsic terms',

thin-

0 .0.1'

ig- was a demand-pull inflatfon. s.' . . .

From'1960',on tb.about--19714'we have what is sometimes calied.in the . 0'

. . 1 ,; .m

"* bUsinesi cycle now by economists ihe perlacrof 'Istagflation." That is, 1

, ,..,!

, when the economy, grows at a somewhat slower rate and' ye; ,inflatikan con-
di- 4 .

. ..

throes to occur, :and some parts of the ell') Hy actually qtagnate. This .

i

-. part of the inflation s not gencaused ly iby the increaseR.i govern-
1

- 9 . , .

,,

.1i.

,
mend spending.. As you tide, the - expenditures i' fcir the federal g Rrnment

. . Tended to taper off at ehis.btage. In fact, f the entire calendaMeat :-

..,:':i? '1969 the ',.federal t;overnment 'Was. running a surplb . What we have had- since -,'
4

.

tag ,

Alp 'A. ik; ---
..,

.

.

..s, .

..`

4 r-

,

.

e4
ff

. I'

N

.
.
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'1969 ls, in essence, a-commodity inflation, or 'what has b,een.pdINtarly

called in some of our recent articles,-an nadministratives. inflation" .
.. ,

where thetindustrial sector-and the organized,wege,earners are pushing

prices up, wen though there is no generalIncrease in the quatitiutvof4'

'money and credit as compared with .they amoucts.of. goods and services on,
4 O. '

hand.

The efforts of our government to control this kind of inflation b

monetary and, fiscal policies'have'resulted in stagflation And in unem-,

,* ployment. We-might speculate on what other kinds of policies would be
,

.

A

appropriate. That would take'another half-hour here, whkch 1 4111rhot
-

have. put, in essence, there are more direct measures for control

required for thiskind of inflation- -price control and wage, control ani
4.vili

,

,the wage-price policy. The important pliwinf,is that aviculture contrh--
. %

4 ,muted only ill a minor way' to this pelod of intlation." In 1974 oor.priOes
)4' 7L 1

r
dropped backl:agtin .401d in 1975 and 1976 they will drop back again if we

a 4V

have,favorable weatlie w, our drought in the Great plains may turn]
. e

. this Around and we may have more commodity inf14,tion. In essence, agri--

culture has not been the big' contributor to the inflation of:th'isoperi4d,.

4 ., except that we haStenjoyed a great,lncrease in foreign demand for plant ,a.

, . ,N . ,

products. . , i 1
w

We could ,go into that a litt/°e more, hUt I *Int to follow my eheme
. .

. .

of the role'Of the agricultural and industry sector and to pidk
y .

.. 1 :0

that up, I want to turn to the fact that we did"ot have an 'increase in .

4-... ,

land. use for about the laitqfifty to fifty-five years. Our growth has)e. % , . . .
occurred from other sectors. I want to turn to the role of-machine0.,

a

1

,

and tractor powel'and the use f'

Recen tudies of the total

fodd system have general le

energy in agriculture-.

consumption,of energy in the

d around the figure of abOut'
.1

power

thirtAh!

folkteen,percent of the total: e ergY used in the United States. Thir.-

teen to fouutlem=percent, it Teas,, timated by the USDAsiy 1970, of all, '
0

the energy used in the United' States was-teing.used by the food sector

, in ica.-.But in `the thirty-year period between 1940 and 1870 therei
* ..,

. ,..

was all t a fifty percent inctease in energy consumptipb i ur food Al
,

II 1

sector in. each of these decadeS. Of the total:1970 usag roximfft 1
_.

' twenty-four percent was absorbed in the manufacture and d y of
-...

, r.

1 S 0
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farm inputs. In farming itself, one-quarter of our total- energy use

in the power-fogd sysiem.was used by- what_we call the farm input induaL

4' tries, that is, manufacture of fertilizer, manufacture of machinery,
-.........-....... ,

manufacture"Of pesticides, 'And farming
..

itself. Thirty-nine pereent *-

of the energy lose has been for, food processing )0 transportation; and.-
\ .

manufactufe of me-chinery. and equipment for these purposes... Thirty-
f

seAten pereeht was used in
icommercial

and home refrigeration and
,

cooking

and in,the manufacture equipment04451- Mesepurposes.1 -
. e,

A .more functional reakdown, which has' just appeared for 1973 (based

on The total energy used outside of the firm output industry) allocated

eighteen percent of this total to farming, thirty-three percent to food

processing, only three percent to transportation of ,food and farm pro-
_*"

,

ducts, sixteen percent-td wholesale and retail trade in food, and

thirty percent todhousehold use (mainly refrigeration and cooking). So

if we talk aboUt energy, the .big things here .are the processing, the

refrigeration, .`the cooking of food, and also the delillery of farm inputs

to the farm sq ,tor.

The farm sector is very important this total ?icturI not because

of the total amount oil energy iiinses, but because of the kind of energy

it uses. The farm sector relies Aavily on petroleum and natural gas.
-'' I . -

-

If we make. a breakdown in tetotal*ai970 use Of fuel, we find that the .

,reqliketents for general ,farm work amounted to a little oiler ten percent ..

of the
/
total energy used in the food system. Pumps and other equipment

, ..--

. ,used far irrigation added another 1.6%; elgotrioitP ilagkon farms added
,

4anger three perceht; the manufacture -of tertilizer 'added anothbr four

,p
nt:4

. . 1

'percent and the, energy used in the manufc of tractors', and so dn...
,, .

.. , We would -have, to lidd that to .the total pic tare illeAerming, but the point

. , T Vigh to, e phaeize In this aud/t here is that the total use of energy

,in farming has 'aaparently reached. a plateau and-leveled off. 1

T., 1955 it is estimated that we were using 6.8 billion gallons
.

of fuel in fermi tractors. In 1965, twelve years later, vibirwe're still

using, 6,8, bill+n 'igaliOns of fuel in/ farm traetori, and I think the
. _. , V . .1 . 1

-.

figures for 197.t-76, might be. just a liltle more than 'this, but, not much.
a V.

Our talital u sageion the farm, in other words, ha's tended to stabilize%
i

do'
*

.

/

,

end. we arelusin$ power,thore efficiently as farm uniips have becqme larger,

.

. V4
.

:il . 4litY I
.

181. . . . ,....
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and as d esels haiie replaced gaiOligne tractors. We could go into much

more det I on, this, but this in essence is the figure that we have for-

farting
, . ,

foodlocessing, out energyeuse appears to be very clOgely re
. %%9.

late4 to the total volume of food going through the processing sector.

. Some pits of',our food processing are more efficient than others. I'

*
. hav,gla ;umber of tables on the.energy.use in,,sa, beet sugar' processing,

1.-.

, . Net corn milling, and. so on. Theee industries largely are converting

A produa into food. The major problem inthe fOeckpiocessing sector
,

.
, is not the total quantity of energy that is being used, but t,he kind

.

-... ofieneigy, w
''

eweis largely petroleum and.natural gas. If we want an'
.

,

energy policy for America, applying to the food sector, tit n, it muse .

yin someway provide a considerable stability in the energ supply both
,

,

for direct use of petrol um a d gasoline and for manuf,ac ure 9Pferti-.

\t/lizer. and other inpUtd tha go into the agrigUltural sector. In other .

-words, there is pot m(ich opportunitysberefor saving of en ergy in our
4

total farm-food sector, but there is a great needifor an energy pc(licy,
.wr

tha,t provides this eilbrgy:at a stabld.lavfl.

,I.want to make a comment now-en Our fertilizer innovations and the.
.

1

trend in fertilizer use inthis.countrY. S .If yob will telate what we
,

have'on this table with what was said about outpbt in agriculture, you
. , &

can see that our.jumi5 in productivity corresponds Nerylkleiselfwith
: ,..

. .01ar.growth in fertilizer uge in American agriculture: Up until 194,
..

- > IJ. ,
- olr Luse 'of ,commercial fertilizer was gra ther low. , increased SiringIt

. . .
.

World, Wai- Ii. .We were just gettin.p inro datInnovation
,

at that t.ime-J-
.

'''..
t 4

1 4 OWM
hut 0
hut the ggatest

4
inerease has occurred since World War'II, and in all .4

- - I.

!.. . the levelsof nutrients that we have.' We projee oto '1980 a consumption-.
.

.of ftLtrogei fertilizei of 121/2 million toes, as compared with a consump-
.- .

!
,

tionof 7,2 million tons in 1970; : . .

,

-
A .. .

'When people see a figure like this, they liecome 'a little wotried . .

0/ .- \\ii
, about what energy is being usild'in Ligricu tune again. According to

. ..

.

0 .
.the estimates we.havg, the total consumption of natural gas (which isA

, 41
the main indu4rial ingredient for Aderfcap fertilizerwill still

. g .1
ft

be'bnly,about thre cent Of Qui- natural gas cons on in She United * '

, 1

,
1 %

States. Lookina again at.energy poliey,
t

obr,problem bably is not so
, ' 1. .

ke e-

4

.

I
e

4

4. S

0 rW

I.

.
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. $
4,1 '' .

. . ....\ - , '
much to try toc.ut bar k'on'ohe use of natural gas the consumption

4 * . ' if .

in the.production.of,nitrogen fertilizer, as 19 a have 4 energy
.

policy.that assures-this particular inkredient for agriculture And that ,

17

* ,

saves natural as outside-of,agkiculture.

As we ladkatphosphates'and potash, these, are largely mined

materials, and'tfle key proba6m here is exploiting the:resources that

are known. Some 'of the:resolirces aie enormous. There are additional

-resources., of courses that hkVe been recently discovered, and they are

'very large; ndeed.

I want next to turn to -Soule shbrt comment ba pesLicidesa The,'

product pesticide has had'a tremendouss 'impact on our output in this

country. And;. as we have measured the maiginalproduct arising out'of

the use of pesticide, it is again enormous. As .we put pesticides on

top of fertilizer and do top of the .kind of mechanical and powerrrevolu-
,

,tion that we Ave had, we see-that all these go together to produce what

we have. in this country. Some of the margina lratei of return are given

.on the table that, is shows' on the board here. The esienceof it is that

. mod-drn agrficulture,reallycan ns live without it. SOme people talk
,

about cutting back, of the use of;esticidescutting back on' the use of

/111) A .

. : . -

-.fer ilizer, cutting back on'th,' it''e of power, and so forth. 'i do not
. '

think we can turn the clock b: '. in this regard. The problem is to
_ .

make efficient and safe'.Use of the'materials-that we have: This maks
_

.

. a greater attentibn to the techniqueS of use and it greater attention to

,.studyandto knowledge of .good use,. and in sOme.cases:more strict, coit-,

tiol over the use.. People in The "industry do kt-like control, but ._,,

., ,

y. admit that coptrOl is necessary., The problem is
.
not to banish the .,

..
' i-_

.
. .

control; but"to have contiolsthat.are intelligent And efficient and not:
, ,

counter, - productive an4 to help in'understanding of how these things can
.- .

..-

. -be.most effectively controlled. .

ill
I must leave this p icular point now to turn to-my,secOnd point,

'aild to raise. fhese questions. = Aat 'do we want td have, happen in the
.

fut *.? What are some of the goals that ,we See Ahead ,for American agri- .
- ..

cu 0Lire? How do these goals relate to the work that have inoaducation?

Ile ha e heard t great deal-abOut the world ood
k..,

prbb em. You have
-

eard
, . . . . .. .

a.great deal abolit how our*Odeolpis eparkded in.thespast four or five ...'

v. ,

i/
_J

1

.
4
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year's and how this: trade has contri buted. to improvement, in the balance
.....

of trade, for our country and'how'agricul,tue has heed ab* to ,supply an .
.

increasing amduht of goods for ,expOrts. and sales to other countries. We
, -

have arso heard a goad deal about what our aid program ought to be.
4 As we look at these ;questions, toput them' in some kind of perspec-

tive, it appears tht`ige have three goals/ hat*we "must in some w satis-
t 11' . fy.' The go.4\ls for "a'crintinuing, godt food supply tor. Ile Americ n public--

. ' ff

if we do not\supply-t-h4, we cannot cairy) out a consistent export policy,
either fol.-. wley- Or for,

aid; 'and so this goal must- be held uppermost in . kheld
,our planning of po/icy,,fOr, agriculture. And, secondly°, we must reCognizeii

that aviculture is one of the majoc...earnervf foreign,, exchange that we
. ,/ 1' . . . 1have in this country. If we look at the comparative advantages that we

.havei agriculture must ,rank high iri any mix that we have, so we recognize
tiks as a goal. We. recognize also the,need for aid and' the need fbr de-
velopment abro.441 in the World. 4nd believe.. this last goal gives us "

the 'mitt difficulty, in fo9nulating a rational goal for America.
.s.

We have tended* in the past to look upon aid partly as a way of"
disposing of food Surpluses. We have tended to look upon aid with corn-

.

passion. We key tended 43 look n aid as a necessary part of our total',
national policy.' t. we 4ave ten ed to make simplifying assumptions

./ /-^\ 9
A

ab9ut it': You oftetf hear people. sAying, Nell,, we can't feed the wo 9

-, . ..
i You hear, people saying, .i'Vell, what-cap we'-do? The:wcW.Ld food problem,'

; .
,

is so 'irrmiente."- We' must make ,tense ,out of .,these two conn,itt ing comments.
, 1''We must recognize, I.geneve, that the projection made by the FAO and' our ...

. ,
1., A.

or.

4 i 4i%, ,, ..Ecedirbmic Research,Service is that the food Oefic,it of the developing
countries apt t, o grow In the refit teri te fifteen or twenty ye is.

The FAO has: projectioq, of a graindeficit of
I

.380, to 100 millio,n'
- ,.'

. ' ,- i ), 1.--vr-
toneof' grain ft-.1r 'the developing countries by `abOut 1983. ' And if We ,'../

in America were to supply oUrprp,Porticinal part of that deficit, that w.
4

Weo u 1 d meats that we would be exportina 'some thirty, to forty inilliot:i tons'-
. - , 1 , #. . .P .,..

Qt grains to the developing.count`ries, which is a, ICQnsiderabke increas'e
. . . i , .

. .

over 'what Ira are doing now. Prcib.ably' this ddfipit' will go Deyondo 198
t,a 1990 einethe y'ear.'2006.. We .face a vcii'y difficult cideStion in what . A .) .

J

fart we are going 'to play in Sat. . , ... . -
we . NI

a
. c " . ' I O'.._

I belieVe ,that I must., agree with 'Dr. fryskinger that we must Elpprbach,
. ., , . .

.., ':, ,-, . . ., #,.1' 4 S ' l

ft .

411k

.,

al,

11,k

.

.40
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1
this probleT as a 'problem in hUmanity.= We must approach. it with

passion: We Must try to help .the developing. countries44rhieve a rate
.4

f.development and a control over rateirpOpulatien:increaSe. 14o e

also.must makea.hard decision that we are gettg to have to export_an.

increasing Amount of durgricultural Products,to these.countrfes if we

are going to,avoid large-scale s arvation and,much greater difficulties

in the world at large. This m s that we must participate more effee-
_-

tively jihthing,g1TCh as the Wdrld Food..Council that was developed after

the Rome conference. It must be that we give uliwsome df our Aationalis-
A

tic goals, and that we participate more as a leadirg naelof in the world

and.as a responsiblenation.' If me don't, I thint.the.penalty will be

very great, not only for us, bu or other peopy in the world. , .

We'do face, of course, some compensating-things in this area. We '

recognize that thevtimates.of our needgfovimperfing non-energy*

materials are high. There have been est imatesigYven that' we may have

to import something like!$50 billion Worth of nqn-energy materials and
/

non-energy minerals by the year 2009. Hbw are We gbing o pay for,.this?

Well, food is one` way that we can hell:, for t.'A lot of 'the no'r
1

, .

energy minerals' are inthedevelopitg countries: .*Se Oft)* have ran Oppbx-,

tunity'for'developingtheireconomies.' itte', do have, then, a need to, mix
e

... . -.;
. 2 ;

the goats oOleconomiC development and anahlIndant food supply in America
4 A

.

with the goal of Increased export trade to other upantriesand with
,

the goal of foot liWand'economic ddv -.. ent for developing countries
t

4 i

of the world. Al:i of this places a fkallenge: not. only for liberal,
.

,

education, but fOi efficient vocational amd.industrial education,,as well
-4, * t,,,

L.
.

**: ,,
.

4,

- - as a- general knowledge ;of the 'wlicy problems that we face.
.

--Edited b.y Richard M. FOster
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TRENDS, ISSUES AND NW DIRECTIONS IN AMERICAN EDUCATION

V
4

*Dr. Ralph 'Tyler

. 1 0

There are two main. problems in this topic assigned today. -One

problem is that ther sta to could be surd. But it is not Os-
-

sible to Say a lot the time available.' I mreMinded1of two things
- -

45..isfer) taught me. One was thereiare no souls'

saved after thirty- iveminutes, The othet'' was the caseiof the young

my father (who was

minister whc<ame t to mesternNebraskayhere we-lived.. He had just

come out of the seminary and he Was amdmis to do a 04,0 job when he

preached his'first sermon. He came in.-January, and the krst Sunday

"lought a h vy blizzard, and oply one rancher showed- up',. He said to
.

the ranche "Wdll, shall I go ahead with the se as:_planned?"
,.,

'The ranc er said "Well, if I went out to the feedlot anti only, one steer
I 0

showed p, I'd feed him." So he thought--surely Jesus wils fust as concerned
,

iitc the one lamb as ,faith the ninety and nihe, so he went ahead ,with the

service exactly as he had-planned it.; When it was over,;, came down Out

o'f.the pulpit to shake hands With the'one member of the 6ngregation and
F.,

: he saie, plell, what Ad you think about the seviee?P'Nell," the ,''
. .

. i

. rancher said, "alVI,Said,4.if ,I went out-td the feedlot aid onlYone.steer
. 1 ,

showed up, I'd feed him--but I wouldn'tthrow the'whole goad at hini!" .

The other.problem is that'no,one iv-predict futureltrendt and
t

. ,t f

developments 'th.any real accuracy. Sonie4pf the thing5-orediCted will
k -. .

. no doubt co* true` if we are faTiliar with What is going, on, but, as

Kenneth Bouldinisai'd ih another conferencel.devoted to:t

11

e future in

adciefy and eadbition, one of the things wekave'learned,over the. , 1

.1generations is that the futufe is always fuil ,of surpri,s. 0 So there will
always be inaccuracies inany effOrt to predict the future over,any length

. .
A,

Of time. .
. . .i

I. .

1 Uant to begin by talking first about trends that li!e outside-of
,..

e t
.

I .t."
Llb

educational institutions ap such, 'because I .think" it,. is, gretty well est
,

0 dished from historic experience, chat, educational institu ions, as "with
. .

, 4., _ _ .
,, .

most institutions', 'rarely make,fundamehtgl 'changes frOm. ithin. This'is
...

. .
, Mt,

because the, tendency of Institutions is to- tecome bureaugfratized, and the
t 7 '

s
. :.

. .s
4

1 J
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individuals in it to try to protect their,interests.' For them,' the best

tiring.is;,if they can't move ahead, to at least maintain the status quo.

They become less and less responsive to the clientele that therare,

supposed to -tea, as in the case Of schools or colleges. So- thebig

A
changes usually comeqes responses to pressures from the outside, If the

responses are highly effective, it is because of creative leadership

from within that -is able to mount a response to thoie,outside pressures.

The belpt illustraUon, I tjlink,144Which We are all familiar is

the land-grant colleges. By 1862, thedevelopini agricultural and mechan-

ical classes as they called theilower middle sector-Of tKe population at
.

that time, that ist.the' people, the farmers, the small shop owners and
, .

other mechanical classes' of the times ha icgained enough polital power

to push for educetional.opportunities for their young people, Their boys
.,

i

wanted to go to college. The Ivy League, colleges would tot admit them,

' taking the general view that they 'really were not college caliber. They

^d id . , d
did not know Greek ancPLatini. so how could they podsibly benefit from a

, 4

.
college education? Unabl to get this rApponseilyom the, private colleges,

,

.

_NI . .

they exerted pressure on the federal sovernment as Peopled° tan the
. , ..

-present,time. They persuaded
Senatori

Morrill mil Vermont to introduce
i s,
a.bill that would offer any state that would es.tablish a college.for the-

.

agrIcultural and mechanical cladses some of the /land that 'was accumulating
. ..s._

in the West as .our frontier.Moved westward. And so the /and-grhnt colleges'
1 , .

were formed as a response to the political .pressure of the growing, power

base (that Doug Ensthinger maintains is now largely also farmers) bent

upoh_getting the education for their ybspg people.
_, ..

v If you read the diary. of on of the professors of Michigan Sate, tfe
"1,,

first of the land-grant colleges, you will find_that:they had a gdat deal

of trouble trying to figure Out hole educate young people at the college'
1

level.coming from differing backgrounds. And the leadership in figuring

out Ways,-for exampleaf.finding
.
that you could mopivate young people to

study' chemistry if they, could see its connection with a fafm problem that

they faCed--in which you coed' get the effective ednChtion if you worked
_ .

atilt, devised collegts that were effective for the Pvriposea.,iniended.
4 , 14.j. I mention this illustration at.

,
a little greater jength, that I can use

N

he othei' because ity'illustrtes it._ po*nt that 4 think is very ,impor-

11

8
P. I
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tent as we look at social institutions That is that most.of the

that are significant are creative responses developing' from leadership

within, but they are responses to outside pressures.' So let's look at'

changes

the outside as we look ahead.,

We have already been reminded yesterday by Professor

the nature of our population and the student population-.

with the birth rate as it is. now, .344 any great change is

We will not expect to, have the continuing-growth %tn numbers that has

'characterized sc5 many of thAducational problems of schools and Colleges.
-

We will have, as pointed ut'hy Dr. Starleaf this morning, a rela-
.

tively stable economy.- There is not the demand for'products that comes

Havighurst about

It is stable

not projected.

from intern411al growth, in population.

the tremendous problems associated wi

which were a combination. then of grea

young people could not. find jobs) and

,Ohio State University when the Depres

We' cannot look for, it seems to' me,

th education during the Depression,

t increases in enrollment (because

much lower income.. J. was at The

sion hit.. In 1939 the University
4.

received from the legislatUre the,largest biennial_budget 1, had ever.

received. In those days,the legislature met only once,evOty two,yjs.

So, in 1931, after long the of deliberation and argui4g,and fighting

but not seeing where the money could come-from, they Eut th& udget of
$ .

The Ohio; State University Otr tbetext biennium by exactly fi ty-percent.JA

-' And I'saw sixty percent of the lty, usually at the younger'efelevels,

usfottunately, go on ttik welfare is .And in the soup kitchens and so

on. I do not think that we will hay 'that kind of an unstable economy,

but I do not look for any great improvement in the *conomic situation.

This meansthat-we will not be able to idok for a marked increase in

-f\unds for supporting educational'institution. Our improlied educational

systqm'will have to conie from better use of the resources that we have,

rather than looking- for more resources frOin sta,te,-loc.al,.ftcleral, or

private sources.

Thethird.trendois one that as been accentuated

although It 'has been slowly developing for th

years. It is the continueCerosien of the tot

get so used .0 to kin about the school abd.the

syStem that we forget that we' grew up - -and moral
. ,

in the last ten years,

se' Mirty-five or forty

ucational system.'Ne

ege as the educational

ung people 'throilOORt

0

1sb
. '.4

s
g4 .41
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the world gide up--and Ilia through experiences that.arpprovid by a

number of institutions an4 organizations; not'just the school. 4he thingS

one learns in the .home, the things one learns in initial employment, the

things one-learns in religious institutions, the things learned in the

neighborhood or Awith various types of mass media arh IMPOtAlit part

of the educational development of many young people: In fact, thoseoffmany

of schpol, in terms of Eimer:always have made up more than, that,*

within school. In terms of importance, it is the total system that should

be operated with effectiveness, not just-part of it.,
.

Now we see a rapid erosion. ityin 194babout twelve or thirteen percent

of mothers of schoolage chilli-en were inthe labor force.' A consider
dy

able nuMber of children that I have seen in the scholia I have visited go

home afur school and there is nobody there. They are called "latch key"

children.. There is nobody providing the_supporring sort df education that

Iused td. be available. The school does its part. bui.the ,rest oflkcietv.

has its responsibilities, too.
_ lig Ar

_

Now When you see any,ipadequacies in the learning or education of mg&

the tendency is to'blame the schools without notAng_that.thell4sAdol still- li
.

. ,

. .

has 1100 hours a Ai- of a-typical.child's time: int, the television-now,

gets (according to the studies by,Schramm and Parker) 15Q0 boars i year of
1

the chilegtime, which is more tha. theschogl-gets.' Actual supervision
A

friom theihoMe takes up 'much

institutions arid oth4rs veins t
\

sion will continue for

on the ave rage. The

k-,4opping.. ',So I predict

ime, Aktecause iiarents'do care

/children (they are nor' lett githrem do this just because heY do

role,cf religious:

that this ero.

about their

not care)
. -

there iAgoing to be more c,ncern and fore effort to lgn e out hOw,topro
.

vide anodeqqatfeducatio I efivitienment for children;
1.

Thereisgoipi to be an Increase in ,employment .in the'servSce sector:'

We have seen thieftellicted, of course; in conne&ti n with the dropliri the

numbers employed, oratleast the percentage employ', agricultural
A ,

sector .altd,the material production sector. This, .ot course, has several

consequncps for education. It,means, fot-ekamptei that the intellectual

mid socipl skills are'morg importantin employment than ever before. There

will be a Continuing reduction
10
ter4ty and physrcal,strength.

1

in the demand for manual .skills,- manual dexa
been bit by bit taken over, by

.

4

*
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various kinds of technological devices. There is "going to be, has
. _ .

.4
been sjggested by Starleaf this morning, a dontinuing relatively high level

of unempAoyment in 'ehe private sector. As he pointed out, it is hard to
.

determine ,just what.i.s.the actual lever of unemployment, if yop,call'real'

unemployment the i ility% tto_ge a job, rather than a period of tima.in

between 'jobs. Ho ever, there is going to' be a continuing relatively '"high

level of unemployment'in tte.private sector., '
...

,-

There- is going to be a' continuing high demand for 'education for.to

reasons.. One is that with the kinds of occupational requirements.necessary
.

. ..

for increased employment in, the service sec tor, moreeducatio6 is needed.

r.

.

In addition, .most of the production and 'distribution sector, is made up
of occupations that requIre a good deal of training and understandling.'

Ii, is necessary to r'dmember that the seftice sector right 'now is most

largely made up of health. services, educational services, recreational.
.

* services, accounting services, social services, and administration in
.

-science engineering. These areas all require more educati:olrfhan is

on the average, by the productive sector, , There'is;also thereqUired,

demand because more and more.people veducationnt edution for their 4hiidren.
. .

Again, if yoti will look at. the public opinion polls you will find that over.., ,,

ninety percent of parents want educgtion for their children. ;Eighty-
.

seven percent hope that their children would get into college So the

-demand is pushed both by wanL-ing education and by the need for it in

conneltion witlfuture trendsn employment.

There is going to' be an increaseill the uNber of people; involved in

continuing,. education. YoutimaY.have seen tpe report, which I 4elieve was

'distributed by some commission of the American Council on EduCation, on

the jiumber of organizations that provide contitoing education, This

numberhastbeen increasing. For example, one corptiration, IBM, spends

$80 million a year on the continuing education of its personnel in the

areas of executive training, additional science and technologic for its

researchers, and so forth, with much of that being contracted'to nearby

universities pr community -cblleges. This is typica l of other , as well.

The laigest, in terms of actual numbers, is the Department of ;Defense.

The''Commuh4ty College of the Air Force at Randolph Air Force se, with

'Its accredited programs (part of it being in the actual ,trainiilg pro rams

4
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within the ,service, and the other part contracted with ea by comtkity

There is going to be a continuing cOncern for certain special prob
.

colleges) As one Qf the larger illtstrations.of this:

'lems

that

that our generatioh has discovered. Education of thedisadvantaged,

is, young people who came from-backgrounds weer, there has not been

education in the home and ytho havRriot teen any demonstration of the,value,

Ofeducation. we'took that for granted when, back a dentUry ago,
tt
Zighty

percent of the occupations. were unskilled. .Tom Sawyer, you will remember,

felt-so envious of Huck.Finn who dilln't have to e to school...wHe didn't

have to 'because tie could get a' job and do what Was required without going-
.

to schoOl. But that day has passed'and,we now refer to Huck Finns and

others as disadvantaged children, requiring special effort If the school

yis to learn hoW to reach them.

There is going to be continuing concern for career education, ant-

Accupatianal development because of The increasing separation between

the ippori.unities for.children,and youth to.'come.into contact with the

world of work. As you have,seen, some of the ttudies,df communities show
. ,

how little the young people-inow of the world of wotk going on around
`

them, especially if it goes on in some part of their, metropolitan area

where they.dp not live: ,

There is going to be increasihg concern for c haracter developinent,

for, the reasons pointed of by Ensminger, stemming from the ke t2increase'

'in the reported, violence, in crime, in'delinquency and so on,' Foria-mtime

this will be blamed on the schools, .but agait.theregwill be a. need for .

").

a

,

looking at the total ddcational system to see what can he done about 'it.
AP ,

There is going to.be continuing concern forthe effectiv% transition
°

of,youth intoNstrwlye adult r6les,.leading-to a wider range of interest

groups. Ydu see interest groups have a stake in educati.pn and want to4

401
.7.

...

influende it in some way. For a long time,.thegroUps interested,in

edUcation were relatively small in nuOber. The upper middleclass
1

.
'''....- expected their children. to get their roles,in life thrOUgb the effort8 -o_f.4'1%.,

112.
4111.

, .

their parents or relatives getting them $nto apprentice programs or Other
.... .,...1

. .,

kinds of occupational opportunities. .Now eaucation (schooling) is's0,As .'
. t

.
.

- =.

,..ap important thing to many groups. They are -willing to exert the etforts.
.

80 *
to influence t he nature of education, therefore becoming various kinds df ,

*

c
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pressure and power groups.
.

4. .

Turning to the issues, I think- I have suggested some of them' that
. .

6 p a
,,,,,

will be with iiVfor a Tong time.' the level of 'f-inaricing ,for:pUblic' ,.
1 . ,.. '

schools and college,--Qie role of 'public *collection pf taxatioti 'for
.

o. ,' ..
. . .r

. .\
education, and the,demand for the other kinds of Social. sefv4iies, whiCh f, T .

.

.....aKe inereasing in this'couttry as well a§rin. other pa.rts Of the world,
.

. ,

-are only a few of the issues. We teach a point- Where; wales_s you have

utilitarian
.1

a i state that can enforce.collection of taxes' farkeyond -=

people are Willing to gil.N,". y9u find that they get to the po int
.

.... ..1

. where abbut 'fifty percent Oi% the average,verage pe'rson''S incOrcid nes t---o''taxa-

tiofi. Sweden ,is a: socialist -state with, a -free 'system -of taxation. They

a
I'

-
have found tA

6
payer 'resistance. The pdople 1.Jant to,,have, a.qalance to

decide, pergonally, whit they are going to do with the other fifty per-
°.::.

. .

cent: It is not that they -want to save it:# In °Sweden, asi in theUnited

Stateg, about 93%.spendill the} have,-sometimes a little mere -th. they

have. If is no that they want to save it, but 'they want to f that it

is their .money and they can make -the decisions.40When we, keep adding ,new,*

services -that are_ dpvided by taxation it ..educes' the opportunity for tho
,

.
I '

person to feel than he is spending his money. So, with the _increased
1 e----

demand for police protection., for health.services, for a whble series of
J\

.
.

.

Services, 'our public schools and colleges are going t
,

o be finding it very-
,

. . .
.

.

.

important to figure out ways of getting funds that will. not represent
:

taxpayex resistance.

'Another issue is one dial ISew,_Already `suggested,' that is ways. of
A . .

a

rehuilding° tiltomprehensive eduCationab
It

system 'As we have treatercomprehensive
"i,

a freedom for-women to, eAgage la the whale range of
,

occLpatigns, question
.

.
,

-,....,

. as to whether -the

it egv1Iy the fa

. The question

youth organitatio

home can asstne the responsibility ande

ther's and/or the mother's responsibility?

.of how we build other social institutions
,

f it SO11§, is

. .

such ag the
. ,

n, has 'been' dealt with in the Commdhl `In

.

4,9ssia, for example, the school goes :from' nirwe o'eloclk to thi.ee:
I

-From.
.

"v.,- ... L
.

three to eight I n the evening, the youngOlf r edr e -under, Vidicontrol
,

of the Young P4Oneers. For children over fourtee
%

ties are led by the Communsa. They have educAtio

whkt'lheY call the development "of. Sccupational
I 0

1r

.. r
. ..

IPAO
\

1 .

ars of agA, activil

al progrdtfis related to . k

/

..... -,
lls, ,on the 'develoment .

. *
% . 0

' . .

i . -
"''.:-
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3f what, they call Communist character. Thog thinls that we havedone
fp

in the pastftthrtzati our less, formal institutions, Ake provided for in

the Communist states by a special professional group who-are given a clear

notion of what their objectives are. I spent.some time in,the. CurTicUlum

Center for COtmlunist Character, and, they had deiteloped a character eduta-
.

ticin 'program which they...isalleve relevant for their youth. We will have

co
-/

fscethe quediion, "how are we going to rebuild our educational system?"

I do not think the public will long endure a 'feeling that many of the r

thirigs important 'for their children to learn are not being taught in the
,

present system. t7
;

'Developing new patterns of education, both for adults and for youth,

while maintaining quality is another issue. There is a great deal of non-
_

traditional education, and pe6ple are beginning to question that,some of

this may. be of low quality, not really wollth very much. The effort to .

y
try to devise patterns that will provide for a quality edUcation is an

important issue.

' Another issue,- which is essentially an age...old problem'of democrattic
r.

countries, is how to balance equality and freedom Equality vften mean?

limiting the freedom of others. At what point is that balance reached

is a very difficult issue_that comes up repeatedly. You gat it, for

'example, in the issue thpt is now raising its head in the discussions jn

Congress and especially In the More affluent parts of our society, whether

/to establish 'special schools for the gifted and then others for the disad-.1

vantaged. The feeling is that the young people o are gifted ought to -

havespecial opportunities to excell and not be put it the same schools

with thosr Who.are less gifted. That kind of issue I think will continue

if our athuence is continued..

The question of how to balance or integrate so-called liberal education

and occupational educatiOn will continue to be an issue, because we have

long had ideals about whdt our goals are, as been expressed here

today several times. &me of the questions indicate the problems con-

cerned..,As Dewey poibtell out at the turn of the century, in many cases

the liberal arts colleges lave beCome narrow vocational schools for the

partidular traditional subjects they teach. At the other extreme, the

tccupational programs although offering great opportunity to be, liberal,

193
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haifre become narrow'. The question of how to obtain a balance of the

. breadth'that is.involved in being a citizen in a democratic society and
.

.
a responsible participantin occupatpnal life is'a continuing issue

before us. , f

New directions? 1 h ave only alew minutes to co mment on a few

fig,them. One that I think is quite relevant to what we are talking about
s .

here arid is indilated by some of the proposals '1Yke those of'Willard Wirtz
.

in his book, Doundless Resources is namely that human resources are a

boundless source. There is a need for some broader advisory or planning

council--broader than the local school distric that there can be an
.

6 opportunitr to develop amore comprehensive plan Tor occupational educa

tion appropriate for'a rapge_of occupations.; Very few youftg 4eople Are

actuall/going'to live as adults in the partitular.communey which now

has exclusive jurisdiction over their education. There is.more end mnr,

talk about community and me,propolitan councils, sometimet state councils,
, 1

to prOvide for the planning o'f opCupalional experiences iskreducation.

The nontraditional programs of continuing edu ation will see new'

directions in. many places. England with'l.ts open univ sity and Israel

with its Ever` LMan's University, .area ilivatrationeat thp university level.

We hive a number in this country, like the Empire Sta,te College a$ part of
. .

k
the New Yofk State University sysein. The ppctice of, feeling that when

. I

ever a prohlem comes up, everybody has to work on it, is 'increasingly

,being replaced by identifying the particular Problems pf particular schoors,i

Theregaes a ,long wish it, I believe, an increasing development of a system

'of onnagement by-objectives for
i

the school administrator that is not-talk-

ing primarily about input objectives, but talking,abut things to be

learned by young people and'the way in which ,they can b e managed, so that

you can identify where the problem lies. This means only the management,

by objectives system - -a cooperative_ setting. of realistic goals.

To five an illustration, I worked, for three ya'ars in one of-the worst

4ettos in.Detroit 'several years ago. We found that at that particular,

time, at the end of third grade% when the eXrctatiOrChes been that all

children by the end o,f third grade can handla the mechanics of reading and

are ready to g .on-and be reading in the content, areas, that only 35% c5uld

do so. Now ju t the statement, "We should do better" isn't food enough.

"
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The statement "We sho

aan not be achiev What weidid, working with: the parents' committee and

the teachers,- s, begin to agree what Mould be reasonable.,* If we. can move
I

from 15%-t s year to 4574 next year to 5% or some such figure each yeartaa,

. T...4re-e mine it., then that is what management by objectives is--setting
. ,

and taining realistic goals. uthen they reached their goal three years
*

1 ter infwhich those children were doing as wellvas the white children in

the adjoining area.of Detroit,the parents were so pleased they had a big

(dinner and a ball for the teachers who had made this all possible. Now6
4

get.,100% in a year" is not realistic, because it

this is what I mean by talking about managementy realfitic objectives

, rather than setting goers without the 'question of how far you can go with

. it. '

f : .
' Finally, there will'be more development of patterns for showing of

. ,

financial Slapport- Patterns,rangirig all the way ,from what is-beitx done
e

in some states in 'the sharing, by decidihg that pehple.in the upper mid
.

-
dle class income range can pay a larger tuition rate. at the colleges 61

.
# universities than, hose with limited incomes, by getting more,ppportunityd

* ''. r
to reduce the total burden on the taxpayer,

,
and'by the development of

,

other kinds of staring.
--

, .

You can see the problems of distinguishing betweenhat one can obiec-

tivel9 see might' happen, with what one .might wishlto happen. My time is up.
..

. --Edited by Richard.M. ikster
.

e
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INTERACTION VI! Harold Halprow and Ralph Tyler

Listening Panelist: Dr. Tyler, ydu mentioned. that some of the Somminist
countries were using character-building educational,systems. save you
got any recommendations for how we might'usd the system or if it is -

a good system in our educational system?

Tyler:' We-have a voluntary system now in many rural areas thl't has

been relatively effective--the 4-H clubs As you know, I am a member
.

of the national-Committee on 4-H clubs and have,had a good deal Of

connection with them. Douglas Ensminger has had many yeais befofeand

many-of you )474e, and that represents a kind of after-school addItional,

education=where the actual production of something or the various efforts-.

are made tp help to'develop'such character patterns as responsibility,

honesty, and the according results. This is.one-thini-iht has airL,ddy

developed here. But unfortunately, it doeS not reach a very Vrge per-

centage,6f youth any'more.. It is much harder to organie, realisticaly,

in a city environment than ii is in a rural area -- especially when the

city parents do not have any resource's to help the kid have-a sow'or.
de'some other kind of animal or a crop he can take over`,''

Listening Panelist: I haVe heard'it said,' in various Seminars, that
our exports of grain about balance our impOrts of oil. What I want to

it whogett the grain moheyand who pays fOr the oil?

.Hari-OW: Export, of grain do not necessarily balance imports of oil,

nor does it have, to. Exports of grain ha"ve increased rapidly since 19-7/.

This 4s geperally attributed tid (1) devaluation of our dollar whickhas

loosened up the whole trade ,area, (2). some odd purchased by buyers who

Jlappened to be in the'markttifoi it, particularly Rdssia, and then (,?)

ust a general loOsenfng

development of the

wotds, by a.n increase- in

,Li the expansion 'of trade. Our whole 'agricul7

past three years has been.sparked,'A other

demand.Now,' this grain has contributed to our

balance of trade; At the same tine, we have had an increase in the
A

purchase' of 61.1.-0* feeling

tion, that il:Ofefuture; we

than less. Consequently; we

for this. r-bdlieve that th

is, and 1 think the trends,are in this direc-.

are going to be Importing more oil, ither ,

are going:to want to have a way of paying

e commercial exports of agriculture are -%

going to be still'morebimportant in 'the future, than they have been in



thevast.

Listening Panelist:, Continentdi Grain geti some ofithat moneys for the

dTgrain that is expotted and help pay for the oil that is'imported. Is.,

that the wayw it t is balanced?

'

..

& 1
) : ,.

TyleT: He is not taking into account the role of government and fai
11

etIon."
. .-

.,
.-.

to see that.th& persons who have excess income are able to pay for.
. , - .

someone who 'has *less.' c
.

i

V.crow:' Continental Grain is one of the large firms thatexported grain/

but tkiiir call 4 competitive basis. .Now that is gpod business, and
..v...

..

business has'improved. ; . -

Listening Panelist: I do, notoknow why fhefcall it good. geems tike

'.. it has improved for buSiness, for Continental and the,Other , but it

has not improved any for me. .>

.s
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Haj.crow: Well, we are using grain that hel_ps
*
pay for some of our

increase in inputs. We are going to have to use more of--i -t- in the futu

that is the point.

Tyler.: I think his point is, he dOeS not understand within tie doriestic,

economy how the haves and have-nots g4t more.balancd The simple 2nsw...7r

is that it is one of the funCtions of taxation. For'example,- anot4r

illustration is that all this borrowing of federal money; somebody/is

getti4g interest-on thatTioney and the questiOn is, how `do you tax it?

.1

Listening Panelist: I knew I shouldn't have asked an economist that

question!

1 . /
Tyler: Well, I am not an economist.'

Listening Panelist: There is no free-lance? ,Everythtng has to b&

,' paid for? t

,
.

.
I . ,

'"- _HalcroW: .Yes. I was interested in Dr. Tyler's comment about rebUild rig

the comprehensive educational system which includes not only the ?o 1

- .aspects cic "cation at all :level's, but also community$ etcetera.
,

-

., .
W

I czonder it you.youldadentify a few of the major changes"that.you ,think
. 1.,-

should be made in high school--the formal high school programs--fn drder

,tb, bettev' fit that you call the comprehensive school:
. . .

TYlern- I do not want to take too many mines but let
'

dike four'

statementr. One is, if /you are talking about the high
. . ...

of level,
j

l'

. ,
.

Y.
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some of,the most obvious inadequacies are thelack of responsibility.
_

As the young person begins to realize he is becoming an adult, he is
J41

physically wture, he wants to have some responsibility for the_ actions. .
A

More.and more he has been isolated from adults and he has not had much'
.

responsibility: So I see one thing in the case, for example, of .

occupational' education, a mgch greater irease in'cOoperative programs

where the;young person works for part of tie day, or part of .the week,

or partof the year, and thus is faking-resnonsibility. The role of

the school is helping 'to understand what is going'on and 'to Apprecilte

it and get the bioader view of what this occupation'is-that he is

working dn. Another one, which is being done by a number of..places--

Bob Ravighut mentioned that yesterday--"action-learning" as it.is

often call'ej,where young people may be giving voluntary service.. For

eXample,'we looked at the cage of a Minnelbta town- -not very large,

but with a number retired peoplewhere they,were giving volunteer

service helping retired people with various kinds of problemsgetting
At

a sense of responsibility, seeing the gontequentes when they.forgq their

responsibiliftes and did not get-there. They suffered - -they' saw the
4,

consequepces of it. That is one illustration. Another one, after all,
4!

is television. Zt now represents the largest titer--consumer ef children

And youth's time, and'could be zmuoh mr* effective eductational inst,ru7-,
rb

ment if there werelmore efforts by .the okilmunity to help provide' the .

.

_kind of TV tifat would illuminate sames4their own problems,' that world

snot simply be relief or just whiling away the tiiie.z.thery is not much'

difference. The average TV priogram that' many k &ds see is not-'much ,

different froih just sitting, on the street corner and ttity_ing away

at something, and, watdhing things'gb 1)5v.) It requires no great thought-

fulness. You ddnot really see any-ISues that you an do anything ..

- . .
i

about so the leisure time cogld be made mtich more constructive than it',
s r i

)

has been:. It ,does seem bdgme that ik.requiretsome kind of a gay by .s

which. tha school and otherlcommunity'agencies work together, taking
..,'.

responsibility for sharing in the, education -of their youth.. Some of

the comriunity schools that Are in the'communitysschool association, that,
is suppc*ted by the Mott FoUndatidn;,haa its .headquarters in Flint.

Some of these community 'schools hev4,wOrked out that kind of'arrangemeftt.

.......1

s)

4

4
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Bust `you have .a chance in'Iowp,to pioneer in figUring out your comtunity.

Aow can youlwoir irpowit so that there is' more effort' to provide oppor-
#

`tunities that are meaningful and educational for youth?
I ,

Listening Panelist: You are giving support to year-round education or

avery flexible'iort of program. over a period of years?

t

k.

.

Tyler: Yes. ,0

.

-Listeninek°aneligt: Dr. Halcrow, I would just life to know, you assessed

the impact of fertilizers, pesticides. and machinery upon changesoin
agriculture and growth. And you tave some measures. De'you have any
measures about the educational input.into those three ditensions as far
as gaining' acceptance andm.se forth? In other words, this could, not

have held out 1.41thout education. Do you have "any measure of that?

Halcrow: No, not specifically. And this is one of the things I wish

we did have.: But pe,kliw'that underlying the whole thing is the
.

educational process and^dt is' most Jundamental,ofsof all*.' I think we

all reeoinize that, but it is extremely difficult to measure.

ListeningPanelistf* Do you see any moivement where educators and economists,
for example, who are educators also, would get together on trying to
measure some of those inputs that education has?

.

-Halcrow: People have had to do this: I talked' with, one of my colteagues

whom I esteem most highly- -also a University of Chicago Ph.D.,- -just

about\four,years ago. He said'he had been struggling with this question

and he had not been able to put a quantitative measurementon the pro-

dUctivity of,say, the Cooperative Extension Service. He,had tried

every way to do it, beCausephe felt.it.was productive, but he could not

measure it. ..

Tyler: There are not any micro-measures that are very adequate, so you

cannot aggregate Them.
4 aA

.1

Listening l'anells/s: Should this not be something that edneators should
rbe working toward in the years tocome, sorweican do this?

Halcrow: We wish. we could. 'the problem' in trying to estaimate the pr4-
ductivity-of 'ducation is that education is such a pervasive fting. It

is,involved in almost everything we do. 'I know I am.more efficient e

being educated than I was when I was not educated, Let us say, but how

do I put a-marginal peoducton that? Now we do hgve estimate's of the

111
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productivity f ,e4 attnn, theecolomy'as a iyhole, and I dd not haVe..

those figures itkle, but they are high. That is, what we call the .
o0

196N

),

investments in huM44"capitar. A'conSideraiileamodnt of wcrk has-been

done on that in'reaieht years. UeneAlly, they show that the marginal
.,

product of a dollatAjnvested in elementary and secondary education is

something like,fiftken or twenty percent return on investment for the

economy as a while,,

tq individual occult
A

Listening Panelistt
I would like to put
reIatingagricultura
and so on. While yo
would get two more t
the capacity to inno
use them. And you p4
focus; I think, sir,
by the year 2000 (an
what,we can do no
if that capacity is
we will not move to
are today. It 'also
capacities are fixe
or dependent variab
about the capacity

t so far, we -have not been able to break that down

ons.

11, Harold has already asked my question, but
in different terms. I like your three charts,

.

roduction to the use of,pesticides, tp fertilizers,
ete'doing it, I was dwelling on Hopes that you
is relating fuller production-in agriculture.to
e, to produce innovations, and the capaci85, to

ial.ly answered that queStion already. Ye; the

this conference, it seem to me, that somewhere .

after all, we are projec ing in the future, not
t 'Seems to me that we can decide, or try to decide,

ited or unlimited. And if- it is limited, then

year,2000 in any linear p.rojection of where We
s to me th4t we ought to detide whether these

variable.t Whether they are independent variables .

It seems to me that we,need to know a lot more

nnovate and the capacity to'use innovations.,

Halcrow: Yes.

ctiariters in the bo

Policies." In.th

education, and't

I had time to go into that. One of the largest

that is /coming out is "Human ReAnurce and Income

I do go inteconsiaerabl disrussiOn of agricultural

hole investment in human resources-tinvestment in

human capital. the conclusion kis that all of these investments are

highly productive and have lieen amo4 thee(( most productivein our total
. . ,

economy, but I caonot put a specific f1re on it: Now, with regard

to your question - -every resource is limited, which means measurable.

But some resources are more expansible than others, and the human
$.

'resource is one,:that is capable of the greatest expansion. Consequently,

when we look at'the year 20'00 or any other year ahead; we laia great
,

Tiedl of stress. on the investment that can be made in human resources.

Human resources are complimentary to other resources. We can put our
, .

,.
finger on pesticides and fertilizer and say, "If you put in this

.

much
t...

. .

'fertilizer, you will get this much out." . .

,
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Listening Panelist: i think the procedures ysed,in this have ben 4

regression techniques whichhave been 'Illeasurts of the residual, which
can be,called the measures:of our.ignorance. The residual is the thing
we cannot explain.

.. -

'Second Listening .fanelist: I wasjust wondering what we are going to
do with Merrill. Anderson's grain-back thete!. I think the.; still we need,
to some back to p he realization teat our Rroducti9t of grain is where

iU.we have a re±atadvantage. I am still unelear.as to who is going
to purchase this grain. If Merrill cannot aontillue to realize a'profie,

he is not going to 'produce.. 1\think the farmer is .too fiercely inciependent:'

Ha].crow: Well, he has to have a iltrofit, or he had better get into'some
\ ;*

.other business. Thragi. people are going to competes for his One

is our 'domestic economy and particulafly our livestock economy, and

this composes our domestic demand. -The other is our need to have f

exchange. This means our exports. The third is what do we do about an
,

aid in developing. programs in the developing countries. All three'of

:these demands are expand4ble. The problem that all the'farmers are

going tO.riin into is, arf-they going to be able to hold their costs in

line with an increase in demand? And the long-run answer is "yes," but

1

C

r °

a

at the same time, if.costs move up very rapidly, agriculture is going

to have-some trouble. We know, in the short run, there are times.

Listening Panelist: I would like to address a question to Dt. Tyler.
You have given us some kind of a diagnosis asto perhaps what is wrong
with some of our more comprehensive institutions. Yo have indicated.,
that we need to rebuild our .comprehensive educatiohallystems. You /

have indicated that perhaps we are leVeliAg off in terms of.availablq
financial resources for our public educational systems. I am, in

ment with all of those. 005w my question is, how do we do this rebuild-.
irig? How do we do this restructuring?. How do we get change short of
buying'it without any more resources?

Tyler: 'Well, I said we are not going to get *ippon from all the sources,.

The 4-H ogram, for eAOMple, uses a.great many volunteer 'people. We

had a -d-i-a-in-gue-a-t-our center-for the/Study of democratic, institutions

not long ago, on the. Canadian National Health Pfogram. The first effect

of the Canadian National Health,Program fas you would imagine--the same

-41 thing would happen in education) was'doubling the income. doctors,

because the first thing the ?nstitueion wants things for itself.

The second thing.was that thereNere more of the very loWest-income

people getting medical services. But there then began to be thequestiqn

201
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of how you are reallrgoing to get better health; because doqiors,cto

' only a part of it.n increasing: number of volunteers helped with

heatth services. For exampIel the most or best known was Alcoholics,

Anonymous. Doctorg Carl° some things with, regard to alcoholism which
4

4 Is tas Doug pointed out) one of.the serious. American problems -. ..not as

phigh as Sweden, which has,the highest alcoholic rate in the wdt1.04,-'

but it is a serious problem.. The Alcoholics Anonymous have n ,that.

' .group between the professionals arid the client that has helped ;.to, make.

that possible. Now we then held a dialogue at our center becaktse.thtre

is a manlat Northwestern University.in the'rban Study Center wilo-ials,
.

been studying the$e health -help groins and he hassfound around twio 'hundred
and seventy of these volunteer self-help grbups'that are helping to bridge

the gap between the highly professional needs and the nee ds of
-
t e cl ient--

.

the highly.professional competence and the reeds of the client. is,

of course, is what our'education4 System -used to be, the part that was

not the school.. The parents did,not get sgial pay for helping to bring,

up their children. Sunday school, teacher$', at l'eagt in My day,,(I used

fo be a Sunday school teacher); did not get anyhecial pal. 'There are
I.

lots'of ways by which we can'help'to build, the structure which Ad, not

require puhlic funds put into it. .'

0

.

Listening Panelist': D. Halctow, when you stated that there does.,not
appear to be much, chance to satire energy in the agricultural, sector, do

you mean by this that we cannot develop more,efficient use-of the energy
that we have, Or isit a relative thing in the total economy that you
are talking about? 1

.

Halcrow: It is a relative thing. The energy use of the agricultural .

sector has stabilized, particularly in farming, and.as a percentage of

the total energy used, the food sectetTioems to he declining. Now, we

can save_enqrgy by more efficient use. And aswe go on into the farm

sect2r, you have diesels that are generally more efficient thanvasoline

tractors. if yoy.are going to refrigerate food, however, and hava.a

'high -level food supply, it is goinglito take power for refrigeration,

for management, for storage, and thete does not seem'to be much way to

get around that.

listening Panelist: Dr. Halcrow,you,mentioned that you thought there
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ti
'should be some long -rang food planning, a iculturalpolicy planning,
this ,type of thing. Whosare you -going t delegateelegate the responsibility

. to to arrive at thiS-policy? The Department of Agriculture?. Educational
institutions ? 'Economists ?.

4
'

Halcrow: Well, that depends Llieptkihom we del4ate it to, bepause we

cap. delegate it as we choose. That is, the Congress.will make-the'

decisions.

.

, Listening Panelist: Who are you suggesting should haye.that responsibility?:
o

i .

lialcrok Well, I thInk_producers ought to be-represented. For example,

if we have a National Food Board OT a World Food Board, prtiaUcers opght,;

to be well-iepresented on it. Consumers ought to he represented. 61.nae-
.

mipendent people, let us say, ought to16;e representedltoin it. aeal-fy, if

we are going to continue to supply a very large and groWing'etport
dir
mar-

ket, and if weare going to play a.role in development of the developing

countries, and at the same time we ars going to ,have astable andoa

of food -management policY--
41

soB 'toto the govern-
. 4

, we did not have such

A
. ,

reliable food supply, wehaye"to have same land

which may involve larger reserves. Farmers,have

ment reserve program largely because; in esseope

a poficy' BUt when we have large reserves, we t

,the market regardles of whether 'the market was

end of the 1960Is, for example, we werg rid of the large food stocks',
1 .

titst

ended to pitch themonto

there or not: At the

the large; grain stocks, and all we hard wasehoy gxperve it was. to

carry these . stocks.
1 Well, as a mat er'of fact, it would have been much

less expensive to carry these stooks, to stabilize the- market at a

higher level, than it was to do some other things that we have done.

14t we did not peke any fundamental decisions about what size of stocks

we can carry; where we should cry them, how-we, should carry them, or

how we should manage them. Well, whatq am sting is that we need,to

II

.do that. .
_ . .

'Listening Panelist: 'Do you thinkfthat this is already implied
responsibility to. the Department ofAgriCulture, for example? _. t

. .
- .

) Nrd
Halcrow: It is sort of implied that theDepartMent of Agriclture Hns

r
neverTeen given assurance that they would .heve;money to carry stocks

or to .,carry- out a'- consistent policy irr regard tO their management.

a Con'sequently,' when the Department of Agriculture got itself In a bind,

00' )
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theywert trying .tp.liquidwterstptls in cril!der,,to prOtett their own '

.
,

%budgee., This goes*.back.'tofriay central theme. That is if' we are going
.

,

to hAve!.aneffett1700k .£9,0 dcrin tiriacountry,,nwe must have p 41* ,

broader undetstanditg, a i' general uniertanding4oP the things that.
. .

re required to bring it about-.

Listening Paeltlist: So we mill

Halctow: ' Well, _I am not saying

body to do a job. If yin want

,

-. -'

have to_ appoktla new committee?' .-

.--
. . . __,,

that exaltly . You' hive to haVe some- ' ' ''

. m

a "job, you hive 4b have somebody- to do. .

,it. .

4- Listening Panelist: Dr. Tyler, you mentioned the: reading ptogram *in

Detroit. Was there any incentive or resord to the teachers` far having '

. 'achieved that andi,f Acre, wa4k 101d, ydb endorse this 'type of a'

\.,

-..,;
. .

who were really' ptetriisted inat ac ing the problem. They said 'af ter - :

.

' : wards they worked harder' than the had ever worked, bel,t they had

program?

Tyler :- 'When -I agreed tp serve as consultant 'that, the. first .thing

I did ,Fas to go td the. teachers1 union and ask 'them for petj.saion to

ecruit some volunteers. I pointed out to thgm sha serfOus

The par'ent's -were, saying they had no confidence in the schoolsflC you

can't teach," and "our kids aren!.tlearning." With Ahose kipds of '1

pressures on theteachers,' upionlwthey agreed withsome "reluctance.

Then i recrulvd people to teach in those four
-
TlementTry schools

more fun out of it. There drerl_ of people in any organization . -

who seem to be only trying to get along so people have tol.work as
-S

littleces possible, but there are'al*ays some people in an organization
4

who are challenged by difficult problems, who want 'yo do something.
coo

I

. .

,

4, You see, these, young children, here,sont to learn and they- are not

r being heloed to learn a4- they<want to do sometfling.. That is why

Go

believe that a strategy that schools must use is the strategy.4 saying,
* ..

"We're not 'just one 'hUreaUtracy7-1Verybody alike. We've got some prob-

lems an4 people who "want them-challenged.:' That is what' I mean by a ..

.
task "force to wITIc on- special problems. They get a kick out %of it; they

are enthusiastic about ft:, they are learning something. They ,said" '

afterwards it was one of' the most interesting 'periods of their i3rOftssienal

life. That is one way I think. you can get persons fOr whom the incentive

2 0 e

, 0%

.
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is the challenge
t

of doing a difficult thing for people Who really

their sefVices. 1.
. .

- ....
, ,* - ,,

- - . .

every speaker in some shape
educatibn. As you see con-
it as far as. future develcjp-

4 , i t7

'Tyler: Well I do not think we needN any further disCuss
- ,

needg. ,The,changing society; the interest of people i
P.

. le_darnt is grOwng, but the problems it. seems to me"'are of.three sorts.

.(hie problem is'''te identify the particular audiences:. 'I had the privilege'
) . -

...T

A yeat ago of particioaelpg_in-'a training sminat in I@el to train
. . - . .

some twenty people who were being.ptepared,to staff,a -new year-in the .$

.

List Wing Panelist: Dr. Tyler, practically

or orm has said something about continuing
tinting education, would you elan-rate'upon
,ments ere-concerned?

. .

eed-

-the

gito

Alk, .

VMinietry of Education on planning and evaluation. It happened that they

were also starting the Every Man's University there--a nek venture in.

adult education, or,continuing, education., So we took it upon ourselves

and got permission from Every Man's Univerty fo have our,seminar

project that peoPlq could work on to be the actual development of 0,
.-.

plaxiof planning and evaluation for that university. We.founa that'

they-had started out already and Oh a lot of syllabi being drawn far
, ..

4

nurses by rofessprs deciding what they thought the peopItle wanted and
Ar-

.

needed. We de a quick `survey -- sampling, interviywing. After all; .

..

Israelis ;14 the size Of:Ch4Cago:.in population, so it is not a very,

diificultjobta Sample the whee country wIth a .reasonably_aepsndabie
, .

sample', We found that the things that people felt they wanted learn,
.,.

ware prepare to invest time and so on in, were not thesame Suble4ts
.. .- .:

as were beingeing planned for them. For example, university planners. ..,A

-,
* -T1W,

thought they would be deeply interested in seience: Well, until .'they,

-developeci a program of science which seems understandable to Peoplej
. - .

4that'waS,ndt the case. The.Proportion that wanted anything-'in seiente
1k .

was,! ,at -that time as Itrecall, about five'percent. I think many.con7

tinuiag.education programsh-in universities, egcept for those like the

agricultura l extension' service, are- hot mandated by persons Who wanted
. ,

that; . In any event, we Tokind that in terms 4 the evaluation -- finding

out who wants w t--a lOt of'the continuing education counties are ideas

.of the prafessors a courses they would like to teach, father than-
'ideas about who wants-what and how we,can help provide those, services.'
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A second problem is, after you have idenWied your audience and'the.

subject that they Simply want to, learn, howrcan you develop significant
1-

curriculum, appripriate goals, so that what they really learn will be

'significant and helpftl for them in the future...goals that can be

dchieve&step-by-step in a meaningful fashion? A program that dotes

not take any more time or.energy than they can put. forth, but is

challenging so that they'are not just the way some teacher education

programs and service Have been in7the cities--where if you could sleep

thrdUgh several sessions- you' are given promotiopal credit for it--not

that kind of prograni, but one where they have really Lamed something

from it. Then the means of evaluation is to keep in. touch and keep

j.mproving the programas you go along. We developed that 1.n Every M'an's'

University. It did mean that they had to discard about nine mopthst

or a year's work because,theY had started out assuming people wanted

things they did not get. Are these relevant to your point?

Listenipg Panelist: Yes, sir, they are.

/it? 'At

if you

and the

are the

Next to

.And, of cotirse, the fourth

present, the largegt sours

include the Departmentof D

question is who is going to pay for

es of support are from ,the employers,

efense as the employer of the soldiers
,

sailers and the others who get veteran's benefits. The employers

largesionource of support at present for continuing education.
.

.

them are the public support for certain sectors like agricultural

extension. And the smallest proportion comes from ple payment by the

persons themselves for it: But, that can be.increased if y u identify

.4 t1e persons who really went something strongly and can figu e out a way

of purchasing it at areasonable figures. Those are problems that.I do,

not think have been worked out, but those are problems ahead that we

have to weak on because there is a real need in continuing education.'

And we have the capacity now that there has been no great growth in the

basic student body. We` have the capaciby to provide for those needs.

listening'Panelist: Dr. Tyler,- You mentioned the possiblity of separate

schools to.givie opportunities fonsuccess tothe gifted and the disad-

vantaged.

Tyler: I .did not say I thought that was a new direction. I sa id that
a

.
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was an issue. Every time we have an- affluent peiod In Aderican history...

Listening Panelist: ,(interrupting) I'll ask the question before you

answer! (Laughter) I want toknow if you think we really need these.
Do we really need these separate schools to give a chance.of suceess
to the gifted or the disadvantaged? Can this Be managed within our

communities' comprehensive school systems?

Tyler: 'When'you look aX tilt( results of the international educational

achievement program where there are .tests in ten subjects for sixteen

nations, you will.note that the top five percent of Aiericans on thebe

tests, American children and youth, do just'as well as the top,five .

percent in.any other country. But in addition, we have a sector of the

population that goes-way downto the lowest that many'othernations

lidb not even include. Take for example, t1 6e,who.have mathematics

- at the high"School level. We find people taking that representing

approximatelyeighty percent of the high'school population. They were

included in our sampl

scores on the mathema
4

andi.most of the othe

histeric answer.has b

e people who lived
110

e for testing. Japan; who Made the highest

tics examination, had only-about fifty percent,

.nations Ad much less than that, so I think the
. .

een with our diverse sCools, with schools enrolling *

,.

in that area who are able, students have learned

uite well. We are continuinig to increase the proportion of Americans.

who get Nobel prizes. In the early times when Americans got Nobel

prizes, they were educated in Germany, but that is, no longer true. I

46,
really do not have any basis for believing that a separate high school

or elementary and secondary school for the gifted is going to help the

gifted get any better, but there are lots of parents who like to feel.

that is one sign. They can say, "My kid is so good he can go to the

Bronx High School ofjScience," for example, in New York where they do

have such schopis.
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Summation by Harold Crawford: ie

111
The last heard lots of things fous to draw Implications.

.from. My listwould not nearly be complete, but just to kind of serve
. .

as a Stimulus, I ilk4a a-need to be concerned about the role of. media.

How about energy, mana ement, decision-making the change in the.labOr

force, money uanagemen , of women, the world food'or world

awareness situation', 01.a,rion, social patterns, trust.and values in

the school system, continuing educa&on, wast.e, and a host of others?

Did YOu'hear those? Those aTe the 'things that I hbcd that I think we

heed lo kddress oUrsel;.res to,\plus many more this afternoon, W get it

the implitations.

I

Edi'te4 by Richard M. Foster.,
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